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Hon. Editor’s Note:

Your Hon. Editor, for himself and for all
the members of the Club, wishes to record
thanks to those whose efforts have contributed
to this record of activities. We are especially
grateful to them this year for responding so
well to the request for submission of manuscripts
by November llth, which has made it possible to
have the Annual completed at an earlier date than
recently usual. It will be noted that there are
some very promising new contributors this year.
Our own coasts and the other favourite cruising
grounds of Brittany and Scotland have naturally
attracted the greater number of members, but
during the season the Club has also been in Malta,
Spain, the North Sea, Norway, Iceland and the
r~

eastern seaboard of America. The Hon. Editor
hopes that members will enjoy reading about it
as much as he has and that they will excuse any
misprints or other errors which he may have
failed to correct.

The sketch on our cover shows St. John’s Point and the Mountains of
Mourne.
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HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT,
1967

Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have pleasure in submitting my report for the year and season 1967.
The year opened with the Annual Dinner at the Conway Hotel, Belfast. The
large attendance can attribute its undoubted success to the unbounded hospitality
of their Northern brethern. The fact that the rule has now been altered to allow
an unlimited number of Ladies to attend future Dinners must indeed be attributed
to the charming company the privileged section have provided in the past.
It was unfortunate that such a function should have been marred by the
mysterious disappearance of the Rockabill Trophy. This trophy has always been
the prize possession of the Club since it was presented to them by Mr. P.H. Greer
in 1959.
The Annual General Meeting which followed in February was a somewhat
routine affair, with a rather poor attendance.
The East Coast Whit Race attracted 34 starters, 15 of which were Irish in a
race from Dun-Laoghaire to Holyhead. Helen of Howth came 3rd in Class A,
while Emanuel brought home the Greet Trophy in Class B.
Twelve boats took part in a Rally at Dun-Laoghaire, which was organised by
J. H. Guinness to coincide with Dun-Laoghaire week, for the purpose of meeting
visiting yachtsmen.
A report on the South Coast Muster appears on page 43.
Yet another experiment was tried with the end of season rally, which was
arranged for the second year running at the Boyne. There was no organised competition, but an enjoyable, if somewhat hazardous dockside dinner was laid on by
mobile caterers.
The results of the Challenge Cup competitions and the Adjudicator’s report
follow on page viii.
We are pleased to welcome to the ranks 15 new members elected during the
year; a list of their names follows this report. It is my pleasant task to extend
to them, on your behalf, a very sincere welcome into the Club.
A team was entered for the Admirals Cup under the I.C.C. burgee and a
Vi.

report by the Commodore appears on page 163.
Local meetings took place in the fall of the year with attendances as follows:Belfast 21, Cork 15, Dublin 22. Lively discussions took place, and the conclusions should prove to be of inestimable value to the Committee of interpreting
the lines upon which you wish the Club to run.
In view of the ever increasing number of visiting yachtsmen to this country,
the list of Port Representatives has been completely revised~. They all act inan
Honorary capacity, and we are indebted to them for the invaluable ~ervice which
they render to the Club and its kindred visitors from overseas.
Six Committee meetings were held during the year, with an average attendance
of 56%. Particularly to those who travel such long distances, and to those who
have taken part in innumerable sub-commktee meetings in Such a conscientious
manner, I say, on your behalf, a most sincere Thank You. In this connection I
feel that the ordinary member does not make sufficient use of this Local Committee member for the purpose of putting his point of view before the Committee.
No report would be complete without a word of thanks to our Hon. Editor.
Words fail me, other than to say we are indeed grateful to him f6r the painstaking
service which he gives to the production of our highly prized and envied Club
publications.
AIDAN DUNN
NEW MEMBERS ELECTED 1967
E, M. Booth
S. H. R. Clarke
B. Cunningham
B. Dalton
J. G. Doyle
T. M. Eves
J, J. Fogarty
H. R. Gomes

Mrs. R. Heard
T. P. Hogan
Miss E. M. Leonard
J. T. McVicker
C. E. Ronaldson
D. Steadman
M, R. Sullivan

HONORARY STATUS CONFERRED

G. Barry
J. A. Faulkner
P, O’Keeffe
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CHALLENGE CUPS
by
P. H. Greer
FAULKNER CUP:
The Cup was won by Paul Campbell for VERVE’S Cruise to the Shetland Islands
and back.
I suppose that judges usually have a difficult time in coming to a decision and
this occasion was no exception. Rory O’Hanlon’s Cruise in Tjaldur from New York
to Canada was indeed an excellent one and of just about the same length as Verve’s.
Clearly the amount of work and endeavour which went into the preparation and
shipping of Tjaldur across the atlantic was phenomenal. However, I felt that this
must be separated from the actual cruise.
Incidentally, there is a story in Paul’s Cruise which I see has been cut out of
the version m the Journal, and whilst this has nothing to do with the competition,
I felt that members would like to read it as it certainly tickled my fancy. Here it
is:
"Later two locals paid us a visit. One was a huge fellow who seemed to
fill the cabin and of whom we later heard the following story. ’One morning
he arrived home very drunk, but conscious that he must eat something before
facing his aged father. He decided that cornflakes and milk should go down
easily but was making heavy weather of it when his father came downstairs
and found him eating his jig-saw puzzle’. ’ "
I am sure you will agree it is too good a story to go unrecorded.
FORTNIGHT CUP:
Three cruises reached the short list - Elizabeth Leonard’s Cruise in LAMITA
on the West Coast of Scotland - Harold Cudmore’s (Jr.) Cruise in AURETTA f~om
Cork to Brittany and return, and Alan Leonard’s Cruise also in LAMITA to Scotland .
Auretta’s Cruise actually covered more miles than Elizabeth’s in LAMITA, and
was a very good effort. However, the judge has to take into account not only distance covered, but also ports visited, type and size of yacht, number and strength
of crew, the amount of information provided for others wishing to cruise the same
ground, etc., and I therefore came to the conclusion that Elizabeth Leonard’s was
the winner. I much enjoyed reading her cruise and congratulate her.
ROUND IRELAND CUP:
This was won by Christopher Green for his cruise in HELEN - in fact Helen’s
was the only entry for the Round Ireland Cup this year. However, the cruise was
well up to standard and is very readable, so the Cup is well deserved.
18th December, 1967.
...
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DOWN EAST (Leg one)
by.R.H. O’Hanlon
The Admiralty Chart "Sailing Ship Routes; the World" is interesting but is not
of much practical value to the yachtsman with limited holidays. Despite this disadvantage of our way of life, the chart demonstrated how long and interesting
"downhill" passages can be made providing one could start at the right place.
The Plan was to ship TJALDUR, my 12 ton aux. sloop, to New York and sail
east to join the Cruising Club of America at their "meet" on the Bras D’Or Lakes,
Cape Breton fsland’. This required many months of planning, a major refit for
TJALDUR and the building of a suitable cradle.
TJALDUR left Dublin on June 5th as deck cargo on the IRISH SPRUCE, Captain
J.H. Onions, on Irish Shipping liner service to New York. She was consigned to
Colin Ratsey, c/o Messrs. Ratsey & Lapthorn of CitY Island: who had made
arrangements for Consolidated Yachts Inc. to tow the vessel to their yard at City
Island, and have her there ready for sea by July 2nd.
Operation Tjaldur was achieved due to the help of many friends, the boathouse
staff of the Royal St. George and the efficiency of Irish Shipping who delivered
TJALDUR into the water at New York without a scratch. To that firm and to all
who helped I give thanks.
Sunday, July 2nd - Douglas Heard, his wife Ruth and I arrived at New York
heavily laden with equipment and drove by taxi to City Island where we found
TJALDUR ready and waiting for u@: In the humid heat of the marina only excitement kept us going, It was stuffy below but the bunk was most agreeable after a
tiresome flight.
July 3rd - Formalities completed with the Customs and the Yard, we provisioned
ship and spent some time in the factory of Rat@ey and Lapthorn. This is a large
modern factory, beautifully clean and full of historical reminders of the great
yachts of former times. I would have liked a suit of sails but I did not dare to
open my mouth. That afternoon With Colin Ratsey as pilot we left our marina and
sailed east thirteen miles down Long Island Sound to Rye, the home of the American Yacht Club where Colin had arranged a mooring, This club, one of the most
prominent in the East Coast is a wooden building, most attractively set in a
garden on a peninsula. Distance - 13 mil:es.
July 4th - INDEPENDENCE DAY - Flags, rockets and sails everywhere. Sailed
down to Greenwich in sunshine, temperature 80° and returned to dine in the evening with Colin and Ann Ratsey and the Commodore and party. We had a very gay
evening but torrential rain rather spoilt the traditional fireworks display.
Distance - 12 miles.
1.

July 5th - Left in the early morning for Port Jefferson, Long Island and lay at
anchor in the land-locked harbour. Here there are several marinas, hundreds
of small boats and the Port Jefferson Yacht Club. This is a small but most
attractive club and "Irish Mist" was a favourite in the bar. We left one for the
Commodore who was due next day. Distance - 28 miles.
July 6th - Left under power at 0630 and set sail when clear of the entrance for
New London on the mainland. This large town is situated on the Thames River
and is the home of the American submarine school. We called there to pick up
Desmond Barrington who had come from New York by rail. Distance - 52 miles.
July 7th - Left early and had pleasant sail up the Mystic River. This is a very
lovely place, highly populated with delightful houses set in the trees. There are
yachts everywhere and care must be taken following the winding channels. Within reach of our journey’s end I came head to wind to take off sail. This manoeuvre
resulted in our going aground at the edge of the channel. This undignified arrival
was made more unpalatable by the arrival of a small boy of eight who addressed
me and said, "Say mister - I have seen many fellows do that but you are the best
of them all". He said it was definitely a case for the "Major". We got her off
and I am glad we did not have to meet the "Major". Mystic Seaport was so full
of yachts - thousands - we had to retreat downstream to Ram Island Yacht Club
which kindly gave us a berth at their pier head. This whole area is so beautiful
and popular that space in a marina must be booked in advance by telephone.
Later that evening we were joined by Maureen Denham who had flown out
with my son, Paul, to meet her daughter, Nuala, who was about to marry. We
were now seven aboard for the weekend and a gay evening resulted. Distance 18 miles.
July 8th
Another beautiful day of scorching sun and calm winds. A kindly club
member with a speed boat took the ships’ company upstream to Mystic seaport.
Here a vast area of the waterfront has been converted into a museum of past
centuries. The village consists of winding cobbled streets, while a11 the buildings
are of wood and in character. They tell of Mystic in its great whaling age, the
homes of the people, the forge, the boatbuilder, the sailmaker, the candlemaker,
the ropemaker, even the women at the looms. They are all dressed for the part
and working away at their trades as in days gone by. On the waterfront is the
last of the great sailing wooden whalers and nearby a Grand Banks schooner, all
as they were nearly I00 years ago. At the back of the village are the museum
buildings portraying the nautical history of Eastern America and nearby, the
horrid cafes, ice cream and coke machines. Des Barrington was a great success
here dressed in Brittany sailing attire. Many a small boy was heard to say,
"Gee Mom - look at the real pirate". That afternoon reached across the sound
to Block Island expecting to find a quiet anchorage. Instead we found the very
large harbour almost full of yachts, some flying the Red Ensigns of Bermuda and
Virgin Islands. Distance - 19 miles.
.
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Sunday, July 9th - Fast spinnaker run to Newport, Rhode Island where we picked
up a mooring at the rather exclusive Ida Lewis Yacht Club. The clubhouse is an
old lighthouse, most attractive but small and is the starting point of the Bermuda
Race. We lay alongside an Australian yacht, who, like us, had come to see
DAME PATTIE and the American twelves. Shortly after our arrival, the DAME
made her official entry accompanied by fire floats, helicopters and coastguards.
There was much gun-fire, fireworks, hooters and yachts everywhere. That
evening we joined in the fun and dined at the fiimous Christie Restaurant - clams,
fish platter and New York State "Chablis". The management produced TuUamore
Dew and much Irish Coffee. After dinner we said goodbye to Maureen and Nuala
Denham and to Nuala’s husband to be - Mike Carpenter, an attorney and Air
Force Pilot. Distance - 25 miles.
July 10th - Temperature 90°, humidity 98, very, very hot and sticky. Received
officially to-day by the Rear-Commodore and we exchanged greetings. Then
formalities concluded, we set off for the Manchester Yard to see Lhe Twelves.
This yard is heavily guarded and credentials are required to enter. A Pass
acquired we made for the marina only to meet another high fence and further
formidable guards. No, Mr. Musbacker would not allow us to look at INTREPID
or COLUMBIA. Fortunately, the Australian crew who were milling about, overheard the conversation and invited us to look at DAME PATTIE and AMERICAN
EAGLE. The modern twelve is a rather ugly machine, useless except for racing
and fabulously expensive. At least their existence enhances yacht design, the
sailmaking art and general yacht technology. Lunch at Frenchies Bar - Quahaugh,
Prawns and Beer (rather poor quality). Set sail at 1515 for Cuttyhunk Island. The
twelves were out doing spinnaker drill but the violent thunderstorm of the afternoon drove them home. We arrived at Cuttyhunk at 2030. The harbour is large,
remarkably sheltered and again full of yachts. Ashore there is a marina, some
few shops and a Post Office. The latter was remarkable for a notice on its door
which read "The Postmistress was safely delivered of a son at 0520 to-day.
Weight- 8 lbs. 4 ozs." Distance - 22 miles.
July llth - Dense fog and no wind so gave an Irish Coffee Party to the occupants
of the yachts nearby. Fortunately a break came in the fog at 1700 and we
escaped to sea only to be further engulfed in fog. While we had only a comparatively short distance to go to Vineyard Haven and Martha’s Vineyard, this proved
to be a difficult passage requiring much pilotage. Arrived 2130. Distance - 20
miles.
July 12th - Ashore to explore the Vineyard. This is a tourist centre and is full
of souvenir shops but is most attractive with its old wooden houses many of them
owned in by-gone times by the captains of the whaling ships. In a fit of enthusiasm
I bought my wife the largest charcoal cooker with electric spit. When assembled
this appurtenance occupied the entire foredeck. I hope, if not rusted through, it
will arrive some day in Ireland. To sea at 1415 for Wood’s Hole in Cape Cod.
After 30 minutes of sunshine again enveloped in thick fog, a further harrowing
1
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passage was experienced, buoys and foghorns everywhere but fortunately the
fog lifted at the harbour entrance. This is an important small town and wellknown yachting centre. It is also the home of one of America’s important Marine
Biology Schools and Museums. Later that evening we slipped over to Hadley’s
Harbour renowned for its beauty. The anchorage was crowded but room was
made for us, Distance - 13 miles.
July 13th - Left Hadley at 0950, wind as usual 3 to 4 S.W. and ran for the
western entrance to the Cape Cod Canal. There are no locks on this canal but
it is necessary to pass through with the tide unless you have a good deal of power.
The tides run from 4 to 8 knots and we passed through the 14 miles of canal in
54 minutes. Despite this speed over the ground it is not particularly attractive
and my chief impression was the thoughtlessness of those who charge about in
high powered motorboats causing an appalling wash in a confined space. On
leaving the Canal we had a most exciting and rapid sail 20 miles across the bay
to Provincetown. This poor anchorage was the landing place of the Pilgrim
Fathers who had enough good sense to cross the bay to Plymouth. Provincetown
was once the spiritual home of the artist but has now developed into a tourist
centre attracting American queers, perverts and beatniks, In the evening the
place is a hub of activity, coffee shops, restaurants and dark bars in cellars with
juke boxes. The narrow streets are full of people aimlessly strolling about and
the shops are open ’till all hours. There are endless streets with souvenir shops,
artists’ shops with artists at work and an immense variety of food shops each
with its "fancy boy" in the window. He is dressed like a chef and his main
activities appear to be making fudge or glazing apples. I was sorry that this
should be my last American port as it is in no way indicative of that great country.
Distance - 47 miles.
July 14th - Left Provincetown at 1315 for Nova Scotia, Wind S.W. 3, engine and
sail. 1430 - Cape Cod abeam. Log 5 miles. Course 90° C, 2400 - Log 48 no wind. Fog.
July 15th - 0400 -WindS.S.E. -F.3. Log 78. 0900 -F.3. S.S.E. barometer rising - fog. 1200 - Fog - Log 125. 1900 - Log 170 - Dense fog - very
cold - Barometer still rising. 2200 - Log 191 - Wind S. - F.4. Took bearing
on Seal Island (Cape Sable). 24()0 - Log 200.
Sunday July 16th
- Seal Island bearing altering rapidly despite
course laid 15 miles clear of Cape Sable. This can be described as one of the
most dangerous landfalls in the world. Cape Sable is particularly foul and the
tide runs along its coast into the Bay of Fundy at 8 knots. Unfortunately I had
left my Canadian tide-table at home but it was apparent that we were being swept
in on Cape Sable. t altered course 45° but Douglas wisely said, "Alter 90°’’.
This course we maintained for several hours gradually altering as we came clear
of all obstructions as demonstrated by radio bearings. The fog was very thick,
wet and cold and the genoa made watch keeping very difficult.
o

0700- Log 241. 1130 - Log 266 - Course set for Liverpool Harbour. 1700 Log 294. - Still dense fog. ,Half-hourly fix by radio. 1945 - Off Liverpool
entrance - Dense fog and sailed into the headland on the fog horn. Most nerveracking experience. The look-out on the bow spotted the land at two boats
length, rapid alteration of course. This was followed by very careful pilotage
over the next five miles up a difficult entrance requiring the attention of the
entire crew,, one on look-out, one on the log, one steering and one employed full
time at the chart table. Many alterations of course were required to clear
obstructions and eventually to anchor two miles below Liverpool docks under the
lee of a headland. For this landfall much thanks to all and to J.J. and S. for
resuscitation. Distance - 309 miles.
July 17th - Again much fog but crept along the shore to Liverpool. Rained
heavily all day so devoted time to battery charge in local shipyard. Entertained
the officers of Canadian Lighthouse Service vessel MINX who in turn took us to
supper on their vessel.
July 18th - Left Liverpool with fair visibility - 3 to 4 miles. Wind 3 to 4 S.W.
When clear of harbour entrance set spinnaker and lay for Cape Canso, the most
eastern portion of Nova Scotia. Poor visibility for most of the day but averaged
5 knots.
July 19th - 0400 - Log 97. 0600 - Log 109. Under power, little wind. Obtained
fix on Cranberry Island and County Island.
1020 - Log 130 - Fix. 1200 - Log
144 - Fix. Visibility poor. Decided to make for County Harbour. When at the
entrance enveloped m dense fog again necessitating careful pilotage. 1530 Tied up at the wharf at Fisherman harbour - Log 160. Fisherman Harbour is
a small a~most land-locked inlet off the main lough which is called County
Harbour. It is almost deserted save for a small pier and some fishermen’s
houses. The land is well wooded, undulating in character and most attractive.
Most of this area is owned by the Canadian ex-army organisation, the gift of a
grateful British Government to those who served in both great wars. The local
fishermen were most kind and insisted on driving us around the countryside
which is studded with many lakes which are full of trout. Distance - 160 miles.
July 20th - 0600 - Changed engine oil and greased engine, rather a messy busmess. 0700 - Made to sea in fog. Wind S.W.2 - engine. I felt we had now
achieved some experience in fog and were able to go to sea without being in an
acute anxiety state. To avoid this, however, the utmost preparation was
necessary and a careful course was laid from buoy to buoy. Even then prudent
preparation did not prevent those moments of uncertainty which age a man. The
day was spent proceeding from buoy to buoy; off Cape Canso we emerged into
brilliant sunshine which was rather dramatic as Ruth who was in the bow at the
time spent some moments in the sunshine while we less fortunate mortals sat
grumbling in the cockpit. It was a very wonderful feeling to be free of fog. A
storm we understood but not a fog. Perhaps I can sum it up for you by telling
.
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you of Paul’s answer to his mother’s question on his return home. "Tell me
Paul what were your impressions of the f~og". "Well Mum, it was very difficult.
At its worst I went to the bow, Des Barrington to the stern, and the adults argued
in the cockpit". 1800 - An exciting landfall, part of a dream, St. Peters, Cape
Breton Island. Tied up below the only look on the short canal which leads into
the famed Bras D’Or Lakes. Distance -65 miles.
July 21st - 0700 - Being of a restless disposition I find myself sitting on a
bollard in the early morning sun. The lake was like glass, half hidden in the
morning mist, reminiscent of the Shannon lakes. Only the birds broke the
stillness but later to their song was added the steady rhythm of the petrol engine.
Through the mist came a yacht at slow speed, a yawl 40 ft., a boat obviously
bent on lying near by. I took her lines, I surveyed her crew and said, "Charles
Bartlett". A female voice answered and said, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume".
This was how I met Charles Bartlett and his crew of GURNET LIGHT, a man
from Boston whom I had corresponded with for many months. I suppose this is
telepathy for neither of us had seen each other before nor had we any knowledge
of each others whereabouts. I shall be ever thankful for this meeting, for the
help, the fun and the friendship which is produced. A delightful day followed,
sailing, eating, drinking, talking, swimming and ended with a "gam". Also it
produced two of the most beautiful and isolated anchorages I have ever seen.
Distance - 30 miles.
July 22nd - Arrived at Baddeck from Boullacee and joined with the other thir-ty
yachts from the U.S. for the Cruising Club of America’s meet. Over forty
yachts had failed to arrive due to fog. ~addeck is one of the main towns on these
lakes, small, pretty and surrounded by wooded hills. There is a steamer pier
and local yacht club. All the yachts lay in trots by the pier and at anchor nearby.
Unlike Biddy Mulligan, I was not the pride of them all but at least I had a
personality all my own. The standard was very high, some very large but
mostly about my size or a bit bigger. At twelve o’clock mid-day we had a race.
I was eighthand very pleased. That evening was spent in "Brein Breagh", the
estate of the Grosvenor family, the descendants in the female line of Alexander
Graham Bell. The Grosvenor family own and publish the Geographical Magazine
and use the estate as their summer home. The house is spacious and the
setting is reminiscent of the Scottish scene so dear to that famous Scot. Here
he invented the telephone, did his pioneer work on aviation and produced the
first hydroplane which held the world’s speed record for many years. Everything about the place is moving and at the party one met famous people, Henry
Dupont, Commodore Adams of the Cruising Club of America and the principal
guests, Beryl and Myles Smeeton.
Sunday, July 23rd - A restful morning followed by drinks aboard TZU HANG with
the Smeetons. Evening terminated by a farewell dinner with the Bartletts at
Baddeck.

,

July 24th - Left Baddeck at 1200 and experienced hard beat to windward down
the lakes to St. Peter. Much fog later in the evening. Distance = 30 miles.
July 25th - Left St. Peter at 1000 taking farewell of the American yachts and
sailed down Lennox passage between Isle Madam and Cape Breton. This is
sheltered water and frequently narrows into wandering channels. At one point
there is a swing bridge which is opened by a horse who turns a windlass most
efficiently but at a remarkably slow speed. This passage opens into the Canso
Strait where we experienced violent squalls. Having passed through the
Northumbrian lock we entered the Gulf of St. Lawrence and made for Havre
Boucher and northern Nova Scotia. Distance - 35 miles.
July 26th - Left 0800 - Wind again S.W. 3 to 4. Uneventful sail to Georgetown,
Prince Edward Island. Distance 55 miles.
July 27th - Awoke rather susprised to be here. To me this island was a star
beyond the stars. It is a lovely island, farm lands of red clay interspersed
with wooded hills. It is prosperous and we were lent a car by a member of the
Gleeson family from Tinarana, Lough Derg who live on P. E.I. We spent the day
touring the island and swimming from the beaches so like Brittas Bay. Douglas
gave a party that evening and we sampled Canadian Claret. I believe one should
never miss an experience in life but be assured this is not a stimulating one.
Later in Montreal Douglas asked a head waiter for a really good bottle of
Canadian wine. "There is no such thing Sir", was the firm reply.
July 28th = At 0800 left Georgetown. At 0805 hit a sand bank - no excuse. At
1630 arrived Magaree, Cape Breton Island after a quiet uneventful sail. Distance
64 miles.
July 29th - Ashore for baths at Dunns’ Guest House where we met the Ingram family
from Toronto and Sarah Bieck, a pretty blonde who was head-girl at her school,I was afraid Des Barrington would jump ship so took the girls with Mum to
Cheticamp that evening.
Distance - 17 miles.
Sunday, July 30th - Left Cheticamp 0800 in a calm - Rounded Cape North in
the Cabot Strait at 1500. As I stared at that massive headland my memory awoke
to boyhood years, to my hero, John Cabot, Master mariner of Bristol. It was he,
in the MATTHEW, 50 tons, rediscovered for the old world, Newfoundland, the
Vinland of the Viking. It was the spring of 1497; he too had much fog and his
progress was impeded by the massive shoals of codfish. To this day may be seen
the entry in the Privy Purse accounts of Henry VII "To hym that found the New
Isle - £10". 1930 - Entered Dingwall which has a bar at entrance. Sailing
directions say 12 ft. on bar - we find 6 ft. only. This is a most depressing
place, a small almost deserted fishing village containing the most pernicious
mosquitoes I have ever met. Distance - 51 miles.
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July 31st - To sea at 0500 - High Water, rise and fall 2 ft. Arrived Ingonish
i000 - after uneventful passage. Ingonishis at the base of a long thin peninsula
on which is sited one of Canada’s really fashionable and expensive hotels. The
Dingroom has large picture windows on both sides and the view is superb. I
gave a farewell party here as Des and Paul had to leave in the near future for
New York to catch their Charter flight. Distance - 25 miles.
August Ist - Left Ingonish at 0930 for Sydney. Pleasant beat to Sydney where
we arrived off the Royal Cape Breton Yacht Club at 1600. This club is a spacious
establishment full of silverware and card tables but alas - one yacht. Sydney
is depressing and is the largest town on Cape Breton Island. It is a coaling
station and has a large steel works. To us it is important as it is a calling
station for Irish Shipping’s liner service to Canada. Distance - 31 miles.
August 2nd - At 0800 saw Paul and Des off in Greyhound bus for the 24 hour beat
to windward to New York, "O Fog where is thy sting’." Left at 1200 for Kellys’
Cove at the entrance to the Great Bras D’Or Lake - no wind. Distance - 23
miles.
August 3rd - Left 0830, Wind ia 4 to 5, S.W. Beat down Great Bras D’Or to
Island Port Harbour in Little Bras D’Or. This is completely deserted but
beautiful anchorage with derelict farms and only an occasional Red Indian is to
be seen. Distance - 26 miles.
August 4th - Sailed to Baddeck to lay up at Pinauds’ Yard. Distance - 8 miles.
August 5th - A day of work.
Sunday, August 6th - Said goodbye to Douglas and Ruth who left for Montreal
and Expo ’67.
August 7th & 8th - Worked from dawn to dusk - varnishing, painting, overhauling all gear, engine and equipment. Met Waker Pinaud, the owner of Pinaud’s
Yacht Yard. Mr. Pinaud is in his eighties and was for many years shipwright to
Alexander Graham Bell and as such was responsible for the early hydroplane and
aeroplane of the pre-Great War era. He is a man I shall not forget.
It is difficult to leave Canada without mention of my last night on the Bras
D’Or. The scene was the cabin of Dr. Shelden’s yacht. He is a general
practitioner in New York, the doyen of the Cruising Club. He is an elderly
wizened man, full of wisdom and experience of life and of the sea. With him
was his wife - and his life-long sailing companion, the American Administrator
and later Ambassador to the strange State of Haiti. This trio faced me and by
my side was a pretty young girl, the wife of Farley Mowat who completed the
party. Mowat is a short bulky man with flaming red hair and intelligent eyes.
He is the Hammond Innes of the New World and indeed, one of the great storytellers of our age. Need I describe to you the conversation of that evening nor
the diversity of the subjects discussed.
.

Many have asked me why TJALDUR and I went to the New World. Like
Praeger it was:- "THE WAY THAT I WENT".

TOTAL DISTANCE - I173 miles.
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FITTING OUT FOR. NORTH.AMERICA
a note by Douglas Heard
In general the requirements are the same as in home waters with the
exception that in summer owing to the heat and humidity an icebox or refrigerator is essential. TJALDUR had neither but thanks tb Colin Ratsey’s generosity
we were given a splenddd portable icebox which met all our requirements. Ice
is obtainable even in the smallest ports.
Fresh food and vegetables are scarce, the local supermarkets concentrating on canned goods in a bewildering variety and deep freeze goods. Prices
are much the same as at home. Liquor is genet’ally available but a few por~s
such as Vineyard Harbour on Martha’s Vineyard island are dry.
Marinas on the U.S.A. coast are very fully equipped with water hose,
electric power points, telephone, fuel pumps, showers, coin operated washing
and drying machines, supermarkets and portable gangways.
It was surprising to find that the Irish Tricolour was usually mistaken for
either the Italian flag or one of the South American republics and the George
defaced ensign for the Australian one.
Like this side of the Atlantic the smaller the port the better the welcome.

EXPLORING THE RADE DE BREST AND THE
BAIE DE DOUARNANEZ
by J. A. Mackeown
HUFF OF ARKLOW is a 12 tor~ light displacement aux.sloop
In summing up HUFF’S 1966 cruise I wrote that it might be well worth
while, having passed the Chenal dtl Four, to explore the area between it and the
Raz de Sein avoiding any further passage sailing until the return journey. This
is precisely what we did in 1967, with most enjoyable results. With the following
crew the cruise started at 1830 on June 30th from Dun Laoghaire:J. A. Mackeown
John Bourke
Margaret Bourke
C olin McMullen
Bruce Buttimor e
June 30th - July 5th - Dun Laoghaire to Camaret
We started on Friday with the tide and a light head wind, but by 2230 with
a flat calm settling down and the tide against us we motored two miles into
Wicklow and anchored in the outer harbour and were in bed by midnight. Up at
0500 (a mistake of the Skipper’s whose watch had gained an hour) we spent all
Saturday beating down to the Tuskar against a southerly wind which varied
between forces 1 and 4 and reached it at 1900. We streamed the log in mist and
a strengthening wind, which soon veered south-westerly, so that by 2130 we
rolled 5 rolls in the main and got into a filthy cross sea which seemed to be
full of deep and unexpected holes giving us an uncomfortable night. We saw
the lights of another yacht astern on the same course and assumed, correctly,
that it was SEGURA which we knew was due to leave DUn Laoghai~e on Saturday
morning, but eventually as we romped along at a steady 6 knots we lost sight of
her. By 0900 on Sunday we were able to take out the reefs and put up the big genoa
and with the cross sea flattening out conditions improved. We had a lovely
afternoon’s sail in the sun, sighted Round Island dead ahead at 1505 and going
round by the North Channel dropped anchor in St. Mary’s at 1855, just under 24
hours from the Tuskar. Mr. Saunby, the Customs Officer, who is an old friend
by now, came out to clear us and give us the latest news of the Scillies, and by
2300 we all retired to our bunks. We spent Monday in Hughtown, enlivened by
a morning visit from Group Captain Burling and Miss Taplin who rowed out to us.
Skipper stayed aboard till evening owing to slight lumbago, the others lunched
at the Mermaid, shopped and bathed, or visited Tresco, while not forgetting to
bring the skipper some lunch, including a Cornish pasty. In the evening all went
ashore to have drinks with the Group Captain and dinner at the Escapade, where
we were greeted as old friends and where the standard remains excellent. While
the others got the special chicken dish we al 1 ordered, the poor Skipper had to
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be content with an un-menued lobster thermidor owing to the run on the chicken.
What luck’. Meanwhile we had seen SEGURA come alongside the pier and depart
again, having spent the night off Cromwell’s Fort, Tresco.
On Tuesday we raised the anchor at 1120 and departed under full sail for
Camaret. We streamed the log at noon at the Spanish ledges buoy and slipped
along at 5 knots average until 2200, when we ran into a fiat calm all night. At
0500 we put on the engine for 2½ hours and then got a light wind. However, about
noon this improved so that we entered the Chenal de la Helle about 1700 and had
en enjoyable sail down to Pointe Ste. Mathieu. Here a ferry boat overtook us
and as it went inside Les Vieux Moines Skipper decided to cut the corner and
follow it with the result that it soon became apparent we would be swept on to the
rocks by the tide unless we returned to course, which was duly done to the
navigator’s great relief. A rapid reach at up to 8 knots saw us anchored in
Camaret at 2015, after a lovely sunny afternoon sail. After dinner on board the
crew went ashore to sample the French atmosphere, which proved to be distinctly
vinou s.
Thursday, July 6th - Tuesday July llth. Bay of Douarnmaez.
After all (except
John, who was temporarily deranged and washed HUFF inside and out) had been
ashore to see the Customs, shop and cool themselves down with beer, we had
Mr. and Mrs. Petch of CARLOTTA, which was anchored next us, for drinks.
What they don’t know abou’t Brittany isn’t worth knowing and they gave us a lot
of interesting information.
After our first French style lunch and a rest, we weighed anchor at 1615
and with a nice N.W. 3, passed through the Chenal de Toulinguet to round the
Cap de la Chevre. We were towing the punt and as the wind freshened to force 5,
pushing us along at up to 7½ knots, the choppy seas caused anxiety about the
punt’s behaviour. Even so it took a very long time to round the Cap against a
very strong tide. We might have done better to stay further out, as it was we
were in a kind of race about a mile from the Cap. Once round, we had a rapid
reach up to Morgat and anchored there at 1945 close in under the nicely wooded
slopes near the lighthouse, in fact in the position shown by Adlard Coles. We
spent two days at Morgat, which is a quite picturesque but rather commercialised
seaside resort with some big hotels and fine villas to the N.E. towards Crozon.
Despite a very wet Friday afternoon, we had a pleasant time with bathing, walks,
meals in reasonably prices restaurants and the football game in a rather seedy
estaminet. We enjoyed lunch in the very French Ca~e Santa Rosa where we got
an excellent meal for 8.50 francs in a picturesquely decorated room. The
weather improved steadily on Saturday to give us a lovely sunny afternoon, and
we weighed anchor at 1750 bound for Douarnenez in the S.E. corner of the Bay.
With a N.W. 4 we boomed out the genoa and in two hours were anchored in the
picturesque Porte du Rosneur. The new harbour seems to be entirely given
over to fishing boats and the Rosneur anchorage is much pleasanter, as well as
having a number of yacht moorings laid down, though we did not use one.
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We spent three days in Douarnenez and were lucky to have an anticyclonic
spell when we never saw a cloud for four days. Our pattern of life was to go
ashore for shopping, and to get odd jobs done in the morning, and after lunch to
motor, in the absence of wind, to a beach in the bay, anchor and go ashore by
punt for bathing, and then sail quietly back in time for dinner. We all liked
Douarnenez itself greatly. It was a genuine fishing town, with a little evidence
of any significant tourism. It was surprisingly large and prosperous looking.
There are some good eating places. The Bourkes gave us a splendid lunch on
Sunday at the Caravelle, just above the new harbour and Colin gave us all a
grand dinner at the Restaurant des Halles. For bathing there are numerous
beaches to choose from. On the Sunday we motored due east for about 1½ miles
to a nice beach where we had fun landing and boarding the punt in the swell.
Then we went for a few miles along the coast admiring the beaches and cliffs,
before a leisurely sail back under genoa only. On Monday we motored about six
miles to La Lieu de Greves where there is an immense sandy beach. Here we
could not beach the punt owing to the swell, but John rowed us in as near as
possible and after taking the punt back to HUFF, swam all the way ashore himself,
repeating the operation in reverse for our return, We sailed back in an hour
under mainsail only. On the Tuesday we had to get a tear in a batten pocket
repaired, which meant taking the mainsail ashore and leaving it till 1600.
Meanwhile Bruce restored a broken connection in our ampmeter with the result
that our batteries which had not been charging for over a month gave us such
brilliant lighting thereafter that we couldn’t understand how we hadn’t been
certain sooner that something was wrong’. We motored over to the beach at
Treboul at the western end of Douarnanez for a bathe and a late lunch on board.
A picturesque and charming beach, if with rather more sophisticated surroundings than the others. The mainsail was ready for us when we motored back to
Rosneur at 1600 and an hour later we left for Camaret under engine and main in
a fitful force i. However, after 1¼ hours a nice N.E. 3, which slowly increased
to 4, set in and under full sail in calm water we caught the very last of the tide
through the Chenal de Toulinquet, and with a long tack becoming necessary,
anchored in Camaret again at 2115. On the way in we were hailed by the
HIEATHERBELL from Dun Laoghaire and invited over to drinks aboard. By the
time we had dinner aboard and tidied up it was shockingly late when we went
over, but we received warm hospitality from Mr~ and Mrs. Macauley and a most
valuable tip about the best restaurant in Brest, of which more anon.
Wednesday, July 12 - Monday July 17th. The Rade de Brest. The tide would
have been against us in the morning in the Goulet de Brest so we spent a leisurely
time shopping, bathing and having a good early lunch at the Hotel Stuyvil.
Returning to HUFF we found she was lying against the wind and realised she was
aground at dead low water. However, the engine took her off half anhour later
and we motored out of Camaret at 1515 and through the Goulet when we turned
90° starboard for the Anse de l’Auberlach. We were able to sail the last two
miles in from the Isle Ronde and anchored just short of and about a cable off the
pier, which seems to have been extended since our edition of Adlard Coles. This
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is a lovely quiet V-shaped anchorage open only to the S.W. when it might become
untenable in strong winds. There is a small village which runs a sailing school
for sons of employees of French railways, who sail about with instructors irr
dinghies. When we were there two sailing boats full of French sea scouts also
arrived and a small J.O.G. boat, called LA ROSA from Plymouth, lay alongside
the pier before anchoring off for the night. After drinks ashore and another
swim for the crew we dined aboard. Colin and Bruce then went off with a guitar
in the punt and serenaded the sea scouts with great success, while we sat on
deck enjoying the music from across the water and some other liquid closer at
hand. We liked this quiet bay, so much that we made it our headquarters for
our stay in the Rade and came back to it whenever we could. It had some of the
qualities of an anchorage like Glandore or Castletownsend. In fact I could not
but agree with Adlard Coles that the whole Anse de Brest tends to remind one of
the south of Ireland, and got into trouble with Margaret for too often comparing
some feature there with an Irish one. At the risk of her further displeasure,
I must explain that the Anse is very like a very much bigger Cobh harbour, with
the Goulet corresponding to the entrance between Forts Camden and Carlisle,
Brest to Cobh, and the Chateaulin river to the Lee or East Ferry. There are
many little bays to visit, like Aghada or Monkstown, or even Crosshaven, in
Cobh harbour, and of course all is landlocked and free from swell, though wind
against tide can produce a good chop with a fetch of 10 miles or so in places.
On the Thursday we sailed over to the Anse de Fret when lack of wind
didn’t compel us to motor. The morning was hazy, almost foggy at times, and
though it cleared later our anti-cyclone was obviously declining. We anchored
and went ashore at Le Fret which is a small but very natural French village,
not picturesque but pleasant in the sun. We had drinks, bathed from the pier,
found the football game and went aboard again for lunch, leaving about 1500 for
an hour’s run to Brest under sail. After some doubt we anchored at the mouth
of No. 3 basin in the Port du Commerce, taking a stern warp to a mooring on
which there was a small fishing boat. We did not want to go alongside a lot of
other possibly noisy yachts at the yacht pontoon in No. 2 basin, and nobody
stopped us at No. 3. We had time to walk up the rebuilt town, check train times
for Bruce who had to leave us that evening, collect a telegram from the Poste
Restante from his relief and locate the restaurant at the Hotel des Voyageurs
recommended to us by the Macauleys before returning to HUFF to get ready
for dinner there. The Bourkes stood us the best tabIe d’hote dinner which was
certainly outstanding in quality, quantity and number of courses. On our next
visit we had the dinner at half price and even that was a superb meal. Bruce
had to go for a 2130 train and we sadly returned to HUFF and assuaged our
grief by sailing back to L’Auberlach in the dark, where we anchored at midnight and enjoyed a much more peaceful night than Brest could have given us.
Next morning after a swim for the crew and breakfast we set off under main
only for the Chateaulin river in a westerly 3 to 4 which raised quite a chop
against the strong ebb tide. We made good speed until we reached the big curve
in the river by Landevennec where it became fIuky. But slow progress is in
order here because the river becomes very picturesque between high wei113.

wooded slopes. At 1400 we anchored at the mouth of a tiny V-shaped inlet called
Port Beclou, about half a mile above Port Stivel and were comfortable and peaceful here, out of wind and tide. After lunch and a rest we ran down in the punt to
Port Stivel whence there is a path through the woods and over the hill to the
delightful village of Landevennec. Here we had an excellent dinner for only 9
francs and returned to the punt and HUFF just as it got dark with the moon
shining through a gap in the woods. All very idyllic.
Saturday morning was overcast after some rain in the night, but at I000
we motored up the river with the last of the flood for about 5 miles. We got into
some attractive pastoral country with low hiUs and small picturesque riverside
villages, obviously the resorts of fishermen and campers, but having got beyond
the limits of our chart we did not like to go on too far, although the river
remained broad and is navigable at high water for 13 miles. We turned on the
first of the ebb and were able to set sail off Landevennec in a 2 to 3 Wly. and
beat back with the tide to L’Auberlach where we anchored again at 1400. After
lunch the sun came out and the Bourkes and I had a country stroll through fields
of barley, oats and strawberries to St. Solace, where the heat forced us into a
charming village pub for beers. We were then strong enough to walk back to
L’Auberlach along the shore of the tidal lagoon which lies behind the beach
which seems to be the end of the anchorage. The rest of the evening was spent
in bathes and drinks in the pub enjoyed by some, and dinner aboard enjoyed by
all.
At 1030 on Sunday we left in bright sun and a force 2 to 3 westerly and
had a lovely sail in 7 miles of smooth water to Quelern in the S.W. corner of
the Rade at the base of the peninsula of that name, which forms the eastern side
of the Ooulet de Brest. Here we went ashore and in a very hot sun climbed over
the spine of the ridge behind the village and got a splendid view down on to
Camaret, only about two miles off, and away to Pte. St. Mathieu and Ushant lost
in the haze, and inland over the Rade to the higher hills behind the windings of
the Chateaulin river. We also watched a yacht beneath us beating up from
Brest to Camaret, of which more later. Beers and a bathe for some were
followed by a leisurely lunch on board and at 1630 we set out under genoa only
for a quiet 1½ hour run to Brest where we anchored as before. The yacht we had
seen from Quelern returned to Brest near us and kindly tried to show us the
pontoon. John saw it was ARABEL IIl and went over to speak to the owner whom
Tommy Hogan had asked him to look out for as he had sold Tommy ARABEL If.
ARABEL , III is the last word in well equipped ocean racers. We ali went up to
Les Voyageurs for the 9-franc dinner which must be the best value in France.
Margaret and the Skipper went to meet Martin Smith off the 9 p.m. train, but in
vain. The next train was 1 a .m. and John and Margaret nobly went to it, but
still no Martin - consternation reigned.
At 0800 on Monday Skipper went off to the Poste Restante and the Yacht
Club to see if any message had come from Martin, but in vain (although he had
actually telegraphed me at the Yacht Club the previous evening). Despondently
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we victualled, watered and refuelled HUFF, wondering how long we should
wait for Martin, when at noon a hail from the wharf revealed a rather tired
and bedraggled Martin, whose numerous adventures had included an unexpected night in the Channel Isles. However, at 1220 he was under way and
under engine and main we hurried down the Goulet. Outside we set the genoa
and sailed into Camaret and anchored for lunch at 1430. All except Skipper
went ashore to spend their last francs and play their last football.
Monday 17th July - Sunday 23rd July. Camaret to Dun Laoghaire. At 1730
we left lZamaret in a S.W. 3 and by 2040 were through the Chenal du Four and
streamed the log. We had a slow and uncomfortable very broad reach with
heavy rolling and then ran into mist and rain with some fog patches. We put
up the radar reflector as we seemed ~to be surrounded by ships’ fog horns. One
alarming incident brought everyone on deck about 0300 when we could hear the
engines of a ship blowing its horn every two minutes getting closer and closer,
while we honked back at it every half minute. With visibility down to a cable
only at times we did not know what to expect when, suddenly, with the engines
apparently on top of us they stopped completely and so far as we know never
started again’. Nor did the ship give the four hoots it should when stopping in
fog. We carried on our course at 4 knots and at 0400 the mist cleared away,
the wind freshened a bit and by 0630 we were romping along at 6 knots. The wind
fell away in the afternoon and headed us a bit so that, even with an hour’s help
from the engine, it was 2015 before we anchored again in Hughtown. After
dinner Mr. Saunby arrived to clear us and keep us company till bed-time at
2300.
Wednesday and Thursday were two glorious days which we spent exploring
parts of the Scillies we hadn’t seen before. John, Margaret and I went over to
St. Martin’s by ferry and loved its picturesque views, splendid beaches and
lovely springy turf with heather. We also spent another morning on Tresco,
this time waning over to Old Grimsby and back by New Grimsby. Group Captain
Burling and Miss Taplin came for a sail with us on a very quiet afternoon, but
the Group Captain steered us into a very attractive cove between St. Agnes and
Gugh and we were able to bathe there or explore the island as fancy dictated.
We had another excellent dinner at the Escapade, with the Bourkes, where the
sole bonne femme was memorable o
Friday was another glorious day with little wind and with heavy hearts
we weighed anchor at 1030 and went out the North Channel in a force 1, SSE.
We set the log at 1230 off Round Island and drifted lazily along enjoying what we
felt would be our last halcyon weather. Even with anhour and a hall’s engine
we only had 31 miles on the log by midnight, but then the wind went ahead and
freshemed and we sailed fast thereafter. The Saltees were sighted ahead at
1330 on Saturday and at 1530 with the ebb tide we passed about 2 cables off the
Coningbeg Light Vessel and decided to beat up west of the Saltees and go through
the Saltees Channel on the first of the flood. This we did, meeting short bumpy
seas at the far side as the wind was now N.E. force 5, dead against the spring
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tide. By 2000 we were off the Tuskar in unexpectedly large and steep seas most uncomfortable and potentially dangerous to a small yacht. We tacked
back to the N. Shear and gradually the wind and seas went down and when the
tide turned again we just tacked to and fro between the Blackwater and Arklow
light Vessels, making little progress. With the new flood on Sunday morning
and a force 1 we drfited up to Arklow Head and then switched on the engine
which brought Wicklow Head abeam at 1130. An hour alter we were able to sail
again in lovely sunshine and as the breeze freshened off Bray Head we romped
home despite the adverse tide and picked up our moorings about 1730. So ended
another cruise.
Conclusion.
I have enjoyed all my cruises but I think this was the most enjoyable of all.
Of course the lovely weather made all the difference and we saw the Scillies, for
example, at their very lovely best. But the Rade de Brest is a most pleasant,
picturesque and placid area for quiet day sailing and I would gladly go there for
peace again. And the Bay of Douarnanez7 Has not Hammond Innes in his latest
book called it the most beautiful bay in France? In good weather it is glorious
for sun and sea bathing trips.
Finally, a word of thanks and praise to my crew. Always cheerful, willing
and helpful and on the spot in a cris~s as well as with navigation. Fed splendidly
by Margaret. I have written it all before, so may I have the chance to thank
you all on the next cruise’.
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SAMPHIRE’S RETURN FROM BRITTANY
by Dermot Hegarty
SAMPHIRE OF OSYTH is a Nicholson 36 owned by Dr. Peter B. Morck and
this was her third successive year to visit Brittany and the second year in which
two crews were involved for the outward and return passages. As most yachtsmen have a limited time available for holidays and summer cruising the system
of two crews works very well as it gives both parties the maximum time at the
cruising ground and reduced the sea passage to a minimum.
Aidan Duma and his crew had sailed SAMPHIRE out to Brittany where Peter
and Patsy Morck took over.
The crew for the homeward passage consisted of:Peter and Patsy Morck to Brest
Nell McFerran to Dunmore East
Ian Montgomery ....

Christopher English to Dunmore East
Jan Jefferiss ....
Dermot Hegarty ....

June 24th - Dublin to Le Croisic
Aer Lingus BAC I-ii to Paris and fast train from there enabled me to
complete the outward journey to Le Croisic in record time. SAMPHIRE was at
anchor off the town in the main stream at one of the only anchorages where it is
possible to remain afloat at low water. The weather had been unsettled for a
number of days but an excellent meal ashore did much to enliven the spirits of at1.
Sunday June 25th

Le Croisic

The morning was very wet with a strong SW wind and as the forecast was
rather gloomy and promised no improvement we spent the day waning ashore
and gathering moules on the seashore with the natives.
June 26th - Le Croisic to La Trinity
Once again the forecast was poor but in view of a possible veering wind which
would have made our exit very uncomfortable, we put to sea with two rolls in the
main and reaching jib. SAMPHIRE thrashed across Quiberon Bay in a fresh SW
wind which caused quite a popple in the shallow water but once Plateau de La
Recherche had been weathered and a lee obtained under the islands of Hoedic
and Houat sheets were eas~l and we had a glorious sail up to the River Crach.
We dipped ensign to a French naval craft which hastily responded. Visibility
disimproved on the way up river between the oyster beds and a club launch
eventually directed us to a vacant moorings close by some other boats including
SWANILDA. An enjoyable evening ashore despite heavy rain.
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June 27th - La Trinit~ to Le Palais
We were up at 0800 and after breakfast motored down river under a leaden sky
with threatening rain. Set mainsail and reaching jib outside to, fresh 3/VNW
breeze and had a fine sail to the Basse Nouvelle Buoy off La Teignouse lighthouse.
The wind and tide in opposition caused quite a steep sea in the Passage de la
Teignouse but with a fair tide we beat through quickly and having cleared the
outer buoys eased sheets and had a fast reach in glorious sunshine to Le Palais
Belie Ile. The anchor was let go in the fairway and two stern warps taken to :the
quay.
June 28th - Le Palais
A glorious sunny day gave us our first real taste of typical Brittany weather.
We all bathed in the afternoon and later spent a pleasant evening in the Yellow
Cafe with Bill and Pare Robb from a ten metre catamaran - MALTESE CAT which had run into Le Palais in a Biscay gale suffering a certain amount of
damage on the way.
June 29th - Le Palais to Sauzon Belle Ile
After some provisioning of ship we slipped out of Le Palais under engine and
motored in flat calm conditions and brilliant sunshine to Sauzon some five miles
up the coast. A British yacht MONICA from St. Mawes Cornwall anchored close
by having spent a comfortable night in Ster Werm on the west of the island.
After lunch at 1330 we motored round the northern tip of the island and slowly
worked our way into Ster Wenn experiencing a little difficulty distinguishing the
entrance from seaward. However the approach is well shown in Adlard Cole?s
excellent book "Biscay Harbours and Anchorages". We all swam in cold but
beautifully clear water and after a leg stretch ashore returned to Sauzon for the
evening.
June 30th - Sauzon to Port Tudy - Ile de Groix
The day dawned very dull with threatening rain and as the wind was blowing
onshore we were up and underway quickly at 0600 with the intention of making the
Etel River at a suitable stage of the tide. With mainsail and No. 1 jib we were
able to lay our course and had a quiet sail, passing through the local fishing fleet
on our way to the river mouth. The sailing directions advised close watch on the
Semaphore Station but no signals were received so we crossed the bar and motored up stream to the trawler basin. Decided to leave the river as there was great
congestion in the basin. Set course for Port Tudy Ile de Groix and had a quiet
passage in brilliant sunshine and fickle airs to the harbour mouth. Moored
between two large buoys well clear of the entrance. Bathes followed by meal
ashore. There was great activity in port as a skin diving contest was in progress
with much coming and going of outboard rubber dinghies and French naval landing
craft.
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July 1st - Port Tudy to Aven River
Underway at 0700 in light airs bound for Aven River. Peter spoke to Joan
McKinley in Blackrock on the R/T the reception on the instrument being
absolutely perfect. Handed No. 1 jib in very light air and started motor passing
SWANILDA anchored at Port Manech and eventually letting go with two anchors
mooring fashion at Kerdruc after a very pleasant passage up the beautiful Aven
River. Bathed from a sandy beach at Port Manech in the afternoon and later dined
ashore in Auberge Tal Moor.
Sunday.July 2rid -Aven River
A large yawl with an enormous bowsprit which arrived during the late evening anchored too close and caused us much anxiety on the flood tide during the
night. Underway at 1100 and motored down river after a little difficulty clearing
both anchors. Entered Belon River and quietly worked our way upstream on a
rising tide until the small quay was abeam when the kedge was let go in two
fathoms for lunch. As we motored back downstream again the weather had an
onimous look so we returned to our earlier anchorage in the Aven River close
to CASINO from Brixham. Another excellent meal in Auberge Tal Moor consuming a large quantity of wine with it’.
July 3rd -Aven River to Concarneau
The weather having improved again we followed CASINO down river at 1130
and after crossing the bar quickly set the mainsail and ghoster. The NW wind
gave us a dead beat but with a calm sea we had a magnificent sail to Concarneau
where we were able to pick up a moorings in the Avant Port close to GLENAN the
French ocean racer and HARRIER R.C.C.
Since our last visit here a number of additional moorings had been laid and
floating pontoons provided. Once against we examined La Ville Close which is
the old walled town but it is now rather touristy.
July 4th - Concarneau to Loctudy
After some shopping we were underway at 1430 and leaving Concarneau
motored and sailed in light airs and clear sky to Loctudy some 15 miles distant.
A certain amount of difficulty was experienced in identifying the buoys en route
but we later discovered that they had recently been altered. Entering Loctudy
we saw an Audierne trawler high and dry on some rocks on the port hand inside
Karek-Soz beacon. Anchored in 16 feet at 1630. Ashore later at Ile Tudy and
Lo=tudy where we had a meal in Hotel d’Irelande owned or formerly owned by
Shay Elliott an Irish Cyclist.
July 5th - Loctudy to Audierne (St. Evette)
Weighed anchor at 0500 to enable us to catch the north-going stream at
Penmarch. Wind very light so we motor sailed from one Ea’St Quadrant buoy to
another checking our position at each. Patsy trailed a line off Lesconil and
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caught a number of fine mackeral from which she later produced a delicious
meal at Audierne.
The beacon tower of Le Guilvinec was abeam at 0655 and Pointe de Penmarch
at 0755. The rows of dark rocks off Le Guilvinec and Penmarch looked very
threatening and must present a magnificent sight in an onshore gale’. The genoa
was set and with a light offshore breeze from NE good progress was made for an
hour or so but the wind later headed us and promptly dropped altogether so the
engine was required again to push us in behind the breakwater at St. Evette. Let
go in 2½ fathoms at 1400 after a passage of 30 miles. Bathes ashore off the
beach in very hot sunshine and dinner in Hotel de la Plage later.
July 6th - Audierne to Douarnenez
Underway with engine at 0730 in glassy calm conditions after Peter and Neil
had removed some troublesome weed from the propeller. Set mainsail but the
engine was required all the way to the Raz de Sein - La Vieille lighthouse being
abeam at 10~0. Shortly afterwards a breeze made so the engine was turned off,
the ghoster set and we had a grand sail in an increasing following wind up
Douarnenez Bay being passed and repassed by a French naval craft. At 1540
let go at Rosmeur Douarnenez behind the main commercial fishing port. After
shopping and provisioning dinner was enjoyed in La~Caravelle overlooking the
yacht anchorage.
July 7th - Douarnenez to Camaret
Left anchorage at 0800 having a look at a beautifully kept yawl WHANESHEEN
on the way out. With a fresh W wind on our port bow we had a good thrash out
to the buoy off Cap de la Chevre which was abeam at 1000. Les Tas de Pois were
abeam at 1100 and shortly afterwards we passed through the Chenal de Toulinguet
with a fair tide and noted once again the impressive rock formation on Toulinguet
Islet. The sky foretold an advancing depression and at 1200 we anchored in
Camaret with heavy rain and rather dismal conditions prevailing. Anchored close
by were BLACK CYGNET and CERTA both R.C.C. and AILISH OF ARKLOW a
Tyrell designed and built motor sailer. An afternoon of rest was followed by
dinner ashore.
July 8th

Camaret to Brest

The dawn was anything but encouraging with low grey clouds scudding across
the sky but by the time breakfast was over and shopping completed the wind had
veered to the NW forces 5 to 6. Underway with mainsail and beat up to the
Goulet de Brest when sheets were freed and quick progress was made to Brest
Harbour from where we motored to the Port de Commerce tying up alongside an
English chartered 5 tonner with a jolly crew aboard. BLACK CYGNET and
WIDGEE which looked like a Laurent Giles Wanderer Class were astern of us.
That evening Patsy kindly treated us to a superb meal at the Hoteldes Voyageurs
which must surely be the ultimate in Brittany restaurants. Unfortunately, Peter
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and Patsy had to leave us here as their holiday time had virtually expired and
we missed their pleasant and cheerful company on the passage home.
Christopher English joined ship that evening.
Sunday July 9th to 10th - Brest to Hughtown Scillies
The early morning forecast indicated that a ridge of high pressure was
moving into western sea areas so we set off at 0905 and motored down the
Goulet de Brest with a fair tide. There was a horrible popple in the channel
north of R. Mengam Beacon which reduced our speed to nothing and made
sterring extremely difficult. However at 1120 we rounded Pointe de St.
Mathieu and entered the Chenal du Four astern of AILISH OF ARK_LOW and
BLUE MILLS R.C.C. The wind was very light and directly ahead but the tide
was fair and at 1300 Le Four lighthouse was abeam. Some two hours later
bearings were taken of Le Four lighthouse and the north end of Ushant and a
course laid off for the Scillies. The breeze improved from NNE and when the
genoa was set we enjoyed some fine sailing at 5 to6 knots. We passed through
many square miles of discoloured water which was obviously Torrey Canyon
detergent and hoped it would not set up some unusual action with glassfibre’.
The breeze vanished altogether that night but it reappeared the following
morning. The SciUies were sighted at 0745 and at 1030 St. Mary Sound was
entered and the anchor eventually let go at Hughtown after a passage of 120
miles. AILISH OF ARKLOW and the famous SAMUEL PEPYS were anchored
close by.
July llth to 13th - Hughtown to Dunmore East
Spent the morning cleaning ship, shopping ashore and preparing for sea
again. Jan Jefferiss arrived from I.reland via Penzance to augment the crew.
The forecast spoke of variable winds forces 2 to 4 with moderate to good
visibility but already the sky showed signs of fog. Weighed anchor at 1800 and
motored cautiously over Tresco Flats with just enough water under our keel.
Cleared the entrance to New Grimsby at 1925 setting the mainsail outside and a
course for Dunmore East. The wind was very light and directly ahead so
that the engine was used for most of the night. The following morning visibility
was very poor with thick fog patches. However later in the day the sun broke
through and the wind steadied in the NE giving us pleasant sailing conditions.
BuZzed twice by a Fairey Gannet aeroplane. Twice we took radio bearings of
the Tuskar and the South Bishop but both sets of bearings put us ahead of our
DR position and caused us some concern. Spent the evening catching mackerel
with gannets, common gulls and fulmars in close attendance.
At 23 30 the Hook and the C oningbeg Lights were spotted which showed that
we were far ahead of our DR position. Visibility disimproved and when the
Coningbeg disappeared altogether we decided to stay offshore until first crack
of dawn. At daybreak we closed our distance with the Hook Light but did not
actually see the Lighthouse until 0530 when it was only a quarter of a mile
distant. At 0630 we tied up alongside at Dunmore East some 130 miles from
Hughtown. We later discovered that a new weed deflector had been fitted to
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SAMPHIRE and this had caused the Brooks and Gatehouse Patent Log to underread the distance. Neil was to take SAMPHIRE on to West Cork and later back
to Dun Laoghaire but my holidays were at an end.
In conclusion I would like to thank Peter and Patsy for providing such a
pleasant cruise and my return crew, especially Neil, for all their hard work.
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SETANTA IN BRITTANY
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by F. Cudmore, .lnr~
SETANTA is a I0 ton aux. sloop

Cruising to Brittany has become so popular nowadays that yachtsmen no longer
bellow "Oh’. we were in Brittanya " Rather they announce it with a humble tone
as no one likes joining the mob. However for SETANTA it is more a case of the
mob joining her as she first cruised to Brittany in 1954 and has been there 8 times
since.
The crew on her 1967 cruise was the same as 1966 and we all had the same
ambition; to enjoy ourselves. Skipper Fred Cudmore, 1st mate Paddy Meagher
and the three juniors Fred and Peter Cudmore, and Jim Poxteous all assembled
at 1830 on Monday, July 10th. After a solid meal all went on board and set to sea
immediately. We intended to make Concarneau our first stop. Having set out
shortly after 2200 we progressed very well averaging 5 knots for the first 6 hours.
The wind lightened and the engine wa~ Started at 0730. All Tuesday it was kept
going but the hot sun made it extremely pleasant.
At 0205 on Wednesday the Bishop Rock was sighted and the skipper decided to
call in at the Scillies to restock with petrol. We had trouble finding the entrance
due to fog but finally entered New Grimsby at 0700, our log reading 137. We
berthed at Hughtown at 0805 and had departed again by 0900.
We trailed our log at 0930 and set our course for 3 miles outside Ushant. At
noon we were averaging 5 knots with a force 3 N. N.E. wind and a high barom.
so all the crew were very happy. By 0100 the wind had died but our engine refused
to work. 4 An hour later the engine had been started and we were back-tracking due
to very thick fog. We were quite worried as we were only 20 miles from the
French coast but by 0415 we were back on course again.
At 0830 we reclc0ned that we were 2 miles from Ushant but we never saw it
due to the fog. In fact we passed the island without ever seeing it. We weren’t
too sure of our position so we just steered the same course as the many steamers
which were obviously rounding the Ushant. One steamer actually came up close
and shouted our position but unfortunately we didn’t hear it.
At 1400 our position was miles from the Armen buoy. Visibility had improved by this time and we decided to call into Audierne as we were all very
tired. We rounded Ile de Sein and the Raz looked very stlack when we passed it.
We started the engine at 1915 and by 2100 we were heading into Ste Evette,"At
2200 we were anchored off the mole, our log reading 307.
After a good nights sleep we rose at 0800 on
telegram home we motored up to Audierne only to
July 14th, all the shops and the post-office were
foul of Bastille Day we set out for Concarneau.
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Friday. Having decided to
discover it was Bastille Day
shut. Annoyed that we had fallen
This was probably the most

glorious sail we have ever had. Under a bright blue sky, with a lovely warm
breeze we averaged 6 knots, and moored in Concarneau at 1705. All the crew
adjourned ashore for a beautiful meal in the Grand Hotel.
Next day was Saturday and skipper was quite worried that we might not be
able to buy our duty-free stores. However, during breakfast we had a visit from
the customsmen who informed us of the contrary. As soon as the duty-free
"goods" had been bought, the three junior crew spent the rest of the morning
storing it. Skipper and 1st mate were being entertained by Robin and Rona Dixon.
At this stage we did not have any definite plan but when we heard the good
forecast we decided to leave, hoping to get Mass next morning in Belle-Ile. We
finally departed at 1800 and had another very pleasant passage, arriving in Le
Palais at 0600 in hot sun. One of the crew, Peter, had already had an overdose
of sun and was in bed so we all became very careful about our sun-bathing.
We spent Sunday, Monday and Tuesday morning in the lovely harbour of Le
Palais. Moored there it was fascinating to watch the come and go of yachts. At
least ten yachts would come and go every day.
On Tuesday Skipper got so worried about harbour fever among the crew that
he decided to make a short trip up the coast to Sauzon. We departed from Le
Palais at 1350 and had moored by 1500 just outside the harbour. The remainder
of the day was spent in a leisurely fashion; a walk ashore, a solid meal and to
bed early.
The following day, Wednesday, it was raining during the morning so it was
decided to remain at Sauzon all day. Sauzon is quite a small port but we had a
very pleasant day there. First we all had showers which were very welcome.
And that evening we had a lovely dinner in the Hotel at the top of the village
which was Stood by the ist mate.
We rose on Thursday morning intending to start immediately but one look at
the thick fog out to sea and our departure was delayed. We finally left at 1040
and had another lovely passage in hot sun. By 1300 it was so warm, the three
juniors had a "mid-ocean" swim. We moored in Port Tudy at 1615 and we all
agreed it was one of the nicest ports we visited. There was a very nice bar on
the quay-side but unfortunately the water-tap was some distance away so we
weren’t very happy next morning carrying our water supply a ¼ of a mile in hot
sun.

On Friday we left Port Tudy at 1300, bound for lle de Peugret a distance of
20½ miles. We were hard on the wind and had to take a tack to get an offing.
About 1 hour after departure the engine was turned off due to overheating. A
piece of coke was discovered in the water pump. Progress was very slow,
averaging under 3 knots. When the 1800 forecast was heard (... veering 5/7
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N.W.) plans were changed as the Glenans are not recommended to strangers in
anything near a storm. We hoped to make Benodet but finally settled for
Concarneau, mooring there at 2220. We were all very disappointed about
returning to the same port a second time and not being able to visit: the Glenans
with its famous sailing school.
The forecast on Saturday morning was not very good but we decided to leave
under a very small head sail. This was the only foul weather we encountered
during the cruise. We had great difficulty in locating the buoy and as the wind
seemed to be increasing we uphelmed into Benodet. We had the pleasure of
being safely moored there when we heard a gale warning for Biscay. After lunch
we went for a walk around Benodet and were amazed how it had grown since two
years previously. We had dinner that evening in a small hotel which was not too
good. After the meal we had trouble coming on board as the punt had been left
at a spot which dried out.
The next day, Sunday, July 23rd as we rose for Mass the weather seemed to
have improved. After a large leisurely breakfast, we heard a good noon forecast, 4-5... generally again/v, good. We had no choice now but to sea, as we
had suddenly fallen behind schedule. We had Camaret in our minds as our hopeful destination. The engine gave a lot of trouble and we had a long beat without
it from the Karek Greis buoy. At 1730 we tacked into Audierne bay steering
0i0°. At 2110 we tacked to starboard and layed 285°. We passed through the
Raz de Sein at 0200 there were two hours of flood but we only met one rough
patch. We now had another beat and arrived at the Toulinguet Channel at 0730.
Skipper just managed to start the engine before going through the channel which
was a real "blessing" as there was a strong tidal set onto the rocks and no wind.
By 0830, Monday, we had anchored in Camaret. We spent the morning watering the yacht and buying stores.
When we heard the 1400 forecast S.W. 4-5 we set sail, bound for the Scillies.
Progress was very slow and we passed P. de St. Mathieu at 1715. Once we
entered the Four channel we moved very fast as we had the tide under us. At
2000 we trailed log and were steering N.N.W. in light wind with the engine
ticking over. The wind was light for the whole passage but it was very comfortable. Having kept to windard of our course we located Round Island 15° to
starboard at 1300 and altered course to 340°. At 1730 we hauled our log off St.
Mary’s Sound reading 102 miles and were anchored in Hugh Town by 1820. We
had Brian Cudmore on board for a drink, he had come to the Scillies the previous
Sunday on his yacht ANN AGAIN.
The next day, Wednesday, was spent enjoying Hugh Town. As on all our
previous visits, we had a first-class dinner in the Tregarthan’ s Hotel that
evening.
On Thursday we didn’t rise till noon. After our final shopping spree we had
a fine meal on board at 1630. It consisted of stew, fruit and ice-cream, cheese,
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coffee and brandy; we were all set for our final leg home. Immediately after
the 1800 forecast we hauled anchor and cleared New Grimsby at 1845. Our
course to the Roche was 337° but we steered 330° due to expected shift of wind.
At 2115 the wind howled so we were forced to sail 350°. At 0645 we tacked and
our new course was 260°, our log read 53.
By 1030 there was practically no wind and the engine was started. Land was
sighted at 2100 and the Daunt Light vessel was abeam at 0100. Hauled log reading 150 at 0130. Handed sails at 0215 and picked our mooring in Crosshaven at
0240, Saturday 29th July.
This was my third cruise to Brittany, my first being in 1965. In just two
years there was some very noticeable changes, the premier one being the
increase in the number of yachts. Many of the ports: La Palais, Port Tudy
and Concarneau were full with boats when we visited them and one could well
imagine in the future, either having to book a berth in advance or not being
able to call. We were also very pleased this year at being able to pick mooring at several of the ports.
However, no trotter how crowded Brittany become, it will always remain one
of the sunniest and most enjoyable cruising grounds.
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SEGURA GOES SOUTH FOR THE SUN, 1967
by Henri Masser

Plan p. 19
Owner and Skipper:
Mate:
Crew:

John Masser
Henri Masser
Alastair McMillan - Dublin to Bordeaux
Muriel McMillan
Noel Speidel
Pat Speidel
- Bilbao to Bordeaux
Malachi O’Gallagher
Evelyn O’Gallagher -Bordeaux to Nantes
Maurice Cullen
- Bordeaux to Dublin
Elizabeth Cullen
- Bordeaux to Nantes
Aidan Brindley
- Bordeaux to Dublin
- Nantes to Dublin.
Jim Macken

SEGURA is a 22 ton 50/50 sloop
Saturday July 1st After dinner in the Royal St. George the previous night and
a quiet night aboard - having first stowed all the provisions and clothes, we left
Dun Laoire at 0800 on a clear, dull day with a flat seaall the way down the
coast. We decided to go south as far and as fast as we could get in comfort
while the good weather lasted, a mixed sort of day rough and smooth with the
crew cleeping and steering in turn and all but the cook ready for food. Changed
to a trisail instead of the main at nightfall, which was just as well with a night
of confused seas which caused the boat to leap around and brought the radar
reflector down on deck with a crash together with a guillemot which accompanied
us for some miles before flying off again. After a lovely day’s sailing in bright
sunshine we arrived off Hangman’s Island in the Scillies about 1900. Mackerel
caught by the skipper for supper’.
July 3rd After breakfast and a ship cleaning session the cooks prepared 3
splendid crabs which a boatman friend gave us the previous night. After a visit
to the Tresco gardens - as beautiful as ever - we went to Hughtown in SEGURA filled up with oil and water ready to leave later for France.
July 4th Up at 0600 with the sunrise and a good day’s motoring and sailing past
Ushant and through the Raz de Sein with a good tide heading for Belle Ile.
This was the first time we went outside Ushant - it saved time and a lot of buoy
anxiety. Wonderful hot sun and calm seas. Even the cook enjoyed soused
mackerel and Irish stew’.
July 5th Very good night’s sailing past the Iles de Glenan heading for Belle Ile.
During the night we watched a/ailing star light up the horizon with a brilliant
green light. Reached Belie Ile.- at 0530. Tea and bed for the crew while Muriel
and I cleared up and cooked more soused mackerel. Skipper and Malachi ashore
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for crusty French bread and milk. Lunch was somewhat delayed due to a visit
to NANCY BET next door with a boat load of Corkmen - Skipper Stanley Roche.
The afternoon was spent at Dovan Sands, swimming and sunbathing followed by
an excellent dinner at the Yellow Hotel - now white’. The crew stayed ashore to
sample the night life - nil’.
July 6th Up at 0600 to the sound of deck scrubbing and polishing. While the
crew scrubbed, preparations were made for next bit of the trip the 235 miles to
Santander. Finally we went alongside the ferry landing stage to fill up - quite a
job with the ferries coming and going especially as the oil had to be taken aboard
in jerry cans before the tide dropped too low to stay alongside. Away by 1600
and a lovely sail all night and most of the next day with nothing to be seen but
some big Spanish trawlers and a school of Tunny fish jumping. At 0300 on 7th
July, with land in sight we decided to take down the sails preparatory to motoring
to our berth at Santander. Alas’. when the starter was pressed nothing happened,
and as everyone surfaced except Malchi - who was under the floor boards communing with the engine - the rain started and a thick mist blanketed us. Fortunately,
the wind was sufficient to keep us going; so we decided to be sailors for once and
proceed under sail with a head wind, an outgoing tide against us and various obstructions Up to the Yacht Club. With Malachi directing operations, the Skipper
at the wheel and Alastair and Noel handling the sails, we took short tacks and
anchored off the Yacht Club at 0830. Bacon and eggs for all’.
July 8th A misty wet morning but warm, as we waited for the Customs - who
never came’. The men went ashore for money and returned to doctor the engine
with satisfactory results.
Sunday July 9th Malachi to Mass and everyone else asleep until late. A lazy day.
July 10th Went ashore and took a taxi for a wonderful trip through the mountainous country of the Cordilleros to Fuente De and the Pics de Europa, where we
went up in a funicular to the top - 8,000 ft. odd - where we had a magnificent
panoramic view over the country in clear hot sunshine with wild flowers where
the snow had melted: helianthemu, lithospermum,gentianacaulis emodiums etc.
Back to Santander by another high mountain pass with hair-raising bends and turns
in the road and views everywhere of mountain peaks and fertile valleys and red
roofed Spanish farmhouses, with storks nesting in the treetops. Back by 2230
for supper aboard.
July llth A shopping spree for Muriel and Alastair and Noel - A Spanish lesson
with Emma for Malachi and dinner ashore for all at the Rio Jano Bodega - very
Spanish and very good~
July 12th Left Santander at 0400 - just light: sailing along a lovely coast rather
reminiscent of Southern Ireland. Warm sun and flat sea. Arrived Las Arenas
about I015. Put Noel ashore to meet his wife, and went to look at Bilbao. Back
to SEGURA and found by Noel and Pat Speidel, we set sail for Berrneo - 17 miles
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along the coast in glorious hot sunshine. Suddenly a fierce thunderstorm hit us
with hailstones like marbles jumping off the deck and brilliant lightning. We
reached Bermeo - a delightful small village built all round a fishing harbour with
hills behind. The town siren, like an air raid siren, makes sure that nobody
sleeps too early in the evening or too late in morning’. Went shopping in the market
and bought half a baby lamb, veal, aubergines and fruit. After a visit to Guernica the scene of some of the most brutal bombing by German and Italian planes in the
Spanish Civil War - we returned to SEGURA. Dinner ashore for the young ones:
Bed for us’.
July 14th Woke to rain and grey skies which soon cleared to give us a lovely
morning’s sailing along a rugged coastline with small towns tucked into beautiful
little sandy bays. Noel caught such a big fish that it made off with the hairy big
hook and the trace: a Tunny no doubt’. Arrived at San Sebastian about 1530.
July 15th Moved into the inner harbour with all the yachts from the La Rochelle San Sebastian race and were rudely awakened next morning very early by a series
of maroons fired from the hillside - instead of sirens as in Bermeo. San Sebastian
is a large bay with the island and shores covered with tamarisk which when floodlit at night gave the whoie scene a fairylike appearance. Moved out of the harbour
into the bay where we were boarded by a mermaid - a young and very attractive
Australian girl who swam an incredible distance from the shore - the Skipper
claimed to be the only member of the crew to catch a mermaid’. We left at 1700
for St. Jean de Luz and secured alongside in the inner harbour there at 2000.
Sunday July 16th We were berthed aIongside all the fun of the fair, near the;
beach, the bandstand and the Church. We hoped to find a "Garage for boats" as
our batteries were not charging. After a good ciean up, which entertained all
the locals, we spent most of the day swimming, sun bathing, eating and drinking.
On returning aboard, we found we had to move to the other side of the harbour
and the young ones all went ashore for a spiendid Fete with confetti and imitation
bulls charging in amongst the crowd with exploding firecrackers. They arrived
back on board complete with masses of confetti, which we chased round SEGURA
for the rest of the season.
July 17th Up bright and early and off to a new anchorage in the bay off the
Yacht Club Basque, where we spent several days swimming and sun bathing while
we waited for our spare part to be sent down from Paris. Some of the crew
visited Biarritz while the Skipper started to varmsh where the sun had dried out
the varnish with which we had started the cruise.
July 19th The dynamo repaired, shopping done and the boat filled with oil and
water, we left at midnight for Bordeaux.
|ulg 20th A splendid day’s sailing and motoring to Royan at the mouth of the
Gironde River. Arriving on a fine clear night, we picked our way between the
buoys, dodging one unlit wreck to enter the mouth of the harbour at Royan.
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July 21st The car ferries had already started coming in and out to Royan at
0640 as we hauled up our anchor and proceeded up the river with a roaring tide.
We had on board a very large bright green Jimimny Cricket, which had joined
us at St, Jean de Luz and which swung on the steering wheel washing its whiskers.
Somewhere on the long run up the river it took itself off ashore’. We entered the
basin at Bordeaux and moored. The first part of our trip was over and here we
were to change crews.
July 22nd Ship cleaning session in preparation for the new crew. Then off to
the airport to meet Evelyn O’Omllagher, Maurice and Elizabeth Cullen and Aidan
Brindley and to say Goodbye to Muriel, Alastair, Noel and Pat.
Sunday July 23rd After two abortive attempts to get a bus for Mass, the crew gave
up and we a11 went by taxi around the coast to Arcachon and the north side of the
bay to Pyla for a swim and lunch at the C orniche Hotel at the foot of the highest
sand dune in Europe, with views all over the inland sea of Arcachon. Back at
SEGURA, we were joined by Col. Prowse in a small boat SOLANGE which he had
sailed single handed from Dartmouth and was taking on by easy stages to Malta
for the winter.
July 24th A large Russian ship had come in the previous night and was unloading
peanuts, which brought an invasion of insects to afflict us. Called for at 0900
by a friend of N~elSpeidel, who took us for an interesting tour of the wine
growing region round Bordeaux - Chateau Margaux, Chateau Latour, Chateau
Palmer (where we had an excellent lunch). We watched the bottling of last
season’s wines and tasted some of them.
July 25th Up early for Shipping Forecast. Malachi complaining of a pain in his
chest after a fall, so despatched him with Evelyn as interpreter to find a doctor
and have an X-ray. At 0800 the Skipper and crew took SEGURA out of the basin
through the lock to be out alongside in the river. Here we waited for Malachi
and Evelyn and for the tide to turn. All well - no broken bones, so we left
Bordeaux in hot sunshine to sweep down the Gironde at 9 knots with the tide under
us and a choppy sea with the wind against tide. Arrived at Fort Bloc - a small
ferryboat harbour - we all had a swim and spent a noisy night in which the
incoming boats merged with the outgoing ones and the next day began before the
night’s activities had finished.
July 26th Up early with the noise - good weather forecast and off at 0830 for
La Rochelle. Aidan did the housework’. A really splendid day’s sailing outside
Ile d’Oleron - then a broad reach all the way to La Rochelle, where we arrived
too early and had to sail up and down until the gates opened to let us in to the
yacht harbour. Moored alongside NANCY BET with Stanley Roche and family
aboard. We were very comfortable with water laid on and floating jetties to go
ashore.
July 27th

Cleaning ship and varnishing out on deck; we spent a busy morning
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interspersed with the crew’s visits to NANCY BET and our visits to Orson and
Rosamund Wright on HELVICK HEAD, which was moored near us and with a
swim in the adjacent fresh water swimming pool.
July 28th Up at 0630 and out of the yacht basin - heading for Ile de Re and St
Martin- famous for its prison’.
July 29th After a late night ashore the previous night everyone slept late and
missed the shipping forecast. Left after breakfast and followed the coast along
by Les Sables d’Or to Ile d’Yeu, a tiny picturesque harbour full of fishing boats
and small craft - all with legs as the harbour dries out. We moored against the
jetty with lines ashore to keep us upright and set a wall watch for the night.
Sunday July 30th 0630 and all well. We were afloat again. Crew went off for
8 o’clock Mass - none - so they came back for breakfast and went off for 9
Mass, after which we cast off and sailed all day in hot sunshine to St Nazaire
and up the river Loire to Paimboeuf where we tied up for the night alongsi~le the
quay wall.
July 31st Thick fog which began to lift at 0800, travelling slowly from buoy to
buoy and finally anchoring for the mist to clear. Then some of the hottest day’s
sailing we had, which reduced everyone to bathing costumes. Arrived at Nantes
at 1200 and off ashore to the nearby swimming pool. Spent a quiet night alongside
the Port Authorities’ wharf.
August 1st Up early to see Evelyn and Elizabeth off for their plane home and to
collect Jim Macken. Skipper and I went ashore to shop and lunch at Coq Hardi
Restaurant. Jim Macken arrived minus part of his luggage, so we filled in the
time being visited by and visiting WESTWARD a big American Yacht owned by
Mr. Cochrane.
August 2nd A fast and rather bumpy journey to the mouth of the Loire and the
entrance toLe Pouliguen where we berthed for the night amongst the usual
medley of boats of all sorts and sizes.
August 3rd After a morning’s shopping, we left for La Trinit~ with mares tails
in the sky and a brisk wind which brought us to La Trinit~ about 2030. Much
colder here - we know we are heading North’.
August 4th Ship cleaning and tidying - then ashore to visit the new Yacht Club a fine building and all the yachting area much improved since our last visit 4
years ago. Dinner ashore after which the Skipper and I returned to SEGURA.
The crew followed around 0400 with a noise like the delivery of a ton of coals.
August 5th Filled up with water - sailed round FLAME II and left a bottle of
Irish for M. Cointreau - then left for the Morbihan. A fine day but much colder
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as we passed Port Navallo and went as far as Les Roches for lunch - then up to
Auray where we anchored off St Goustan. Dinner ashore and came back to find
we had a visitor, a young Naval Cadet from Somerset, who slept aboard SEGURA
while he waited to join a boat on which he was to crew.
Sunday August 6th Leaving our Cadet ashore, we sailed down past Les Roches
and past Port Navalo and out to sea. This would be a lovely place to spend a
leisurely holiday with a small boat. Hot sunshine made the sail to Le Palais
in Belle I1e, past Houat and Hoedic with their wicked reefs of rocks, a memorable
one.
Arrived at Le Palais about II00, we squeezed ourway in to the nest of boats
and then the Church Parade went ashore for Mass. A lazy day with a session
aboard WATER MUSIC from the Hamble.
August 7th Up and away at 0630 on a fine clear morning with a fiat sea and fleecy
clouds to Port Tudy on the Ile de Groix, where we moored and went ashore for a
walk and a swim. After some local cider and lunch, we left for Port Manec and
Rosbras where we had some difficulty in finding a hole for our anchor’. The
local sailing school were out in force and we saw the rescue launch at work in a
very choppy sea outside Port Manec. In view of a bad forecast we decided to
stay at Rosbras for a day.
August 8th Started out to walk to Pont Aven for lunch: Malachi, Aidan, and
Maurice did but the Skipper, Jim Macken and I cheated and thumbed a lift from
the local Boulanger and his beautiful daughter who stopped and took us to Pont
Aven on the crusty French breadcrumbs. Shopping - a very good lunch and back
to SEGURA in a taxi’.
August 9th We left for Brest in a bumpy sea and later some rough weather which
SEGURA took well, motoring against a head wind and with the mainsail to steady
her. We went outside the Iles de Glenans - a long sail - arriving at 1920 at Brest.
Dinner ashore and left the crew to inspect the town.
August 10th Forecast not very good but we decided to head for home and left
Brest at 1230.
August llth Sailing all night, we passed the Wolf Rock early in the morning in
rather bumpy seas. During the afternoon a sort of ’dark brown’ smell was
evident and when the Skipper uncovered the elctric switchboard, it burst into
flames. Great activity with fire extinguishers, which made more mess than the
fire but finally order of a sort was restored, apart from the fact that we had no
electricalworkings or lights. From then on things got a bit uncomfortable in
confused seas - with a strong wind - everything seemed to be wet and cold and
when the Skipper looked for his Verey Pistol I feared the worst until I remembered
that we had no lights to warn other shipping in an emergency. It was a rather
miserable restless night, broken only by Malachi’s cheerful face as he came
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in to listen to the weather forecast.
August 12th Daylight at last and the Tuskar Rock snarling at us as usual’.
With the Irish Coast in sight, things cheered up a bit and we came into Dun
Laoire Harbour about 1600 just ahead of the WINSTON CHURCHILL sail
training ship.
A good cruise in good company but we could have done without the
fireworks.
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’~I~UNTRESS" -- Cruise ’67

Because of a series of circumstances affecting both skipper and mate of
HUNTRESS, ’~ folkboat, no serious cruise was planned for ’67, instead athorough
exploration of the South West coast was envisaged. The idea was for the skipper
to bring the yacht down to the Kenmare river, where the mate was holidaying with
his family, and to leave HUNTRESS there in the mate’s good care - while long
weekends would be availed of to get HUNTRESS as far as Baltimore for the Folkboat Rally to be held on 1st, 2nd and 3rd July. The skipper Paddy Dineen had
the following crew: Foynes - Derrynane: T. Farrell; Derrynane - Glandore:
T. Perrott, J. Murphy; Glandore -Crosshaven: J. Murphy; Crosshaven Kinsale: T. Perrott, J. Murphy.
Friday - June 16th. At 2130 on a calm rather foggy night HUNTRESS left the
pontoon in Foynes harbour under power. Outside the harbour visibility got
rapidly worse until the skipper decided that it would no longer be prudent to
carry on. So, with the aid of the echo sounder, we worked our way to a good
anchorage near Red Gap Point (on the north shore, about 5 miles west of Foynes)
and settled down to a night’s sleep.
June 17th. At 0700 visibility had improved to 200 yds. but there was still no
wind, so at 0730 up anchor and away down the river under power, steering
compass courses from Coleman’s Point to Tarbert, Scattery and Kilcredaun, which
we had abeam at 1115. A course of 244° for Blasket Sound was now set, still
motoring in complete calm with visibility 500 to 700 yds. At 1745 a portion of
Mt. Brandon appeared. Visibility was now improving rapidly, and by 1905 we
opened the Blasket Sound. A light breeze came from the north, so up sails and
off motor. Under mainsail and goose-winged genoa, we cleared the Blasket
Sound and set a course of 178° for Puffin Island.
Sunday June 18th. We were abeam of Puffin Island at 0055 and off Ballinskelligs
bay at 0200.
The Skipper dec~ded that it would be too dark to attempt the narrow entrance
into Derrynane Harbour, so we found an anchorage off Deenish Island, but as
the skipper considered this a rather dicey spot, an anchor wa(ch was kept until
dawn. The final entrance to Derrynane was exciting as the engine wouldn’t
start and we had to beat in against a force 4 wind from the north. However,
we anchored at 0730 in what must be one of the most beautiful natural harbours
in the South of Ireland. After breakfast and a short rest, the Avon dinghy was
inflated and all two of the ship’s company ventured ashore. Tom Perrott was
soon located, and lifts organised home. So ended phase one of Cruise ’67, with
the log reading 110 miles.
June 23rd. Skipper drove down to Derrynane. Had a meal on Perrott’s caravan
and slept aboard HUNTRESS.
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June 24th. After a brisk sail in the Kenmare river, we negotiated the rather
tricky entrance to West Cove, where we had arranged t~ be picked up by the mate’s
wife. Left HUNTRESS in West Cove that night.
Sunday June 25th. No sailing as wind force 6-7. Gerry Murphy arrived.
June 26th. Skipper rang home and fixed a fortnight’s holidays for himself. Went
for a very enjoyable sail across to Dursey and back to West Cove - wind 4-5
WNW. Sighted 8-metre HELEN, who we last saw in Belle Ile: in June ’66.
June 27th. Sailed up to Sneem in a force 3-4 NW. The mate lost his spectacles
overboard. Had dinner in the Heron Bay Hotel.
June 28th. Sailed around to Parknasilla to make ’phone calls, and, having booked
a meal, returned to that fine anchorage under Garnish Island, where we met
Michael O’F1aherty and Maurice O’Connor, who were cruising on their folkboat
CURLEW.
June 29th. Tom motored back to Limerick to obtain a spare pair of spectacles,
while skipper and Gerry brought HUNTRESS back to Derrynane Harbour (a good
beat in a 4-5 NW).
June 30th. Time was now pressing - the Folkboat Rally was to start next day.
So we set sail for Dursey at 0630 in a very light west wind, cleared Crow Head
at 0900 and set a course of 132° for the Mizen. The wind failed completely at
around 130(~ and we started the motor soon after. Since HUNTRESS had never
been in Crookhaven, we decided to spend the night there, and arrived under
power at 1530. There were two other yachts in Crookhaven - CURLEW and
WANDERER Ill, with that most famous of all cruising couples, Eric & Susan
Hiscock. Later HELEN arrived and we renewed our acquaintanceship with her
co-owners, Chris & Michael Greene.
July ist. Up anchor at 1600 and a beautiful run to the Gascanane Sound in force
5 westerly. We rounded Sherkin and when we came alongside the Baltimore
Quay at i730, our lines were taken by Jim Rearden, Admiral of the Royal Cork,
and his crew, Dick Maher.
Sunday - July 2nd . To-day’s highlight was the presentation of the Royal Cork
and the Foynes Y.C. Burgees to Dennis Salter for display in his famous pub.
July 3rd. A race for folkboats was organised to-day. Four boats started and,
after a close race, HUNTRESS won from Jim Rearden’s GRYPHON. Later at a
cocktail reception given by Hugh Musgrave, Commodore of the Baltimore S.C.,
the skipper received his trophy - a bottle of Paddy & six glasses:
July 4th. An outing to North Harbour on Cape Clear was organised and piloted by
Gerry Guy, through the intricate passage north of Sherkin. A total of six folkboats arrived in this beautiful harbour. After lunch, HUNTRESS and two of the
fleet sailed for Schull, while the other three returned to Baltimore.
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July 5th. This morning we set sail eastwards, having decided to leave HUNTRESS
in Crosshaven the following weekend for a few weeks and then starting with the
August Sunday race to Kinsale to work our way back to the Shannon. Our first
anchorage was Glandore and a very pleasant choice it proved, as the first person
we met ashore was Donal Crosbie, who promised us a musical evening. A very
pleasant night ensued, finishing at 0300 approx.
July 6th ¯ To-day was spent ferrying Tom back to his family by car.
July 7th. The crew now reduced to two, we had a good run to I<insale, where
later a good meal was enjoyed in the ’Man Friday’.
July 8th. With time running out (both of us had to report to work on Monday), we
decided to use the fair westerly and sail to Crosshaven. It was a pleasant brisk
sail, finishing with a beat up the Crosshaven river to pick up the mooring which
Jim Rearden had kindly lent us. So culminated phase two of Cruise ’67.
Sunday - August 6th. After a few weekends based in Crosshaven, the passage
west was to begin with the annual Crosshaven to Kinsale race. After a scrappy
start and a beat out to Roberts’ Head, we had a beam wind and run the rest of the
way, and finished in the latter half of the fleet.
Sunday August 13th. Sail out to Old Head and back.
Saturday - August 19th. The season was now drawing to a close and HUNTRESS
had to be back on the Shannon soon, so, rather than wait any longer for crew, the
skipper decided to do a ’Chichester’ from Kinsale to Foynes. He now takes up the
narrative. I arrived in Kinsale at 1300 on the 19th August and after two trips in
the dinghy - getting bits and pieces on and off HUNTRESS - I started to re-assemble
the self-steering gear, which had been off since Baltimore. Everything was stowed
by 1405, and after hoisting the main and genoa, I cast off. The wind was 2-3 SE
and after a little motor assistance to the Prehaun Point, I was able to fetch the
Old Head, However, the wind moderated still further and by 2100, I was just off
Galley Head. Not wishing to spend the night at sea, I decided to stay in Glandore.~
The engine wouldn’t start, so it was dark when I reached Adam Island. Once there,
Eve was not difficult to find - so, leaving both Adam and Eve to port and all of the
perches, buoys, etc., to starboard, I cautiously sounded my way to within 3 cables
of the quay, where I anch’ored in 2½ fathoms.
Sunday August 20th. After early Mass, I had breakfast and got under way at
1015 in a 3-4 SE. I left both Eve and Adam to port and rounded High Island before
setting a course for the Stags, with full main and boomed out genoa. I was making
about 5 knots - while I sun-bathed in the cockpit, leaving the self-steering gear to
guide HUNTRESS unerringly to her destination. At 1245 Kedge was abeam, and
at 1330 I dropped anchor 50 yards off the pier at Sherkin. Friends were staying
on the island, so I lunched with them, and Michael Synnott arranged for a lift back
to Kinsale later in the evening. At 1830 I put HUNTRESS to anchor in the Ilen
river and left for Iiinsale shortly afterwards.
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August 25. I got a lift down to Baltimore from Michael Synnott and retired to
HUNTRESS early.
August 26th. I hoisted sail, up anchor and under way by 0615. The wind WNW
was a little too fair as I sailed towards the east entrance, and I knew if this
persisted, I would have a long windward leg. As I approached the Gascanane
Sound, the wind started to head me so I started the motor, which I kept going until
I cleared the offshore dangers, north of Cape Clear. Then I stopped the motor
and found I could just fetch the Mizen. However, after that I had to beat, long and
short tacks, from the Mizen to Crow Head. It was 1830 by the time I reached
Dursey Sound, and I started the motor again to clear the Sound. I came through
Dursey with the sails flapping at times and filling at others, but the trusty Vire
always driving me northwards. After Dursey, I again switched off the motor and
found I could point just east of Deenish Island, but, with the wind failing and
veering further north, I could do no better than make between Moylaun and Two
Heads Islands. Having cleared these two islands, I sought and found the two
leading marks into Derrynane Harbour. I again started the motor, and this time,
set about lowering sails. The staysail was down and the mainsail nearly so when
the motor stopped, I rushed back into the cockpit to try to re-start but to no avail,
and after half an hour of trying, I gave up. It was now dark, and the leading marks
into Derrynane are not lighted, but I decided to have a go at beating in anyway.
I hoisted the staysail and set about doing the same with the main, but I could only
get the main up 7u of the way, the halliard having fouled when I rushed back to
try re-start the motor. I spent another half hour trying to free this, and it was
getting darker all the time. I went back into the cockpit: and started my beat.
Two lights appeared where I thought the marks should be. At this stage, I could
do no better than 5 points off the wind, and I must have made 20 short tacks
through the narrow entrance before I rounded the eastern perch and was able to
free sheets. A small boat with an outboard came alongside and offered to show
me the anchorage. I declined with thanks, as 1 had been in Derrynane on a
number of occasions. Later I learned that Mr. Butler was the man who saw
HUNTRESS not sailing properly and thought she might be in trouble so he lighted
the lamps and was on his way out to see if he could help when I met him. I:~
finally dropped the anchor at 2230 and, being tired after 16 hours of sailing,
retired early.
Sunday August 27th. I got up at 0600, had a ]~ight breakfast, and, after several
futile attempts to start the motor, I hoisted sails, hauled up the anchor and
proceeded to paddle towards the entrance. It took a half hour to cover the couple
of hundred yards, but when I arrived I realised that there was even less wind at
sea. Not wishing to paddle all I00 or so miles back to Foynes, I returned to the
anchorage. I then did a good stowage job on HUNTRESS left out 20 fathoms chain
and proceeded to hitchhike back to Limerick.
September Ist. Drove down to Derrynane. Overhauled motor. Got it going.
Had early night.
September 2nd. Up at 0615. Wind SW 4-5 bent on sails, while kettle boiled.
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During breakfast I turned on the 0640 shipping forecast. There were gale
warnings for all of the Irish seas areas, including an 8-9 imminent for
Shannon - my area’. So, having decided that discretion was the better part of
valour, I abandoned any hope of reaching the Shannon that weekend.
September 8th. 1 drove down to Derrynane and went aboard at 2130. I checked
all the gear and found everything in order after the gale, so I bunked down.
September 9th. Up anchor at 0710. I had already got the weather forecast,
which was 3-4 SW, but at the moment it was I-2 SE ideal for the narrow
Derrynane exit. I had Scarriff Island abeam at 0800. Visibility was about 3
miles, so after rounding Puffin Island, I set a course of 348° for Blasket Sound.
The wind had now gone to the south and I was belting along under main and
boomed out genoa. I h~d allowed 7 hours to reach the Blaskets. At this time,
however, I appeared to be doing better than that. This was confirmed when I
got a running fix off Cromwell Point on Valentia. I arrived at Blasket Sound at
1230, at which time there was still 1½ hours of the ebb to go. The wind was
4 - 5 S., and I decided to carry on even though it can be a rough passage through
the Blaskets with tide against wind - and a rough passage it was’. The sea
became a boiling thing, not very high by West coast standards, but short waves
and every one breaking. HUNTRESS gybed involuntarily on at least half a dozen
occasions, breaking one sail batten and shaking another out of its pocket. Meanwhile, the snap-shackle at the head of the genoa parted and the sail came down.
I cleared the sound by 1345 and in the lee of Sibyl Head, set the genoa on the
spinnaker halliard. The wind was now SW, so I set a course of 061° for Kilcredaun, adjusted the self-steering gear and went below to prepare lunch. I
was off Kerry Head at 1730 and had reached Kilcredaun at 1950. When I dropped
anchor off the outer pier at Carrigaholt, it was 2015. Mike Hughes, another
Foynes Y.C. nlember, was also anchored there, so he ferryed me ashore, where
we visited John Keane’s hospitable pub, and jointly availed to the full of the very
excellent products which he dispenses.
Sunday September 10tho The trip up to Foynes was uneventful. I set sail about
a half hour before Mike, but found the tide setting me back near Coleman’s
Point, where I anchored at 1230 and had lunch. I waited until 1600 before
setting sail again and arrived in Foynes at 1750. Roger Bourke, who had just
finished his day’s sailing, came out again in his punt and helped me pick my own
mooring for the first time in 3 months.
So ended Cruise ’67 - not as spectacular as other years, but it will still
provide many a tale in the winter months, sitting around the club fire with pints
of a well-known brew in our hands.
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HUNTRESS with "ghoster" headsail set flying.
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SEA DOG did not do anything very exciting Or original this year as we
intended to go steam-boatingin a warmer climate in the Autumn, but as she has
not featured in the Journal for some time, we thought that perhaps something had
better be done about it. SEA DOG is a Aux. Cutter of 11 tons T.M. designed and
built by D. Hillyard in 1956.
The crew for the first ten days consisted of Nancy Hall, Michael Hall,
George Macilwraith and myself, and for the remaining few days Nancy and I
were on our own. We decided to visit our favourite cruising ground in West Cork
and Kerry and on the evening of Thursday, July 27th, we sailed from Crosshaven
at 1930. The wind being S.W. and light the engine was used to maintain as much
progress to the west as possible. Later in the evening a light N.W. wind appeared and sails were set to help things along. The wind remained light and variable
all night, sometimes filling the sails and sometimes not, but with the help of the
engine Crookhaven was reached by early morning and at 0710 the anchor was
dropped off the Stone Quarry pier on a dull morning with the wind S.W. and light.
The day passed fairly gently but the evening produced considerable musical
activity and not a little female charm in the local which became so attractive to
the younger members of the crew that the anchorage had to be moved to a position
closer to the village.
After a wet and breezy night Saturday produced a damp fog, and we stayed
put, a mushroom hunt during the day proving quite satisfactory. During late
afternoon the weather cleared a bit and it was thought advisable to move over to
Cape Clear in order to keep the crew out of mischief. The ship was stowed for
sea, the rubber dinghy brought on deck and a cup of tea made; but by the time
all of this had been done the fog was thicker than ever and the sailing was
cancelled. The dinghy was launched again and the jollyfications ashore entered
into once more - another wet and foggy night.
Visability on Sunday July 30th was a little better but by no means good, but
after breakfast we sailed for Cape Clear with a light but fair wind and a big swell.
A rather uncomfortable passage if short in distance. North Harbour on Cape is
our favourite port of call and we remained there all Monday collecting both
shrimps and mushrooms. Having had a few jars ashore in the evening we came
aboard about 2300 on a fine bright night and decided there and then to go to sea.
By 2340 we were away with a long swell, light airs, and plenty of diesel. Main
and staysail were set mainly for steadying purposes as the wind was light and
what there was was mostly ahead. Mizen Head was rounded at 0215, the sea a
bit lumpy with a little broken water in the race, but this did not last long. It
was a beautiful starry night and we arrived into Piper Sound just as dawn was
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beginning to break. The new leading lights are very good but the light on the
rock in the entrance to Castletown was not lit. However we picked this up
with a torch beam. We anchored in Castletown at 0500 and, having had some
grub, turned in.
This Tuesday was the first sunny day and by the time we had come to and
eaten breakfast it was midday. The anchor was weighed and we had a lovely
sail up Berehaven Sound as far as the northern entrance and then beat back to
Lawrence Cove, where we anchored south of Coal Island. In the evening we
walked over to Lonehort to find the islet which the Sailing Directors says is in
the harbour. The last time we were in there we could not find it and I am
afraid that it is still missing’.
On August 2nd we had cool W.N.W. wind 4 to 5 with showers. We beat
down Berehaven Sound to anchor off Castletown and go shopping for provisions.
Castletown harbour is certainly changing - where we used to anchor is now
dry land which is being made into a jetty and the slipway where we used to
leave the punt has vanished altogether.
After lunch we sailed from Castletown bound for Dursey, meeting a few
nasty squalls off the land in the region of Blackball Head. Actually Blackball
Head appears to be the dividing line~ between Fastnet and Shannon Forecast areas
and we noticed a distinct improvement in the weather as we passed - this
however was short lived as the sun went in again soon after, and the squalls
resumed. We passed through Dursey Sound about 1800. There was a biggish
lump of sea in the northern entrance with the wind N.W. about 5 but this
became a bit easier as we proceeded to northwards. We had a poor sail
across the bay and stowed the sails outside Derrynane where we motored in
and anchored at 2015.
It blew hard in Derrynane the next day - it nearly always does when the
wind is in the N.W. - and there were some heavy rain squalls coming down
off the mountain. A French yacht came in under sail and gybed all standing
just inside the harbour coming to an anchor close by. We thought this to be a
pretty good effort considering the conditions prevailing at the time. The
evening was cold and breezy and there was not much pleasure in going ashore.
The local was nevertheless visited.
On August 4th we still had the squalls and showers from the N.W. - far
from summer weather. At 1050 we weighed and in company with the Frenchman, we motored out of the harbour setting sails outside. He made to go
around the Bull and we made for Dursey Sound with a fair wind and f011owing
sea. This made entering the sound a bit tricky but all went well and we
anchored off the island pier for lunch at 1220. A local fishing boat came alongside and we swopped a lead sinker for a few crabs. The locals love to come
alongside for a chat but their heavy boats usually leave their marks on a
yachts topsides.

After lunch we sailed for Crookhaven. It was a dead run for Mizen and a
bit of sea got up as we left the land causing the boat to roll quite a lot and making
life a little difficult for the helmsman. About three quarters of the way across,
the gooseneck fitting came adrift from the reefing gear and we had to stow the
mainsail. Luckily we spotted the trouble before it actually parted and no damage
was done other than to the fitting itself. We then set the trysail and this with the
two headsails carried us on our way with no great loss of speed - this would have
been a better rig and should have been set in the first place. Once around the
Mizen the wind began to lessen and we must have looked a queer sight beating up
Crookhaven under trysail and two headsails. On examining the broken fitting it
was obvious that major repairs were required so it was taken off the boom and
the boom lashed securely to the mast. It was a fine evening, the older members
collected mushrooms in the gathering dusk and the younger ones resumed the
social round in the Local.
The next day turned wet again. In the morning we sailed for Schull to go
shopping - two headsails and trysail but the engine had to be called in to assist.
By the time the shopping was done it was really raining hard and we sailed for
Cape Clear as the forecast was poor and Schull is not a good place in a strong
southerly wind. This was not a pleasant passage with drifting rain and a rising
wind until eventually it took the 24 horses below all their time to push us in the
entrance to North Harbour against a strong southerly wind. A large fleet of
yachts were already inside and it was not easy to find a berth for a boat with our
draft - our usual berth being occupied by HOPEFUL R.C.Y.C. However we
found a temporary one but had to go off to an anchor as the tide ebbed. The
weather calmed off a bit and we went for a walk finding yet more mushrooms.
The crew attended a Ceili at the Irish College in the evening but none of them
appeared to be brave enough to take to the floor.
Sunday, August 6th was a very wet day with southerly winds up to force 8
at times with a threat of strong N.E. to follow. This caused some of the boats
to go into the inner harbour to dry out. We went in ourselves but did notfancy
drying out against the wall without proper fenders and a lot of wind pressure on
the mast so came out again. As it happened the strong N.E. wind did not
materialize and the weather calmed away in the evening. However we did have
an uncomfortable couple of hours during the night as we swung on to a ledge and
took the ground. With a bit of a ground swell coming into the harbour we were
somewhat restless until such time as the flood tide floated us off again.
In the morning, and before breakfast at that, we sailed for Baltimore, it
being the Bank Holiday and Michael had arranged to crew in a race at the Regatta.
It was a dull misty morning with not much wind and we motored in the North
Channel to anchor off the cove and watch the festivities which took place in
pouring rain. Michael and George left for Cork later on and took our boom
fitting with them promising to send it back as soon as possible. This left
Nancy and myself to man the ship and with no mainsail until the gooseneck
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came back which we hoped it would do next evening.
August 8th turned out to be the first warm day of the cruise and we spent
it doing odd jobs, cleaning ship and walking ashore. We had dinner at the hotel
in the evening and collected our fitting which had arrived in a friend’s car. It
was a wet and windy night but the fine weather returned the next day. The morning was spent replacing the gooseneck on the boom, bending the mainsail, and
drying out and stowing away the trysail. In the afternoon we sailed out the
North Channel to Hare Island where we anchored and visited the Skeam Islands
by dinghy and outboard - more mushrooms - and returned to Baltimore for the
night.
August 10th brought us another fine day and in company with our previous
boat HEBER we sailed to the eastward under all plain sail. We encountered the
makings of a traffic jam in the Kedges Sound with two yachts bound east, a
lobster boat bound west and a shark sunning himseK and wondering what all the
commotion was about. We went into Barlogue for lunch and a row up as far as
the rapids, afterwhich we had a swift sail to Castlehaven in a freshening wind
from N.W. We anchored up around the corner beyond Castletownshend close
to HEBER and joined her crew ashore for dinner.
The next morning brought N.W. wind and showers HEBER sailed early
being bound for Cork but we were not in a hurry and went ashore on the eastern
side of the river for a walk. After lunch we weighed anchor and under all plain
sail (a few rolls in the main in deference to the light crew) had a grand sail
along the coast with a good N.W. wind but with little heat and not much sun. We
rounded the Old Head at 1930, got some heavy and cold squalls out of the Hole
Open Bay, and anchored in Sandy Cove at 2015. A cool and breezy night. This
is quite a nice little place to anchor if you do not go too far in and there is no
danger of the wind going into the east.
August 12th was still cool with fresh N.W. wind - we cleaned ship and then
motored up to Kinsale for shopping etc. anchoring on the bank opposite to the
town close to where the angling boats are moored.
Our last day, Sunday, August 13th started dull but dry. Some relations
on holiday from England who wanted a sail had arranged to join us in Kinsale for
the passage to Crosshaven and they duly arrived about midday. After lunch we
weighed, set main and two headsails to wind S.W. 4 and beat out of Kinsale.
A pleasant sail along the coast in dull but misty weather making out for the Daunt
to show our friends the light vessel. Not long before we reached her, a heavy
rain squall came up behind us with wind about 6 S.W. but it did not last long and
after it had passed we gybed ship and headed in for the harbour. Not long after
another blackness appeared in the sky and a really fierce squall with a deluge of
rain engulfed us. This caused the mainsail to be stowed in a hurry and we
finished our cruise under the two headsails and soaked to the skin picking up our
mooring in Crosshaven at 1805. Amazing to relate our relations came sailing
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with us again before returning to England and had a much better day.
The weather on the whole was most unkind to us but we had a good crew
and as usual thoroughly enjoyed ourselves. Now Nancy and I have the Southern
Sun and Sea to look forward to when SEA DOG has returned to her winter berth.

SOUTH COAST MUSTERi- BALLYCOTTON
The second annual South Coast Muster was held at Ballycotton on Saturday
September 2nd, 1967. The forecast early on Saturday morning was pretty gloomy,
but a call to the Met people at Cork Airport gave hope that winds would not exceed
force 6 on the Sunday so we decided to proceed and everyone enjoyed a fine sail to
Ballycotton.
The following yachts were present:KILLALA ...
MOONDUSTER ...
ELSA ....
SETANTA ....
CORRAN ....
ANNE AGAIN ....
I XI ON

The Commodore
Denis Doyle
Tom Doyle
Fred Cudmore
Raymond Fielding
Brian Cudmore
Tom O’Byrne

I n the evening a wine party was held on board KILLALA, MOONDUSTER
and ELSA, all moored alongside each other, and after supper visits were exchanged. It was a most enjoyable evening.
Sunday, despite the Met man, was a day of sunshine and gale. After lunch
MOONDUSTER and ELSA got away for the beat back, but an hour later ELSA
gave it best and returned. MOONDUSTER was a fine sight smashing to windward
through the sound.
Most members had to return to Cork in the evening and moved their yachts
over to the north pier where there was better shelter should the wind veer more
northerly. There they withstood the gale and the fiercer conditions on the
Tuesday.
The early forecast on Monday was for S.W. winds force 9 to I0 developing
later in the day. KILLALA and ELSA, in charge of Conor Doyle, were soon
away and secure in Crosshaven before the wind strengthened. The remaining
yachts got back on Wednesday after an anxious period on Tuesday evening.
All were distressed to hear later that a 20 ft. British yacht which had left,
bound east, on Monday morning with a crew of three was later lost with all hands.
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WHERE WILL WE GO’?.
by Harold Cudmore, Jr.

AURETTA is an 8 ton McGruer bermudan sloop with 8 h.p. Stuart-Turner
auxilary. This was the first year she was cruised by the younger members of
the family. Harry Cudmore her owner and skipper could only manage a week
later in the season. The crew consisted of myseK, my brother Ronald and cousin
Richard, and we had a fortnight to go cruising. We had charts of some form or
other for all places within our range. Our thoughts were however turning south.
Richard and Ronald stored and stowed the yacht for the trip so we were ready to
be off on Friday evening 18th August. The weather had been poor but the longterm forecast was more favourable.
We left Cork Harbour with a light westerly wind into an unpleasantly confused sea. By morning the wind went around to the north-east, picked up and the
weather cleared to what was to be nearly heat-wave condition for most of the trip.
Saturday gave us a gloriously fast reach. The following morning we were off the
Longships. We hauled our wind for the Channel Islands but off the Lizard it went
to the east so we kept moving fast on a close fetch to come in on the lle de Baz the
following morning.
As we closed the land the wind fell off. We motored up
past several old forts built on rocks in the rock-strewn Morlaix Estuary. The
anchor was dropped till the tide began to flood and we spent our first hours in
France in the best tradition, swimming, eating, sleeping and watching the oystermen at work - both banks of the estuary drying out for quite a distance. We
hauled the anchor in the early afternoon and began to feel our way up the river as
we soon ran out of chart. We had a gloriously pleasant 4 miles through the
steeply sloped wooded shores. It was lovely to see a house perched on the hillside, suddenly appear between the trees for a moment with its gardens creating
a flash of colour around it. As we had only half of our 38 foot tide under us the
channel which dries at low water appeared tortuously narrow. We touched on
the mud twice on the way up.
Maclaix is a lively commercial town on and between two very steep hills and
dominated by a massive viaduct. The harbour is non-tidal and is positioned in
what might best be described as a continuation of the principal street. As we
had arrived an hour and half before the lock was due to open we tied alongside
a pier. Shortly afterwards a tiny French yacht tied alongside and soon we were
swopping refreshments. It turned out one of their crew had spent some months
in Cork the previous year.
We passed through the lock without difficulty and
moored to a fine pontoon with running fresh water which is maintained especially
for visiting yachts with no charge for its use. We were welcomed with leaflets
by a member of the Yacht-club de Morlaix; these leaflets including plans of the
river and approaches with instructions could be obtained in advance from the
Club by anyone planning a visit.. When he learned we were from Ireland, he wanted
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to know where to find an I.C.C.S.W. Coast Directions for cruising the following
year. He also recommended us to a superb and inexpensive restaurant where we
went with the people off the French yacht. There is a lot to be said for the lack of
’closing hours’ ’.
Rising early the following morning we strolled through the town in glorious
sunshine shopping for breakfast. No one can visit France without eating their long
loaves of bread which are baked twice daily or trying their cheese, fruit and wine.
Nine o’clock saw us in the lock where we had to wait an hour for the local gravel
’hopper’ to finish unloading. While we were waiting we had our only contact with
the French Customs. He looked for our ’Green Passport’..We had not checked in
anywhere on arrival nor got our ships passport, nor in fact had I a passport. A
helpful Englishman unfortunately interpreted for us, so we had to plead ignorance.
We were told to make sure to get a ’Green Passport’ at our next port of call. We
dropped anchor again in the estuary and had a swim and a leisurely breakfast.
Afterwards we set off up Channel into an easterly 3. Though we had a favourable
tide most of the day, by evening we had only got as far as the entrance of Treguier
Estuary so we decided to head up it. Darkness closed in and the tide came against
us so we anchored after about 4 miles with plenty of lights burning as the channel
had narrowed considerably.
The following morning we motored the 4 remaining miles to Treguier. The
day was a little dull and the harbour not particularly attractive, but we had the
compensation it was ’fair day’. In the two squares of the town you could buy
anything from fish to footwear from the mobile stalls. We saw some lovely
examples of Breton lace with one woman having her stall inside the Church porch.
That evening another wonderful meal in the restaurant overlooking the quayside,
followed by a round of the town.
Getting back on board shortly after midnight we decided to head off for
Jersey. The night was overcast and moonless though the mist had cleared up.
We had an interesting triP down the unlit estuary under motor on the ebb tide
though it required great care. There are stakes in the mud every half-mile or so
with coloured reflectors at their tops - an excellent idea. The channel at the
entrance narrows and turns sharply. It is lit with sectored and leading lights.
The chart we were using, the French E.S.S.O. chart 537, acquired from our
friends in Morlaix had an error in it. The chart indicates the green sector of the
"Les 3 Pierres" light as covering the channel. In fact the green sector covered
the ’Petits Penar Guezec’ rocks and the white sector the channel. Fortunately we
felt there was something wrong so we went out on the line where the sectors meet
and picked up our buoy. We were under motor till we cleared the entrance when
we set the working jib and a two rolled main and with the N.W. force 5 we made
excellent progress thr6ugh the night. By ten o’clock we had sighted Jersey and
with the help of a few passing ships we made St. Helier by mid-day. I am afraid
during the winter oil had eaten a hole in our chart which included the whole south
coast of Jersey and the small scale chart was too small to be effective. However
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the approach is fairly straight forward even though there are extensive dangers.
Among the many yachts in St. Helier were two French One Ton Cup contenders, a Sparkman and Stephens and a sister-ship to the TINA. We consumed
the last of our continental food in a lengthy and luxurious lunch. The afternoon
was spent exploring St. Helier and the night trying the ’night-life’. It certainly
was a tremendous contrast to the simplicity of North Brittany.
Friday we decided to hire a car for the day. We toured a fair amount of
the Island, seeing many of the first time there ’musts’. In glorious sunshine we
went swimming from one of the beaches and had great fun go-karting - something
none of us had tried before.
After a leisurely start from St. Helier about 11 o’clock on Saturday under
motor and sail we headed for Sark leaving Jersey to starboard. The wind fell
away completely and visibility was reduced in the heat haze to about a mile and
a half. By four we were anchored off the old harbour. The entrance tunnelled
through rock is impressive but the climb to the ’settlement’ is killing. We were
disappointed with Sark ashore. The island’s industry is centred on the tourist,
particularly the day tripper and except for cheap cigarettes and drink he appears
to be poorly catered for. Back on board I retired to my bunk immediately
feeling unwell. Richard had been unwell since the previous day and did not
recover for quite a few days. I got a very bad attack of the ’bug’ but recovered
by Monday. Ronald got a similarly bad attack on Monday and had recovered by
Wednesday. It unfortunately put a shadow over the remainder of our trip.
Sunday, again gloriously calm and fine we left Sark and visited Herm and
Jethou under motor. We enjoyed a swim in the very clear water. Later we
continued on to Peter’s Port, Guernsey to make evening Mass. I had been to
Guernsey in AURETTA with my father in 1959 on my first cruise and remembered
it happily. Though not as lively as Jersey it strikes one as a place with considerably more character and charm. One thing that struck us was the amount of
traffic on the islands - except Sark where only tractors and traps are allowed.
Monday morning we left for the Scillies 140 miles away in visibility, which
we measured between two marks, of a quarter of a mile. We were again without
wind and it was intensely warm. When we had cleared the coast by a mile or so
we stopped the motor and I had a very pleasant swim. With nightfall we got a
light headwind from the N.W. so we kept the motor running. Through the following day the wind increased giving us a fine sailing breeze by evening, though still
unfavourable. Midnight saw the Lizard abeam in the distance but the combination
of an unfortunate shift in the lightening wind and a troublesome motor delayed our
arrival at Hughtown St. Mary’s till mid-day.
On arrival we met our old friend the customs man. He had an interesting
note-book of a11 the foreign yachts to visit Hughtown over the last few years.
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We saw many I.C.C. yachts listed including a few weeks previously SETANTA
and ANN AGAIN owned by other members of the family. Anchored astern of us
was one of the ships used for diving for the treasure ship of Sir Cloudsley
Shovell. Some weeks after we got home we heard that the divers ship had been
destroyed by fire and sank just south of the Wolf Rock.
The following day was fine but the heat of the previous days was gone. We
anchored for lunch under Tresco. There we met Sid. Singleton and his family
en route for retirement to Castletownsend in their 46’ motor yacht. It was three
years earlier we had met them in the exact same place at that time en route for
a holiday in Ireland. It became unpleasantly overcast in the afternoon and the
wind began to freshem from the S.W. so we decided to head for home. On leaving via New Grimsby harbour we set the working jib and a four rolled main. We
made good progress through the afternoon and evening but in the early hours of
the morning the wind lightened so we unrolled to a full main. Came Friday
morning with a freshening wind to give us a very fast reach, to make Roches
Point in twenty-five hours. We were away exactly three hours short of fourteen
days.
FROM

TO

DISTANCE
Sea -miles
240
11
47
53
23
i0

Crosshaven
Ilede Baz
Morlaix
Treguier
St. Helier
Sark

Ile de Baz
Morlaix
Treguier
St. Helier
Sark
Herm -]ethou
St. Peter’s Port

St. Peter’s Port
Hughtown

Hughtown
140
Tresco-Crosshaven 137

TIME
58 hours
12
12
5

"
"
"

46 "
25 "

661
Total time 14 days --- Total Distance covered 661 --- Average speed 4 knots.
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AURETTA’S HOLIDAY
Plan p. 35

by Harold Cudmore
AURETTA is an 8 ton aux~ sloop

Mid-September AURETTA’s Skipper and Mate suddenly found themselves
with one whole week free from family cares and decided a restful holiday was
needed. Thoughts turned to;a brief cruise in AURETTA - just returned from a
busy fortnight abroad with the younger members of the family.
Friday September 8th saw us heading for Crosshaven where to our amazement, anchored up river from Auretta, we saw LADY COPPELIA fromFalmouth.
Hurriedly dumping our gear we hastened to visit our old friends the Singletons
on this magnificent motor yacht. After a pleasant few hours on this vessel central heating - fluourescent lighting - cosy arm chairs - it was a sharp contrast returning in the dark to our own boat still littered with unstowed gear, but
this did not prevent a good nights’ sleep at the moorings.
Saturday we set out for Kinsale arriving about four o’clock after a slow
pleasant passage, and enjoyed ourselves ashore that evening. The heavy rain
on Sunday morning made us wonder if September was too late for this type of
holiday but about mid-day our dampened ardour was rekindled by a very pleasant
sail round the Old Head to Courtmacsherry.
As on a previous occasion we arrived at dead low tide and with the help of
a 1o.cal motor boat had great fun trying to get up river. After several unsuccessful attempts we returned to the "Pool" where we spent a peaceful night.
The following morning it was blowing hard from the north-west as we set
off for Castlehaveno After rounding the Seven Heads it became necessary to put
in six roils. The Skipper who has not done deck work for many years was
agreeably surprised to find that he could still perform the task and was secretly
amused to notice the Mate capably sailing the boat. Although she had crewed
successfully in the past she had refused to steer. Now she was enjoying herself and remained on watch under glorious sailing conditions until reaching the
entrance to Castlehaven. There we rejoined our friends from LADY COPPELIA who have come to live in this picturesque little village.
Tuesday we remained in the harbour and on Wednesday set out under engine
in foggy calm conditions which lasted the entire trip to Kinsale, the Mate sailing
her first compass course like a veteran.
Here we met our old shipmate Paddy Maher, and suffered the usual hangover
next morning. A pleasant day was spent browsing round Kinsale when we left
for Oysterhaven late in the afternoon arriving about seven o’clock.
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While we prepared a meal the Skipper heard a fog horn and going on deck
was amazed at the dense fog which had suddenly enveloped the boat. We could
hear an engine starting and stopping and felt sorry for the boat trying to find
its way in. Frying pan and hammer were produced and a strong signal sent out.
The strangers approached slowly and so thick was the fog we were speaking to
them before ever we could see them.
Friday our last day saw us heading for home in glorious sunshine and a
fair following breeze, very relaxed and thankful for our good fortune on this
Mini -C ruis e.
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FOUR YACHTS IN TWO HEMISPHERES
Plan p. 35

by
J ~ B. Kinmonth

1. LORAINE (Sydney) 2. OBERON (Plymouth) 3. PHRYNE (C owes -Dinard)
4. PHALAROPE (Cork and Kerry)
It is often good to sail in someone else’s yacht. Each year at least one
sail, perhaps a short cruise or an ocean race, teaches many lessons that could
not be learnt in one’s own yacht. This year through various chances and good
fortune I had three short sails and my main cruise in four other fine yachts.
These notes record some lessons and impressions.
Sail No. 1: from Sydney Harbour in LORAINE a forty-foot Bermudan Sloop.
Work took me to Australia in November 1966, and the kindness of my friend
Victor Ebsary took me around and out of Sydney Harbour. Off Sydney Heads
we encountered DAME PATTIE easily outpacing GRETEL and VIM. She looked
full of promise for the America’s Cup but as later events proved not quite fast
enough. Her sails looked better in Australia than they did later in the U.S.A.
Perhaps there were last minute changes. The Australians’ sails looked as good
as any in the northern hemisphere even though they have only recently started
to weave their own terylene. There were many ocean racers tuning up for the
Sydney to Hobart race. Some of these later fulfilled all their promises by
winning the Admiral’s Cup. Sydney Harbour is wonderful for day sailing but
there is not much scope and nowhere much to go for short cruises. Neither this
nor the multitudinous sharks discourage the Australians from their splendid and
enthusiastic sailing.
Sail No. 2: from Plymouth. A week or so beforeGIPSY MOTH arrived from
Australia I had a weekend sail as guest of Bill Waterfall in his Nicholson 36
OBERON. Gales prevented our going far. The sail plan had been recentIy
modified to give a smaller mainsail, an almost atavistically short boom and
larger jibs. This was the first time I had sailed in a yacht that actually went
faster when close-hauled than off the wind. The speedometer dial in the cockput
showed this several times. This modern trend is excellent for windward work at
sea, but not so good for tacking in confined waters. Perhaps it is old fashioned
to want to do this anyway, instead of just using an engine. The modified sail plan
paid off in racing as OBERON beat at least one of her unmodified sister ships
handsomely in races later in the season.
Sail No. 3. This was the Cowes-Dinard Race in July. My friend Peter Martin
invited me to sail in his yacht PHRYNE. The original PHRYNE was an Olympian
nymph of somewhat doubtful virtue. This one was a fibre-glass version of Alan
Buchanan’s VASHTI and as far as could be seen had no vices. One small one
was revealed later in the way of a leak between deck and top sides that let, water
into our clothes lockers. After the first night watch, cold from rain and sea, it
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was disconcerting to put a hand in the locker for dry clothes to find what felt like
a lot of wet bathing togs. Sharp little lesson: always keep spare clothes in a
waterproof bag, even in the newest and most splendid fibreglass yacht.
Our start at Cowes was downwind towards the Nab Tower. Glorious sunshine and 120 or more coloured spinnakers made an unfortgettable sight. After
the Nab we beat, mainly in rain and darkness, to the Casquets off Jersey. Then
a spinnaker run in falling wind took us to the S.W. Minquiers in the utter blackness of the following night. A strong tide and a calm just caught us rounding the
buoy and an enforced period at anchor in the deep water probably lost us a place.
Without enormous lengths of nylon warp we should have been swept away. Another
lesson.
We finished in the first half of the class. Not disgraceful for a first race in
a very newly commissioned boat. French hospitality in Dinard, and good fare
and a burning Sun welcomed us in St. Malo. There was no more wind so that
night we motored north to St. Helier to leave PHRYNE in the hands of local friends
before her next voyage, a cruise to Ireland. I met her there when aboard
PHALAROPE in Bantry Bay and had the fun of racing against her at Schull Regatta
on 13th August.
Sail No. 4. This was my main cruise for the season and was taken in Richard
Warren’s American yawl PHALAROPE. Guy Pulvertaft, my partner in SINLOO
OF ARK_LOW, had been invited to sail in Swedish waters and I had been invited
to join forces in PHALAROPE. We therefore left SINLOO ashore at Crosshaven
for the season. PHALAROPE was designed by Tripp in 1957 and is One of the
earliest fibreglass ocean racera. Forty feet Iong and in the American tradition
with a broad beam of eleven feet nine and a centreboard, she draws less than four
feet with the board up. This allowed us to go into anchorages and to lie alongside
piers in a way that would have been impossible in quite small fixed keel yachts.
The centre-board casing was unobtrusive in the cabin, making a base for the
table. It was absolutely watertight. Beyond a little ’clunking’ in a seaway it
really bothered no one much and I was completely converted to the device for
cruising yachts. Much of modern racing yacht design has come from dinghies,
and PHALAROPE is an example of this with an under water hull shape in general
principle like a National eighteen~ footer. Fine forward and flat aft there is
speed both on and off the wind, but with the added stability of the permanent lead
keel.
Richard Warren and his family had sailed PHALAROPE from Newport to
Bantry Bay in 1966 making a rendezvous with us in SINLOO in Berehaven on 15th
August. We had then cruised in company with him and showed him some of the
attractions of the S.W. of Ireland. The result was that he decided to keep
PHALAROPE in Ireland for another season at least to see more of one of the
finest cruising areas of the world, and which members of the I.C.C. are lucky
enough to have right by them. An invitation to start off the cruise in PHALAROPE
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enabled us to sail her west from Crosshaven, have a family cruise with all six
Kinmonths together for a week in Bantry Bay, something that would have been
impossible in our own smaller SINLOO, and then to join in with some of the
Warren family later. We sailed from Crosshaven on 24th July and in due course
joined with Richard Warren and rearranged the crew on 6th August, at Kitchen
Cove, Dunmanus Bay. We visited 30 ports and anchorages in 22 days, too many
to be detailed. A few comments come up that may be useful to others.
(1) The weather.
We had no gales and statistically we should have expected
at east one. However, we did have quite a lot of force seven northerlies.
Particularly at the time when we planned to go north to Connemara from Smerwick. The force seven northerlies came with horizontal rain so after a few hours
we decided that although a hundred miles of beating into it to reach Connemara
would be possible it would not be pleasant. We changed our plan and went to
Fenit. Northerly winds seem to be common on the west coast. It would be
interesting to know the exact statistics. Jerry Sullivan of Tralee told us he
thought they preponderated. They certainly gave us a wonderful sail back later
on from Dingle to Schull when we surged past the Bull Rock and Mizen Head in
big following seas and brilliant sunshine.
Fog, according to the I.C.C. Sailing Directions, only occurs for continuous
periods of a day once in ten years on Irish coasts. We had that day this August.
It happened to be the day that we went into Dunmanus Bay for the first time. It
is possible to creep along the north shore and find Kitchen Cove with a fair wind
in fog as there are no outlying dangers. The only snag is Bulliga Bay and its
Point which sticks out a few miles west of Kitchen Cove. We sailed into this bay
and had to turn out of it again smartly before continuing eastwards. Owen’s
Island and Kitchen Cove were easily found.
(2) Kitchen Cove is a good anchorage but might be awkward if it blew hard from
the south. Dunmanus Harbour or Dunbeacon Cove would then give better shelter.
The best anchorage in Kitchen Cove if your draught will allow is very much as
shown in the Sailing Directions but perhaps a little further west. The holding is
good. The rock lying off the inner point on the west side which dries is further
off than one might imagine from the plan so keep well over towards the pier on the
east side before turning west to head towards the little cove in the west end of the
harbour.
(3) Fenit. Despite the disadvantages described in the Sailing Directions it is
wortfn coming here as a base to explore Tralee Bay and the Magharee Islands,
which we did. It is possible to anchor about two-thirds of the way from the tip of
the pier to Tralee Boat Club Slip amongst the local boats. There is deeper water
north of the shoal shown in the plan and said to have a fathom at low water springs.
The Magharee Islands are well worth visiting. We met William Goodwin
who owns Ilauntannig and his son who makes currachs ashore there.
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The clochauns and oratory of St. Seanach dating from 600 A.D. are well
preserved, although not quite so complete as those on Skellig Michael.
(4) Smerwick. This provides useful anchorages for exploring Dingle Peninsula
or as a stopping place when cruising north. Impressions of it based on three
visits (two in SINLOO, one in PHALAROPE) are less pessimistic than those in
the Sailing Directions. This year in north easterly winds we anchored in the
north east corner off the mouth of the small river. It is a fine place with
scenery dominated by Brandon Peak. The American members of the crew considered it the most attractive anchorage visited. A minor snag was the salmon
nets guarding the stream and the anchorage. There were three very long ones
and they needed careful negotiation. Careful negotiation with the owners of the
nets can also result in purchase of delicious sea-water salmon.
(5) Blasket Islands. On our passage north we arrived at the south end of the
sound an hour before we had calculated from the Sailing Directions that the tide
should start to set northwards. It was already flowing strongly north greatly,
of course, to our satisfaction. The wind could not explain this as it was N.E.
We did the sums on high water Dover and Galway over again with the same answer.
It seemed on this day anyway that the N. going stream started the better part of
two hours earlier than the books forecast.
Returning southwards later through the sound the wind was light N.W. and
the tide slack. Conditions were favourable so we anchored off the sandy beach
on the east side of Great Blasket Island and landed north of the deserted village.
This proved to be a mistake. When the current increases in the sound considerable surf arises on the sandy beach making the launching of a rubber dinghy a
difficult and wet pastime. The Cruising Club directions to use the boat slip at
the south end of the beach should be followed. There was one currach and a few
summer inhabitants ashore who were catching rabbits which teemed in hundreds
on the hillside. It seems that myxomatosis must have stopped short east of the
Blasket Sound.
(6) Dingle Harbour. There is now only one buoy as the Sailing Directions state,
but it does not appear to be located where the old conical buoy is shown on Chart
2844 but where the western of the two old barrel buoys used to be. We went
alongside the pier at high water for supplies and then decided to stay overnight
and wished we had not. We anchored near the buoy and had a most uncomfortable
time with W.N.W. wind against a strong flood tide. Probably all right under
other conditions but we were glad to get out very early in the morning.
(7) A note on comfort. PHALAROPE had a small black object named ’Tiny Tot’
in her cabin. This was a stove that burnt charcoal and coal. It dried the cabin
and our clothes and warmed us when we were chilled by the spray and the horizontal rains from Greenland and the north. It was easy to light and remarkably clean.
A really splendid invention.
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Highlights of 1966-67 sailing:DAME PATTIE and the Australians off Sydney Heads.
Spinnaker start in the Cowes-Dinard Race.
Landings on the Magharee and Blasket Islands.
Passing close by the Bull Rock at eight knots with sunshine and
big foUowing breaker s.
Schull Regatta Races (despite the rain).
Lowlights: There were no very low ones, although we could have done without
the horizontal rain and north winds off Dingle Peninsula, also the fog in
Dunmanus Bay.

ROUND IRELAND WITH A SPIDER

by
Christopher Green
Prologue
It was a cold May midnight as I stood up to my chest in icy water trying to
push HELEN, our pre-war 8 metre, that last foot down the slip. The tide was
spent but one more heave might do it. It had been a hard day for a six-man crew,
easing her on wobbly rails out of the shed, hoisting a 62 foot mast 74 feet into
the air and now prising her reluctantly through the clinging seaweed at the bottom
of the slip. Finally she stuck; frozen and furious we left her not caring if we
ever saw her again. But it is hard to remain angry with good-looking blondes,
and when next day her sleek white beauty was waterborne she was as loveable
as ever.
We had learnt a lot from our 1966 thrash to Brittany and back. HELEN was
fast to windward in fresh winds and a big sea. Moreover she was surprisingly
comfortable compared to SARITA and MAID OF MOURNE, the only other boats
we had sailed in similar conditions. But she leaked when hard driven and a
pessimistic friend was prepared to bet that the combination of a 62 foot mast and
8 foot beam meant leaks at the mast step whatever one did to cure them. I took
him up on this though it meant a winter’s hard work for HELEN’s crew. 78
laminates 14’ x 3" x ¼", £15 worth of gripfast nails (the garage is full of the
surplus), 2½ stone of aerolite glue and a consignment of silicon bronze bolts went
into the midsection, replacing the existing floors and reinforcing the existing
frames. I was pretty confident that I would win the bet, so much so that I told
one of the resident spiders in the bilge that if she wasn’t prone to sea sickness
she could come round Ireland with us. She added a bit of fancy work to her web
as a token of confidence so we took her along.
The Cruise - Whiterock to Dingle
Friday, 16th of June. Michael and Chris Green and Norman Kelly on board at
1000, stowing hastily to get out to sea. 1½ hours later we were over the Strangford bar and sliding up the County Down coast in a NE2. At 1755 we entered
Donaghadee to ring up home to remind them of some forgotten essentials such
as parallel rulers and that pile of gear we had left on the kitchen floor. Left
Donaghadee at 1840 and beat into a N4 heading towards Larne. It had now become
extremely cold and splashy as the tide and wind fought it out between Black Head
and the Maidens.
By 2240 we were in Larne tied up to a vacant piece of pier. Here the rest
of our crew joined - John Russell, Billy Robinson and Russell Harpur. It took
about half-an-hour to stow the goodies and emergency rations (in fluid ounces)
before once again we put to sea to set out on our real cruise.
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A few words about this crew would be in place.
John, who has cruised with us for the last 15 years, is best known for his
Enterprise championship sailing. Billy is a yacht master like John who also
sails the dreaded Enterprise. This pair decided that a tot of Black Bush should
be downed as we rounded every headland, but when it was discovered how many
there were it was reduced only to the ones at the corners of what would otherwise have been our tight little island. Norman (Nerk) at 6’3" is a ships radio
officer on leave who had cruised with us before he went to sea three years ago.
To have on board this ginger haired giant who could do all the heavy work, could
not be made seasick and could give us the Atlantic morse forecast for every sea
area from here to New York, was a real God-send. Russell was on his first long
cruise and turned out a great addition to the crew, even despite his distaste for
the demon alcohol. Michael and Chris were the owners and had little to do with
this excellent crew running the boat except to suggest occasionally that we were
slightly over-canvassed; this was of course never listened to unless the water
was lapping into the cockpit on a beat or she was running with her stern under
trying to reach an impossible 9 knots. Our job was to get HELEN 444 miles
round the north-west coast to Dingle in 8 days for our next more elderly crew to
join to take her home.
In the early hours of the 17th we motored quietly up the Antrim coast in no
wind to arrive at Torr Head just after dawn on a lovely warm morning. We were
able to sail, with intermittent help from the engine, in light winds and mostly hot
sunshine. At 1500 the spinnaker was hoisted and we drifted round Malin Head in
a force 1 and oily swell at 1615. Billy produced an excellent meal which we
hoped would stay with us till the morning and it did. The Limeburner was passed
at 2010 and as dusk fell we were in Tory Sound drifting in a N2 in a gently swell
with the peat smoke blowing over from the island.
Sunday 18th. Aranmore light was abeam at 0245 and we were steering a course
of 247° for Eagle Island. What wind there was, was in the north but this went
from force 4 to 0 with such frequency that we hardly ever had the genoa up before
the engine needed to be started again. At 1430 Eagle Island was abeam and after
this good landfall helped by Nerk’s expert contact with the radio-beacon, we
pushed on in a NW3 making great speed for Inishbofin. Achill Head was passed
at 1815 and Inishbofin was found and entered at 2215, a lovely place with a very
very narrow entrance. After two days at sea and 287 miles under our keel we
were very glad to anchor here and get some good sleep.
Monday 19th° We arose late and spent the morning exploring the island. There
seemed to be few inhabitants, one hotel, many houses and one pub. The latter
took some finding and when found took some losing.
Nerk who had been listening to all these queer morse noises for two days
had been prophesying that the end of the good weather was at hand and so we
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were not surprised to hear a gale warning issued. The prospect of being
stranded on an island with no water and too much whiskey appalled HELEN’s
owners and so we set out in WSW 4-5 for Killary harbour.
On a wet windy night we anchored well away from Lenane and quickly rushed
ashore to the hotel. The receptionist was greatly taken back at our arrival
dressed in boots and oilskins. She caustically asked if we had come by car,
boat or just dropped down in parachutes. We might as well have said the latter
for she did not believe us till later she was shown HELEN. An excellent meal
was had by all followed by Belfast taking on the local talent at darts in the public
bar. Nerk was an excellent player but as he only played when at sea in his
tanker his darts were at their best as the room started to sway more and more
as his blood alcohol rose; the result of this was a session so that Nerk could
polish off the local snicks.
It blew a gale all night from the west and the morning looked little better.
The crew had a rather morbid wish to see the Atlantic in the remains of a
westerly gale and so we motored slowly into the teeth of a force 6-7 down Killary
harbour. This is a lonely place with steep sides and no rocks. It is well worth
a visit (but beware the upper end is deceptively shallow). In the entrance we met
a rather lesser Atlantic swell than expected due to islands breaking it up. A lot
of things happened at once. The engine water inlet got chocked, the paint melted
on the top of the engine and when the petrol started to bQil in the float chamber
we rapidly stopped the engine and sailed under a rag of jib into Little Killary
which was just now abaft our beam. Here we anchored and kedged and wondered
if even HELEN could beat out through the narrow entrance. Luckily the engine
was fixed and after a taste of Billy’s exquisite cuisine all retired to play cards,
smoke cigars, etc.
Wednesday had still a lousy forecast; we left heavily reefed at 1030 in SW5
and by 1100 were heavier reefed and were airing our new storm jib for the first
time. The visibility was about 1 mile and the rain lashed down, and after meeting
a few Atlantic waves sent over direct from "Uncle Sam" it became clear that it
was no day for a long passage so we ran for Ballynakill and anchored in Fahy Creek
at 1330. This was a good day to be in harbour. A shopping expedition returned
with some real fresh lamb chops. Nerk said he chose his sheep and the butcher
did the rest. Certainly it was the first butcher I had seen run his shop,
slaughteryard and farm together. Usual evening, Michael is down money in the
solo school, cards seemed now to be taking over the entire energies of the crew.
Thursday 22nd, at last brought a weather break for the better. At 1030 we were
beating out under genoa in a W4 to turn on our course for Dingle at High Island.
High Island abeam at 1300, no wind but a stinking sea.
At 1400 Slyne Head was abeam and as the tide and remains of the westerly
swell crossed each other we sailed for two hours in a very oily confused high
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sea.
Clear of Slyne Head we set a course for the Blaskets and sailed in a giant
swell and force 4 westerly all day. Our only comfort was Nerk who assured
us that his tanker would be completely buried in these seas and though he
usually looked down at the waves he preferred HELEN’s comfort even though
they seemed so large from so low down. The miles sped past on the log and by
midnight we were coming up on the Blaskets. HELEN had sailed so fast that
we were miles ahead of the dawn arrival we had expected. It did not seem wise
to go looking for the unlighted inner passage so we held out for the lighthouse.
As we got nearer it was possible to see the recommended passage west of Great
Blasket so we headed in for it. The Blaskets are all sharp rock pinnacles like
castles in some unpleasant fairy tale and they are surrounded by tides and
breaking seas which alarm even the Admiralty Pilot. By dawn we were trying
to force our way through the passage against a 4-knot tide. The wind was
lighter and the seas were not breaking much but they were extremely high with
narrow pointed tops. 1 was steering when Norman yelled at me not to look back.
As already explained he is pretty blase about waves so I felt 1 should see what
he was fussing about. It was a i0 foot vertical wall of water just at HELEN’s
stern; but in answer to a hasty but none-the-less sincere prayer, she rose like
an express lift till only the top couple of feet washed over us. Things got better
after that and we were dropping our hook in a very restricted berth in Dingle
at 0800 after a passage of 114 miles.
At last Dingle had been reached; 8 days had been allowed and we had been
lucky that the bad weather had only held us up 3 days and so now we had arrived
in 6 days. The next 2 days we could celebrate.
Dingle harbour is a wide expanse of water but you can only reach the town
by a one-mile dinghy trip from the deep spot where you anchor. The first night
was spent at a celebration meal in the Hotel, then back to HELEN as the wind
was rising very fresh. A kedge was put out and the solo school proceeded in an
atmosphere of cigar smoke and Black Bush. Saturday dawned with a force 8-9
SE which kept getting HELEN beam on, and on one occasion we nearly put the
deck in, but the solo school proceeded. The weather was so bad that we could
not get ashore until near evening when rations were brought for Billy to cook.
Billy thought that the steak Chris bought was a bit cheap and he heard that the
butcher had cut it with a saw and he suspected the worst and was right.
The next day, Sunday 25th, was spent cleaning the boat and cleaning each
other out of pennies at solo. So ended the trip down the famous wild west
coast. We had it easy but were shown just enough to see how it could show its
teeth if the slightest provoked. By sailing from Strangford to Dingle we had
probably all seen more giant swells and white breaking water than enough and
though this is a good cruising ground it is no place to play about in bad weather.
You can keep the Blaskets and their overfalls, a more sinister place I have
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never seen, and certainly have no wish to see them again.
And so John, Billy and Nerk left for home having kept their delivery date,
and now for the slow leisurely three-week return home up the sheltered side of
Ireland was to begin.
The Cruise - Dingle to Whiterock
It would be hard to imagine a more ideal arrangement than for an active
crew to have rushed HELEN down the length of the West coast so that the incoming crew, Ronald and Margaret Green and Jack Aiken, could enjoy a three-week
downhill ride back to Strangford. At 1500 on Sunday, the 25th June, it didn’t
look quite like that. A cold rain swept Dingle and the returning crew were
huddled under a lorry which had been used - quite a time previously - for the
carriage of fish. HELEN was a speck on the far side of the harbour and if
Margaret was to escape the fate of Lord Ullin’s daughter two trips were going to
be necessary in the peevish little sea that was running across the tide. The
passage crew piled into the Cortina and made for Belfast while Michael, Chris
and Russell told of the swell off the Blaskets and the problems of finding a hole in
Dingle deep enough for an 8 metre to lie afloat. The evening was wet and windy
but with a promise of better things.
On Monday, June 26th, the glass had risen to 29.95 and the wind was just west
of north force 4 and a lot more in the squalls. We felt our way out under engine
with the echo sounder making pessimistic noises (fortunately it was under-registering by a foot or more) and at 1300 flew off towards Valentia with 7 rolls in the
main and the No. 1 jib. There was plenty of wind all day,’with bright sun and a
big sea. Even under easy sail HELEN kept walking. We gybed off Puffin Island
at 1610 and at 1830, approaching Sneem, met the Folkboat HUNTRESS, last seen
in Belle Ile in June 1966. Sneem harbour was unanimously voted an imprbvemerit on Dingle and we decided to go out and look at the Skelligs next day if the
weather was good. Miles 43.
Tuesday, 27th June, was calm and sunny. Bar 29.95. We left at 0930 under
power but got a light SW wind soon after mid-day near the Gt. Scariff. By 1445 we
were up to Skellig Michael. Ronald and Margaret jilled HELEN about while the
others went ashore. When they came back Margaret too climbed to the deserted
church and cells. Ever since we had seen Tony McCleery’s film taken when he
sailed round Ireland in MAID OF YORK in 1953 we had wanted to visit Skellig
Michael, and we can only say that it was an experience worth waiting for. All
aboard again at 1700 we set the genoa in 3-4 south-westerly with drizzle and
decreasing visibility. It was most unpleasant off Derrynane but cleared just
enough to let us pick up the marks and anchor at 1945. Miles 42. I took a
marked dislike to the Derrynane entrance, a dislike fortified next morning when
we pushed out through a big S.W. swell though the wind was no more than force
3. The Barometer was steady but the S.W. wind kept building up as we beat
across to Dursey, where we reefed in a black squall before diving into the Sound
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with the last of the tide. Surprise, surprise, at the angle of the Sound the wind
lightened, the sun came out, and the swell diminished. A real micro-climate;
but we didn’t complain, mere’ly shook out the reefs and set the genoa. At 1230
we cleared the sound and at 1750 we had the hook down in Glengariff in wind and
rain. A superb dinner in Casey’s with 38 miles made good.
Next day was fine and we worked at the rigging, shopped and visited Garnish.
The ANDES came in during the evening, looking like a ship in a bottle, so tightly
did she fit into the outer anchorage. The preparations on shore to welcome the
passengers and lighten their pockets had been made with military precision and
only a few stragglers escaped the ambushes.
Friday June 30th, was fine and windless with the barometer at 30. i. Tide
dictated a late departure so we left under power at 1405. We were able to sail
occasionally for short periods but it was mostly engine. We passed close under
the succession of disagreeable headlands each with their plumes of bursting spray
and at 1830 we were in the calm weather tide rip off Mizen Head. It was generally felt that in more than forcd 1 the place should be avoided at all costs. At
2000 we were tucked up in Crookhaven along with WANDERER III looking very
posh after her Atlantic crossing and HUNTRESS who had obviously been sailing
while we lounged in Glengariff. Mileage 33. The glass was down to 29.9 next
day and early fog was followed by a fresh N.W. wind and sunshine. Under genoa
we blew down Long Island Sound to Schull where we shopped and ate lavishly at
the Haven Hotel. 8 miles nearer home.
July 2nd came up with sun, a good full sail breeze from the west and the ’
barometer climbing slowly back to 29.95. We left at high speed and in two
hours were peering nervously into Barloge. Despite appearances to the contrary
there was room inside and we were soon towing the dinghy up the waterfall which,
owing to some failure in our tidal calculations, was pouring out of Lough Hyne.
A lovely place but we came out quicker than we had gone in. The wind was still
force 4 west and we had our first beat since Cormemara.
It was pretty lively at Baltimore so we anchored off Sherkin in great comfort.
Miles 18. Next day Michael had to return to Belfast to receive his Ph.D. His
admiring mother went to see the show and Russell too went to watch his fiancee
graduate.
All the Folkboats in Ireland seemed to be in Baltimore. I don’t know the
proper collective noun - probably a Hoot Nanny of Folkboats. They held an
exhilarating race round the harbour in which the lead changed hands with bewildering ral~idity as each in turn broke something when leading. Richard Aiken who
had kindly brought the car down to facilitate the exodus stayed in the hope of
a couple of days sailing.
On Tuesday, July 4th, the barometer was at 30.1. There was no wind and
very moderate visibility. Under engine we left at 1025 and streamed the log at
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Kedge Island at 1050. By 1400 we were past Galley Head and able to sail in a light
S.W. wind to a point just beyond Seven Heads. We then had to motor again to the
Old Head where we picked up a nice breeze with sunshine at 1620 and were able
to sail to Kinsale arriving at 1750. 42 miles. We were lucky to get what seemed
to be the only free mooring for a boat of 6½ ft. draft and settled down to a couple
of days among the fleshpots while awaiting the return of the educated classes.
They came back on the Thursday afternoon and Richard again started off in the
C ortina.
On July 7th with the barometer at 29.5 and a heavy downpour we waited for
a partial clearance and left at 1430. We had to motor to the entrance and found
a force 3-4 south-westerly with rain and quite dense mist patches. Navigating
with some care we had the Daunt Rock buoy abeam at 1653 and got into Crosshaven where we motored through the moored boats and anchored at 1810. 17
miles. This was a fast and, for the first 10 miles, a thoroughly unpleasant sail.
We spent the Saturday at Crosshaven where Michael and Christopher renewed
old acquaintance in the Enterprise class. WANDERER III was there lying in
splendid isolation further up the creek, also MAID OF YORK over from England,
whose charts (sold with MAID by Tony McCleery, lent by Bob Arnold to Bryan
Smyth in WYNALDA and by him to Christopher) had brought us round Ireland and
whose carriage HELEN graces in the winter.
Sunday July 9th, saw us afoot early. With a very light S.W. wind and barometer
30.3 we drifted through the anchorage at 0820 behind MAID OF YORK. An aura of
Sabbath calm - or Saturday night hangover - covered the Royal Cork Y.C. and the
sun shone brightly. At 0950 we streamed the log at Pollock Rock and boomed out
the genoa in a freshening breeze. By 1340 we had 24 miles on the log and were
flying past Mine Head in a force 5 south-westerly. At 1550 we got the genoa down,
not without incident, and replaced it with the No. 1 jib. A reef would have helped
but we were nearing shelter and kept going at full blast. 1715 saw us tied up in
Dunmore East and though we did not know it, about to experience an unpleasant
night. Mileage 55.
We had made fast to a fishing boat well up the harbour with the permission
of the very friendly Harbour Master, who told us that another fishing boat was
coming in but that it would lie behind us on a vacant length of quay. Not so’.
It had been day-fishing and arrived early with an exhilarated crew and sea-sick
passengers. It pushed firmly into our stern with loud maledictions on yachtsmen in general and ourselves in particular. Our strong crew averted actual
damage and we let them in between us and the first fishing boat, most fortunately
as it turned out.
An hour later further shouting brought us on deck. A Dutch trawler of about
90 feet was coming round the breakwater and heading at speed for the 60 ft. gap
at the quay behind us. She barged briskly into the two fishing boats beside us thank goodness we had become the third and outside boat - and then got alongside
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by holding on to her bow line and bumping against the fishing boats astern until
their crews mustered and pulled them back.
At 2300 a hush settled over the harbour like the deadly pause before the
Sheriff hitches on his guns and goes out to meet the baddies in a Western. The
Dutch crew came rolling down the quay and started up their engine. There was
still a force 6 westerly holding the trawler against the quay as she tried the conventional manoeuvre of going ahead with her bow rope pinned to push her stern
out. This might have worked if she had thought of lowering her riding sail, but
such a simple solution was far beyond her crew at that time of night. She drove
forward into our pair of fishing boats breaking their stern ropes and pushing us
all up the harbouro Then she backed and came out slow ahead, missing us by
inches. A Folkboat was moored bow and stern outside us - she took it in her
stride amid agonized cries from the hand on the trawler’s focsle and carried it
across to the west wide of the harbour. There she ran aground and backed off
furiously towards us, again coming within six feet of us. At the third attempt
she cleared the entrance and went out to sea.
These events not unnaturally caused a certain stir and brought out not only
the latent xeno-phobia which is rarely far below the Irish surface but also a
rather surprisingly anti-yacht emotion. We, reasonably enough as it seemed to
us, went across the harbour to see if the Folkboat needed assistance and for this
we were assailed with threats and abuse until after 0200 by some people who, like
the Dutchmen, had taken advantage of the Sunday opening facilities. They may of
course have merely been annoyed at a possible loss of salvage since we had found
the Folkboat still moored bow and stern and with no damage below water. After a
couple of hours of uneasy sleep we were up at dawn and glad to be under way at
0600.
The Sailing Directions, which paint Dunmore as a yachtsman’s paradise,
should be read with some reserve now that the harbour is so rapidly developing
as a fishing port. It was much more crowded than on our previous visit and the
harbour Master felt obliged to warn an English yacht which came in after us and
wanted to spend a day ashore that she could not lie inside the harbour unattended.
There were several yachts moored in the semi-shelter outside the harbour but
we were told that the holding was rocky and treacherous. The people who came
best out of the evening’s activities were the crew of an Irish motor yacht who
knew the form and left inconspicuously at 2300 returning only when the Flying
Dutchman had departed.
It was good to be at sea in the early morning haze, with a moderate southwesterly and a long swell from astern. The breeze dropped temporarily and
then slowly built up with the sun. By 0950 we were up to the Barrells buoy in a
roaring flood and an hour later the Long buoys were coming up. We took the
inside passage and held the flood until about 1300 when we had the Blackwater No.
1 in view. The seas grew more peevish in the adverse tide and the wind kept
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backing round more southerly and freshening. At 1500 we were inside the
Arklow L.V. and came on the wind to reef. We approached Arklow pierheads
at high speed and rounded up to get the sails off and motor in. A slide jammed
and we had to put Christopher up the mast to free it. The tide set us down a
long way while this was going on and it was a full half hour before we were back
in the river. We tied up at 1640 alongside GOLDEN VANITY from Ringhaddy on
her way south. Miles 69.
July llth was flat calm when we left under power at 0800 with the barometer
steady at 30.15. We had some fun, a lot of drizzle, and mixed visibility. We
held on past the attractions of Dun Laoghaire as time was running short and were
tied up in Howth by 1330 with 37 miles made good. There was a dredger, the
Dublin one whose name reflects the classical legend of the chap who spent his
time pushing a stone up-hit1, but which is so unhappily mispronounced by our
medical student crew. Here we had every kindness from the Harbour Master
and the Yacht Club, but once again the Sailing Directions tend to be behind the
times. We were helped on to a mooring outside the harbour and told that so
many fishing boats now used the port that a yacht should not attempt to tie
alongside. Perhaps things will be easier when the SISYPHUS has finished her
work. There was fog in the evening and again next morning when we got under
way at 0635. We streamed the log off Ireland’s Eye and motored till 0955 when
a force 2 NE wind came in and let us sail towards Carlingford. The wind varied
a lot in strength and direction and we had to use the engine from time to time
to keep moving. By 1605 we had 48 miles on the log and were well up towards
Newcastle. The breeze was steadier now and we had a pleasant beat to Ardglass
where we found the dredger ABERFOYLE all the way from berry. She kindly
let us in by dropping her rope across the entrance and we tied up in the S.E.
corner. Low water found us bumping gently in the tiny swell which found its
way in. I had always assumed that there was plenty of water alongside and
found this an unpleasant surprise. The Sailing Directions show i0 feet at the
spot. We got up early next morning as there was a force 4 easterly and quite
a lot of bounce in the harbour so that HELEN could have done herself an injury
at low water. We moved into better water between the rock and the breakwater
at the spot marked II on the drawing on page 53; but had to shift when the
dredger wanted to go to sea. Determined to breakfast in peace we moved again
to the 11 foot mark between the two beacons on the north-east side of the
harbour. At 1110 we left under full sail to catch the first of the Strangford
flood and had an exhilarating beat to the Bar. A quick rush up the Strangford
narrows, lunch in Audleys Roads and tragedy when Christopher damaged his
back in getting the anchor. Further tragedy, though less serious, when we
found our mooring buoy had disappeared in our absence. With a sailor’s
blessing on speed boats we moved across to MAID OF MOURNE’s mooring and
so ended a very easy cruise mostly downhill and nearly all in good weather.
Miles 15. Total for trip 920.
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Epilogue
HELEN did not leak a drop however hard she was sailed. I had won my bet
though you won’t be surprised to hear that I haven’t yet been paid. The spider
had however been driven off the floor of the bilge by two persistent leaks. The
first was due to the propellor shaft working loose in its gland and the second
came from a brand new £9 seacock at the water inlet to the W.C. Neither
could be fixed without beaching and they were notbad enough to necessitate
this course. Next year we will hope to have cured them both so that the
spider’s descendants can stroll through the bilge without even getting their
feet wet°

IRISH SEA CIRCUIT IN DARA
by J. D. Beckett
It must be unusual for the Skipper of a 4-tonner to pack his dress suit
aboard - indeed it may well be a record. Such was the satisfactory state of
affairs, sartorially, when I set out for Holyhead in DARA with my son
Brian as crew.
Monday 3rd July: A strong westerly wind gave exciting sailing in fairly
rough sea. A few unprogrammed gybes took place, fortunately without ill
effect as the main was well reefed down.
The wind fell light as we neared the Stacks and sitting on the boom I was
lucky not to be catapulted into the Irish Sea. Next time I’ll rig a fore-guy.
We made the passage in 6 hrs. 5 mins., moorings to moorings.
Plenty of these were available in Holyhead and the members of the wellequipped yacht club were hospitable and helpful. We enjoyed two days in
Holyhead finding it much more attractive than the picture a British Railways
traveller gets.
July 5th : A grey morning soon took up to perfect summer weather. We had
an exhilarating afternoon’s sailing in almost perfect conditions, averaging
about 6 knots for the trip. Catching the tide at Carmel Head we made rapid
progress along the north coast of Anglesey covering the 11½ miles from Point
Lynas to Puffin Island in 1½ hours, over 7½ knots. The wind was dead ahead
in the straits, and rather than beat in these narrow waters we motored,
shamefully, up to the Gazelle Hotel opposite Bangor. The evening had grown
grey and chilly and having taken one of several vacant moorings we were glad
to rustle up a good meal.
The "Gazelle" offers excellent amenities and the Situation is rather more
sheltered than Beaumaris. The moorings are owned by a Mr. Oliver who can
be contacted at the hotel. The moorings are tide-rode, and DARA sheered
about in the fresh breeze blowing down the straits from Menai Bridge. All the
same we were quite comfortable and enjoyed several pleasant days here. On
one of them the skipper donned his dress suit and made for Llangollen where
he sang with the Guinne~s Choir in the international Eistedfodd - taking third
prize.
July 8th: Dropped moorings 1400 bound for Moelfre. Forecast: W. 5 to 6.
We ran down to Puffin Island in an hour and encountered very strong tide rips in
the entrance. Reefed down and had a filthy wet beat in force 6 to Moelfre.
Arrived rather wet and battered at 1800. Had rotten meal of tinned steak and
kidney. Ashore looked pleasant but we were too weary to bother.
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This is a pleasant well sheltered anchorage out of the strong tides of this
coast. In the force 5 to 6 west wind there was perfect shelter and even northwesterlies should not be too troublesome as Moelfre Island gives shelter.
Sunday, 9th July: A fine summer morning. Forecast; S.W. 4 to 6. Left in
force 4 at 0915. There is a very useful eddy on the flood tide here close inshore, and by working this we had covered the 4 miles to Point Lynas by 1000 in
the teeth of the flood. Point Lynas was again lively but not dangerous. However,
I would not care (or choose) to be hereabouts with wind against tide.
Set course for the Isle of Man, calculating that the two hours of strong eastgoing tide would compensate for the succeeding 6 hours or so in weaker westgoing current. This worked out reasonably well and at 1355 I.O.M. was sighted
in the expected quarter. Arrived Port St. Mary 1820, after a good day’s sailing.
Tied up to mooring buoy. No food available in Port St Mary so had to walk across
to Port Erin. Suffered hideously the pangs of hunger. (Although I ate practically
nothing on this cruise, I failed to lose any weight. Is the sea air nourishing
perhaps ?)
July 10th: Moved round to Port Erin through Calf Sound. There was a most
unpleasant sea at the eastern entrance to the sound, the waves, rebounding off
the cliffs. We used sail and power. This would have been a dangerous place
under sail alone in the lee of the cliffs. Tied up to one of two new mooring buoys
installed in Port Erin. In the S.W. wind there was quite good shelter here. It
is, of course, open to a westerly. However, the wind dropped right away and we
spent three days here in calm summery conditions.

July 12th: Left for Carlingford just before midnight. Rather murky conditions
with light easterly. Forecast: E. 2 to 4. Crept slowly out of Port Erin but were
hardly clear of the land before the wind began to freshen. Soon it was a full 5
and we took in a reef.
July 13th: Lively sailing across the steamer lanes. This corner of the sea is
decidedly busy and we spent many thoughtful moments assessing courses and
distances. Nothing came closer than a mile, though we were compelled on one
occasion to take avoiding action.
Hardly had we dropped the steamer lane astern than a new hazard appeared continuous lightning on the horizon ahead. It seemed daft to leave the fine weather
we had enjoyed in the I.O.M. and sail full tilt into a thunder storm. But, in fact,
we never caught up with it and when we sighted the Irish Coast next morning it
had cleared away. Picked up Hellyhunter with some difficulty due to murky conditions about i000 and took first of flood into the Lough. Wind now gusting off
the Mournes, and when we anchored at the Woodhouse, DARA sheered around in
the fierce williwaws. After a meal and some hours of sleep, we moved across
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to tie up in Carlingford and take the hard - not caring to pass a night in the
anchorage in these conditions.
July 14th: DARA took the ground at 0200 (she always does’.) and I arose and
went otlt into a blinding thunderstorm to minister to her needs. The thunder
rolled, echoing around the Mournes all night and the lightning flashed vividly,
blue, pink and red through the port holes. Tucked in under Carlingford pier
at low tide wasn’t a bad place to be. In the morning visibility was about 200
yards. After much cogitation and working out of courses and times we left at
1150 and headed up the lough until we sighted No. 12 buoy. From here we set
course for Greenore and picked up the buoys without incident, except that near
the Vidal a steamer loomed up causing us to shy nervously off course. However,
it soon transpired she was anchored and after some hasty rule of thumb course
corrections, Brian just picked up the Vidal on the beam at the extreme limit of
visibility. The steamer had put down a boat which was observed returning from
the direction of Green Island - whether checking position or smuggling I wouldn’t
venture an opinion.
Conditions remained murky, and though I intended to close the land at Dunany
Point, instead we saw Clogher Head first - perhaps due to a tidal set. We had
no trouble making the Boyne, and entering, with fingers crossed, at low water
made our way under power up to Drogheda. Supper in the Wine Cellar to
celebrate last night of cruise.
Saturday July 15th: A fine morning but wind very light south-easterly. Used
engine to Skerries where we anchored for lunch. Wind gradually freshened from
S.E. to give us a wet beat round the Baily. We were glad to be home as weather
showed signs of deterioration.
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THE MARCH WIND DOTH BLOW
by Harold Cudmore J nr.
Crew:

Harold Cudmore Jar., Ronald Cudmore, John Fogarty (Owner)

Monday afternoon 20th March 1967 saw us at Lytham-St. Anne outside
Preston, North of Liverpool for the start of our season, with our destination
Crosshaven in Cork Harbour. The NORA SHEI LA, a Vertue 5 tonner, was
1 ying alongside a pier in a mud berth on the River Ribble outside the Ribbl e
Boatyard where she had wintered. By Tuesday evening we had prepared for sea
and with the arrival of the compasses which had been delayed we were ready to
start on the next tide.
On the Wednesday morning we hired a pilot from the Ribble Boatyard and
motored down the intricate river to the main channel. The wind was a steady
force 7/8 N.W. and we had difficulty making progress under engine. Having
dropped the pilot we set a twelve roll ed main and with engine still running we
beat down the channel towards the entrance for a look. Lytham-St. -Anne is
half-way up the channel to Preston which is 14 miles from the entrance. The
channel could best be described as a sunken canal marked every half mile or so
by perches stretching through sand-banks several miles into the Irish Sea. It:
almost drys at low water. I t can create very unpleasant conditions and the bar
which is 3 miles wide breaks badly in heavy onshore winds. We came to the
bar just as we got the wash of a passing~ship. We hurriedly decided on retreat
which nearly became a rout as we surfed back to smoother water. In no hurry
we idled back under bare poles to anchor near the pilot barge off Lytham.
That evening the wind 1 ightened to about Force 5, so we decided to try again
to get out, as with a bad forecast we could be harbour-bound for days. Having
declined a cheerful offer of notification to the Coastguards we set off in the
failing light under engine. There was a nasty popple on the bar which made
progress very slow. Darkness closed in and the shipping coming in with the
tide made the channel seem even narrower.
We were going well about half a mile from the entrance having run out of
perches at the north side when the engine stopped. We quickly set the already
reefed mainsail and the smaller jib to beat out the channel. When we cleared
the entrance we unrolled to two rol Is and sailed through the night almost laying
our course to the corner of Anglesey.
We learned later that the Ribbie Lifeboat had been sent out after us.
Apparently people ashore saw flashing lights near the entrance -possibly our
spreader lights, as we rolled wildly trying to hoist sail after the engine failed.
We had the doubtful honour of filling a news flash on I.T.V. and the Daily
Express. "Three Corkmen - 26’ boat - 60 mile an hour gale’. ’." Incidentally
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the Lifeboat did not find us’. ’.
Morning brought a strengthening south-west wind and soon we were down to
our 12 rolls again and small jib. About 1000 we closed to four miles off the
coast and then sailed parallel to it for the next three hours in worsening conditions.
In the puffs we had to luff her up as the winch base was trailing in the water.
As the tide would soon be adverse we tacked in for the entrance to the Menai
Straits. Our charts for this part of the coast were a little light but we gathered
from the Channel Pilot one left Puffin Island to port on entering. After that with
echo-sounder and a little care we made our way up the Straits. After two hours
of hard beating we anchored just beyond the Lffeboat slip getting a little shelter
from the head. (54 miles - 22 hours).
Realising our anchor should be somewhat heavier for safety we kept an anchor
watch - what a way to spend a night’. ’.
The following day was blowing if anything a little stronger making it impossible to get ashore. The Straits are very exposed to south-west winds, lust as
lunch was ready the expected happened - we started to drag towards the Lifeboat
slip. John and mysel~wer~ejust hoisting sails to get under way when the anchor
got a grip. We retired below for lunch. Towards evening the wind lightened a
little enabling us to launch the punt. Ronald was elected to row ashore to phone
home and get supplies’. Arriving ashore he was met by two people from the
Beaumauris Lifeboat who very kindly helped him with his purchases. They told
him that they had kept a twenty-four hour watch on us since we arrived. They
then offered to launch the Lifeboat and tow us to a more secure anchorage, nice
and quietly without firing the maroons. We were to wave from the yacht with a
white flag by a certain hour.
By the time Ronald returned the wind had lightened to about Force 6 and we
had got the 1758 forecast - S.W. 6/8 backing N.W. which could be considered
favourable for Cork. Also realising we must move anyway and not having been
able to fix the engine we decided to set off.
It was dark as we passed the breakwater at the entrance under a four rolled
main and working jib. We were unfortunately unable to read the message
signalled to us from the shore but we flashed an acknowledgement.
We had a fast comfortable reach to Lynas Point. Shortly afterwards the
wind backed north-west and strengthened, necessitating a reduction to small
headsail and ten rolls. We had hoped to make the Skerries before the wind
backed bat still progress was good with a favourable tide.
We set our course to clear the Skerries by about two miles. However the
tide - the strongest of the century - dictated otherwise and we were treated to a
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much closer view of them in sombre silhouette. The exceptional tide and wind
made the overfalls very steep and unpleasant. Ronald who was in the leeward
berth landed on the floor and the sea tended to blanket the sails. Half an hour or
so saw us clear of the overfalls carried through by the tide. We freed sheets for
the Tuskar and sailed her hard through the moonlight night.
Abeam Holyhead, a contention I have held for a long time was confirmed, the
mail boat runs on tracks and nothing least of all a yacht under sail can deviate it
from its course. The flashing of our Aldis did not impress the bridge. However
we were treated to a Guinness cheer from the steerage passengers as we bobbed
about in their wake.
About 0400 to our dismay the wind lightened, then backed to a little south of
west and freshened. Hard on the wind we could not lay our course and progress
suffered. We drove the NORA SHEILA down the Irish Sea all that fine but
bitterly cold day. Our diet consisted of tea, several raw eggs and biscuits for
alters’. Cooking was beneath us or more correctly beyond us.
At this stage I might comment that the Vertue impressed me very favourable.
She behaved like a yacht substantially larger and had an easy motion. Downwind
I found her easily controllable and in general she struck as a yacht with great
reserves.
Sometime during the afternoon we noticed that the log line and rotor were
gone and that the arm holding our Walker log had been bent up. By this time
Bardsey Island was dropping out of sight on our port quarter.
The forecast which had been for some days force 6/8 at 1758 became force
7/9 with ~ falling glass. About this time dark clouds appeared to weather
bringing with them vicious rain squalls which tended to bury her. Around 1930
the last straw when a bad squall sent a slosh of bilge - water intomybunk - the
pump having packed up some time earlier due to a blocked intake.
Progress had become pitifully slow so we decided to heave to and hope for a
forecast that would enable us to get home. We tacked on to the port tack and she
lay very comfortably to the backed jib, the rolled main and the rudder lashed to
leeward. The consolation in these conditions in the Irish Sea is that the seas
cannot attain any proportions due to the short fetch.
The glass continued to fall and as the forecast at 1355 was again force 7/9 in
an unfavourable direction we decided to run back to Holyhead.
I was on watch and for the first hour enjoyed an exhilarating ride downwind shades of a planing dinghy. However I decided to call a halt and rolled i~ three
more roils to proceed at a more sedate six knots. At the change of watch we took
down the mainsail.
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We covered the 40 miles or so to the South Stack by 2030. North Stack was
rounded shortly afterwards to see the seas breaking over Holyhead Breakwater.
They however looked worst than they were and we had a smooth entry to calmer
waters and a beat to pick a mooring off the Club. We had been at sea for 40
hours and sailed 116 miles.
During the night we had broken the port upper cross-tree, probably due to
the fact that shock-cord on the topping-lift failed and the topping-lift fouled it.
This caused us no worry as we bad all sail set below the runner hounds.
We enjoyed our short stay in Holyhead. We had scarcely grabbed a convenient mooring when the Holyhead boatyard launch came alongside, welcomed us
and offered us every assistance of which we gratefully availed. After a quick
meal we enjoyed the luxury of a hot shower and the hospitality of the members
of the Holyhead Yacht Club. We tidied up the yacht, had a pleasant meal
ashore and went to an early berth on the mailboat and so yachtless we headed
back to Cork.
Two weeks later we returned to Holyhead, disembarking from the mailboat
at midnight to be met by John who bad gone over two days earlier. We started
beating out the harbour at 0200 with the wind as forecast N.E. Force 6. We
set the working jib, boomed out and the mainsail, with four rolls. We soon
reduced this to nine rolls. We averaged 5½ knots through the night. The dawn
was pleasant and the sun dissipated the bitter chill of the night. During the
afternoon the Blackwater Light vessel was sighted away to starboard. We had
an exciting sail to the Tuskar with a freshening wind. At times our speed
indicator registered 7½ and occasionally 8 knots down the face of the waves.
The wind strengthened further and we removed the headsail. We came abeam
of the Tuskar at 1815 having averaged 6 knots from Holyhead.
The tide had started to flood at 1730 producing an unpleasant condition
between Tuskar and the Bailies. These overfalls were quite severe and the
occasional top came aboard. The night was black without the faintest outline
visible to sail on, which demanded a constant eye on the compass. With first
light we hoisted the headsail as the wind bad moderated slightly. We had a fast
passage to Crosshaven for a late breakfast. We had taken 33 hours for the 180
mile passage from Holyhead, an average of 5½ knots.
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FROM CORK TO THE KILLARIES
Plan p. 35

by
John Fogarty

The ship: NORA SHEILA, Vertue class 5 ton sloop with 13 h.p. Morris
Vedette engine
The crew: John Fogarty, Alan Brady, Ron Cudmore.
Saturday July 8th: Our cruise started at East Ferry, the delightful inlet with
pleasantly wooded shores on the eastern side of Cork Harbour. Though the
forecast was N.W. 4 to 5 backing S.W. we motored off in flat calm. At the
oil terminal we cut the engine and before passing the heads we had force 5 and
rolled a reef. We passed two miles off the Sovereigns and had Old Head abeam
at 1600, having started the engine an hour earlier at the beginning of the adverse
tide. We continued past Seven Heads, inside the Dhulic, and came to anchor off
Glandore pier at 2145. (45 miles).
July 9th: We slept like logs and there was no vulgar rush to be first on deck.
We weighed at 1315 and motored out. Then it was a dead beat, and not altogether
pleasant, past the rugged Stags and Kedge Island and through Gascanane Sound to
North Harbour, Cape Clear, where we anchored at 2015. I was delighted to find
two friends, Cecil and Lex Hyde, aboard a neighbouring launch. (23 miles).
July 10th: Cecil and Lex joined us for a day’s sailing. It was overcast but dry
with light westerly wind. Ron piloted us with easy familiarty through the intricate
northern entrance to Baltimore Harbour and we moored at the pier. Lex organised an excellent lunch. In the afternoon we sailed across to Sherkin Island and
tied up at the pier near the steps. We went ashore and explored Klnish and
Horseshoe harbours, climbed Banack hill and returned by the Abbey ruins.
NORA SHEILA then continued her clockwise voyage round Sherkin Island, out
past Beacon Point, in through Gascanane Sound and back to North Harbour.
(16 miles).
July llth: A beat across to Crookhaven in a force 3 to 4 south-westerly. We
dropped anchor abreast of the pier, to windward of an odoriferous trawler, and
contagious to Sonny Sullivan’s singing pub. About an hour after our arrival
MAID OF YORK came in, all the way from Holyhead. I had crewed on her last
year from Holyhead to the Dingle peninsula. We had several old friends to meet
in Crookhaven and were not too upset when rain, headwinds and fog patches discouraged our departure for a day or so. (8 miles).
July 13th: The morning forecast was not good. We weighted anchor in a light
fog and motored to the entrance to inspect conditions. We came back to our
anchorage by compass and did not get away until 1400. Visibility improved as
we rounded the Mizen. The wincl strengthened and we beat across the mouths
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of Dunmanus Bay and of Bantry Bay to Castletownbere. We beat up the west
entrance through Piper Sound, past the ruins of the lovely Dunboy House, then
motored past Dinish Island to drop anchornear the pier. (23 miles).
July:14th: We motored into a head wind for 2½ hours to Crow Head. Here the
wind backed to SW and we sailed towards Dursey Sound on a broad reach. We
dropped anchor near lllaunbeg and enjoyed our lunch. Under way again we
rounded the point of Dursey Island and the narrow sound revealed itself. We
admired the fine view up the Kenmare River as we crossed its mouth. We
sailed between Deenish and Moylaun Island and picked up the leading beacons
without difficulty. We anchored about 400 yards from the pier in Derrynane
harbour. The night was dark but clear, the occasional light in the nearby hills,
the water alive with phosphorescence. Altogether a lovely night. (25½ miles).
July 15th: The forecast was SW - S, 4 to 6, but 7 to 8 at times, with fog
patches. At least the direction was satisfactory. We got away about 0700 with
a motor-assisted beat out through the entrance. Visibility was poor and we
could just make out Hog Head about 3 miles to the north. We set our course to
clear Bolus Head and streamed the log. Bolus Head gradually formed itself out
of the fog and for a few minutes of fair visibility the Skellig appeared. Puffin
Island slowly loomed up to the north-west and then it thickened as we approached
Bray Head. Ron, our navigator for the cruise, must possess a secret homing
device as he somehow disentangled the entrance to Valentia from the mist enshrouded jumble of solid objects. We dropped anchor near the lifeboat.
Visibility had improved and it was quite calm in the harbour. The mid-day
forecast confirmed that of the morning. We sailed out leisurely on a broad
reach until we reached Doulus Head, where the sea and the wind suddenly picked
up. In the midst of a general struggle to ro11 in some main and change the jib, a
gust took thelifebelt off the main hatch. The mainsail was dropped and the jib let
fly and we chased it under power for ¼ mile before recovering it. More composed, we set off for Dingle on a fast reach .with gusting wind and quartering
sea. There were frequent showers and Mount Brandon was all the while hidden.
We eventually made out the beacon on Carhoo Hill and the white lighthouse
inside the entrance. We anchored near the fishing fleet, finding a spot to give
6 ft. at L.W. Though the wind was now stronger Ron and Alan insisted on
rowing ashore and one of the dinghy oars broke. They were kindly loaned a
very large one to enable them to return. (38 miles).
We abandoned NORA SHEILA at Dingle for a week, leaving her riding to a
25 lb. CQR and a 30 lb. Danforth on the south side of the harbour about a cable
west of the buoy.
July 23rd: The morning was a flat calm. We motored out at 1000 and picked up
a light SW breeze. We sailed a mile offshore past Ventry and Slea Head and
cleared Stromboli Rock before entering Blasket Sound. Conditions were
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excellent for enjoying the scenery. We set a course to the Aran Islands
from Sybil Point. Later, as the wind was favourable and had increased to
about force 4, we decided to alter course to clear Slyne Head. Soon the wind
freshened considerably and the sea was getting rougher so for comfort we
dropped the mainsail and set the working jib. The indicator registered 5 knots
and the motion was exhilarating. We started a rota of 2-hour watches at 2200.
fluly 24th: The 0200 forecast was SW - W 4 to 6, possibly 7. At 0230 the loom
of Slyne Head light was identified. At dawn visibility was poor and the wind
light. About i000 land was discerned to the north-east. The mainsail was
hoisted at about 1130 to dampen the rolling of the yacht. The mists cleared and
gradually the outlines of Achfll Island and Clare Island showed. We sailed
between them and dropped anchor at Clare Island north of Granuaile’s Castle
at about 1500. We had not eaten much since leaving the Blasket Sound, so a
small wash was followed by a large meal and to quote the logbook ’a marvellous
sleep’. (131 miles).
July 25th: The morning was damp and cheerless but we slept through it and
rose to a leisurely breakfast about noon. We walked the road on the south side
of the island to the Abbey ruins and inspected the O’Malley memorial tablet
inscribed with the family motto: "Terra mariq potens O’Maille". We met
Chris O’Grady, owner of the Bay View Hotel and returned there for a most
enjoyable meal. The hotel is sited high up over I<innacorra Head and commands
a fine view of Achill, Clew Bay and Muilrea to the south. In the local that
evening we had the pleasure of meeting some of the islanders and two emigrants
home for a visit from the U.S.A. We slept well again that night.
July 26th: A miserable overcast morning, low visibility, damp, wind moaning
in rigging. To cheer us up, Ron offered to navigate us through Achill Sound.
After profound investigation and tidal calculations he declared that we should
enter the sound between 1030 and 1100.
A strong westerly hit us as we left the shelter of Clare Island and sailed
almost due north across the three miles of operr water to Achillbeg. Visibility
was poor with a low ceiling, but the lighthouse showed up as we closed and we
made the entrance without difficulty. From there on the echo sounder was
watched ceaselessly until we dropped anchor at Achill Sound Bridge at 1145.
it registered 6 to 7 ft. depth for much of the way from Darby’s Point to the
Bridge and we occasionally lost the channel and zig-zagged about to find it
again. Alan at the bow guided us between submerged islands of seaweed.
The cables across the bridge looked lower and more numerous than we had
expected. We found that P. & T. had slung three cables below the power cables
and had not yet tensioned them. We reckoned we might just get through. Mr.
Paddy Scanlan arranged to have the bridge swung at 1730 about the time of
slack water, low tide. The bridge was opened a little before we were quite
ready and the traffic and the gallery of watchers began to pile up. There was
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a noticeable current running southward through the anchorage. As we motored
into the gap this adverse current became stronger and the yacht was difficult
to steer. As we approached the wires a hundred mouths shouted conflicting
advice. 1 was at the wires when a warning roar went up and I slammed into
reverse. From below of course we could judge nothing. A quiet pipe-smoker,
standing back from the crowd, said: "Go ahead, ye’ll about make it" and so
we did, to the accompaniment of a heroic cheer. Later I was reliably told we
had an inch or two to spare.
The wires were tensioned the next day and in the process raised about 5
feet. So it appears that masts a few feet taller than mine (37’6" above the
water) will not now pass under the P. & T. wires, even at low water. We
anchored north of the bridge. (8½ miles).
July 27th, 28th and 29th: Had a preponderanceoffoganddrizzle and included a
gale warning. We were easily persuaded to linger in Achill for a few days.
July 30th: The forecast was SW 4 to 6, veering W, fog patches and drizzle,
improving later. We motor-sailed to the Bull’s Mouth which we took at near
full tide and slack water. The westerly wind headed in as we traversed the
north coast of Achill Island and we dropped all sail and motored to Achill Head.
The seascape was majestic and Sliabmore and the Croaghaun Ridge towered
2000 ft. over us. The seas were heavy at Achill Head and on rounding we
hoisted the mainsail and No. 2 jib and headed for Clare Island on a fast broad
reach. We dropped anchor neaz Granuaile’s Castle as before. We retired to
the Bay View Hotel where we enjoyed the hospitality and company of Chris
O’Grady and his friends. Telefis Eireann were filming a ceile at the hotel and
it was a gala evening. (33 miles).
July 31st: Towards mid-day the morning mists had cleared and after a substantial lunch we summoned up enough energy to hoist anchor and sails and
away for Inishbofin at 1515. Visibility was remarkably good and a steady Force
3 to 4 blew from the west. It was sailing at its best. The sculpturing of the
land formations was emphasized by the bright sunlight and the passing clouds
lent their own effect. Nephin Beg, Croagh Patrick, Mweelin and the Twelve
Bens stood out in relief and from the Atlantic the greatest rollers of our cruise
came majestically and silently in, lifting us up clear of the sea it seemed and
then raising a curtain of blue from below to mask the landscape from our view.
We sailed on, leaving Caher and Inishdalla and Davillaun to starboard, rounded
the S.E. of Inishbofin and picked up the leading towers. We anchored behind
Port Island. Ashore we collected mail from the postmistress, Mrs. Kelly, who
was most hospitable and helpful and made us very much at home. (17 miles).
Aug. lst: Another glorious day. The wind was a stiff westerly inside the
harbour but moderated outside. Woolly clouds dotted a blue sky. We sailed on
a broad reach to the north of Davillaun and then ran on a port gybe, past
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O’Malley’s Breaker to the mouth of Killary Bay. The journey up this fjord-like
inlet is delightful. We anchored about a mile from Leenane. We later motored
out against a westerly and turned into Little Killary Bay, which is about 1½
miles long. It forms a still pool at its upper end with steep wooded slopes. We
dropped anchor there opposite a long clearing in the trees leading from the
water’s edge to Salruck House. Mrs. Barber, who had been expecting us, came
down to welcome us. We enjoyed her company and hospitality for the evening.
She is a very interesting and gracious lady and has a home full of interest. (26
miles).
August 2: Mrs. Barber came out with her boatman in his currach to wish us a
pleasant journey and we set off for Cleggan. The wind was from the SW which
was not too helpful but visibility was good and the sky was clear with occasional
woolly clouds. From Achill to Cleggan we heard of the good fortune brought :by
"Sinful Davy", a film for which some of the sequences were shot in the west.
Boats had been repainted and rented on very satisfactory terms. We motored
back to/_nishbofin against a headwind and into the setting sun. (18 miles).
August 3rd: We awoke to hear the thumping of a boat engine and surfaced as
a Galway hooker passed. "Are ye for the petrol?" a voiced called. I answered
"yes" and that ended the chat. In Cleggan a shopkeeper had said that the nearest
petrol was Clifden and if I gave him a container he would get me some. I paid
and told him I was going to Inishbofin, and he said that was all right. The petrol
was on the quay when we went ashore. No charge for the service. No thanks
asked. An economy of words but lots of kindly action. We spent a pleasant
day exploring the eastern end of the island and talking with the islanders. We
went up to the local hotel and had supper in Mrs. Kelly’s around a fine fire.
August 4th: We set out for the Aran Islands at 0810. Brilliant sunshine, a
comfortable sea, and a NW wind force 3 to 4. A broad reach, we clocked six
to seven knots on the indicator at times. Slyne Head (15 miles) came abeam
at 1020. Croaghaun on AchiU Island was still visible about 35 miles to the
north. We changed course at Slyne Head to clear Skird Rocks and ran with
boomed-out jib. Again the scenery was most enjoyable.We were sailing fast
and had a fair tide a11 the way. We reached Kilronan, Inishmore, at 1515 having
averaged 6½ knots on the chart distance. We anchored between the pierhead and
the lifeboat. (43 miles).
August 5th: The weather returned to normal - fog and rain. The wind was
westerly about force 3. We sailed to Galway in bad visibility and depressing
conditions. But Ron got us there. He must have a secret weapon. We tied up
alongside a trawler in the layby and went into the dock at 1700. (25 miles).
August 6th: Went out to the layby at 0600. At 1045 we left for I<ilronan in poor
visibility, wind SSW force 4. The wind strengthened and we put three rolls in the
mainsail. We arrived at Kilronan at 1515. The anchorage was uncomfortable so
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Looking down from Salruck House on Little Killary harbour with NORA SHEILA.
In the background Muilrea, the highest mountain in Connaught.

NORA SHEI LA beating out of Inishbofin past Gun Rock tower to the left of which
the leading beacons can be seen, slightly open.

we moved over to Killeaney to the lee of the headland. The wind moderated so we
shifted back close to the bright lights of Kilronan. It was not a good move so we
returned to Killeaney and lay to the two anchors. (25 miles).
August 7th: brought a gale warning, strong winds and an uncomfortable swell.
August 8th: was wet and windy. We explored Dun Aengus Fort and took a shore
berth for the night.
August 9th: We got a favourable forecast of NNE 5 to 7 and left at 2100 bound
for Dingle. We passed through Gregory Sound and settled down to a broad
reach.
August 10th: About 0030 Loop Head light was sighted and we came abeam of
Kilkee at 0200. The dawn stuck a bloodshot eye over the horizon and with light
we were treated to the thrilling spectacle of gannet plummeting into the water.
This continued for about 20 minutes and then stopped quite suddenly. Our passage
through Blasket Sound was uneventful and we dropped anchor in Dingle at 1430.
Alan Brady left us as arranged to crew on a yacht to Wales. (83 miles).
Ron and I left Dingle at 1010 in very poor visibility, a fiat sea, and a light
to moderate NW wind. We reached across the bay. Doulus Head slowly formed
out of the mist shortly after noon, Bray Head was identified, then Puffin Island,
Bolus Head, Scariff and Deenish appeared about the same time and from then it
was not difficult to locate Derrynane where we anchored at 1830. (35 miles).
August llth: The morning was bright and sunny. We beat out of Derrynane
Harbour and set our course for Dursey Sound. Conditions were delightful. A
strong breeze from the west sent us racing along on a broad reach. A heavy
swell from the Atlantic picked us up and rolled away from beneath us, Skelligs
could be seen away to the north-west and the Bull and Cow off Dursey Head to
the SW. The swell was breaking on the entrance to Dursey Sound which could
hardly be made out but for the dip in the skyline. Through the sound and around
Crow Head, across the mouth of Bantry Bay and Dunmanus Bay. Round the
Mizen, past Barley Cove and Crookhaven and into Long Island Sound. We
dropped anchor in Schull at 1900. A glorious day’s sailing. (44 miles).
Ronald departed at this stage to cruise to the Continent. I based NORA
SHEILA in Schull and explored the area extensively.
September 3rd: (I had been hoping for more pleasant weather for days in which
to head back to Cork solo, but it consisted of fogs, calms, gales, southeasterly, the lot). The 0640 forecast gave SE 5 to 6 veering SW, showers.
Moderate to good. I hanked on the No. 2 jib and set the mainsail with six rolls
for comfort. I motored out from my moorings at 0745. The sky was clear and
sunny with a slight haze. It was cool and there was no wind. I went through the
middle channel of the Gascanane Sound at 0915. Outside the sea was quite lumpy
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and coming from the SE with a moderate southerly breeze. I hoisted the sails
and with the engine at ½ throttle beat along past Kedge Island and inside the
Stags, which looked ominous at close quarters. I dropped anchor in the beautiful serenity of Castlehaven at 1300. (19 miles).
September 25th: The 0640 forecast gave SW 5 to 7 possibly 8, showers,
gusty. I hoisted the mahogany dinghy on board using a rope cradle and the
main halliard. I left my moorings at 1045. Once outside the shelter of Castlehaven I encountered somewhat heavy seas and a strong south-westerly breeze
and NORA SHEILA was rolling quite a bit. I decided to give the headlands a
wide berth as the seas had been confused for some days. The day was fine with
occasional bursts of sunshine. The swell was heavy Rut regular and very
exhilarating. I kept a steady pace to Cork Harbour and dropped anchor in East
Ferry at 1930. (39 miles).
Total Chart Mileage - 805.
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FIRST VENTURE WITH VENETIA
by E. M. Booth
The first cruise, however modest, in one’s own boat is an event in any
yachtsman’s life. My wife and I had both done a little cruising and passage
racing in other yachts, but it was ordy with the acquisition of VENETIA in 1966
that the prospect of cruising on our own became a reality. As we acquired a
new daughter almost simultaneously cruising had to wait until 1967.
VENETIA is one of the well-known South Coast O.D. Class, designed by
Nicholson in 1955. Over 100 yachts have now been built to the design, and
VENETIA, built by Burne’s of Bosham in 1961, is No. 63. The "Scod" is a
remarkably roomy 6-tonner, her draught of 5’3" giving her good headroom in
the cabin and making her very stiff and weatherly in a blow. Her 10 h.p. Ailsa
Craig petrol engine has never been run flat out, but gives her 5 knots at half
throttle, and she will cruise for 2½ hours at 4 knots on a gallon of fuel.
Our cruising time was limited to one week-end, and we decided on Strangford Lough as a reasonable objective, with an intermediate stop at Loughshinny.
On Thursday, 15th June, we left Dun Laoghaire, with the pram dinghy on deck,.
at 1805 on a clear sunny evening with a light SE wind. With an ebb tide, we
had to use the engine much of the way, but soon after sunset we slipped into
Loughshinny in a flat calm and anchored at 2212 in 12 feet off the pier. After
setting the riding light we had a good supper and turned in for our first night
on board.
After a very quiet night, Friday brought a bright, hazy morning with a light
northerly wind and the barometer rock-steady at 1030. We got under way at 0600
and motored out towards Rockabill in a glassy calm. At 0625 we stopped the
engine and drifted while we ate breakfast and heard the shipping forecast mainly N.E., 2-4. just the direction we didn’t want. It was still a flat calm
when we started the engine again at 0708.
For the next four hours we tacked against a foul tide in a fluky head wind
and motored when it fell calm, and made only 3 miles N. of Rockabill, so it
was clear that we must use the engine seriously if we were to make any sort of
passage. From 1105 to 1350 we were beating under sail and engine and making
a steady 4 knots. The land had now completely disappeared in a murky grey
haze. After lunch the engine went on again at 1435, and at 1530 the north side
of Carlingford Lough was just visible. The haze slowly cleared from the
Mourne Mountains as we continued to motor and sail towards St. John’s Point,
meeting an unpleasant combination of light wind and steep swell, but a good
breeze for a while as we beat across Dundrum Bay. It was 2135 when we
finally passed St. John’s Point lighthouse, just as the lamp was lit, and at 2230
we motored into Ardglass harbour and anchored in the berth recommended in
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the I.C.C. Directions. It was a beautiful night, calm, clear and warm, and
our sleep was only slightly disturbed by coming and going of trawlers in the
earl y morning.
Saturday morning was clear and sunny with a moderate N.E. Breeze, and
the forecast at 0640 was "Mainly N.E. 2 to 4, fair, good". We were in no
hurry, as the tide would not be fair at Strangford until 1500, so after a leisurely
breakfast we launched the dinghy and went ashore to buy petrol, milk and other
supplies. We dutifully tried to report ourselves to the Customs, but found the
Harbour Master’s office deserted, and still the same when we returned aboard
at 1045, so we let it go. Apart from hoisting the dinghy aboard again, we
lazed and read until lunch time while the breeze became gradually lighter.
At 1335 we set the mainsail and at 1340 we weighed anchor and motored out
into a flat calm with a steep swell from the N.E. It was sunny and hot as we
pushed up against the tide, past Guns Island and inside St. Patrick’s Rocks,
where it was momentarily disconcerting to see the seaweed just belowus and
get a 10-foot reading on the echo sounder where the chart showed a mimimum
of 14 feet. By 1450 we were past Killard Point and found a considerable ebb
stream still running out of the channel and pushing up some steep breaking
ridges even in the flat calm. Reckoning that there could be little ebb still to
run, we opened the throttle to give us 5 knots through the water and about 1
knot over the ground, and plugged into it until at 1510 we had Angus Rock abeam
and were in dead smooth water. The tide steadily°slackened as we moved up
the channel, so that we were able to ease the engine, then a light S.E. breeze
crept up to us and at 1550 we could at last switch the engine off. Then up went
the spinnaker, and at 1555 VENETIA sailed sedately past Portaferry and into
Strangford Lough. It was quite a moment in its way, to find that our modest
objective had been achieved, and after talking for weeks about "going to
Strangford" we were actually there. We sailed on past Audley Castle and
Ballyhenry Point, the Lough opening out before us with its shores shrouded in
a blue*heat haze and its waters barely ruffled by the light breeze.
For the next three hours we sailed and motored as the breeze came and
went, exploring the Lough as far as Ringhaddy Sound. I had a short swim to
try out a new boarding ladder, and found the water decidedly cold. When we
reckoned that the flood stream should be starting to ease off, we headed back
towards the channel, motoring again in a flat calm and keeping close to the
western shore to dodge the tide, and at 1940 we anchored in Audley roads. Here
we had a lucky escape from trouble when, standing in the pulpit ready for
anchoring, I saw a large floating sheet of heavy gauge polythene slide under the
bow. Before Pat could understand what I was shouting about, the propellor bit
into it, the engine nearly stalled with a horrible grinding and vibration, then
shook itself free and steadied to its normal beat as the tattered polythene drifted
astern. Visions of being stuck with a wrapped-up propellor slowly faded as we
dropped the hook and settled down to enjoy a good supper and the peace and
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beauty of this lovely anchorage.
At 2100 we weighed anchor, forewarned by watching a neighbouring yacht
so that we had our scrubber ready to remove the clinging weeds from the chain.
It was still breathlessly calm as we motored down against the dying flood, and
the sun went down astern after a day which had been absolutely cloudless from
sunrise to sunset. Angus Rock was abeam at 2205, and at 2330 we slipped into
Ardglass in the dark and anchored in the same spot as before.
The only disturbance to our night’s rest was the apparent Saturday-night
custom among the local youth of gathering on the pier and making uncouth
noises in the small hours, but when this had finished all was peace.
We were up early on Sunday and again it was a beautiful morning, clear
with a little light cloud and a light westerly breeze and the glass steady at
1027. At 0455 we weighed anchor and motored out of the harbour, and ten
minutes later were making 31 knots under main and genoa in a nice Force 3
westerly.
At 0541 St. John’s Point was abeam and we laid our course of 206° (compass)
for the Baily L.H. 53 miles away. We had never steered a long run by compass
before, and were interested to see how it would turn out. After lightening for
a while the wind freshened again and veered a little, so at 0655 we set the
spinnaker as well as the genoa and sped down past the Mourne Mountains at 5
to 6 knots, grand sailing after the light airs and head winds of the last two
days. The wind continued to veer and then began th lighten again. At 0800 the
genoa was stowed and by 0845 we were down to 2 knots with the wind dead
astern. At 0905 we gybed to port, but at 0940 we had to stow the spinnaker
and start motoring again, still on our course of 206°.
At 1210 we were delighted to spot the Rockabill on the starboard bow,
exactly where it should be, and soon afterwards Lambay appeared ahead. A
light easterly breeze set in after lunch, so that we could switch the engine off
again at 1330, but at 1448 we passed the Rockahfll and began to feel the flood
tide against us, so the engine had to be called on yet again until we passed the
Baily at 1840. There we found a nice little S.E. breeze to take us across the
Bay. We passed Dun Laoghaire pierheads at 1957 and picked up our moorings
off the R.I.Y.C. at 2010.
Since our cruise coincided with the best spell of anticyclonic weather for
several summers, it taught us to appreciate our reliable engine. The part it
played is indicated by the fact that we were under sail and engine or engine
alone for 25½ hours out of a total of 44½ hours under way.
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WHAT IT FEELS LIKE TO BE HUNG
by Wallace Cla,rk
At the end of September a red-hulled 20 ton ketch beat slowly up the Foyle
and anchored in the dusk at Culmore. TZU HANG was back - Miles and Bee
Smeeton were back. There was no drama, no official welcome or mention in
the papers, just the way they like it, but here in Ireland were THE GREATEST
after 8 years absence. 78,000 miles of sailing lay behind them, two voyages
round the world, two dismastings off Cape Horn, the first British yacht to visit
Japan since the war, twice winners of the R.C.C. Challenge Cup, adventures
which in Chichester’s own words make his farsailing look like an afternoon trip
round the Solent.
They rowed ashore and rang us up. Next day Captain Donald McCleod of
H.M.S. Sea Eagle saw to it that they were looked after and in the evening I
collected them at Lisahally. The same firm handshake, the same great smiles,
the same fun once again, just as when I had joined them what seemed a very
short time ago to sail out of Mul.roy Bay, when we went out over the bar like a
steeplechaser and off to Islay in a March gale. Since then post-cards and
letters have kept us in touch from all parts of the world, letters which always
make me feel restless, and itching to be off and do likewise.
Two days later on a Thursday morning I joined TZU HANG (It is pronounced
’hung’ and for the benefic of the curious means a kept woman) at Portrush for a
quiet sail round to Dublin. "I don’t suppose they’ll be sailing at night" I said to
June as we drove down. "Two or three day passages should take us there by
the weekend; I’ll meet you for certain On Sunday morning". It was our son’s
birthday and I didn’t want to miss the appointment.
But the wind was southeast force 6 and it meant to stay there. We found we
could just lay the tip of Rathlin Island, then tacked twice in the Sound in bad
visibility but little sea. During the night we sailed four times the full width of
the North Channel and tacked twice at what almost seemed the same point close
under the cliffs of Kintyre. In the morning we came into Red Bay to rest for the
ebb tide. Life in TZU HANG goes on in a delightful well worked out pattern,
three hour watches except during the afternoon when it becomes two. I found
myself taking the 2100 to 2400 and then took over from Miles for the 0600 to
0900. This allowed Bee to cook breakfast which was always early around 0700
and a good substantial meal. We had a cocktail and sandwich lunch about one
served in a large plastic washing up bowl for a tray with some plastic mesh
on the bottom to stop things slipping around. They use this on the cabin table
too, a cheap and efficient form of fiddle. Bee cooked supper after she came off
her dog watch at 1800 and we washed up next morning.
The wind stayed firmly in the southeast force 6-7, but there was constant
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talk in the forecast of a change to the west which kept up our hopes. We had
done a good bit of reefing during the night but now the wind seemed very light
in our anchorage in the lee of the land. "A ship came right up astern at us out
of the mist about 2 o’clock" said Bee conversationally over breakfast, "My
knees were knocking together". I made some disbelieving remark. "But they
really were" she said. "It’s just like climbing, whenyodre clinging on to a ledge
and begin to get tired. The first stage before you fall is when your knees start
to rattle". A question of the Bees Knees, but I still didn’t really believe it, or
it must have been a mighty close shave.
For Friday evening’s foul tide, after a hard day’s beating, we stopped in
Brown’s Bay just south of Lame. The wind became light once more at sunset
and apparently westerly. It was warm and clear and very dark and the lights
twinkled attractively at us from the shore. Miles anchored with consummate
care, standing on the fore-deck and giving orders to Bee at the tiller, the only
time he became even slightly authoritarian. I thought of the hundreds of times
they must have come in in just this way to cold exposed uncharted anchorages
in such places as the Aleutians; now, in a sheltered bay with an offshore wind,
they took just as much pains to make sure the anchor was home and that we were
exactly in the chosen position. At 0200 we turned out and the anchor came up
out of 7 fathom with delightful ease on the old fashioned gipsy windlass. The
C.Q.R. stows itself on the bow and requires no handling at all.
Under way we found we could lay the course for Mew Island, the only time
as it turned out that this was possible on the entire passage. By dawn we were
well south of the Copelands but the wind had backed south force 6 to 7. The
working jib split beyond the point of repair on passage and we changed down to
the storm one. The main had up to the 6 rolls in it at times and the mizen was
set and handed several times during the day as we beat slowly down to the coast.
I was beginning to feel part of the crew and thoroughly enjoy myself. The
best bit of sailing I had done for years.
Looking back the impressions are of Bee, fine boned and graceful, quick and
sure footed, always there when she was needed, pulling a man’s weight on a
halliard or the tiller, handing up a superbhot meal through the hatch, crouched
on deck sewing three feet of mainsail seam in the dusk in pouring rain and force
8, or pulling my leg about breaking the last lamp chimney as I struggled into
my oilskins. Miles -smiling and singing snatches of song, or telling stories,
generally against himself, of the army or of climbing in the Himalayas with
Sherpa Tensing or of Japan or Iceland or of shooting markhor above the snow
line, or of parties with American yachtsmen, or of landing on Socrotra or
Mauritius, or of farming in Canada, all the time doing far more than his share
of the deck work and the chores, or mixing a cocktail with the expertise of a
professional barman before lunch - enjoying himself, blow high or blow low. Of
Pwe - the queen of cats, now a venerable fourteen; ashore she had refused to
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speak to me, so I felt I had arrived when she deigned to use my tummy as her bed
whenever I turned in. Of TZU herself - with clear decks, utter simplicity of rig,
clean wake, easy motion and immense power, making life to windard in force 9
still enjoyable and not too exhausting. With such a ship and in such company the
urge to sail to exotic places, and have a tilt at Cape Horm came readily to the
fore.
This was a home much more than a boat, full of personal possessions and
reminders of her many adventures in the form of wood-carvings gathered from
the corners of the world decorating every corner in the cabin. I began to learn
to avoid them while getting dressed or undressed as the ship lurched about,
also to understand the mysteries of potty bucket (for there is no W.C.) and to
work the Beatrice wick cooker which, with one primus, comprises the galley
equipment. Every cookery tool was laid ready to hand in its specially made
container, worked out on the experience of months of constant motion.
By Saturday night we were a few miles south of St. John’s Point. The afternoon forecast had been S. force 7 to 9 and lesser men might have turned into
Ardglass but Miles opined that it wouldn’t be too bad and we might as well push
on. Short tacks under the lee of the land would have been the way to get on,
but the nights were too long and dark for this sort of game and the rig is not
really designed for it; quite often under the short rig we had to wear, after
missing stays at the first attempt. OnSunday morning after 2 tacks to the Isle
of Man and a few miles won further south, it had reached force 9 and we set the
tiny storm trysail and backed the jib, still making nearly 2 knots on a broad
reach. At the height of the blow somewhere off the mouth of Carlingford in
waves 10 or 15 feet high, an open motor-boat appeared circling precariously in
and out of the murk. It must have been the Carlingford pilot boat. Once an
hour or so we were knocked sideways by a big crest, but otherwise rode peacefully enough. I’ve known my own ten tonner WILD GOOSE far more uncomfortable at a mooring. At dusk we were able to hoist the main-sail again but after
an hours sewing, for the sails were showing the wear and tear of the full year’s
voyaging, the longest single trip Miles and Bee have ever made, from British
Columbia right round north America, and so north of Iceland, and home via the
Faroes. They had been on the wind the whole way from Iceland. During the
night we made good headway south, for the wind had veered a couple of points
and at dawn were abreast of Lambay Island, but there was no land in sight and
it took all day Monday to beat up to the coast, kit was sunny and the wind was
a mere 6 to 7 now; it seemed like a zephyr by comparison with the previous
days but much colder for the south wind had at least been warm.
Up until late on Saturday, it had still seemed possible that Dublin would
see us on Sunday. When I showed signs of being worried about being adrift Bee
calmed me by pointing out that at first people are angry when you are late, then
they start getting worried. The important thing is to wait until the angry period
is over. And it was so. We got into Howth about 1900, five days from Portrush.
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I telephoned June and also Rory O’Hanlon who had met TZU HANG at a Cruising
Club of America meet during the summer. Miles and Bee had been turned in
among a bunch of yachts and heard an anchor chain rattle out beside them.
Miles at once said, "That must be a British yacht", for no American nowadays
uses anything but nylon, and there they found TJALDUR. When Rory and Barbara arrived, the talk ran all evening of ports in Labrador and the Faroes and
Belle Isle Strait, far beyond the limits of my knowledge. Even so that Irish
Sea blow ranked among the top dozen or so, a surprisingly small total, which
TZU has met in the last fifteen years.
Now she is wintering in Kinsale. Bee is off to Africa to hunt wild animals
for Calgary zoo with Clio their daughter and incidentally to see Clio’s new
baby. I hope we will see a lot of Miles during the winter. Perhaps Shakespeare
sums him, and Bee, up best: "Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world
like a colossus, and we petty men do peep about under his huge legs to seek
ourselves dishonourable graves". When I think of Miles’ legs which seem to
comprise far more than half of his 6 feet 7 height, it deems doubly apt.
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THE STOLEN DAYS
by Harold Cudmore Jnr.
Crew:

Harold Cudmore Jnr.

Ronald Cudmore. Kevin Dunn.

Friday evening and Monday morning saw me with a crew. Tuesday evening
13th June Ray Crowley very kindly ran us down to Dunmore East where AMULET,
an Arden 4, was lying alongside the pier. A quick stow and we were off under
motor. We set the main and genoa to the force 1 or 2 S.S.W. wind and kept the
motor turning.
The Coningbeg Lightship was left to port and passed by midnight and the
course was set for the Smalls. These were picked pp at about 10 o’clock and by
early afternoon we dropped the hook off Dale, just to the left inside the entrance
of Milford Haven.
We went ashore to make arrangements for returning to Cork the following
evening. So with a day on hands and glorious weather we decided to explore the
Haven. Under motor and sail we set off. The motor is a small Penta diesel
which gave us no trouble whatever and had only a modest thirst. It was 1960 when
we had last been in Milford Haven. The change was startling. The number of
refineries had nearly quadrupled from the two, of our previous visit and there
appeared to be a tremendous amount of building going on. In the entrance they
were blasting to widen the channel for super-tankers. We passed Pembroke
town to our right and saw the hulk of a massive old sailing ship which we learned
later is used for fueling ships. Further up, the Estuary runs through a rural
and unspoiled setting in lovely contrast. Our destination, Lawrenney, 12 miles
from Dale is an inlet off the main channel. Here a mooring was made available
to us and we came ashore for a few drinks and later a meal in the pub.
Lawrenney is very pleasant and quiet but after a stroll we elected for a
little more ’activity’. Under motor and with the ebb we were soon down to
Pembroke. As we were passing the docks we noticed a little building that had
the appearance of ’activity’. We grabbed a convenient mooring and were soon
knocking at the door. It turned out to be Pembroke Harbour Sailing Club started
by the Sunderland flying-boat pilots during the war and it still has the Sunderland as the emblem on its burgee. We were quickly made welcome by the
members headed by Major ’Buffer’ James and settled down for a very pleasant
evening. On our way back to the yacht one of our number refused to believe
that there were holes in the end of the pier’. It was proved to him in a most
obvious way.
The following morning in glorious sunshine we made back towards the
entrance of the Haven. On an island at the east side of the entrance there is
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an old fort converted into a hotel. We had heard about this place on our
previous visit and decided to investigate. We picked a mooring off the island
and rowed ashore, after having lunch. The owners made us welcome and we
had a tour around. Afterwards we enjoyed the bar facilities and played table
tennis. Later that afternoon we crossed over to Dale and moored the yacht.
Then ashore and a lift to the bus which got us to Fishguard in plenty of time
to catch the INNISFALLEN to Cork. 1 arrived at work straight from the ship
only ten minutes late after being away two days and three nights.
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RAINBOW 1967
by L. McMullen
Owing to shortage of the expected crews no ambitious projects were
carried out and I do not propose to bore members with a detailed account
of how my wife, my son Alan and myself sailed to Donaghadee, Lamlash,
Tarbert, Whitehead and Ardglass in weather mostly better than average,
early in June.
A point of interest was that we spent a flood tide in Knockmelder Bay on the
way back. Entrance must be made on course 345° True as the reefs cannot be
seen at high water. Holding is probably poor, but we had nothing above Force
1 to test it. (Chart 2156, Lough Strangford).
During the previous winter some of my crew and I built a new cabin top
about 15" wider and 6" higher than the old one. It consists essentially of a
watertight dam built round the hole and a lid placed over the dam and bolted
to it. As the construction is both easy to do and watertight I am including a
sketch illustrating the principal points, kindly drawn by Ken Fletcher.
(For new readers: RAINBOW is a Fife 6 metre built in 1927).

r ONCE PIECE....... ’ -: .
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A Touch of the Arctics ina 5 Tonner
byW. M. Nixon
1967 was to be the easygoing year. As usual, we would charter AIN
MARA, to go to .... well, the Orkneys were mentioned; as usual, we would
help Dickie Gomes with the fitting-out, but after the extra-special fitting-out
she got in ’66 it was to be a very leisurely re-fit - as soon as there was the
slightest slackening of enthusiasm we would feel quite justified in adjourning
to the Canberra Bar. But then, in mid March I heard that ICE BIRD was looking for a crew to go to Iceland, and having always fancied the idea of Iceland
that was the end of my leisurely Spring.
ICE BIRD is a modified Vertue class, designed by Giles and built in 1952.
Her modifications were those developed by Humphrey Barton after his transatlantic cruise in VERTUE XXXV and consist of an extra strake in the topsides, the reduction of her doghouse to a much more compact seamanlike
affair, and the alteration of her rig to masthead cutter. She was built for
Dr. Joe Cunningham who crossed the Atlantic alone in her to Newfoundland
where he worked for a couple of years before returning to Ireland, still alone.
Since that time she has been used for family sailing out of Portrush, but this
year she returned to open water for Dr. Cunningham’s nephew Brian was a
member of an expedition to Vatnajokull, the great icefield of southeast Iceland,
and it seemed a sensible idea to sail up there as ICE BIRD was available. I
became involved through the sailing side, for as far as I’m concerned icefields
and mountains are barely supportable even when viewed far from seaward.
ICE BiRD had been laid up afloat since her return from America, so much
needed to be done to get her ready; it was all done in six weeks, and looking
back it was such a hectic six weeks that all we can remember is going nervously
in at one end and emerging at the end of April with the boat ready enough but
ourselves in the usual state of nervous prostration. Still, we managed a
shakedown weekend over to Islay in the first weekend of May, coming home by
way of that blissful island of Rathlin, which was maybe the most enjoyable
jaunt of the whole year. Thereafter, a few small jobs and the loading of much
food, as hhis would otherwise have been very expensive in Iceland; then aboard
with the Duty Free, aboard with sundry mountaineers and their gear, and away
we go.
May 19th: Crew of Brian and self, and mountaineers Pat Hill and Keith Burns,
whose idea the whole thing was in the first place, and who has announced that
he "would feel cheated" if we don’t have at least one real gale on the way up.
Bitterly cold brisk westerly as we clear from Portstewart at 1900 (Portrush is
now no use as permanent anchorage owing to presence of RAF rescue launches
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which take up more than their fair share of room). One reef down and smoking
along, though sluggish enough with mountain of gear stowed away.
May 20th: By small hours out past Inishtrahull, but now really hammering along
with second reef in; sky utterly filthy. By 0130 main off and by 0430 lying a-hull
under spitfire staysail with fifty miles just on log. Keith has long since gone down
with seasickness and self having puppies. Daylight reveals substantial seas
marching in from west, with hail squalls and ferocious gusts. Cockpit filling
regularly, and the crash of the breakers across her takes some getting used to.
ICE BIRD, happily, is well used to them, and fortunately we have a fair amount
of searoom. Not like a summer gale at all - goes on for 14 hours with the odd
glimpse of sunshine to highlight the grim magnificence of it all. Seems a helluva
long way to Reykjavik. Eases away in evening, and midnight finds us slatting
about in ghastly leftover sea with next to no wind.
Sunday, May 21st: Light southerly air at dawn, steadily freshening as ICE BIRD
makes on her way through confused sea away from the Hebrides - so long had we
lain a-hull that we weren’t much more than twenty miles off Skerryvore at one
stage. Breeze freshens through morning, but self now acquired sealegs and
gaining much satisfaction from tramping progress in right direction. At noon
take off main to reef it, but wind now fresh enough to not justify putting it on
again - piping up a11 afternoon, until full gale as we run wildly under spitfire,
visibility right down and awe-inspiring sight of big trawler punching southward
through murk, lost most of time in spray.
Sort of day you say: "Well, the one thing about this is, it can’t get any
worse". Well, the one thing about it was,it did. By 1630 things have gone haywire, noise stupendous, all just rushing greyness. Time to get scrap of jib off
and stream warps,, but before we can three great seas come out of murk astern
breaking along their full length. Little ICE BIRD surfs madly along ahead of the
first one, but it breaks unevenly to starboard of her and she falls into this unstable water; rest of seas then sweep over her and it is all a sort of underwater planing, for we are still bombing along in the general direction of Iceland.
Emerge behind these seas still intact and surprisingly upright, for at one stage
it seemed she must pitchpoie; open hatch for a second to tell Pat, who seems to
be taking it all very calmly, to get out warps, but by the time we are streaming
them it is already falling away and soon at the centre there is next to no wind,
just the most mixed-up sea you ever saw. Expect it to blow as hard as ever
from the opposite direction, but it doesn’t, and through night gentle along on
sou ’westerly breeze°
May 22nd: A glorious dawn, the sun coming gently, pinkly, through soft clouds
as ICE BIRD moves smoothly along in light sou’easter. A day to dry out, rest,
eat, a day for Keith to finally come on deck and wanly take the helm. "Apart from
that", we asked, "did you enjoy the weekend?" We run on through the afternoon
in the sunshine with the genoa boomed out, but in the evening the wind is round to
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the nor’east and it is much colder. But today the going has been good.
May 23rd: Colder still as nor’easter comes greyly across the northern sea.
Tramping along on reach, but self gets on long combs to general merriment. I
have last laugh as day stays cold in spite of glimpse of sun in early afternoon,
for by evening it is better and I seem to notice it much less even if feeling a~trifle
itchy. Have covered the ground well, and when Brian has his Consol navigation
session at 2230 (the time when it seems easiest to get the beacons) we are 120
miles on, both by log and consol, in last 24 hours - nothing great, but not bad for
an overloaded 25 footer with baggy cotton sails that wouldn’t have puUed the skin
off a rice pudding.
May 24th: Colder still (what on earth do we expect, anyway?) Wind fresh nor’
easter, and sea very confused, giving bumpy going. Looks almost wind over
tidal, and it is quite possible that we are inextra strong stream of the North
Atlantic Drift. Drizzle persistent, and reminded that the Arctic Pilot advised
you to expect total cloud cover on 7 days out of 10 in northern waters, which is
not to guarantee that the other 3 will be tropical. Anyway, sea very much ’old
grey widowmaker’, and Keith ill again. Motion is such that he reckons that
energy used up in making cup of tea exceeds energy imparted from drinking that
cup; not that it matters to him, the only thing he can keep down is scrambled egg
and tonic water, which self watches with horror as it is going to seriously mess
up the dispensing of g & t if we ever get to Reykjavik. At noon calculations put
us 240 miles from Reykjanes, the sou’west point of Iceland, but it gets further
away for wind backs still further and progress is slow on the wind.
May 25th: Sea more confused than ever its like 200 miles of Donaghadee
Sound. Wind getting up, and by 1000 lying ahu11. Low point of cruise - the crowded conditions below (ICE BIRD has only two berths) are very wearing; condensation has gone mad, absolutely pouring down the cabin sides, to which is added
soot for the cooking-stove is acting the maggot. Keith named "Horizontal Sailor
of the Year", and he is so low that when a baked bean tin shoots across the little
cabin and biffs him in the eye, he doesn"t even flinch. Not dead yet, though Brian, red-eyed and fed up, stares out atthe shambles of sea outside and
shudders as yet another one crashes across her, and remarks that ICE BIRD must
seldom have lived through so much foul weather, to which Keith, black eyed and
battered, responds. "Crikey", he moans, "you call this living?". On our way
again by evening, and we’re getting there. Radio Reykjavik, with Wagner of all
things, picked up at nightly ham session°
May 26th: Sea smoothing - must be out of the world’s biggest tide rip at last.
Tramping along at a grand pace under double reefed main and yankee, a tremendous pushing rig but very sore on the old mast. School of porpoises and pilot
whales come rollicking past, particularly delightful as through the translucent
green arctic water with its steep seas we can almost watch them swimming along
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above us. Horrible to think that in the Faeroes they hunt these charming
creatures just for sport. Fresh again in afternoon, and take off yankee, but wind
has freed us and so make along rightly.
May 27th: Sea has taken on brownish white colour of glacial discharge- should
sight land today, for we are now tramping along in what is obviously coastal
water. Visibility lousy, so feel no inclination to look for the volcanic island
of Surtsey; this popped up in 1963, and is thirty miles to weather of us at the
south end of the Vestman Islands; our natural curiosity is soon overcomeby the
prospect of having to beat, for it is now colder than ever.
Really belting along in afternoon, sight Icelandic fishing boat, jubilation
rampant. At 1747 sight vague line of land through murk, but it soon disappears
but we are comfortably getting all the local DF stations, and head on with some
confidence for Reykjanes, a confidence heightened by having the Lowestoft
trawler ELLA HEWITT, one of very few ships sighted on way up, sweep by us
on same course.
Sunday May 28th: Has been very little dusk and we can see the coast clearly
as tide carries us past Reykjanes and on up past vast NATO base at Keflavik
where jumbo jets and a11 to and fro over desolate volcanic landscape. With full
daylight returning are beat ing up Faxafloi, the great bay of Reykjavik, punching
towards snow covered hills while black clouds and squalls form and disperse
with amazing speed. Grand slashing sail to finish the passage, and Brian and
self so delighted by it all that we forget to sleep, and arrive at Reykjavik in
slightly demented condition. By the time we arrive, it is summer afternoon,
a gentle easterly breeze, and being the annual Fishermen’s Festival, all ships
in harbour dressed overall. Log comes aboard reading 704 miles from Portstewart, 8¼ days. Alongside handy jetty, clear customs and go on four day
bender in best traditions of High Was sail.
During our week in Reykjavik we lay alongside the gunboats just inside the
harbour entrance, probably as good a berth as there is except for the inconvenience when one of the little gunboats goes,to sea. The harbour is fairly
large, and a bit of a chop can build up in a blow; also, the small coasters
and trawlers tefld to blatter in and out at full bore kicking up the water, so very
good fenders are necessary.
We were fortunate in that we had contacted the Siglingaklubburin Odinn (the
Odinn Sailing Club) before we came, and the members were more than hospitable
to us. The Odinn Sailing Club was formed a couple of years ago and 24 of the
members got together to buy the 18-ton Mylne cutter SIOLTA from the Clyde,
there being no yachts in Iceland. SIOLTA (renamed STORMSVALAN) was owned
by John McKean, former commodore of the Clyde Cruising Club, and now many
Icelanders are getting their first experience of sailing in her. It is indicative
of conditions prevailing that she sails with her tri-sail permanently ready to
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hoist on a special track. One of her owners, Hilmar Fenger (a solid man, he is
the Guinness agent in Iceland, though the Icelandic government won’t allow him
to import the stuff) loaned us a fiat in the city, which was very handy as ICE BIRD
could hardly provide berths for all. Another Odinn S.C. man, Einar Stefannsson,
ran the Icelandic lights and buoys commission, and he arranged a mooring for
ICE BIRD while the men were away in the ice and I came home to Ireland for a
month.
Thus, as part of the High Wassail we were very pleased to be able to hold a
party for our hosts, with th’oul Duty Free doing it’s stuff, which was quite something in that drink, like everything else in Iceland, costs the earth as well as
being hard to come by. Almost everything except fish has to be imported, and
with import costs and 100% import duty slapped on top, they have to keep exporting those fish just as hard as they can. We had been aware before we went
of the expensiveness, and had among other things brought 30 dozen eggs with us,
25 dozen of which were vaseline coated and kept well - we ate the last of them at
the end of July. In Ireland they were £4.5; in Iceland, somewhere between £25
and £30.
Expensive or not, it’s a fascinating country. Although it’s slightly bigger
than Ireland in area, there are only 200,000 I celanders, descended from the
Vikings who came mainly from Norway about a thousand years ago (most of
them having left Norway because their anti-social tendencies had made their
homeland r~ther too hot for them). In Iceland they found some Irish monks,
whom they soon drove out, but modern Icelanders now claim with more than a
touch of pride to be 30% Irish, because the original settlers from Norway were
soon followed by other Vikings from Ireland who not only were part Irish but also
brought Irish slaves with them. With such an ancestry it is scarcely surprising
that violence featured largely in the subsequent history, much of it being recounted in the famous Sagas. At times, too, the whole population was almost
eliminated by famine or disease, With things being made particularly grim by the
general worsening of the climate during the later Middle Ages. But nowadays the
climate is showing definite signs of improvement, and the little independent
republic of Iceland is right bang into the 20th century and prospering. The farms
on the few areas of fertile lowland are going from strength to strength, but the
only real industry is, of course, fishing. The main centre of this is around
Reykjavik, with the result that almost half of the people live in this bustling unmistakably Nordic seaport. Another result is that as they are forced to go to sea
for a living they have tended - it being a pretty grim piece of sea - to regard anyone who goes to sea for pleasure as slightly off his head. But with improving
fishing techniques less people have to actually catch the things, and more are now
working at processing and sales, and some new light industries, with the result
that the Odinn Sailing Club is beginning to catch on, though when they came to
register STORMSVALAN she had to be registered as a fishing boat as the Icelandic
regulations had no provision for ’saucy pleasure yachts’.
After a few days of roistering, the mountaineers, led by Keith who had now
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undergone a Jeykll and Hyde reversion to his shorebound fireball self, acquired
a ’Personnel Carrier’ - a 1300 VW - and with this poor overloaded little machine
we traversed the gravel roads of southern Iceland to Vatnajokull. It had been
necessary to go to Reykjavik because the south coast is a gravel shambles, very
dangerous with no harbours at all, a regular ships’ graveyard. It was a blessing in disguise, for we saw much of the country as a result, driving through the
area which was the scene of the famous ’Saga of Njal’ 700 years ago. Finally I
left them in the middle of nowhere and returned to Reykjavik, and after checking
over ICE BIRD at her moorings off Einar Stefannsson’s yard on the south side of
Reykjavik, I flew back to Ireland to keep myself on the payroll, as John Masser
so neatly put it.
When I returned to Iceland on Monday July 3rd, the men had come back from
the mountains - where they had discovered nothing and achieved little except the
evidence that some of them could make the daily chocolate ration last longer
than others - and had gone their various ways. Solid old Pat was to go on to
Canada, Keith had flown back to London, and Brian and I were to be accompanied
back to Ireland by South African Gordon Ashbury, who had arrived up in Iceland
by steamer ahead of us all and had got himself very nicely organised, thank you,
with an Icelandic lady artist. The prospect of only three aboard, with less gear,
was luxurious indeed. I was keen to try sailing home by going round Iceland, and
though the others by now were heartily sick of the sight of the Arctic, they
agreed to have a bash, though time was very short and we had to be back in
Ireland by 20th July.
July 4th: Day spent checking gear and sails and all~the usual pre-cruise palaver,
then over aboardSTORMSVALAN for a look around and goodbyes. Sailed at
2115 in damp sou’easterly - wind has been in easterly art since we arrived.
STORMSVALAN sails along with us for few miles, swooping by with ease, a fine
sight, and then turns back to Reykjavik in the Arctic twilight as we make our way
into the cold mists of the Denmark Strait.
July 5th: Visibility poor as we cover last few miles of run to Snaefellsness, the
point topped by a 5,000 ft. mountain, v.conspic., from where Eirik the Red used
to set out to his colonies in Greenland. Suddenly looms out of murk at 1030,
most impressive, and wind falls away and most of day spent in calm being set
north past it in tide and Irminger Current. Breeze in evening, from north with
the usual touch of east, and lay out into Strait across the mouth of Breidafjord,
heading towards obscene mackerel sky.
July 6th: Early morning finds us becalmed in nasty lop off Bjargtanger, the
sou’west point of the Northwest Fjords, an area that is to the rest of Iceland
what Donegal is to the rest of Ireland - grim by comparison. Grim plus it is 2000 ft. cliffs glimpsed sombrely through the wraiths of cold mist, snow and
ice on top, all desolation - an iron coast. We are scared stiff, and motor north
for a while to do something, but the old motor is unspeakably noisy and smelly
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and we almost welcome the rapidly freshening nor’easter which comes whistling
straight into our teeth. Away offshore, soon losing those cliffs into the murk.
Life is absolutely basic - it’s very cold, the sky is unspeakable, and you just
steer and at the change of watch leap gratefully into the small warmth of :the
recently vacated gyrating bunk. Gordon has succumbed, and has beginnings of
toothache. Close land in late afternoon - the sheer scale is awe-inspiring.
Breeze eases inshore for a while, but then black clouds race down for us from
the north, and ICE BIRD is working very hard. Even when we do get round the
north point, Horn, we still have another 200 cold miles to windward before we
round Langaness onto the east coast. ICE BIRD leaps into a sea and the hatch a very stiff hatch - slides open. Up helm and away to the south, to the south
until we see the sun, for a more totally sunless sea would be hard to imagine.
The general fear lifts, and Brian and I have giant meal.
July 7th: It happens again - Brian is becalmed off Bjargtanger, and when I come
up for the change of the watch a breeze ripples across Breidafjord and in 20
minutes we are double reefed with two small headsails and absolutely hammering
across towards the mass of cloud that marks Snaefellsness. All the way north
from Reykjavik, he got calms and I got wind, and so it goes on south. In Viking
manner, he becomes the Becalmer while I am the Windbringer. Things like that,
starting as jokes, can end as feuds, particularly when I suggest that we only
change watch when another 30 miles is on the log. Anyway, not long knocking
up thirty miles on this mad dash ICE BIRD at max revs the whole way, never
seen her go so fast and smooth, although soon a steep sea is running that has
us all in a cloud of spray. In evening at Snaefell, Brian takes over, and in half
an hour we are becalmed’. Remain so all night.
July 8th: Trawler PETUR BENGTTSSON, homeward bound heavily laden for
Saturday night in Reykjavik, comes gently alongside in the small hours and
gives us a 20 lb. halibut, fresh as could be - it is to feed us for 3 days. Midnight sun behind Snaefell very fine - weather improving, or seems to be. Self
takes over in the brief darkness at 0200 and soon easterly breeze spreads over
from the land- down below the Becalmer holds forth to the world at large on the
perniciousness of Nature.
Grand easterly breeze through clear morning as we tramp across Faxafloi
with the mountains etched clear against the sky, which is even slightly blue
in places. But towards change of watch in early afternoon (we are on 6-hour
watches because it takes so damn long to haul on all the clothes for going on
deck) rain spreads over, and once again half an hour after Brian has taken over
it is fiat with drizzle. "You’ve a hex on me", roars he, followed by stream
of swearing that would have astonished them back in Portrush. Stream of
swearing effective - wind comes out of west, the first west wind for 2 months,
not quite a soft Irish west wind as it is coming straight from Cape Farewell
in Greenland, but a very welcome change just the same. ICE BIRD makes out
of Faxafloi past Gardskagi point and on down the last i0 mile stretch to
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Reykjaness; couple of reefs put in as itfreshens;and in our enthusiasm try to
cut a corner and get a wee hair too close in, hut claw off and away past Reykjanes
at 1640, boy is it great to be clear of Iceland at last, and up ahead the weather
is clearing while astern Iceland is under a filthy black cloud. So ends our 337
mile cruise in the Denmark Strait - on a small scale chart you might think it
looks a good cruising ground, but it is all on a vast scale and harbours are few
and far between. Trickle on south through night in fading wind.
Sunday July 9th: Lovely soft morning, rainbows and fading showers, moving
on over calm sea. Sun soon breaks through, and Gordon comes on deck.
Glorious calm day - we eat, sleep, wash clothes, Brian removes his beard, we
bask in the warmth and find it difficult to remember that only 3 days previously
we were in near freezing conditions up off the North West Fjords. A perfect
day to unwind - we make only 44 miles, hut who cares?
July 10th: Warm wind from sou’west freshens through small hours, and varies
between sou’west and nor’west all through day. Making for the Hebrides, we
are sailing along the King’s Road of the Vikings, and regal progress it is too,
with the sea sparkling as the little ship tramps along ahead of the long ocean
swe11, and puffy white good weather clouds march overhead. It has all been
worth it for this day alone.
July llth: Brian on helm from midnight to 0600, and for once he gets the wind a magnificent storming run, surfing down the front of the steeper ones under
a clear sky with the sheets creaking. Glass rising steadily - will it last? All
through day breeze easing off after early morning rush, but still we confidently
anticipate registering Saturday night in Stornoway. All now eating three or four
giant meals a day.
July 12th: Very little wind with self on helm during morning watch, so sing,
until irate bellow from below advised me that I have just completed the 67th
rendition of a verse of the "Butcher Boy" - which must be a miracle of repetition,
as I only know 23 verses. Wind fluking between north and south, then utter flat
calm so motor furiously through early morning until engine expires after 25
miles, never to be heard again. The "twelfth" passes unsung, and by evening
with high pressure system now centred over Faeroes the wind is drawing out of
the east and we are on the wind and headed off below the Butt of Lewis - Stornoway Friday night already fading.
July 13th: Freshish breeze out of east, and bucketing along rightly in bright
sunshine. Sort of thing that would be delightful for an afternoon sail, hut gets to
be a bit of a drag in the middle of a great expanse of empty sea.
July 14th: Breezes up even more in small hours, and ICE BIRD labouring, so lie
a-hull with a staysail to steady her. Very supportable condition with all the
room, but musn’t go on too long - we’re running out of books.
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July 15th: Under way again at 0500; wind now sou’easterly, and headed right
down outside St. Kilda, outside Ireland even. Lumpy sea. Phosphorescence at
night - now that we’re far enough south to get night - has passing school of porpoises as silver streaks.
Sunday July 16th: Very lumpy confused sea, and wind sou’east to south, but
big underlying swell from sou’west makes us think wind will soon come from
that art. Tack for Barra Head, 90 miles distant, at 1000. Progress abysmal sails now baggy beyond belief, and sea incredibly confused. Progress continues thus until nearly midnight, when sky is looking foul and wind pipes up to
give bumpy ride.
July 17th: Steadily freshening through night, and at 0600 lying a-hull, not quite
so carefree as getting a bit near land for this caper. Drifting slowly down past
Outer Isles wondering where on earth we are going to end up. At 1800 get on
double reefed main and small headsails and set off on starboard tack, thus
going to complete circle. Gordon, whose toothache is troubling him again, is
quite convinced we are lost, but Brian has lengthy session with Barra Head DF
that seems to confirm our position°
July 18th: Is now 2 weeks to the day since we left Reykjavik - are getting quite
accustomed to sea life and totally unfit for land, but still tack at prescribed
time (self set it arbitrarily based on some of Brian’s calculations) of 0130.
Little ship making on very nicely under shortened rig, seeming to find length
of sea very much to her liking. Visibility poor, but it clears a bitat 0600
and there are the Outer Isles up ahead where they should have been. The sea
is calming, the sky is clearing, the wind eases - and Vatersay Sound is dead
on the nose, so we head for it and after a few slightly tense moments we are
past the rocks at the entrance and in. The change is sudden and refreshing one minute we are in open water, the next in an enchanting little waterway with
noises of life carrying over the calm water from the little crofts at the foot ’of
the green hills. Bliss. Round the corner, and there is Castlebay on Barra just
as it was two years ago. We run down and are alongside the pier at II00.
Straight into village and buy three fresh oranges, as we’ve been relying on
vitamin pills to keep us fit on way back, not being able to afford fruit at Icelandic prices. No oranges were ever so good as those, no pints so good as
those we had at the little hotel soon after, and no view so fine as that from the
hill above the little town across the confusion of islands towards Barra Head.
It was good to be in. Being the middle of Glasgow Fair, Castlebay is full of
life, and the ceilidh that night, following the annual race to the top of the local
mountain, Heaval (a race in which ICE BIRD’s crew were conspicuously absent)
was a gay affair.
July 19th: A warm wet sou’west wind. Brian, who has not known such a wind
for 2 months, is in a seventh heaven. Our day is not rushed, for the wind
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is veering, and if we wait we’ll be able to lay the course for what promises to
be a fast sail home. Away at 1645, spanking sail out of baybetween rainsqualls,
and hammering on south, now laying it with wind well veered. Huge feed for
all except Gordon who had overindulged in ceilidh. Ocean cruising is supposed
to make you skinny, but Brian and I have both put on weight since leaving
Reykjavik. Hammer on through moonlight outside Islay.
July 20th: Today we said we’d be back, and in morning sunlight Irish coast
is showing, though still well away. Wind has been flukey through small hours,
so chances of good progress over these last 106 miles now remote. On with
genoa and moving on, all clean up and shave.
Wind very light as we gentle into Portstewart basin at 1530, with a grand
total of 1831 miles on log since we left here. A very slow 1831 miles - we
daren’t work out the average.
Iceland was well worth visiting, and I know I’ll go back, though not just yet.
But next time there’ll be less of Reykjavik and more of Iceland, and perhaps
with more time to prepare we won’t find the north end of the Denmark Strait
quite so off-putting. As it is, at the moment most of our attention seems to
be finding somewhere to fit a heating stove in ICE BIRD.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR OCEAN CRUISING
(1) A sound ship m which all aboard have faith - she need not,be fancy, and she
certainly needn’t be fast, but she should be able to look after her crew. The
type of Bardiaux’s "Quatre Vents" is ideal - quite as happy upside down as right
way up.
(2) A dr___.y_y bunk for each member of the crew. (I almost said a dry bunk to oneself, but there’s no reason why a touch of the other shouldn’t add pleasure to
life afloat as it does ashore).
(3) A watertight deck generally.
(4) A first class galley, with stacks of food as varied as possible, sticking to
fresh food as long as possible, gargantuan appetites once seasickness has disappeared after first 48 hours, and various culinary geniuses to cater for said
appetites.
(5)

A good cabin heater.

(6) Hundreds of very good books - including an encyclopaedia if there’s room,
for this is the only thing that will resolve the inevitable discussions that tend to
arise on the most outlandish topics.
(7) A ship’s policy from Confucius - "Not to worry, or if to worry, not to
worry unduly".
(8) A ship’s company whose general outlook is somewhat similar to your own,
but who also have the nature of saints. Also, each one should be well versed
in some obscure topic not connected with the sea.
(9) Drink. A goodly selection, of the most civilized variety. Most people
don’t seem to want it at sea overly much, but you never know what you may want
to celebrate, and even if there’s only one daily jar it becomes a social highlight.
(10) ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD.
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NON-RACING DAYS IN INISHMARA

1967

Recorded by Peter Odlum
Crew: R. Coe
fan Cotton
David Skerrit
Laurence McKinley
Jess Taws

In charge at all times
From Clyde to Dun Laoghaire
To Scotland and the Islands
To Scotland and the Islands
Cook, comforter and Artist by
appointment, joined in
Scotland.

The Eight-metre Cruiser Racer rule produced excellent cruising boats of
their size, and INISHMARA is no exception. The 1967 season included races
for the Eight-metre Cruiser Racers during the first week of Clyde Fortnight,
Dun Laoghaire week and West Highland week, so INISHMARA was committed
to three weeks’ racing, the passage from the Clyde to Dun Laoghaire, the
passage from DUn Laoghaire to Crinan, and a short cruise if we could find it in.
After competing in the racing for the Class in the first week of Clyde
Fortnight, we lay in Port Barmatyne on the island of Bute for a few days recovering from a week’s strenous racing and watching the preliminaries of the
Edinburgh Cup.
On Tuesday, 27th June we slipped our mooring in Port Bannatyne. Full
mainsail and genoa were set, white puffy clouds sailed across a blue sky and
the wind was westerly, force three. All was well with the world, and three of
us settled down for what would appear a pleasant and easy trip to Dunlaoghaire.
As we set our course 210° to pass between the Cumbrae and the Bute shore, the
Dragon fleet could be seen further up the Firth racing under spinnaker in a
kaleidoscope of colour. The wind held and we made 6½ knots the first hour out
and then 6¼ for the second, then as we passed Holy Island off Lamlash the wind
died and came away light from the S.S.E. It was cooler now and clouds had
gathered over the Ayrshire shore.
The breeze freshened and hauled to the south. We handed the genoa and
set the intermediate genoa, sailed 6-7 miles in the next hour and 15 minutes
later had Ailsa Craig to starboard about one mile.
As the wind headed our course became 190°. We were off Ailsa at:2000,
the wind continued to freshen from the S.S.W. and it would appear that we were
committed to a beat of 120 miles to Dun Laoghaire, which now lay ahead to
windward.
I had little difficulty in persuading my two companions that the wi~est
course would be to go to Loch Ryan and anchor in Lady Bay for the night. This
we did. The anchor was down at 2315 in three fathoms and we lay peacefully
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as the wind gusted down the loch to sing in the rigging,
The weather forecast at 0640 on June 28th gave S.W. 6-8 for our area, going
west later.
We made an excellent breakfast, hauled up the anchor, motored slowly out
of Loch Ryan and hoisted the mainsail with six rolls and the smallest jib we had.
There is a great difference between force 6 and force 8, and I believe in going out
to have a look at the weather. I promised we would come back if it looked too
bad.
The south cone was flying as we passed Corsewall lighthouse; the glass had
dropped 12 millibars since midday the previous day and was still falling. We had
the tide under us and would pick up the flood on the Irish coast. It was blowing 4
to 5, and over the first hour we had made six and a half knots, and with the increasing wind the speed rose to nearly seven knots, course 250° on the port tack.
Wind gradually increased till we had a full force eight, the tide had started to
flood and an ugly sea was building up.
We had been three hours 20 minutes at sea when I decided we had better
square away for Larne and await the forecasted westerly. This resulted in a
most exhilarating ride. As we bore off, our speed increased to 8½ steady with
9½-10 in the surges; this with mainsail reefed to the first batten and jib not
drawing in the lee of the main.
At 1255 we were at anchor in three fathoms off the Yacht Club in Lame with
fifteen fathoms of chains out. We did not drag in spite of sheering around in the
strong running tide and the wind which showed even in shelter, 7 gusting 8.
The Customs’ Officer very kindly drove us up the town to do some shopping.
The afternoon seemed to disappear inexplicably as we did a few jobs on board the
boat; so, after dinner we turned in, happy to notice that the wind had hauled west
at last and showed signs of moderating.
There was no need for an early start next day as the tide would serve us best
if we left to catch the south going flood which should start at 1000. The crew
were delighted with this state of affairs, and expressed the thought that I must be
getting sense in my old age.
June 29th, was bright with clouds travelling not as fast as we had seen for
the last day or so. The wind was WbyS 4 to 5.
It was 1000 as we motored past the car ferry berth having stowed our anchor
and made everything ready for sea. In Brown’s Bay we hoisted the main with
three rolls and the intermediate genoa.
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Member Maimie McConnell and a bottle of Lanson for the traditional launch of MARULA
at the Anglesey Boat Co’s yard, Gallows Point, Beaumaris on May 9th 1967. She is a
"Strider" designed by C. R. Holman, glassfibre hull moulded by Thomas Structural
Plastics L~d., Canvey Island. Fitted out by Charles Livingston at the above yard. She
is a bermudan sloop, 36 ft. overall, 25.6 ft. waterline, 9.6 ft. beam, 6 ft. draft. R.O.R.C.
rating 21.28. Currently laid up at Nell Watson’s yard at Wicklow, it is hoped that she
will show the I.C.C. burgee in many ports during the coming season.

At 1045 we had Muck Island abeam. We reeled off the miles in a splendid
off-shore breeze through Donaghadee Sound to past Skulmartin buoy at 1335.
With the tide we were averaging nearly 9 knots over the ground. It clouded to
the westward and the wind increased, so we dropped the large genoa off the
South Rock which, we had carried from just south of Donaghadee.
From South Rock to St. Johns Point it was still a reach, the wind veering
westerly as we hauled our course 20° to head for Rockabill light.
We passed St. Johns Point 1 hour 50 minutes after passing inside the South
Rock, and as the wind lightened the full genoa was set and the reefs shaken out
of the mainsail. INISHMARA flew along the coast in the warm offshore breeze not a splash of water on the decks.
We passed well outside Rockabill, leaving it astern at 2230. We continued
on past the Baily, and passed between the lights on the Dun Laoghaire Pier at
0150. This comfortable and fast passage had made up for the frustrations we
had suffered on the previous day.
INISMARA lay in Dun Laoghaire for almost exactly a month before she started
florth again on July 28th.
This time we had a crew of four - R. Coe, D. Skerrit, L. McKinley m3d
myself. The barometer was 1008 steady, wind westerly 4 to 5, weather bright,
with showers dying out. Splendid conditions for a trip north you would say - and
you might be right’.
Moorings were dropped 1237 and we reached out of the harbour mouth at
seven knots with full mainsail and large genoa.
We had a splendid sail up the coast making 6½ to 7 knots all the way. After
passing St. Johns point at 2215, the wind fell away and did not seem likely to
come again.
We were in no hurry, so rather than motor all night we decided to put in to
Ardglass and do some sailing the following day. Anchor was down in Ardglass
at 2315 or 10 hours and 38 minutes after dropping the mooring in Dun Laoghaire.
We sailed from Ardglass at 0615 and in one hour and five minutes we had the
Strangford whistle buoy abeam to port. We had set the full mainsail and intermediate genoa and were streaming along between 6 and 6½ knots.
The 0640 shipping forecast gave a low 980 400 miles west of Ireland moving
to Rockall by midnight and two associated troughts moving through Malin, wind
S.W. 4 becoming S.E. 3.
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By the time we were off Donaghadee there was heavy mist and the wind had
backed S.E. force 4. We caught last of the ebb through Donaghadee Sound and
by the time we were through the wind had increased in strength, visibility was
less than one mile, the barometer had fallen to under 1000 and was continuing
to drop.
Three miles north of the Copeland Islands it was decided to drop the jib
and make to the lee of the island where four rolls were put in the mainsail.
The wind increased in strength and visibility was by now less than half a mile,
Under reefed main only we squared away on a course for the Mull of Kintyre
and surged along at 7 knots.
The tide had started to flood, so we layed off our course to take us close to
the Maidens. The North Channel was really living up to its unpleasant reputation. The south-easterly was now a full six gusting seven and a large
breaking sea had built up. We were alone in our small world of driving mist and
leaden white-capped sea.
What appeared to be a large ship fine on our port bow turned out to be the
Maidens. We bore away but surely not far enough. Under these conditions
there is a very nasty tide rip S.E. of the Maidens Rock and we sailed through
it, a most unpleasant experience’.
The Maidens were abeam at 1345 and we drove north at over 6½ knots not
slackening speed in the broken water. It was a relief after forty minutes to get
into the big rolling regular sea. It was difficult to estimate visibility and it
was not till two ships appeared, one after another, from the south and passed
astern of us that we could gauge our horizon to be less than half a mile away.
Four hours later we saw dead ahead what appeared to be a break in the mist it was the sea breaking on the base of the Mull while overhead the darkness of
the land could be just imagined.
Course was altered to starboard. We had made our landfall one hour and a
half ahead of our estimations, so had come in on the Mull at the Barley Ridges
five miles or more north of our course.
We kept the Mull in view as we steered north-east. The wind fell away
leaving us slatting about in the big swell and the backwash off the cliffs. The
engine was started, so we motor-sailed on a course to take us through Sanda
Sound. Once through the sound the wind came in fitful puffs, now from one
side, now from the other. At last Davar Island was ahead and Campbeltown
Loch was clear of the hill fog and sea mist that had plagued us a11 day.
We were alongside in Campbeltown harbour shortly before 2100, had a short
trot ashore, back on board for a splendid meal, disturbed by the Lifeboat
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rockets calling the crew. As she set out we learned that a yacht was reported
in difficulties off the Mull. We satisfied ourselves and all concerned it was
not us, and turned in to sleep the sleep of the just.
There was no need to hurry next morning, so it was 1235 before we slipped
out of the harbour, out past Davar, and headed up Kilbrannan Sound.
Hill fog persisted. Arran was a vague shadow, while out to sea astern of
us lay the white bank of mist that had made life so unpleasant the day before.
Before long the spinnaker was set, drawing beautifully. This was a
splendid sail in the relatively calm waters of the sound. The further we
progressed the less the effect was noticeable from the sea ground swell. Sailing upright in smooth water at seven knots, we had a first class lunch. The
food had lasted well and we were not yet on cans or packets.
Turning up Loch Fyne we brought the wind abeam, dropped the spinnaker
and set the large genoa. The weather was lifting all the time. The smooth
sea and steady force four breeze all added up to a splendid sail.
We were in the sea lock at Ardrishaig before 1930 and found NAMHARA
waiting for us.
After paying our canal dues and buying some stores to keep us going among
the "Islands", INISMARA and NAMHARA started through the canal for Crinan.
Passing through canal is always an enjoyable experience, and especially on a
day such as this. The wind had veered to the N.W., the sun shone, and we
were in no hurry.
The passage through the canal was uneventful, but as always, its peace,
scenery and relaxing atmosphere are most appreciated by those who have just
spent a few days at sea, one of them in the North Channel. How few Clyde
sailors have tried the alternative road to the west round the Mull of Kintyre’.
Lying peacefully in the Crinan basin, the crews of both yachts relaxed,
spruced up a bit, and visited the Mainbrace on their way to have dinner in the
Crinan Hotel - a hotel in our experience that understands the yachtmen’s needs
and gives them excellent service.
The two green boats were in the sea lock at 0830 next morning. The mist
had returned and it looked most unpromising as two oilskinned crews took
their charges through the swirling tides of the Dorus Mor and headed north.
It is not difficult to cover the ten and a half miles to Pladda Light in a shade
over an hour. During the time it took us to get there the sky to the west was
a cloudless blue. The mist was dispersed by a force three westerly. We had
a grand sail under full main and genoa past the majestic south shore of Mull.
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The two eight-metres cross tacking only yards apart. He who stood inshore
gained, and he who stood out, lost.
So it was six hours later that the two yachts having passed and repassed
each other, squared away up the Sound of lona. The blue of the sea and the late
afternoon sun striking the pink rocks lent enchantment to the sail past the
Cathedral. Out through the north end of the sound we hauled our wind for Loch
Lathaich where we anchored. This is a splendidly sheltered 1och lying three
miles east of the Sound of lona on the Ross of Mull. The village of Bunessa lies
at the head of the loch about a mile away from the anchorage. There is an
excellent small hotel with an endless supply of hot baths which is willingly made
available to yachtsmen. The proprietor very kindly drove some of the crew
about three miles to a farm to get milk. Some preferred to walk down the loch
side, others preferred to go by outboard; so by one means or another we were
all on board at midnight. It had been a splendid day and we had sailed sixty
unhurried miles.
Some members of the crews had never visited lona, so the two yachts
motored out of the loch next morning and found a lumpy sea in lona Sound caused
by a force 4 S.W. wind. We anchored close inshore in Martyrs Bay. After
satisfying ourselves that we were not dragging, we a11 went ashore, two at a
time in the dinghy. Nobody is ever disappointed by a visit to lona. Each time
you go you can see the work being done by the Community, so we were sorry
to leave.
After lunch we started to haul the anchor up. NAMHARA seeing our difficulty came back to see if they could help. They could not. We had hooked the
main cable to lona’. It took some time and ingenuity to get free. We had anchored well clear of the shore marks, but the cable lies well north of these marks.
Down the Sound of Iona course altered to 320° to Tiree where we hoped to anchor in Gott Bay.
Clear of lona a big Atlantic swell was running, but we had a very comfortable
trip sailing 26 miles in four hours.
In Gott Bay there is no shelter if there is a touch of south in the wind.
INISMARA anchored close in under the pier, but it was uncomfortable and we
roUed in the scend. However, the forecast was that the wind would go northerly,
which it did soon after our arrival. We were now tailing towards the pier too
close for comfort, so up anchor and moved further out in the bay.
It had started to blow at 2200 and the 0200 Shipping Forecast was 6 to 7
perhaps 8. As much as we hate getting out of warm bunks at night, we decided
to shoot our main anchor. Our decision was a wise one for our peace of mind,
as by 0230 it was blowing force 7 gusting 8.
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We came to Tiree to see an old friend, and also to paint. Friends were
sought and pictures painted. It was cold with the strong N.W. wind. We
drove round the island, painted, the hardy swam, and generally amused ourselves for two days.
The wind eased, backed westerly, so we sailed off to Mull. At first we
had reefs in the main, but after we had cleared the island we shook out the
reefs, set the spinnaker and made for the Sound of Iona once more. Dreams
are made of sailing such as we had. Force 3 or 4 west wind, warm, and blue
sea, with a gentle swell.
Ardalanish is a perfect anchorage sheltered by a maze of rocks. The
anchorage is in five fathoms and the clear water makes a mockery of the
depth as you look at your anchor lying on the bottom. Anchored here you are
miles from anywhere - not a house or sheep in sight - barren rocks and
heather. The younger and more agile members of the crew were sent ashore
to collect driftwood for a bonfire.
It was quite surprising what instruments had been stowed away and the
hidden talent that was revealed that night as we sat round the fire under the
stars, singing songs till two in the morning’.
Next day dawned bright and clear with the glass tending to drop. A force
3 west wind greeted us as we emerged from our hole among the rocks. Spinnakers were soon set as we headed for Loch Spelve. This was a splendidly
relaxing sail; we had not far to go and all day to get there.
We had just entered Loch Spelve at about 1830 when we met Guy Goodbody
and family in KYTRA coming out. We hove alongside and had a chat, and
made a date for West Highland Week.
It had clouded over, the wind had backed S.W. so we dropped anchor in
six fathoms behind two small rocky islands that protected us from the wind.
We had another bout of painting and sketching, trying to capture the evening light, while more hardy members of the crew climbed the surrounding
hills for exercise.
Loch Spelve is a very beautiful loch and it was no less lovely as we
raised our anchors at half past seven on Saturday morning and the two yachts
motored line ahead through a grey mist towards the entrance.
We intended to visit friends on Shuna Island off the entrance to Loch
Melfort before anchoring in Loch Melfort itself. Our early start for this
short journey was dictated by the tide which runs at 7 knots through the mile
long Cuan Sound. Cuan Sound runs between Seil Island and Torsa joining the
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Firth of LDrne with Loch Melfort, and cannot be attempted unless the tide is
favourable.
On this occasion we were just right and were pushed and spun through with
sufficient control to avoid the sunken rocks which lay in our path as we made
a 90° turn to port. The tide spat us into the calm of Loch Melfort to continue
our sail to Shuna. No sign of life on Shuna as we sailed quickly by - not a whisp
of smoke, or a dog astir. We decided not to wake the inhabitants and made for
the anchorage of the Melfort Motor Inn.
This excellent new hotel is run by an ex - INISMARA crew member, Colin
Tyndall and his recent bride. Yachtsmen are understood and moorings are
provided. The Melfort Inn is prominent, but do not approach from the west
where the ground is foul inshore, but round the point, keeping midway between
the island and the point - the moorings will appear close inshore on the starboard hand.
Lying peacefully in Loch Melfort we soon saw a white launch speeding over
the water towards us. Young Edward of Shuna had seen us pass and brought the
news that his Mother and Donnie were coming to pay us a visit. It was not long
before Shuna herself tied up alongside. We had a lot to talk about, as we had
not met : since Tobermory Regatta 1966; while we yarned, Edward towed the
young and agile on water skis - in fact "a good time was had by all".
Before the Shuna flotilla had departed, we had shanghaied young Edward as
crew for West Highland Week, and an excellent crew he was. (We would be one
short for the following week’s racing, as Laurence McKinley had to fly home).
Late that night I was guided back on board by a crew member, sober but
nameless, who knew a short cut. It would have been a good Commando Course
in daylight, as my mud covered number one reefer bore witness next day.
We were sad as we turned away from Melfort and made for Crinan. Our
cruise was over. We had enjoyed good weather, which enabled us to enjoy our
sailing, the anchorages we had sailed to, and the islands we had visited.
As the sea lock gates at Crinan creaked and we were lifted up to the basin,
familiar faces and familiar boats greeted us. All that day they continued to
fill the basin till it was packed to capacity by yachts and good humoured crews.
We were back in the Racing Game’.
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"THREE MEN IN A BOAT"
by Alan Leonard
Crew: Alan Leonard, Shaun Young, Roger Park. Ship - 5 ton aux. sloop.
The object of this cruise was to assist two of the crew in their recovery
from recent examinations - whether they would be as successful in examination
of their Pilotage and Seamanship, only the reader can judge. They certainly
set about it with great enthusiasm, two members of crew plus one fiancee setting out the day the examinations ended, and the next day sailing to Carnlough.
The cruise proper began from there after a few days had been spent arranging
jobs and bidding farewell to parents, wives and sweethearts.
Thursday 22ndJune (Forecast SW 4-6?7) Despite a certain apprehension for
our stomachs’ sake,_ we motored north from Carnlough in light variable winds
and good visibility. The wind gradually filled in from the east, so the morning
was an easy reach north. The afternoon saw us becalmed off the Mull of Kintyre, in heavy rain and a big rolling sea, which caused one crew member to
be rather seasick. This he claimed to enjoy. The wind came up again from
the N.W., so we could lay Gigha on a close reach, and some three hours later
we heard the forecast that the S.W. wind would veer to N.W. Congratulations
to the B.B.C. on an excellent day’s forecasting, Shortly after this, we beat
into and anchored in Gigulum Sound, an open but sheltered anchorage, easy of
access under sail. (In previous years we have anchored at Ardminish Bay).
Ship’s log - "An unpleasant day, not enough wind, a lumpy swell and heavy rain.
Noted a strong westgoing tide off the Mull on the ebb, which must be allowed for
when going to Gigha".
June 23rd (Forecast V.3, mainly E) It was the Skipper’s intention to spend
this cruise being lazy, sailing short distances, and visiting new anchorages,
so we got under way at 1345. We drifted north, sunbathing, under main and
new parachute spinnaker, to arrive at the McCormaig Isles off the entrance
to Loch Swen, just as the tide between them began to run strong against us,
but we managed to make over it under sail to anchor in Eilean More. This is
a splendid well-sheltered anchorage, in which there is little room to manoeuvre,
and which was completely new to us. There is a rock in the centre of the inlet,
but a post on the south shore on with the cross on the summit of the island,
leads to the east of it, and good transits marking it are given in theC.C.C.
handbook. Ship’s log - "Splendid, warm, sunny day - just right wind to laze
around in".
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June 24th (Forecast E 5-6 gusting 8) Initially this was an even lazier day,
and we got under way at 1530’. We had a hard reach north in a force 5 easterly uncomfortable, for, in a land of prevailing westerlies, there is something unnatural about an easterly wind. The wind eased later, and wanting to press on,
we changed to genoa - Ruadh Sgeir, Ris-an-tru, Fladda light, all were left
bobbing in our six knot wake. In Sheep Island Sound, the wind left us (or fell to
force 2 anyway)drifting contentedly towards Puilladobhrain, when the B.B.C.
and their perverse easterly wind decided to repay us. Not wanting to waste a
good wind, we staggered north under the weight of their squalls, to lift a mooring in the Brandystone at 2100, Almost immediately we cast off again and
motored at high speed to Oban to arrive before closing time. We ended up at a
party on board ALBANN, 16 tons. Her skipper said that he had recently met an
I.C.C. member in a Vertue who was (a) going to Iceland (b) a tough sailor (c) a
very tough drinker, and who had (d) left him under the table ... (Who could it
have been?) The evening comment in the log bears only illegible hieroglyphics..
Sunday June 25th (Forecast E becoming V 2-4). It was an ideal on board that a
night’s drinking should result in a high degree of euphoria, with a minimum of
side effect the next day, and this must have been achieved, as we were up and
under way early (1100)’. An easy spinnaker drift past Lismore and Duart
came to an abrupt halt off Loch Aline, when the wind came up from dead ahead.
We discovered that beating with a spinnaker "back to front and inside out" is not
satisfactory but it was handed without incident. An exhilarating beat to Tobermory, and we cunningly anchored alongside an Elizabethan 29 wtth an attractivelooking "bird" on board. This (the boat that is) turned out to be LIZ OF LYNAS
owned by Dr. Hunt of the Cruising Association, who entertained us on board in
true "Sea Dog" fashion, in keeping with his grey beard. Finally the traditional
walk to Ru-na-Gall lighthouse, accompanied by his charming daughter. Ship’s
log - "A good day".
June 26th: (Forecast V 3). The morning was spent in Tobermory, cleaning ship
and provisioning. This was rather boring, so in the afternoon we set out for
Canna. This was even more boring as the wind was N.W. force ½. By 1830 we
were still just off Ardnamurchan, so the "iron topsail" was set, and we anchored
in Canna harbour at 2210. A quick nip up Compass Hill, followed by a quick nip
in the cabin ended what the log described as "Not one of our better days".
June 27th (Forecast S, later W 3-5). Another lazy morning, but we were
becoming fed up with this easy sailing, so the afternoon saw us hard on the wind
for Castlebay, in a short lumpy sea. We passed close to windward of Oigh
Sgeir, where, despite binoculars and the lighthouse keeper streaming his signal
for us to see, we could not even identify the flags. Perhaps this is one reason
why yachtsmen may be held in ill repute by professional seamen, and certairdy
our apologies are due to this thoughtful lighthouse keeper, whatever his message.
Our course also took us close past the Mills Rocks, and while soundings came
down to 4 fathoms, we saw no broken water. Next follows an error of navigation,
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which will not be lived down for some time. The skipper identified an island far
to windward as Barra (no, he’d never been there before) and it was only after
another few hours close-hauled, with rising wind and faUing visibility, that the
error was realised and the sheets eased. We scorched into Vatersay Bay (wind
now about 6) and anchored at 2805. Ship’s log - "Never assume that leeway and
a weather going tide will cancel each other out". (In this case we werewell to
windward of our E.P.).
June 28th (Forecast W6 - 8) . This windy day was spent in Vatersay Bay, which is
a large open bay, so easy of access that we were able to beat into it at night. The
ortly thing to watch is a black perch, in the middle of the entrance, which marks
a spit on the south side. It is well sheltered to the west by a beautiful white beach.
Preparations were made for a hard sail back across the Minch as time was becoming short.
June 29th (Forecast W 6-8) . Nothing for it but to go out and look at it, which
we did, and had a high speed reach to Tobermory, 53 miles in 9 hours, in a big
rolling sea, with the odd squall. Our unfortunate crew member was seasick
again, and again claimed to enjoy it - should he see a psychiatrist? Not content
with this progress, after a meal in Tobermory we were under way again for a
run down to Loch Aline. The tide was foul so we shook out our rolls for more
speed and a hairy run. Loch Aline is a delightfully quiet anchorage when it’s
blowing outside, and we were glad to reach it. We usually anchor under the trees
on the north side, just off the inner leading mark, in 5 fathoms. Ship’s log - "A
long but satisfying day".
June 30th (Forecast W 4-6 becoming S 3-5). The weather was showing its usual
perversity by going to the south when we have to get home and the only pleasure
in the day was driving hard to windward - from Duart, past Sheep Isle and Fladda,
down the Sound of Luing, close past Coirebrechan, and close under the Lee of Jura.
We got her going very well with genoa and 3-5 rolls in the main to ease the tiller.
Finally the wind left us and we motored in to anchor off Craighouse (Small Isles)
taking care to put our anchor down in green water, clear of weed. We did consider going on to Gigha, but there was a hint of west in the forecast, so we felt
it unnecessary. This we were to regret ....
July 1st (Forecast S 4-6 becoming W-SW later). Underway at 0800, we motored
out into a head sea, set main, and motor sailed for a while. This was uncomfortable, and our masochistic crew began to look forward to another bout of
seasickness. We did not relish this, so the motor was stopped and working jib set.
It promptly ripped across the mitre seam, so what could we do but set the genoa2
Genoa, 4 roils in the main and half the lee deck awash seemed to be our favourite
rig, and we had a grizzly beat to Torr Head, where the wind suddenly left us and
came up N.W. force 2: Up spinnaker, and to work on the engine, which would not
go. This was because in an effort to strengthen the National Economy we were
attempting to run it on seawater. In Carnlough, we made fast alongside LIZ OF
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LYNAS, and the Hunts came on board for an evening’s "crack". That night,
Shaun departed for a bath before starting work on Monday, and we were joined
by the Leonard parents.
Sunday July 2nd (Forecast W-SW 3-4). A warm sunny morning, an easy reach
to Belfast Lough, and from there a beat close inshore in a squally south wester
to the entrance to Strangford. Finally, we motored across the south end of the
lough to anchor off Killyleagh, where the boat was to take part in a sailing course
the following week. While it was a great success, this cruise was rather
different from the original intention of not going far, but visiting many new
anchorages near at hand. But, "the call of the running tide is a wild call and a
clear call, that may not be denied", while that of lazing around anchorages nearer
home readily may be denied.
Perhaps I may conclude with some observations on Irish Sailors by Dr. Hunt:
(1)

Any boat seen cheerfully bashing an adverse tide is Irish; (2) Any boat seen
staggering, grossly overcanvassed, is Irish; for no Irishman feels he is
sailing otherwise. We only heard these on our last evening in Garnlough,
but in retrospect, perhaps we had clone our best to live up to them.
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ANALYSIS
(Approximate figures only)

DAY

MILES

PAS SAG E

TIME

AVERAGE

rHUR 22

Carnlough - Gigha

40

8

5

FRI

23

Gigha - McCormaig Isles

17

5½

3

SAT

24

McCormaig Isles - Oban

33

5½

6

SUN

25

Oban - Tobermory

25

7

3½

MON 26

Tobermory - Canna

31

7½

4

Canna - Vatersay

38

9

4

TUE

27

WED 28

Vatersay

THUR 29

Vatersay - Tobermory

53

9

6

Tobermory - LochAline

12

2½

5

m

FRI

30

Loch Aline -SmalIIsles

5O

10

5

SAT

1

Small Isles - Carnlough

56

12

4½

SUN

2

Carnlough - Killyleagh

55

11

5

380

87

4.3
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NUMBER TWO

by
Gerald B. Leonard

For LAMITA’s middle cruise the skipper and first mate were, as usual, the
parents - Gerald and Kathleen, and they were joined as crew by Tom Roberts who
can do everything concerned with the sailing of a boat supremely well. Kathleen
had long cherished an ambition to go to Barra and that was our main objective.
We dropped our mooring at Whiterock on Tuesday 18th July at 0825, motoring
into a light southerly wind with the object of punching the last of the flood in the
narrows in order to carry the full ebb northwards. At 1050, on the bar with the
wind still very light we tried the mainsail but had to keep the engine going till
almost mid-day in order to cover as much distance as we felt we needed. Somewhere between South Rock and North Rock the wind filled in to the 3-4 southwesterly that had been promised us in the forecast, and from then throughout the
day we had excellent sailing in blessed peace without the engine. The sailing was
at its best in Donaghadee Sound where the sea was big and confused and LAMITA
revelled in the excitement. Off Ballygally Head a couple of hours later, however,
it was at its worst, with the wind light and LAMITA making nothing by the shore
for a time.
In fact Ballygalley Head remained abeam so long that Tom made rude faces
and even ruder remarks at it, and it was not till we came close inshore that we
were able to avoid the foul tide and make our way north to Carnlough where we
handed sail outside the harbour at 2000 and motored into tie alongside our
friend SOLITAIRE.
Having discovered that Brian Martin and his crew intended to join SOLITAIRE,
we waited next morning to see them, and it was not till 1030 that we asked him to
cast off our warps and motored out of the harbour to set plain sail to a pleasant
south-westerly breeze. An hour and a half later we were becalmed and started
the engine. At 1245 there was a sudden thump, a shudder through LAMITA’s
hull, the engine laboured and then stopped. As a slight breeze had just come up
we hove-to, forereaching gently towards Murlough Bay, and Tom spent some
fifteen or twenty minutes inverted over the transom till he removed from its
twisted and knotted position around the propellor a 6 feet by 4 feet sheet of heavyduty polythene. The rest of the day was uneventful; at 1430 the wind filled in
from the west and we replaced the working jib by the genoa. From then onwards
we had some excellent sailing to drop anchor in Small Isles, Jura, at 1930, having covered the 56 miles from Carnlough in 9 hours.
July 20th was a mixed day. At 0930 we set the main, weighed anchor, bore
off through Goat Island passage, gybed and set the genoa to a W. -S.W. wind of
about Force 1. Fifteen minutes later the wind had gone and the engine had to be
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started, only to be stopped again on the return of the wind after another quarter
of an hour. At 1130 the wind freshened very quickly and from then till 1145 was
spent in putting two rolls in the main, handing the genoa, setting the working jib,
and finally putting a further three rolls in the main. After this LAMITA, enjoying herself thoroughly, reached in fine style past Corryvrechan, through the
Sound of Luing and into the Firth of Lorne, where at 1445 the wind took off and
we shook out the rolls to ghost gently to Duart, which we passed at 1615. Round
the corner we found a light wind blowing straight down the Sound of Mull and we
began a long slow beat tb_rough a glorious evening, having dinner under way off
Green Island. Shortly afterwards the wind disappeared completely and we motored in a fiat calm to Tobermory to drop anchor at 2220 as usual - off the old
pier in 2 fathoms.
Next morning early the skipper went ashore only to learn that the "Home
Bakery" now imports its breakfast rolls via MacBrayne. However a visit to
Yule’s store revealed that they still baked their own in frequent, fragrant batches - and also produced excellent brown loaves that proved to have remarkable
keeping qualities and stood us in good stead over the next few days. The tide
decreed a late start, 1145, so we decided that Canna was a reasonable target for
the day. The wind in the Sound was still a light nose-ender so, remembering
the hours of beating on the previous evening, we motored for an hour to clear the
Sound and leave us in a position from which we could just fetch Canna. The
weather was wonderful, the sailing was gentle - a lovely lazy day which ended
with the dropping of the anchor in Canna Harbour at 1930.
The 0640 forecast for July 22nd gave W. to S.W. 2-4, occasionally 5, with
rain at times. Again not very encouraging for a passage to Barra, but the skipper
was determined. Having weighed anchor at 0905 we motored out of the harbour to
find another light nose-ender so motored to clear first the Sound of Canna and then
the Humla Rock which we reached at 1045. From here, with main and genoa
drawing on port tack to a light south-westerly, our course was much too far to
the north, but we reckoned that the strong south going tide would be helpful to us.
Through the day the wind strengthened and we had to replace the genoa by the
working jib, and even at that we were sometimes hard pressed in rain squalls.
As the outer islands came in sight we recognised Barra from the chart, but could
not point anywhere near it. By 1625 we were off Loch Boisdale where we tacked,
but the dying wind forced us to start the engine and we motor-sailed to Muldoanach Island. Here we handed sail and motored straight into the low sun to turn into
Castle Bay and anchor at 1915 - ICathteen’s ambition had been fulfilled, but the 35
mile passage from Canna had given us a long tiring day and we had had to cover
more than 50 miles to do it.
The next two days were spent in Barra, Sunday in exploring the island, Monday in waiting for a gale to blow itself out. For once actuality lived up to anticipation and we were enchanted with this little island. The brilliant white cockle
strand was a wonderful sight, especially at the Traigh Mor where, at low tide,
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it stretches for a mile in each direction and provides the island with its airstrip.
The rich variety of wild flowers in the Machair made it a blaze of colour, and
the famous primroses had kept three blooms into July for Gerald to find.
The forecast for July 25th was for a westerly Force 4-5, backing south and
increasing to 7. We left harbour at 0840 after Tom had toiled to recover two
very muddy anchors which the previous day’s gale had driven well in. At Bo
Vich Cuan Buoy we turned northwards and the skipper called for his pride and joy,
the new spinnaker, which he proceeded to set without a mainsail so that he could
admire its beauty properly. Certainly it was a wonderful sail and under its
power LAMITA fairly surged northwards until, an hour or so later, he realised
that the wind had taken on more weight than he had appreciated. The downhaul
slipped and the spinnaker boom went up the mast; with Tom on the foredeck and
the skipper on the tiller subjecting LAMrrA to what Alan later described as
"severe traumatic shock", attempts were made to collapse the spinnaker and
hand it. Before this was achieved, however, there was a crack aloft and the
jumper struts crashed on the foredeck, narrowly missing Tom’s unprotected
head. Desperate measures were indicated, so sheet and halyard were let fly
and the spinnaker was soon recovered unscathed though rather damp.
A brief survey of the situation determined us that we should make back
towards the mainland and have a new pair of jumper struts made, especially as
the wind was beginning to pipe up further sti11. With the main reefed till the
head was below the stumps of the jumper struts and the working jib set, we laid
a course for Tobermory. An hour later the wind was all of Force 7 gusting 8,
the seas were becoming huge and it was clear that conditions were still deteriorating. The skipper decided that the sensible thing was to go to Canna, and on
Tom’s suggestion, freed the sheets a little further still to come in along the
north of Canna and so find a lee for part of the time anyway. Despite the conditions the sailing to Canna was most exhilarating and exciting, though the lee
when it came was welcome. In the end, however, we had to pay for it; when we
came clear past Compass Hill we met the whole force of what was now a full
southerly gale coming up the Sound of Canna and had to beat into it to make the
harbour. In the huge seas, with the mainsail so heavily reefed and with working
jib instead of storm jib, LAMITA showed a worrying tendency towards lee helm
and it was difficult to get her head round. We thought of the engine to push her
through, but when we tried it the starter jammed. All this time we were on our
first port tack and the shore was coming uncomfortably close, but at the next
attempt to come on to starboard we found the knack of holding the jib fully sheeted
until her head came right through the wind. For the next hour we beat steadily
with LAMITA proving herself a most able and weatherly wee boat, and at 1620
we were anchored once again in Canna Harbour - and, to the skipper’s mild surprise, we were in the exact spot recommended by the C.C.C. Directions. We
were the only yacht in the harbour, but there were two fishing boats and two
others coming in fast. The skipper of one hailed Kathleen as we anchored "What about tryn’ the sunny south?" said he. The weather can be judged by the
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fact that by dark there were nineteen fishing boats in the harbour, and many of them
stayed there along with us for the next two days while the gale still raged.
These were two profitable days, however, Tom stripped down and cleaned
the fuel system of the engine and freed the starter, and with some help from the
skipper he effected repairs to the jumper struts, using adhesive, seizing wire
and terylene whipping twine. By the evening of the 27th the struts were back in
position, the engine was working well, the spinnaker had been rinsed and was
now drying in the sun and gentle breeze, and everyone was feeling wonderful.
After a brief council of war we decided that our next port of call should be
MaUaig for much needed shopping.
The next morning, after hearing the forecast of south-westerly 4-5, we
were under way by 0845 with reefed main and working jib set. We enjoyed a
morning’s fantastic sailing in the big sea left by the gale and in a good Force 5.
By 1245 we were off the entrance to Mallaig where we handed sail when the
engine started easily despite the churning up of the fuel. Shopping was most
successful and included an introduction to Longlife milk, which we found to be
a most useful adjunct to cruising. We also had new jumper struts made by the
boat builder (though the old ones are still in position) and spoke to the crews of
many yachts that had been waiting for some days to go south. By 1850 we were
so tired of the swell and noise in Mallaig that we pulled up the anchor and had a
glorious evening sail across the Sound of Sleat to drop the hook again in the
peace and beauty of Isle Ornsay.
As we would not get a fair tide northwards until the evening we decided to
spend Saturday just being lazy. In the afternoon we were visited by John and
Margaret Paton of Aberdeen who came across from Loch Hourn in a Dragonfly
Senior and were hoping, when their son joined them, to go on to Tobermory.
At 1810 we weighed anchor and set mainsail and working jib. An hour later
we were sitting in a flat calm going nowhere, so we started the engine, pulled
down the sails and motored in steadily increasing rain through Kyle Rhea and
round to Ob Totaig where we anchored inshore of the 15-metre KISMET III.
Sunday 30th July brought another gale with heavy, lashing rain, but in the
evening it cleared and the wind seemed to have moderated, so we decided to go
to Plockton, just for a change of anchorage. However, when we motored out
into Loch Alsh we found a strong headwind and an unpleasant sea; in a few
minutes we were so wet that we decided to return to snug little Ob Totaig and
leave Plockton for another year. Gerald and Kathleen walked to Letter Fearn
to ’phone Elizabeth in Edinburgh and to post some cards.
The following morning we felt that we really would have to turn south, as
we had promised to meet Elizabeth in Oban on Saturday and there was always
the risk of our being delayed by further gales. There was no need for an early
start as the tide in Kyle Rhea did not turn in our favour till after 1400 hours, so
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at 1220 we watched KISMET leave her mooring under power. Twenty minutes
later, thinking we might see her sailing, we followed her out also under power,
but almost immediately we met her coming back - conditions were still fairly
unpleasant. From then on we spent a rr~st uncomfortable afternoon; we came
through Kyle Rhea at slack water and then motored with the ebb dead up wind in
a nasty, short, steep sea with the engine again giving trouble. Because of this
trouble we passed Loch Nevis, which we had hoped would be our next anchorage,
and once again came to anchor in Mallaig, at 1900. The evening was spent by
Tom and the skipper in taking out the petrol tank and flushing large quantities of
water from it. Later AYRSHIRE LASS came in, looking wonderful with new
tan coloured terylene sails, but "still no engine, of course" (she was built in
the 1880’s).
The reader of the 0640 forecast on August Ist was triumphant - "There are
NO gale warnings." Later Gerald and Kathleen went ashore to shop, Gerald to
get, in particular, petrol and a new dynamo belt, while Tom once again stripped
the fuel lines to clear out the water-petrol emulsion. The right size of belt
could not be had and a message was sent to a garage some miles away. In the
meantime Gerald and Kathleen talked with the crew of UBIQUE - parents and
two young children - who said that they were going to make for Tobermory in
the afternoon. At 1240 they set out and LAMITA’s crew felt piqued - why
shouldn’t we? There followed furious work on the fuel lines, dashings ashore
and telephonings to hasten delivery of the belt, a hasty half-stowing of the ship,
an even hastier meal - but despite it all it was 1600 before we had full plain
sail set on the first leg of our beat; for once again our course was up wind.
The first leg took us to Eigg in a nasty short sea, but during the second leg
back towards the mainland, the sea smoothed out to a long, comfortable swell,
and from then on the sailing was excellent. By 2200 Ardnamurchan was abeam
and by 2245 Rhu na Gall light was clear for us to put about on to our last starboard tack for a grand rousing sail to Tobermory. At 2307 Ardnamurchan light
disappeared and by "2500" we were anchored off the old pier and Kathleen was
serving dinner. In the poor light she filled the sherry glasses with Jamaican
Rum - but no one complained.
We now had no worries about being in time to meet Elizabeth, so again we
spent a lazy day shopping, drying clothing, having baths in the Mishnish Hotel
and a pleasant evening meal in the Galleon Grill. In the morning we had be~n
surprised to see no sign of UBIQUE and were greatly gratified when she arrived
in the afternoon and her skipper immediately rowed across "to discover the
secret of our success". The unpleasant first leg to Eigg had made him feel
that to complete the beat in those conditions, sailing into the hours of darkness,
would have been too hard on his young crew, so he sensibly anchored at Eigg
for the night. In the evening we saw a very fine sight - a large gaff schooner,
sailing under the American Flag and flying a courtesy Red Ensign, came beating into the bay and anchored. The way she was handled under sail was a
delight to watch. We later rowed over to admire her at closer quarters and
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saw that she was TYRONE.
On August~3rd we sailed in a leisurely way down the Sound of Mull and across
to Dunstaffnage where we anchored beside our old friend THISTLE which was on
loan. We also met the new owners of the "S" cruiser SE~.QUIN, which has
moved from Bangor to Scotland and is now owned by an Edinburgh family, Next
morning it was discovered that the skipper had forgotten to wind the clock, so
at an indeterminate hour we motored out of calm Dunstaffnage into a big sea and
a fresh wind to set reefed main (3 rolls) and working jib for the sail to the Brandystone. En route we rounded CARONIA, which was lying at anchor while her
American passengers visited Oban, avoiding a gybe with some difficulty and
producing from Tom the memorable comment that"LAMITA saris very well by
the lee". At the Brandystone we picked up SCAUP’s mooring and our kind friends
the Renfrews (owners of THISTLE) made arrangements that LAMITA could stay
on it over the weekend if necessary.
On Saturday August 5th Elizabeth arrived in her ancient Morris minor
complete with crew and gear, and having had a total of five sailors and their
gear for much of the way. No wonder she was later than she had intended. The
exchange having been effected, Gerald, Kathleen and Tom set off for Glasgow
and the steamer to Belfast, and had an unexpected bonus in the form of an
afternoon’s motoring in glorious weather through some of Scotland’s most lovely
scenery.
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LAMITA CRUISES 1967,
Plan p.p. 105 & 110

NUMBER THREE

by Elizabeth Leonard

Crew: Elizabeth Leonard, Nell Spurway, Alan Watson (August 5-12th),
Ian Macdonald (August 12-18th) and Gerald Leonard on August 20th.

In the early afternoon of August 5th a battered Morris Minor panted its way
through the traffic of the Oban Games, and out to the Brandystone anchorage,
where LAMITA and her senior crew laying waiting quietly. An hour later, the
car departed again for Glasgow and the big ship back to Ireland, and we happily
surveyed the gently rippled water stretching away from the shore. Nell and I
were filled with evangelistic enthusiasn at the prospect of introducing Alan to
the joys of progress under sail, and as we ran towards the Sound of Mull, Neil
began by explaining the dangers of the accidental gybe. This manoeuvre was
instantly demonstrated.
As it was already late in the day, we were going only as far as Loch Aline;
which was just as well, since the light failed and the wind rose abruptly as the
leading marks came in line on a dead run. We anchored with no greater mishap than the loss of a batten from the mainsail, which decanted itself into deep
water before unfamiliar hands found the right halyard, and retired below to
watch Nell do a demonstration dissection of a chicken (cooked’.).
Next morning, the crew felt more inclined to indolent academic discussion
than to vigorous activity. Finally it was decided that Alan must learn to row,
and he and Nell departed in the dinghy. When they returned, they were closely
followed by a Heron dinghy sailed by two of my erstwhile team-mates from
Edinburgh University Yacht Club. We had met Pat and Elspeth the previous
day, hitching from Glasgow to Oban, and now here they were again. As they
came alongside, and lowered their sail, the gaff jaws quietly split. Repairs
were made with the help of an odd piece of plywood, a penknife (the Ship’s Saw
had hidden itself) and glue, and they sailed down the loch again in a fresh
southerly as we made sail for the entrance. We drifted rather than beat out, but
we were pleased t9 have done it without using the engine which was ticking over
at the ready. It was already 1600 when we left Loch Aline, but the wind filled in
and we made good time up the Sound to the entrance to the Doirlinn Narrows,
which we decided not to explore on a falling tide, round Calf Island and into
Tobermory Bay. We went in under sail, to the ill--suppressed anxiety of the crew
of at least one other boat, stowed ship, and proceeded ashore. At closing time,
it was dark, but an intrepid expedition set out notwithstanding to visit Rhu-nanGall Point. Concluded Tobermory beer better than carrot-juice for improving
night vision.
Monday morning found us eager to move, but first a replacement sail-batten
had to be found. After much fruitless enquiry, Neil went to the nearest clump
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of trees and cut several shoots of sycamore. With these cut to size and lashed
in the sail set quite weU, and in fact continued to do so for the rest of the cruise.
At last we set the main and working jib, and reached out in a squally southeasterly breeze.
Ardnamurchan looked very innocent, with only a slight swell running, but we
gave it a wide berth anyway and set course for Rhum, a broad reach with genoa
set. At 1730, with Muck on the beam, the wind dropped entirely, then came up
from the N.E., a squally close reach for an hour or so. As we passed between
Eigg and Rhum, it faded again; a struggle ensued between sail-at all-costs
(Neil) and discretion-and-motor-is-the-better-part (Liz) - an on/off compromise
brought the ship to anchor off an invisible church in Loch Scresort as the light
departed entirely. (Navigational Note: the church does exist, but is disguised
as a schoolhouse and obscured by the teacher’s residence).
We awoke for the weather forecast at 0640, but rapidly returned to sleep.
Not for long, as the fact that the sun was shining for the first time penetrated
Nell’s consciousness, and he refused to a11ow us to waste it. We all went ashore,
Nell stripped to shorts and looking for the nearest mountain to climb, Alan and
myself armed with binoculars and a leaflet provided by the Nature Conservancy to whom Rhum belongs - to follow their Nature Trail, which is littered with odd
birds (feathered), plants et cetera. We incidentally noted the exact position and
extent of the reef which stretches into the loch from the south side, and got very
muddy.
When we got back on board Neil was still up his mountain. At this point, the
log relates that I bathed briefly, and invented a new way of climbing into dinghies.
I don’t recommend either; they are not good for bather or dinghy. The rest of
the afternoon was spent eating lunch (meals on board had a habit of being lengthy)
and exposing every sleeping bag, rug, and body to the welcome sun.
The 1758 shipping forecast promised us Force 4-5 N.E., so we left Rhum
in a Force ¼ north-wester and motored gently towards Skye. This was typical
of the weather-man; he consistently promised wind forces of 4 to 8, often with
rain and cloud, and we as frequently had light variables, or the opposite direction to whatever had been promised, and quite a lot of sun. Alan held the bow
pointing in the direction of Soay while Nell armed himself with a large oilcan and
attacked every jibhank and hinge on board, and I, as nominal skipper, sat in the
cockpit and washed the crew’s socks. We nosed our way into Loch Scavig round
several corners, dropped anchor, and went ashore to look for the mooring rings
which the C.C.C. directions promised. All we found was the usual Skye evening
plague of midges, so we la~d a kedge against the possibility of squalls from the
Cuillin which rise to 3,000 feet in an awe-inspiring horse-shoe around this
beautiful anchorage. (Navigational note: the entrance is fairly straightforward
if the port shore is hugged fairly closely up to Eilean Glas; the rock inside the
island is too close in to be much danger; day tripper boats use the steps on the
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island).
The slight oppressiveness we had felt in the evening was gone as we breakfasted on deck, observed by a seal which seemed to view us with mild distaste.
On shore, we established a base and mounted three separate climbing expeditions, agreeing to return for the lunchtime weather forecast. The next entry
in the log reads "1545: Liz returns after trouble with tidal Constants and poor
holding ground at 2,000 ft. " She and Alan row out to hoist jib as recall signal
to high altitude search party. He, having been hungry anyway, returns;
mountain rescue service, not having been contactable, does not need to be stood
down". I’m still not sure how that innocent-looking hillside managed to thwart
my most determined attempts to find a way down it, but I have learnt a due
respect for the Cuillin of Skye’.
Gastronomic note: Alan had spent part of his vigil at a mussel-tree.
Resulting bucket-full of bi-valves received his personal attention, thus:(a) Immerse in boiling water. Capitalise on natural opening, with horses-hoof
bit of Ship’s Knife. (b) Fry with bacon and tomatoes = breakfast. (c) Introduce
into stew with miscellaneous vegetables, consume with rice and relish.
Although we were all tired after our exertions, we proceeded out under power
and took the passage north of Soay, as we had discovered that it was a day later
than we could remember. The trip to Loch Harport on the west coast of Skye
was uneventful, enlivened only by observations on the flocking characteristics of
razorbills and swearing at the coiling characteristics of our kedge warp. Anchoring was made slightly ’fraught’ by the echo-sounder, which suddenly started
reading zero. Exploration by dinghy convinced us that there was in fact a
bottom some five fathoms down, so we re-anchored in the same position and
retired.
We still had this lost day to make up, so we were under way at the unheardof hour of 1030 on Thursday. Under power again in the usual "Force 4-5, N.E."
i.e. 0-1, variable. A full day’s dull motoring right round the north of Skye,
during which we indulged in various navigational games. Neil discovered a
compass deviation of about 5 degrees, in the singularly ill-chosen region of the
Milbow Rocks; he also spent a long time trying to remember ways of computing
speed from bearings of one object, and had to promise to take a rubber to the
chart; I discovered that I had been consistently mis-reading the tidal data in the
C.C.C. directions - luckily the errors had all been small and favourable. At
2130 we nosed into the lovely anchorage of Acarsaid Mor, South Rona, and set
the alarm for an early start.
This we made, though reluctantly, in a cold wet bluster, rolling around
under power and punching towards the shops of Portree. By 1030 the failing
stocks of food, petrol and films had been replenished, and we left the slipway
to which we had tied up in a flurry of rowing boats - medals to Neil for handling
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and self-restraint. Sails were hoisted as soon as we were clear of the moorings,
and the Sound of Raasay was negotiated, with an occasional push from the engine,
so rapidly that we reached Kyle Akin light with an hour to spare for the tide, and
in much improved weather. At the Loch Alsh - Kyle Rhea corner were still early,
so explored Loch Duich for an hour, and then proceeded south. The log reads:
1630: Storming down Kyle Rhea in a series of squalls. Weather helm troublesome.
1700: (Slack water) Glenelg Bay. Changed down to working jib.
1750: Due E. of Loch Hourn, lovely fat squall. Later agreed Force 6½. Luffed
till weather forecast over, then down main, just avoiding bumping into Isle Ornsay
lighthouse, which we had by now approached.
1810: Proceeded to Loch Nevis under jib.
2110: Anchored in Inverie Bay. Discovered telephone at other side of bay, so up
anchor and motored across to village, as ’phone calls essential.
2200: Tied up at pier in dusk; squelched ashore to phone. On return, stepped
off dark wet pier onto dark wet boat, and fell into d.w. water. (swear the boat
ran away). Was fished out by Alan and dripped at the back of the cabin while
consuming mushroom stew and burgundy. Gladly relinquished captaincy to Neff
for motor back to original anchorage.
The captaincy was fairly nominal anyway’. Saturday 12th was crew-change
day, so we sailed across the bay to Mallaig. I continued my demonstration of
how-not-to-do-it by sailing in by the lee and narrowly missing a stray bowsprit,
but we anchored without mishap and put Alan on a train for Glasgow, shopped, and
met Ian off the next train. Since the swell, and smell, in Mallaig were not conducive to easy stomachs, we set sail immediately for Rhum again. At 1850 the
sizeable seas and mounting wind caused us to reef. Neil retired below to tie his
thumb back on, definitively consigning flange-less roller-reefing gear to wherever.
At 2230, we crept into Loch Scresort, navigating by house lights, and anchored,
putting out extra chain against the squalls still sweeping down.
Sunday was fine, but still with light winds. We were going to Loch Scavaig
again, to renew the battle with the Cuillin, but it wasn’t easy to get there, at
least under sail. Even the spinnaker did nothing more than amuse the porpoises,
so we motored again, and got into the now-familiar anchorage intime for a gentle
climb half-way up a small mountain before dark.
It seemed about time to head south again, and this we did next day. As we
left Loch Scavaig, I gave my best performance of the cruise. I was steering
from the after deck, and concentrating on the passage through the rocks rather
than on the flukey wind. As a result, the first I knew of the gybe was a loud
noise, which proved to have been the boom hitting my head. My memory of the
rest of the day’s sail is fairly vague, although I appear to have functioned normally, and even made entries in the log. I was also able to make the crew large
mugfulls of well-laced cocoa when we dropped anchor in Tobermory just before
midnight.
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Tuesday again, Tobermory again. We spent the morning on postcard-writing
and shopping, and set out at 1340 under main and genoa, destination; as far
round the west of Mull as possible. It was glorious sailing weather, with the
sun shining for a bonus. A close fetch towards Ardnamurchan, then a beat
westwards - with some very rapid tacking because we didn’t really want a closer
view of some overfalls - and then a reach southwards, with the wind dropping
now. The sunset turned Staffs and the Treshnish Isles to molten gold, but the
wind had almost gone and the nearest anchorage, Loch Lathiach was still 2 hours’
motoring away. So motor we did, and entered the loch by moonlight and echos ounder.
One of the amusements of this cruise for me was seeing what the anchorage
looked like in the morning. This one looked quite good, and we went in alongside the fishing jetty for an hour. While Ian went off in search of supplementary
stores, and Neff ran an information service for the local youth from the foredeck,
I changed the batteries in the echo-sounder, thus eliminating its temperament.
Then off through the Sound of Iona in a fresh N.W. breeze. By 1545 we were on
course for Colonsay. (Navigational Note: usual course through Torranan Rocks
is nearest to Mull shore; we chose "2nd turning on the left", and found it just as
easy to navigate - probably easier if compass is reliable). There was a considerable swell running, but the spinnaker, set successfully for the first time, not
only stabilised the ship but pushed her along at such a rate that we rounded the
north end of Colonsay at 1955, and were anchored in Loch Sturrsneg at 2115,
actually still daylight so that we could admire the very white sand as well as hear
the slight swell lapping gently at it.
At 0640 the next morning I bravely woke and listened to the weather forecast
(still wrong). Sleepy computation of tides for the Sound of Islay showed that it
would be impossible to get through before 1600, so I turned over again, only to be
rudely re-awakened a mere three hours later by the crew getting up and washing.
I was finally shamed into following suit. We set main and genoa, while the discussion turned to ’Sopranino’. Ian gave an exhibition of going round the ship
outside everything; I watched and decided to pull up the anchor for exercise.
We reached the entrance to the sound at slack water, and with slack wind too.
The tide carried us through, and a gentle breeze conveniently wafted LAMITA to
anchor off Craighouse on Jura, with the Paps sitting asking to be climbed next day.
Climb them we did - or at least, the highest one - but it meant a five-mile
trek across boggy foothills, and the Paps themselves are solid scree and very
hard work. It was an exhausted party that was deposited back at the pier by a
blessed van. Meanwhile, a telephone call had convinced Ian that he should
return home at the first opportunity, so we girded ourselves to sail to the nearest point of mainland. First, however, a brief panic when, as Nell was about to
start the engine, the carburettor was discovered to be flooding and petrol sloosing merrily into the bilge. When the carburettor was unjammed and the bilge
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thoroughly pumped, we got under way on what proved to be a long cold night
passage to Machril-ianish,, mainly under power due to the chronic lack of wind,
and with the deviation of the compass and various mysterious lights - usually
proving to be cars - causing frantic navigational computations. We anchored
off the beach at 0230, and slept till daylight.
It was in fact nearly midday before Ian was safely on a bus, and we listened
to the 1255 weather forecast before hoisting main and working jib before the
Force three westerly breeze. LAMITA’s last day in Scottish waters was gloriously sunny, and we were in high spirits as she dose-reached out into the
North Channel. Neil even took the production of lunch upon himself, and produced
a pot roast, complete with potatoes and peas. We took in 4 rolls and hove to for
the consumption of the feast, and left the rolls when we started sailing again,
as she rode the swell much more easily and seemed just as fast. When we
reached the shelter of Rathlin we shook them out again, and sailed down the
Irish coast in the evening sunlight with the wind gradually dropping, and Neil
taking innumerable ’last’ photographs. By the time we found the entrance to
Carnlougfi Harbour, an oversized peach-coloured moon was rising, and
LAMITA’s regular crew were waiting on the quay to take our warps.
The cruise was almost over. My father joined us for the last sunny, wind=
less day (August 20th) when we motored to Donaghadee, an uneventful passage
except for the necessity of mid=ocean repairs to the throttle control and the
exercise of man-overboard drill when Nell’s handkerchief was observed to be
in free flight over the starboard bow. And in Donaghadee we left our little ship,
ready to start out for the I.C.C. rally the next weekend. For my part, at least,
full of happy memories of a cruise lacking only perhaps in wind, of the saris:faction of seven "new" anchorages visited, and of gratitude to my delightful
crew and trusting father.
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SUMMARY
Saturday 5th August

Oban - Loch Aline

6th

Loch Aline - Tobermory

7th

Tobermory - Loch Scresort, Rhum

8th

Loch Scresort - Loch Scavaig, Skye

9th

Loch Scavaig - Loch Harport, Skye

10th

Loch Harport - Acarsaid Mor, S. Rona

I Ith

Acarsaid Mor - Portree - Inverie, Loch Nevis

12th

Inverie - Mallaig - Loch Scresort

13th

Loch Scresort - Loch Scavaig

14th

Loch Scavaig - Tobermory

15th

Tobermory - Loch Lathiach, Mull

16th

Loch Lathiach - Colonsay

17th

Colonsay - Small Isles, Jura

18th

Jura - Machrihanish

19th

Machrihanish - Carnlough

20th

Carnlough - Donaghadee

Anchorages visited

Total Mileage

fifteen (some twice).

¯. °

430
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TO ORKNEY AND SHETLAND
Plon p.p. 105 8, 1|0

by R. 2. Campbell

VERVE is a 10 ton aux. yawl and was described in the 1964 Journal. This
year John Doyle, who has since joined the Club, was free to come with me for
the whole month of June and we planned a leisurely cruise up and down the west
coast of Scotland with as objective Orkney, my father’s birthplace which I had
never visited. Alan TaR came for the first few days and was replaced at Oban
by Michael Wright, a friend of John’s from Manchester. My wife joined us at
Kirkwall and she and Michael left us at Mallaig.
On Saturday June 3rd we sailed from Dunlaoghaire just after noon, 3 hours
before L.W., with an uncertain S.E. breeze. We had to motor to get past Howth
and then picked up a sou’westerly. We set spinnaker inside Lambay and with
the tide now fair we felt we were making a reasonable start. Alas, after Rockabill we had terrible spinnaker-round-the-forestay trouble for about an hour when
it mercifully unwound itself and was sent below with immense relief. The wind
was fairly light but in the evening gradually strengthened and before dark we
reduced to small jib.
Sunday June 4th. St. John’s point was abeam shortly after midnight and an
hour later we roiled a reef and had rather a nasty dead run out to the South Rock
L.V. Her beams revolving through the heavy rain and sweeping the fairly rough
sea made an impressive sight. Thence it was a reach, passing Skulmartin L.V.
(shortly to be permanently withdrawn) and arriving off Donaghadee in nice time
to pick up a mooring for breakfast. After a short snooze we left with all sail
to small genoa, wifl~tN.N.W., and having made a long port tack came in on the
starboard just south of the Maidens. Here there was some very rough tidal
slop and the wind died away. We motored on to Carnlough where all was sunny
and calm. Two yachts were anchored off and we were told that there was only
5 ft. in the harbour entrance (it was ½ hour after L.W.) so we joined them and
went in later.
June 5th was a day of heavy showers, but we could not complain about the
southerly wind which carried us the 42 miles to Ardminish bay, Gigha, in 6½
hours. We called on Sir James Horlick who entertained us with whiskey and
stories to such good effect that we all quite forgot that we had been invited to
have baths.
June 6th was a day of continuous heavy rain. We set out as planned to inspect Aghamore gardens but gave it up after half an hour and instead had a very
interesting visit with Lady Horlick to her co-op cheese factory, followed by an
excellent lunch.
June 7th was a lovely sunny morning and we left at 0810 with reef and small
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jib. We were just able to weather the rocks beyond L. Killisport on the port
tack. Then we took a couple of tacks between Dana and the McCormick isles
where there was a lot of tide rip, making it impossible to spot the position of
the couple of bad rocks there. Once past this we had a glorious close reach up
Jura and Luing sounds with the hills looking their best and the sun sparkling on
the comparatively smooth water. Being far too early for our Oban rendezvous I
put into Pulldoran. The anchorage was empty and John and Alan were absolutely
enchanted by it. We walked over the hill and called on Kirk Craig who lives on
the shore of Sell sound with his 9 tonner MOIDART moored below his windows.
We did not get away till 2040 and were overtaken by calm in Kerrera sound,
motoring the last bit. No sign of Michael off the 2230 train so across to a mooring in Ardentraive bay for the night.
June 8th. Alan caught the 0755. Michael had arrived at some unearthly
hour. We got customs clearance which we had been unable to attract in Northern
Ireland, perhaps because it was Sunday? We spent some time shopping and left
at noon. It was another lovely day, but wind N.W. The sound of Mull always
seems to be a beat or a run, but if one must accept a share of headwinds what
nicer place to meet them? It was excellent practice for Michael, who was new
to sailing but fast to learn. We anchored in Tobermory at 1755. Here we met
John Russell in VARANGIAN who urged me to go on to Shetland and lent me all
the charts.
June 9th was somewhat overcast with a nice breeze about W. by S. We
weathered Ardnamurchan on the port tack and squared off for Sleat sound. On
the way we sailed between Eigg and Ell. Castle getting a good view of all the
rocks as it was just L.W. There are two anchorages facing south and east
respectively with the convenient feature that if either became exposed one could
easily run through the narrow gap and find shelter in the other. We had a
splendid reach with mizen staysail and a fair tide past lochs Nevis and Hourn
but in Kyle Rhea temporarily lost the wind and used the engine. Then in a falling
breeze we ran up L. Alsh to the entrance of L. Duich and anchored in the very
delightful bay at Totaig. The lochs meet at a right angle and the bay is just on
the point of the promontory which divides them, facing across the narrows which
are restricted by a shoal on the far side. There is a steep wooded hillside
behind the bay and the deciduous trees growing down to the water indicate that it
escapes the worst of the winds, which I suppose are funnelled past it up and down
the lochs. Our Shell guide mentioned a broch and after walking first along L.
Duich and then back to L. Alsh we found it a mile west of the bay just above a
footpath through the forestry. Brochs are mysterious iron-age strongholds of
standard design the shape of a cooling tower.Their ruins are common in Scotland, the only complete one being on Mousa, Shetland. Part of the double wall of
this one is standing and it is weU worth a visit.
June 10th. We crossed by dinghy and outboard to Donan Castle which
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surprisingly is a quite recent restoration, the original having been completely
destroyed in 1719 when it was garrisoned by Spaniards and bombarded by three
English men-o’-war. It must have been quite a business to get them in there
through so many narrow places. The castle contains a museum and being on the
main road to Skye was doing good business. We had a look at Dornie village which
has just one general store. We returned to Totaig and at noon set off on a beat
down L. Alsh, very pleasant with sun and smooth water, but approaching Kyle of
L. Alsh the wind fell very light. We were about to anchor between the pier and
the ferry slip but were told that we would obstruct the approach of McBrayne’s
m.v. LOCH SEAFORTH, so instead we anchored right in front of the hotel west
of the ferry slip and fairly close to the rocks. I would not fancy this berth if
there was much wind. There are good shops and two banks at Kyle of L. Alsh;
we replaced an empty gas bottle and Mike coaxed a large bag of giant prawns
from a reluctant fish dealer. We left at 1725 and very slowly beat out through
Kyle Akin; it seemed a pity to disturb the peace of the evening with an engine and
we were bound for the Crowlin isles only 5 miles on. When at last we cleared the
Kyle a force 4 breeze came suddenly from the north giving us a smart beat and
blowing straight into our chosen anchorage. So we carried on past it to Poll
Doin, a small inlet on the mainland also facing north but sheltered by rocks outside.
Sunday llth June was another sunny day, flat calm in the morning when we
motored across between Raasay and Rona and on towards Lewis. After lunch a
light breeze came from S .W. giving us a nice reach and it seemed a good
opportunity to land on the Shiants. The anchorage is N.E. of the beach joining
the two main islands and when we tacked to fetch up to it the rattle of our winch
brought a cloud of birds out from the cliffs. John and Mike climbed E. Garbh
while I contended myself with the lower slopes of E. an Tighe. We found a tent
on the south shore and later met its occupants who had paddled over from Skye
in kayaks. At 1735 we sailed on towards Lewis with the same steady S.W.
breeze. After study of the C.C.C. we rejected L. Shell in favour of L. Ouirn,
clean and straight, tapering to a sheltered anchorage at the head. As we passed
close to the N.E. tip of Kebock head we were astonished and delighted to see
primroses in full flower on all the lower ledges. There was a yacht in the loch
which turned out to be AEOLIAN on which I had twice cruised with her previous
owner. After supper we all went aboard her and later the party moved back to
VERVE and did not break up till early on Monday. Dr. Spiers, AEOLIAN’s
owner, is in practice in Stornoway; some members may know his uncle who
lives at Burtown, Athy, previously the home of my great-uncle George Low.
June 12th. I woke late and was puzzled by a hammering sound floating down
from the village of Graver, each series of double taps ending with a single tap.
It turned out of course to be a loom, for Harris tweed is also woven in Lewis.
The sun was high and the crew had their first swim. At 1050 we proceeded to
race out of the loch in the most frustrating catspaws which seemed to head us
every time we tacked. After a ding-dong struggle AEOLIAN was first outside,
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where we both lay becalmed. At 1320 we said goodbye and motored off; theywere
in no hurry to get to Stornoway on the last day of their cruise. We docked at the
commercial quay at 1450 and took on water, then moved alongside a trawler in
the inner harbour. In the evening we walked through the vast park on the south
side of the harbour and saw the sun set from Gallows Hill, where we were devoured by midges. There is hardly any space for yachts to anchor near Stornoway.
We spent the night near the east side of Glunaig bay in the approaches, flat calm.
June 13th. We motored out at 0925 and headed across towards Edrachilles bay
on the mainland. I lost a logline and spinner due to thinking a new Walker plastic
clip was hooked on when it wasn’t. The glare of the sun was reflected off a glassy
sea. After lunch we were thankful for a little breeze from N.W. which brought us
in past Point of Stoer and slowly into L. Drumbeg at 1730, a charming anchorage
but only a loch by courtesy. We all bathed, then had a walk and found a fishing
pub. John and Mike returned later and were presented with three nice trout for
our breakfast.
June 14th. Sunny and warm enough to tempt us all over the side. We set off
at 1020 with a fair S.W. breeze, heading north for Handa island. We were
moved to set the spinnaker for the run up Handa sound. A little further on we
entered L. Laxford and beat into Fanaghmore bay on its south side, anchoring
at 1305. During lunch mist started rolling down into the bay. We decided to
go round to L. Inchard before it got worse but found our C.Q.R. foul, 1 presume
between big stones. We were in 3½ fins. (H.W.) off the ’phone kiosk. (Later we
heard this is a favourite anchorage of BLOODHOUND’s so perhaps there is
better bottom further out). After sailing this way and that we got the anchor and
proceeded, but at the mouth of the loch found it quite thick. There are scattered
rocks extending a mile seaward between lochs Laxford and Inchard, fortunately
mostly above water. We steered compass courses between them and had picked
up the clean north shore of loch Inchard at about ½ cable when we suddenly came
into clear sunshine again. We entered L. Bervie on the leading marks and got a
least depth of 8½ ft. in the narrow entrance at just half ebb. This is a very small
loch with scarcely room for more than one yacht to swing in the pool beyond the
pier and out of the traffic. The fishing fleet also operates from a pier r mile away
in L. Clash which is more exposed but accessible at L.W. At weekends they all
moor at L. Bervie pier. There is no shelter north of this on the west coast of
Scotland. We were hospitably received at the hotel by Dr. Hutchinson, ex-owner
of a cruising cat. We saw a fishing boat enter the 1och i hour after L.W. when by
our sounder there would have been barely 6 ft. on the line. The doctor told us
there were paint marks on a wall giving slightly better depth just east of the beacon
line.
June 15th. Bright sun and flat calm. I sent the crew ashore for 4 gallons to
fill the petrol tank in case we should have to motor all the way to Kirkwall. We
left at 0920 and headed north up the coast to pass Cape Wrath at 1145. There was
a small L. Bervie boat hauling pots between the rocks of the headland; it must be
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rare to have weather settled enough for this. We set course 060° (T) for
Brough head at the N.W. of the Orkney mainland, distant 60 miles and soon lost
the land in haze. At 1440 a light breeze filled in enabling us to set sail and lie
our course closehauled; later it veered S.E. giving us a reach. At 2130 the
haze revealed the land with the Kitchener memorial about 3 miles away and after
a while Brough head. We were passing not far from the wreck of the HAMPSHIRE
which was lost in June 1916 with only 12 survivors. Five miles beyond Brough
head at 2315 we entered Eynhallow sound which is 8 miles long andless than a
mile wide in places. We were lucky to be able to sail right through closehauled starboard tack. The wind off the land smelt powerfully of dung, further
proof that we had arrived in Orkney. This sound is unlit but in 59° N. there
was reasonable visibility all night and the beacon on the skerry near the inner
end of the sound was spotted a safe distance off. However it was too dark to
tack between unknown shoals so when we had opened Kirkwall bay we stowed sail
and motored upwind to anchor outside the dock at 0135 Friday.
June 16th. After;a late breakfast we moved in and: moored alongside a
coaster. In the afternoon we hired a car and saw some of the many ancient
monuments in west Mainland. The two most impressive were Scara Brae, a
group of stone-age dwellings with furniture and evenJdrains which have been
preserved until quite recently under sand dunes on the west coast; and Maeshowe,
a complete and beautifully built megalithic tomb. We also visited Stromness,
the second town and I think the best anchorage in Orkney. In the evening we
drove across the Churchill barriers to South Ronaldsay and looked out across
the Pentland firth.
June 17th. Lisl arrived by plane in the afternoon. We sailed to Ellwick bay,
Shapinsay, about 3 miles away and moored alongside. We had little difficulty in
locating my grandfather’s farm. We were entertained by the owners Mr. and
Mrs. Foubister who later came aboard VERVE. We returned to Kirkwa11 as the
sun was setting.
Sunday 18th June. We left under power at 1240 bound for Shetland, passed
through Fara sound two hours later and set course for Scalloway, 68 miles.
The glass was falling slowly and the forecast S. or S.W. 7 to 8 but there was no
wind at all till evening, when a light S.E. breeze allowed us to stop the engine.
June 19th. Violent slatting woke me at 0215. There was fog, near calm and
a most confused sea. Sumburgh head light had been seen abeam before the fog
but the flood would take us towards the head for another hour and I feared we
were too far east and in the r~st, the local name for a tide race. The engine
was started and fortunately half an hour later it cleared and Fitful head, which
is easy to recognise, was seen ahead. The sea was still confused but we
were miles west of the r’6st. There were fog patches and we steered from
point to point up the west coast of the mainland. However it cleared before we
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reached Fugla Ness at the approach to Scalloway where we got a nice breeze and
sailed into the harbour in the morning sun anchoring at 0555. In the afternoon we
went to Lerwick by bus.
June 20th. Lashing rain from the S.E. and a warning of S.W. and later N.W.
gale. The bay at Scalloway is rather open so we hoisted mainsail and proceeded
through West Burra sound to Lang sound where we found a snug berth in 3 fins. We
lit the stove and remained below. In the evening when the wind went N.W. andthe
rain stopped John and I walked across West Burra island to Hamnavoe, a fishermen’s dormitory village with the trawlers lying to moorings in a sheltered horse shoe bay; it is 3 miles from Scalloway where they land their catch and do their
shopping.
June 21st. Blowing S.W. 5 to 6. We sailed 8 miles in sheltered water to
Selivoe and anchored for lunch. We returned to Scalloway and berthed alongside.
Later again we sailed round to the bay behind Scalloway castle. We had made
friends with Brian Anderson, manager in the fish station on the quay, and that
evening went to a party at his uncle’s croft about 2 miles up the road, returning on
board much later than intended.
June 22nd. Sunny, but blowing W.S.W. 6. There is a back door to Scalloway
called Cliff sound. Brian had told me to steer from the pier towards a white mark
on a wall, which would lead us safely through the channel into this sound. Then we
could sail 7 miles on our way south in smooth water. Unfortunately we could see
no white mark so turned back onto the wind and slogged out to Fugla Ness, small
jib and reefed main. When we cleared the shelter we met a large and very steep
sea from somewhat more ahead than the wind. It was alarming at first, but none
were seen to break and VERVE took them well and made satisfactory progress.
We were aiming for 5 miles west of Fitful head so as to give Sumburgh rost a
really wide berth and we reached this point in 3 hours. Then we bore off for
Fair Isle, making all sail with a falling wind. Later it backed and headed us, but
we held the starboard tack, hoping that the ebb was just on the lee bow and that we
would have the flood under our lee on the port tack. It was not our day, for at the
turn of the tide the wind first dropped and then went back to S.W. so we were still
beating against the tide and were really fed up looking at Fair Isle getting no nearer.
We were rewarded by a rather dramatic entry at midnight into the narrow rocky
North Haven, where our lines were taken by two figures on the pier who turned out
to be the P.O. maintenance man and a Scottish girl doing duty as cook to the bird
observatory.
June 23rd. We were absolutely enchanted by Fair Isle. It was looking its
best in the sun of course, and the harbour is most picturesque lying between the
cliffs of two grass-topped promontories with a white beach at its head, to the south
of which can he seen the arresting shape of Sheep Craig. There are also the birds.
I had never before been able to get within 5 ft. of puffins when you can see the shot
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silk effect on the white part of their faces. The pleasure of close inspection
seems mutual. On the other hand the dive-bombing skuas are better avoided
unless you have a stick in your hand, ~ as Mike found when he was repelled in
disorder from the territory of the bonxies. But the chief attraction is the friendly
and cheerful disposition of the 50 or so inhabitants. The houses are spic and
span with no evidence of serious money shortage. The women all knit and seemed
to have full order books. There are families with young children who have no
intention of leaving the island. They run their own ferry to Grutness on the east
side of Sumburgh head. She is a fishing boat, the GOOD SHEPHERD and in summer
lies at a mooring in North Haven; from October she remains hauled out on a
patent slip and is launched as required when weather permits.
We left at 1435, wind N.W. 4 to 5, small genoa set, and sailed close down
the east coast. Then we crossed the r’~st off Skadan, the south point of the island,
taking too much water into that genoa, but with the tide fair we were soon through.
Towards evening the breeze slowly disappeared and at 2000 off Start point, Sanday,
we turned on the engine. Two hours later we reached our anchorage in the bight
of Stackaback, Papa Stronsay. This is opposite Whitechurch village on Stronsay
which has a pier harbour where I mistakenly feared we might be disturbed by
fishing boats. Formerly it was a major herring port but nowit seemed deserted
apart from the R.N.L.I. boat. This is the only safe anchorage in the N.E. part
of Orkney though it is rather too spacious. For us it was like a millpond.
June 24th. In the morning we sailed to Kirk-wall via Spurness sound in 3
hours with a fair E. breeze. We left again at 1640, wind now S.E. 5, a run
through Eynhallow sound and a reach on our course for Cape Wrath. We had
some fair tide through the sound and emerged at predicted slack water. (There
are breakers if you leave with the ebb). It began to rain. For the first couple
of hours the sea was rather nasty but then became more regular. We were
carrying full main, mizen and small jib and logging 7 kn. to 2300, then 6 kn. to
midnight.
Sunday 25th June. The rain stopped and the wind soon followed suit. At 0115
Cape Wrath light was identified. An hour later, reduced to 1 kn. with large genoa,
I started the engine. So we again passed Cape Wrath on an unrippled sea and
returned to L. Bervie. It turned out a sunny day and in the evening a little wind
came from the north so we sailed round to the head of L. Laxford, bare granite
scenery with Arkle and Ben Stack as background.
June 26th. This was the morning Mike was supposed to be back at work and
Lisl was also due at home. Transport from here was impossibly complicated so
it was decided that they would come on to Mallaig. In the interests of pressing
on we wasted no time beating the 3 miles down the loch but motored to the entrance
and set all sail to a splendid fair breeze from the N.W. Off Handa island both
sea and air were thick with birds, especially guillemots. The wind came aft,
reducing our speed° We were passing at some distance a stretch of coast with
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many lochs and islands which we would have liked to have time to visit. Ten
hours sailing brought us to Longa I. at the entrance to L. Ga£rloch where we
lost the wind and motored across to Badachro, an attractive natural harbour
where some yachts are stationed and fishing boats have moorings. The fish are
landed at Flowerdale bay where Jdm and Mike went after supper with dinghy and
outboard and returned with a large cod, but no prawns.
June 27th. The day started overcast with light S.W. breeze and this time
we sailed out but as we coasted down the Applecross peninsula it fell very light.
We had an important tide to catch in Kyle Rhea so we motored, enjoying splendid
views of the Cuillins, as far as Crowlin I., where the breeze improved. After
a short reach in L. Alsh it was a smart beat through the kyle and tack for tack
all the way to Mallaig where we anchored in the middle close north of the moored
yachts. We intended a farewell dinner ashore for Lisl and Mike and were
seriously upset to find no eating facilities at all at 9 p.m. A girl in the hotel near
the pier eventually yielded to John’s charm and cut us some sandwiches. We
were so hungry we were quite pleased.
June 28th. We woke to heavy rain. On deck at 0700 to find excited waving
from McBraynes. I rowed Mike and his bags ashore and was told VERVE was
obstructing the arrival of a second ship. So John got the anchor and we motored
in alongside, rushing Lisl and luggage ashore, still in buckets of driving rain.
Our haste proved unnecessary because the train waited for the second ship, the
m.v. LOCH SEAFORTH. Later I met her skipper and he said not to worry, he
could have docked without hitting us. The Harbour Master now decreed that
VERVE must not occupy a berth alongside as fishing boats were returning early
because of the weather, so out we went again and moored to two anchors. We
tried a walk in the evening but it was too unpleasant to go far, wind S.6 and rain.
June 29th. John and I were now on our own. We felt we deserved a better
forecast than S.W. or W. 6 gusting 8. We left with small genoa and a reef and
took a port tack to beyond the point of Sleat. It was rough going and on hitting
a sea which I suppose was worse than most our jib sheet broke about 2" from the
clew. It was new 16 plait terylene -211,,
, the same size as the old ulstron which
had served well for four seasons; the sheets were in one length, secured to the
shackle by a simple overhand knot. We tacked and knotted on the starboard
sheet. We handed the main and found we lost little in speed. This tack took us
close under Eigg where we ran the engine to keep way on between gusts and
afterwards we kept it ticking over and found this a most effective rig. The same
long tack took us in to White Sand bay close N.E. of Ardnamurchan and when we
went about my knot gave way. So back we went to the starboard tack and before
the genoa was home the original knot pulled out. We suddenly seemed horribly
close to the rocks. I opened the throttle and while John pulled down the flogging
sail I was greatly relieved to observe that we were making steady if slow progress into the wind and the rather steep sea. We attached the sheets securely
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with buntline hitches and rehoisted the sail. Before long we could lie a course
to clear the headland and with the last of the fair tide we were soon up with it
and thankfully eased sheets. We reset the reefed main and enjoyed a splendid
broad reach in to Tobermory harbour and a short beat to the anchorage.
June 30th. The forecast was W. 6 to 8 but the actual wind S.W. 5 so we set
out with a reef and small genoa but added the mizen staysail and made good progress down Mull sound. Saw CARRIGWEN LC.C. motoring towards Tqtbermory.
We cut the corner too fine at Duart castle and got completely becalmed. We had
to motor to get clear. We just managed to weather Sheep I. and then eased
sheets for Luing sound where we arrived with over an hour of fair tide in hand.
The sun came out and we had a quiet run in,to Crinan, anchoring in the bay. We
walked over the hill to the basin and some way along the towpath and, as I
expected, John was greatly taken by the place.
July Ist. We sailed away in very light airs but when we opened the sound
of Jura got a fresh southerly. On sheeting in the large genoa the halliard block
broke from the masthead and the sail came half down. We ran back to anchor
and sort this out. The block had been suspended by a short stainless strop which
had broken at the talurito The eye had to be cut off the lock to make room for a
shackle and a couple more made up the length. I was glad to be in a quiet place
for going aloft. We left again at 1115, small genoa this time reflecting on the
more awkward places that strop might have chosen for breaking. It was a
rather dull day with poor visibility. At 12 mile port tack took us to Lagg bay on
Jura after which we beat rather ineffectively in a short confused sea with too
little wind. We ended by motoring the last bit to Craighouse, Small Isles, an
anchorage which I had last visited in 1935 in OSMUNDA. There is a huge new
distillery and a hotel as well as the small shop which is still the only one on the
whole of Jura.
Sunday July 2nd. A day of light breezes with intervals of calm. In the
morning, when sailing, we were usually heading towards the Mull, closehauled
starboard. The afternoon obliging produced a southeasterly giving us a reach
across towards Antrim. Close under the land we finally got a westerly with some
fierce squalls. We berthed in Carnlough at 1920.
July 3rd. The wind was W° 4 to 6 with showers. We had a splendid fast
reach, except when we got becalmed under Path head, passing through Donaghadee
sound and on to North Rock. Here we came closehauled to pass inside South
Rock and so on to Ardglass, with a short tack in. Dredging was in progress.
July 4th. A sunny day with a light S.E. breeze. We held the starboard tack
till noon and the port tack took us in south of Clogher head at 1800. The wind
then dropped but after half an hour of engine we got a nice offshore breeze which
took us most of the way to Skerries bay.
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July 5th. Lisl joined us by bus for the last sail of the cruise. We left at
1030 and ran straight into fog, wind S.E. 2. It cleared, to our relief, near
Lambay. At 1335 we took a mooring outside Howth and had lunch in style. The
wind now went to S. 5 and we beat round to Dunlaoghaire under small genoa and
mizen in 1½ hours. Off Howth we took more spray aboard than at any time
during the cruise.
SUMMARY
Date
June
3-4
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15-16
17
18-19
20-21
22
23
24
24-25
25
26
27
29
30
July 1
2
3
4
5

Sea
Mile~

Destination
Donaghadee
Carnlough
G igha
Oban
Tobermory
T otaig
Poll Doin
L. Ouirn
St ornoway
L. Drumbeg
L. Bervie
I<J_rkwall
Shapinsay & back
Scalloway
local sailing
Fair Isle
Papa Stronsay
I<irkwall
L. Bervie
L. Laxford
Badachro
Mallaig
T obermory
Crinan
Small Isles
Carnlough
Ardgla ss
Skerries
Dunlaoghair e

87
27
42
50
24
53
16
46
11
38
19
92
7
88
13
38
39
19
92
8
55
54
32
42
21
51
54
45
20
1,183

Total time
und~em¯ way
h~s. mins.
18.05
6.15
6.25
8.50
6.10
9.05
5.15
9.45
4.00
8.05
4.30
16.15
2.05
17.15
3.50
12.40
7.35
2.55
16.40
1.20
II. i0
1 I. 25
8.30
7.35
4.45
10.20
8.25
12.15
4.40

Under power
hrs. mins.
1.25
2.10
.55
.15
.45
5.30
1.30
4.45
5.55
.15
9.35
.05
. I0
2.20
.05
7.05
I. 15
3.30
4. I0
1.00
1.30
4.10
.05
1.15
.40

240.05

60.20

average speed 4.9 knots

25%
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A NOTE ON THE NORTHERN ISLES
When I came home in VERVE I learnt that lain Rutherford was in Stromness
in his m. y° ROCKALL and looking for a crew for a ten-day cruise to Shetland.
Having so enjoyed my brief visit to Scalloway I was easily tempted to join him.
In Orkney we spent nights at Eday, Egilsay and West_ray. We cruised the east
side of Shetland stopping at Grutness, Mousa, Lerwick, Out Skerry, Fetlar and
Baltasound, then rounding Muckle Flugga and returning by Blue Mull Sound between
Unst and Yell and calling at Mid Yell, Mossbank and Lerwick again. We visited
Fair Isle both going and coming back. The highlight was seeing the snowy owls
on Fetlar where they were nesting for the first recorded time in U.IG and standing up well to a 24 hour surveillance with occasional filming from a large hut
dragged up the mountain by devoted ornithologists.
These islands impressed me very favourably as a cruising ground and I hope
a brief description of them will arouse the interest of other members and encourage them to go and see for themselves.
Orkney and Shetland were a Norse earldom until 500 yards ago when they
were given in pawn to Scotland by Denmark as part of a royal dowry. They
were never redeemed. For a couple or centuries they suffered under Scottish
landlords, particularly oppressive in Orkney, and in spite of considerable
ethnical admixture the inhabitants still do not think of themselves as Scots.
Though they have similar histories, geographical positions and climates the two
counties differ greatly in some respects.
Orkney is comparatively low-lying, nearly all the islands being fertile with
a high proportion of the land under cultivation. It has a higher agricultural output than any other Scottish county. The Orcadians being so engrossed in farming there is very little interest in fishing. The farm houses are compactly
grouped with extensive byres and barns all solidly built to withstand the winter
storms. Hedges are non-existent, the fields being divided by wire fences with
square-sawn posts. Trees are extremely scarce. A sycamore which greatly
impedes the traffic in Kirkwall’s narrow main street is preserved as a rarity.
The outstanding work of man is the magnificent twelfth-century cathedral in
Kirkwall.
Shetland is as poor as Orkney is rich. The islands are higher and consist
mostly of barren moor and bog with very small patches of cultivation. The
Shetlanders are crofters with a strong interest in fishing. There are still many
full-time fishermen but nothing compared to a century ago when it was the
almost universal occupation. Nowadays many go to sea for a livlihoed. The
women spend all their spare time knitting, using machines for the plain bits.
For the political economist it is a problem county.
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Orkney is divided by its large mainland into the northern and the southern
isles. The latter, surrounding Scapa Flow, I did not visit, apart from sailing
out of Stromness in ROCK.ALL; they border the Pentland Firth, the most
dangerous piece of water in Britain, which most yachtsmen might prefer to avoid.
(In the 1958 Annual, page 16, Gurth Kimber gave hints on crossing it). In the
northern part there are plenty of anchorages though few are sheltered from all
directions and in general they are far from snug. One is usually sailing within
the islands and although the spaces between them are mostly large there is
some shelter. There are strong tides in many of the firths with r~sts to be
avoided. I should say that in normal summer conditions it would be possible to
visit nearly all the islands leaving the yacht safely anchored or moored alongside.
The mainland of Shetland stretches 50 miles north and south so that here it
is coastal cruising either on the east or on the west. However there are many
voes, narrow inlets of varying length, which offer endless scope for choosing
sheltered anchorages. There are also interesting islands to visit on either
coast with Fair Isle and Out Skerry strongly recommended and Foula as a
collectors piece, weather permitting. Tides are strong only at Sumburgh Head
and Muckle Flugga, the extremeties, and in Blue Mull and Yell Sounds, but in
poor weather the sea, &specially on the west side, can easily become dangerous.
Shetland seems to be a place where one should if possible plan to spend two
weeks.
Both Orkney and Shetland are full of interest, archaeological, historical,
piscatorial and ornithological. In both a visiting yacht is still rare enough to
attract attention and we always found the islanders sociable and helpful and
sometimes almost embarrassingly hospitable.
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TWO SEASONS IN CHINA BIRD
by Horace P. Beck
At midnight, June 18th, 1966, CHINA BIRD, 13 ton aux. sloop departed
Newport, Rhode Island, bound for Bermuda, where she arrived after a stormy
passage at 1700 June 24th. After effecting minor repairs she departed for
Copenhagen, Denmark in a northeast gale on June 29th, and arrived in Copenhagen~on Sunday morning, July 23rd after an uneventful but reasonably rapid
passage.
On August 3rd we departed Copenhagen and made the best of our way to Kiel,
through the Canal and on to Amsterdam and thence to Harwich, England. The
final leg of the yoyage was somewhat marred by running aground on a bar
twelve miles off Harwich where we remained for eleven hours before coming
free with the aid of the Walton life-boat which towed us ingloriously into Harwich where we arrived at 0200, August 29th.
From Harwich we proceeded to Walton, several miles away where the boat
was laid up for the winter with instructions to have her ready June 1st. Unfortunately circumstances conspired against us and it was not until August 8th
that we were able to return to England and pick up the boat. Last minute chores
and a gale prevented our sailing for several days and it was not until 1000,
August 15th that we were able to get underway for the second leg of our trip
which should, eventually, end back in Newport, Rhode Island. For crew there
was John Spong, an Englishman, my wife, and myself.
Our first passage was a short one ending at Lowestoft, an uninteresting but
snug harbour with a difficult entrance. Although the Royal Norfolk and Suffolk
Yacht Club was the most pretentious we were to see, the charms of Lowestoft
appear to have ceased about the same time they stopped making pottery.
Neither have been resumed.
The day day we were away with a fresh sou’wester which increased as the
day wore on. During the afternoon we crossed The Wash and at 1800 double
reefed the mains’l. At midnight we took off the main altogether and proceeded
under the number two genoa, blowing hard, rain, and enough fishing vessels
around to make one think he was in Times Square at theatre time. By breakfast the wind moderated and by 1900, when we tied up in Sunderland, it was
nearly calm. Sunderland was large and very much a commercial harbour but
we enjoyed it and three young boys who came aboard, made themselves quite
at home and regaled us with ghost stories.
Because of miserable weather we remained in Sunderland until 1400 and then,
despite the fog and lack of wind pushed on to Blythe fifteen miles away where we
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arrived with about a cupfull of petrol remaining and ten minutes of daylight left.
Our reception in Blythe was magnificent. The Royal Northumberland Yacht
Club was housed in an old lightship and the place was decorated with the burgees
of various clubs whose members had put in there. One burgee was that of the
Irish Cruising Club. No one could have been kinder than the members of the
club who took us to town for petrol and gave us valuable local knowledge plus a
useful cruising guide to the waters from there to Edinburgh.
By noon of the 19th the weather had cleared, our supplies were stowed and
we were off again for Edinburgh with a planned stop at Holy Island where St.
Cuthbert once lived and where excellent mead is said to be made. The entrance
is tricky at best and when the wind failed, darkness approached and the tide began
to set us down on rocks with incredible speed we abandoned both St. Cuthbert’s
ruins and the mead and made for open water. To those who are strangers to
the area I would advise that the lights can be confusing and unless care is taken
you will find yourself in the red sector of the wrong light.
Once it had thwarted our attempts to make Holy Island, the breeze picked up
and began to haul ahead, steadily freshening. Dawn found us abeam St. Abbs
Head and although the weather was clear it was cold and we were faced with the
dreary prospect of a dead beat to Edinburgh. Before the day was over I learned
why John Paul Jones abandoned attacking the place during the American Revolution
when a gale blew down the Firth. Eventually we worked in beyond the Isle of
May, past Bass Rock, grand in the sunlight, and on up the Firth the wind blowing
harder and we grimly determined not to quit. Eventually we arrived within a
mile of Granton Harbour and the wind died. We had used up our petrol keeping
clear of the bricks at Holy Island and were forced to ghost in and tie up alongside
the wharf.
The next three days in Edinburgh more than repaid the long beat and we were
reluctant to leave that great stone city but we were running out of time and funds.
Our departure from Granton was delayed by the ever-present customs official
who wanted to see our papers and we lost the tide and the wind. Since the former
was against us at three knots and our engine gives us five we ducked in behind
Fidra Island for an eerie and rolly and thoroughly uncomfortable night. Some
strange creature, either a bird or a seal made the night hideous with sounds one
would imagine coming from a banshee bewailing the doom of her kin. Said noises
did not bother the light house keeper as much as they did us. He noticed our
light at bed time and immediately pulled down the shade’.
At 0700 we were away with the tide under power and eventually picked up a
breeze off the North Carr light vessel, and the fog along with it. At 1240 visibility improved, wind lessened and the fishermen of GREEN PASTURES sighted us
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and insisted on giving us a half bushel of delicious haddock which they passed
on a line. By dark the fog had become quite blinding and so it remained all night
and the next morning but with the help of the fog signal on Girdle Ness we were
able to find Aberdeen. The harbour master provided us with a berth in the
sewer entrance and the port authorities charged a pound for use of the facilities.
It was not until 1000, August 25th that the fog moderated enough to make a
departure feasable and we left with the vessel and her warps encased in gurry.
Again the wind was light and the fog miserable but by 1900 we had managed
toturn Rattray Head and shape a course up the Moray Firth. John Spong had to
get ashore and the fog thickened but by dint of some listening and some profanity
we made the town of Frazerburgh unable to see the masthead light for the fog’.
The entrance is narrow and once in, one threads one’s way between jetty after
jetty until at last you arrive inside a labyrinth of breakwaters. We tied up at
2355 and celebrated the event with two fingers (the index and little finger held
parallel) of rum.
John departed at 0500 and at 0800 we prepared to leave but the engine wouldn’t
start. However, thanks to Captain James Buchan we got an engineer to put things
right and were amazed when neither would accept either pay or grog for a
morning’s worth of time and labour. Before leaving we visited Buchan’s vessel
and made plans to go fishing with his next summer.
By 1200 the engine was right again and we powered out to pick up a light
favouring breeze and ran up the coast to Port Knockie only to discover that, contrary to the coast pilot, there is scarcely four feet of water in it at low tide and
an uncharted rock in the entrance. Accordingly we left and ran three miles
further to Buckle a little town of "seven thousand, chief export whiskey".
Our day began at 0730 at Buckie with the arrival of the customs officer to
see the ship’s papers, our passports etc., etc. By 1000 a breeze had sprung up
and we had a glorious sail up the Firth made even more interesting by seeing a
basking shark jump clear out of the water three times.
By evening we were in the channel into Inverness, which is not well marked
and within a few cables of the pier we went about six feet out of the channel and
waited six hours for the tide to float us free. In this area if you touch ground on
a falling tide and are hung up for five minutes you have lost the ball game’.
Two days were spent in Inverness and then we were away into the Caledonian
Canal for what was a delightful and surprising voyage. We threaded Lock Ness
without seeing the monster and spent the night at Fort Augustus. The following
morning we were off for Fort William in a rising breeze. We reached Loch Lochy
four miles long and a quarter mile wide. The wind was straight down the lake.
A squall struck the vessel and before anything could be done we were blown ashore.
Two hours were spent winching off and we slunk behind a neighbouring point to
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lick our wounded egos and wait a full day until the breeze abated, which it did
but not for long. By the time we reached Fort William it was blowing a gale so
we tied up at the last lock and waited until September 1st to depart.
We were urged to wait a day to witness the foot race to the top of Ben Nevis
which, from looking at the mountain, I assume to be won by the survivor of the
ordeal. But time was of the essence and we pushed on, arriving at Oban at 1700,
just ahead of another gale.
The next three days were spent in shifting anchorages to find a lee from the
vicious series of storms that swept the place, visiting ashore with the Irvings
and aboard AHWILDA OF RHU with Mr. Ferrera, master.
Even in Scotland gales abate and so, eventually, we had a lull between one
force 10 gale and a predicted one and dashed off to Crinan where the lock gate
clanked shut behind us about five minutes before the next gale struck-- and it
was a corker. We lay in a tiny basin with high cliffs all around and were forced
to run six lines ashore to stay there’.
The gale continued but we were next to a shipyard that had been recommended
highly and here we arranged for the boat to be laid up. Our time was up and we
were due home September 8th.
Here CHINA BIRD will lie until June 15th 1968 when we plan to cruise the
Western Islands for two weeks before jumping over to Ireland to renew former
acquaintances and cruise the west coast as we amble slowly homeward.
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WINIFRED IN NORWAY
by Michael Villiers-Stuart
The Ship: Reputed as being built in Haulbowline (then a Naval Dockyard off
Queenstown) at unknown date, as sailing tender to the Fleet and for supplying
the Forts with powder and shot. Until recently WINIFRED carried amongst her
ballast some queer shaped projectiles which were possibly designed to splinter
’wooden walls".
During 1914/18 War she was bought by Mr. Moloney of Dungarvan, who put
her at the disposal of Sir Roger Casement to support the 1916 Rebellion and was
used to rendezvous with German U-boats and supply ships, off the South-v~est
coast and inform them where to land the arms and ammunition etc. She is
reputed to have been about a fortnight at sea off the Kerry coast waiting to contact the German ship was had been captured by the corvette BLUEBELL, carrying evidence which Ied to Sir Roger’s arrest.
After the Rebellion my father bought her in 1918 to fish lobsters out of
Helvick pier, then being built. In 1922 she was converted to a sort of a kind of
a yacht. An engine was installed in 1930.
She has recently had an extensive refit, including new stem, stern-post and
a number of frames and timbers. Two water-tight bulkheads enclose a 58 H.P.
Perkins diesel under the cockpit, now amidships. Her construction is double.
diagonal t eak planking on oak frames copper fastened 3½ ton lead keel. Her
dimensions are 32 fto overall, 29 ft. waterline, 10 ft. 6 ins. beam, 5 ft. 6 ins.
draft.
The Crew:

Michael Villiers-Stuart
Richard McCullagh
Niall
"
Wallace Clark
David Maclagan
Garry Villiers-Stuart
Sally Villiers-Stuart
Virginia Villiers-Stuart
Katherine Villiers-Stuart

Larne to Inverness
Greenisland to Larne
Inverness to Norheimsund
Greenisland to Greenisland
Larne to Greenisland
do.
do.
Inverness to Greenisland
do.
do.

Having spent the last few years tearing up £5 notes while WINIFRED was having
a major refit, it was a terrific moment, when on the anniversary of King Billy’s
spirited exploits, with drums beating and pipes playing ashore, we set sail from
Greenisland outward bound for Norway.
After a pleasant sail down Belfast Lough and round to Lame, the next morning
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Wallace, who was joining us at Inverness, came to see us off bringing a lot of
very useful spare gear, and it was great to have his help in checking that all
forseeable eventualities could be dealt with.
Richard Sally and Garry arrived later having sailed round from Browns Bay
in a friends 18’ footer. After a few beers and the usual hurried stowing of gear
we were underway at 1330, July 13th.
The E.N.E. wind gradually freshened during the afternoon and by 1545 we
were down to double reefed main and all feeling pretty queasy in the usual N.
Channel lumpy sea. By 1930 it was gusting up to 7 and we reefed again. The
mast wedges worked loose and the cabin became drenched. By 2100 the squalls
were of great force, and the dinghy oars were washed overboard; daylight
appeared ominously between some of the seams of the mainsail and as we could
not lay our course as the wind had backed to N.E. by N. we decided like
Slatterys Mounted Fut, when the band was playing cautiously, that discretion
was the better part of valour and took down the jib and made for the lee of the
west side of the Mull under engine and well reefed main where we found a small
sandy bay under White Point and dropped our hook in 4 fathoms at 2300 with a
sigh of relief as the wind howled in the rigging. Can there be any more delightful feeling than finding shelter from a blow.
The bogie stove soon had the temperature up to about 90° F. and you could
hardly see across the cabin for steam.
Next morning it was still blowing hard from N.E. the tTisail was out fiat
and we motorsailed up the coast into the head off-shore wind anchoring in
Gallanach Bay, just north of Crinan, at 2000 where David cooked a smashing
meal weighing about ten pounds, all of which was consumed (Please insert this
sentence twice a day from now on).
Garry and David had us under way at 0545 July 15th. After a pleasant trip
in light winds via Cuan Sound we locked in to the Caledonian canal at Corpach at
1330, having motored all the way to catch the tide.
The passage through the canal was delightful the scenery and weather
splendid and after a pleasant day’s rest in Loch Lochy, we arrived at Inverness
at 1600 on Monday, July 17th, 14 hours under way in the canal.
Virginia and Katherine joined us in the evening tired after their long journey
and Richard who had so manfully steered us through the blow and regaled us
with Homeric Legends of "Dim forgotten far off days and battles long ago"
departed for home.
Wallace arrived next morning and great activity immediately broke loose.
The mainsail was taken up the town to be re-sewn, the mast wedges were
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chamfered down. Tanks topped up with diesel, oars replaced and at 1830(July 18)the
log was streamed off Inverness Beacon on a pleasant S.W. 3 evening.
This was Virginia’s 21st Birthday and David cooked an even more terrific
meal than usual (Cordon Bleu with knobs on) followed by cake and some of the
21 candles.
At 0015 on July 19th we passed the buoy marking the wreck of the hulk of an
old liner that had been torpedoed during the winter of 1940 while awaiting
permissiDn to enter Invergordon, to take shelter from the gale then blowing.
The group of trawlers in which I was then serving, had been escorting her up
to Scapa to block the entrance where Prien had entered the Flo and had sunk the
ROYAL OAK. The hulk under tow had become unmanageable and we had hoped
to have a night’s rest. Instead of which we spent the most uncomfortable night
I ever remember doing a chain patrol across the firth in a snow storm.
At 0600 Wallace got a good departure fix and on a compass course of 085°
in a light SW 3. we legged it for Utsira Island. When the sailing speed fell
below 5 knots, we set the Iron Topsail which gives 6 knots at 1100 revs.
The passage was uneventful with mainly fair light winds and splendid meals.
A lot of skua’s were sighted one of which was seen killing a herring gull by
sitting on its back and drowning it.
Wallace and I got some useful Meridian alt’s, which to our surprise proved
reasonably accurate. During the first 48 hours our speed was 6 knots. After
some Mumbo Jumbo with the radio bearings we altered course to 072° and brought
up Utsirs Lt. right ahead at 2340 on the 20th. By 0300 Utsira Island was abeam
with 329 miles on the log in 57 hours.
Some superb pilotage by Wallace direct from the Norway Pilot (the Island
was barely discernable on the approach chart 2304) brought us into Tuavag
hat, hour at first light.
/
After breakfast, walking across the island it was very noticeable how neat,
tidy and relatively prosperous the houses were compared with Tory and Rathlin,
also the large population such a small island still supported. It is only 1} miles
across in any direction.
By 1400 having topped up with water we were under way bound for Hardanger
Fjord and after a delightful sail brought up in 5 fathoms at Oklandsvag, where
Wallace and Garry provided some light entertainment by launching the dinghy
and themselves simultaneously.
The following morning July 22nd, we had a chat with a fisherman who
remembered talking to a yacht from Ireland the previous year. From the
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description it sounded like HELEN OF HOWTH.
1030 saw us under way bound for Lervik, where we arrived after a quiet
sail ending up in a rain squall at 1245. This is a small pleasant town with shops
in easy reach. There was no difficulty clearing Customs.
After lunch Ken Tveitnes, a naturalized Australian who, it transpired, had
led a most adventurous life, came aboard for a drink. Later a friend of his Otto
Lund the Chief of Police, in fact the only policeman in Lervik joined us, he
proved to be a lengthy raconteur and told us how he had trained a parrot to say
a few phrases. On one occasion, the bird had spotted some girls sun-bathing in
the altogether and had considerably startled them by flying down and saying
"Hullo Baby". Ken tried to persuade Virginia to sign on as hostess in his
passenger launch. The dangers of cruising are manifold’.
Later we moved on and brought up in Skipvag creek on Aanuglo Island. This
was a wooded inlet and the most delightful anchorage of the cruise. In the evening we all walked up through the woods with two Norwegians from a Dragon
anchored near by, who later came aboard for a beer.
Sunday morning July 23rd was fine and windless. Wallace stayed ashore to
take snaps of WINNIE in such attractive surroundings and we picked him up at
the other end of the island.
Rosendal was reached by 1300. After lunch we all walked up to the ’Castle’
which turned out to be an interesting country house once the property of the
Rosencrantz family (Karl was a well known Hegelian philosopher). Now it has
been turned into a museum containing some interesting furniture and pictures.
After tea we set out down Mouranger Fjord bound for Sundal passing a very
beautiful and impressive waterfall on the way.
WINNIE like many a fine
elderly lady has very large buttocks. Wallace and Garry went away in the
dinghy to take a photograph of WINNIE and the waterfall, when the snap was
developed, this aspect of her was almost as impressive as the waterfall.
A few miles out of Sundal we took a becalmed German 5 tonner INGEBORG
in tow. Later having drinks with them when alongside.
The high-light on July 24th was a five hour walk including a row across a
lake, to the Folgofon glacier and back, during which Sal displayed great
courage, when she got stuck on a steep slippery rock face, returning from the ice
edge and involved an exciting rescue operation. The Folgofon is very well
worth a visit.
After swapping a bottle of rum for some sea trout, we departed at 1715
arriving in Norheimsund at 2230 in heavy rain and bad visibility after passing a
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number of trawlers ring netting sardines.
Here a drunk insisted on coming on board and eventually Garry who is a Ist
XV. forward frog-marched him up the town from which the poor fellow never
returned.
At 0800 on July 25th the sad moment arrived when Wallace had to depart by
bus for Bergen. 1445 found us under way in fresh westerly wind and rain making
for the head of the Fjord (about 70 miles from the sea). Approaching Kinservik
we were knocked flat by a severe squall which tore the clew out of the mainsail.
As low cloud obscured what must have been most impressive scenery and time
was running out it was decided to go no further. So at 1845 put into Kinservik
for the night. This was a bad decision. It turned out to be a trippery place with
large car ferries arriving and departing every half hour. After difficulty finding
an anchorage in under 20 fathoms sheltered from the swe11, we tied up alongside.
Two Swedes Gert and Wilfred Nitchmann from the 6 meter JEANETT came
aboard for a meal and later we went to see some Norwegian dancing at the Hotel.
Next morning July 26th at Ii00 after Gert and Wilfred had given us some fish
caught in their net, we took JEANETT in tow alongside and set out for Bergen.
Gert and Wilfred were great value and spent the day in WINNIE. After passing through Bonde Sound we were off the approaches to Locksund at 1900 when
suddenly the wind piped up from 0 to near 7 within the space of: a few minutes.
JEANETT slipped her tow and made off for the south side of the fjord and we
made for Loksund and were alongside a very sheltered creek at Bergsvagg half
way up the sound, with the wind and rain whistling overhead by 2100.
On July 27th it took us 5~ hours to reach the fueling jetty just east of
Valheimsneset point about 1½ miles from Bergen where we obtained diesel,
engine oil and water.
Ronny Helle, who had been so kind to us at Norheimsund met us in his motor
boat, went ahead to inquire from the Harbour Master, where we could berth and
led us up to the Fish Quay, where we tied up at 1700. This is the most convenient berth near the middle of the town where a market is held every morning,
but the boat is subject to constant inspection from bystanders. The berth near
the Customs House on the starboard hand as you approach the town is by far the
quietest.
Bergen was founded by King Olaf in 1070 and figured prominently during the
mediaeval civil wars. The Hanseatic merchants opened a tradingpost there inabout
the 14th century. These buildings were not sold until 1775 long after the need for the
the Hanseatic League had vanished i.e. to protect the merchants on land from Kings and
Princes and on the trade routes from Pirates and sea Rovers. The disastrous fires
of 1702, 1855, and both World Wars have Ieft few oldl Imildings, in fact the Han1415.

seatic Museum near the Fish Quay was" the only one we saw.
There are plenty of sail-makers and yacht chandlers down by the quays. The
Tourist kiosk in the middle of the main street tells you what there is to see and
how to see it. Very many people speak English.
On July 29th at 1410 the clew of the mainsail had been repaired and we set off
for home down Byforjden with a light southerly wind and sun shining. After an
interesting passage through the islands south of Korsfjord we hove-to for a meal
at 1930 just north of Stolmen Island. The log was streamed off Torstenskiren
Pt. at 2220. Slottero Lt. abeam at 2320 with a force 5 wind on the beam. During
the night the wind increased and dear old WINNIE picked up her Victorian skirts
and legged it with well reefed main to the tune of 6½ knots for the first 3½ hours
and 6 knots for the next 5 hours.
Thereafter the wind departed and with light variables and grey skies we were
off Kinnairds Hd. at 1015 on August 1st in heavy rain and bad visibility. By
2330 we were at anchor off Muirtown Basin having made good 393 miles in 81
hours from Bergen.
After spending a night in Dallens Bay (Sound of Shuna) near Appin visitin~g
our delightful and remarkable Aunt Effie (Rod McAlpine-Downie’sgrand-mother)who
at the age of 86 recently had the misfortune of losing the sight of an eye from a
splinter, while splitting logs with an, axe, we had a stupendous sail in a N.W. 6
down the Sound of Jura to the Maidens. During one burst of speed the log was
timed at 8 knots (it might be more accurate to say we were doing a brave speed).
At 0900 on August 5th we picked up our moorings off Greenisland, bringing
to an end the best cruise we have ever had.
NOTES ON PERMANENT CREW
David

In the days of sail the cook was usually known as Grease Ball prefaced by several descriptive adjectives. This does not apply to
David, who always produced first class food. In rough weather he
was known to cook a splendid meal using a bucket.

Garry

Iron man in wooden ship. Language moderage. First class mate.

Sally

Terrific worker also first class cook.

Virginia

Not fully recovered from illness, displayed great fortitude and a
reasonable resistance to suggestions from Ken.

Katherine:

Steers a good course while reading a book.
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Destination
Larne

Distance made
good
17

Hours
6

Knots
made good
2.85

Bargybann Bay

34

9½

3.4

Gallanach Bay

47

7½

6.25

C orpach

53

73

6.85

Inverness

60

14

4.3

57

5.84

Utsira Island

332

Oklandsvag

26½

6

4.3

Lervik

10½

2¼

4.65

Skipavag

11

3½

3.3

Ros endal

11½

2

5.7 5

Sundal

14

4

3.5

Norheimsund

22

~

4.2

Kins ervik

20

4

5.0

Loksund

54

10

Bergen

36

63

5.35

Inverness

393

81¼

4.84

5.4 *

C orpach

60

15

4.0

Dallens bay

17

3¼

5.2

Greenisland

124

25

1340½

270
average speed 5.0 knots

* towing 6-metre.
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LAPUTA AND COLONEL HASLER
Plan p. 19

by G. Kimber

A description of LAPUTA appears in the 1966 Journal. Briefly, she is a 15ton Bermudan cutter, built in steel in Holland, to designs by Robert Clark. She
has a Perkins 4.99 diesel.
This has been Colonel Hasler’s year = we are not on Blondie terms. I had
been considering the possibility of fitting vane steering gear for some time and
any reluctance to spend the money got no help from those I consulted; there was
unanimous enthusiasm, always ending with the comment, "It’s worth an extra
man", to which Joan was liable to add, rather too pointedly, I thought, "And it
doesn’t need feeding".
LAPUTA was laid up at Breskens and the gear, with the somewhat complicated instructions, was shipped there with the intention of fitting it in Holland,
and then paying another visit to the Baltic. DelaysiLm~he yard and delays in our
private affairs arising out of moving house made us abandon our original plans.
Joan and I sailed the yacht back to West Mersea with the vane steering gear
lashed on deck - an uneventful passage of 24 hours slightly complicated by heavy
fog in the Thames Estuary. The yacht was hauled out so as to be near electric
power, and the yard, with some encouragement from myself, spent a difficult
fortnight puzzling out the instructions - and finding incidentally that one section
of the gear had been assembled the wrong way round. We launched again on 7th
July and a trial run with the gear was encouraging.
On Sunday, 9th July, we set off from West Mersea, with the intention of get=
ting as, far west as we could in a week. Meanwhile, Joan was to clea~: up the
house builders’ problems before joining for the cruise to Brittany. For crew, I
had my eider daughter, Jane, her friend, Alix (f) and Dick Hunter, a young man
with a limited amount of experience. Once across the Thames Estuary, we
latched in Hasler to a nice force 3 southerly, and beat through the Downs very
pleased with the result. Past the South Foreland the wind tended to head, and
we could not quite lay Dungeness, but Hasler made light of watch-keeping. By
0100, the wind had failed and we turned on the engine. Thereafter, the next
three days consisted of calms with the engine, or light fair winds, when Hasler
took charge, a high and rising barometer, smooth seas and sun or stars, the
sort of conditions that we normally only dream about. By the morning of July
12th we picked up a mooring in Fowey (290 miles). In the next three days we
continued to Ealmouth, had a sail to Helford River, and laid in stores, water
and fuel against Joan’s arrival on Saturday evening. Alix left us here. Meanwhile there had been steady easterly winds that promised a fast passage to
Brest or the Raz de Sein.
Sunday, 16th July, brought the disappointment of an overcast sky and a
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S.S.E. wind force’2-3. We beat slowly across Channel all day with Hasler
doing a11 the work, but by nightfall the wind had died and the engine went on.
By dawn there was a thick fog, made less pleasant by the fact that, judging from
the sirens, we were already in the southern steamer track. Later we hove-to,
as I reckoned we were sufficiently near the French coast, until the fog lifted at
midday. In the early afternoon we had picked up the Vierge light and were
dosing L’Abervrach, when visibility was temporarily obliterated by heavy rain.
We finally anchored in L’Abervrach at 1800 feeling somewhat shagged by the
frustrating conditions of the previous 18 hours.
From ]uly 19th to 28th we day-sailed via Camaret (where we were delayed
by repairs to the sea-water pump of the engine), Audierne (delayed by gale),
Concarneau (where Dick Hunter left us), Houat, St. Nazaire, Nantes, and back
to St. Nazaire to pick up our younger daughter, Margaret, and a young Frenchman, Bernard Le Nohaic, who had no previous experience and little English but, worth more than all that, he understood engines. Except for the gale at
Audierne, the weather was fine and the winds fair and usually varying from calm
to force 3. Whenever there was wind, we always used Hasler, and it was surprising how quickly we came to rely on it even on the shortest passages. My
last visit to these waters was in 1939, and I could not recover from my wonder
at the transformation; harbours such as Concarneau, where we had been the
only yacht, now had a hundred or more.
From St. Nazaire, a pleasant day sail brought us to the Morbihan where we
anchored off Az Gazek. The following morning we had just finished sanding the
decks (a most rewarding exercise, incidentally) when we were hailed from a
French dinghy. He was sure we would like showers and would we sail across to
the other side where his house stood. There followed a couple of most enjoyable days in the hands of M. Well, a former pilot in the Free French Air Force
and the Le Maitres, who had no English but a charmingly restored Breton
cottage on the lle Aux Moutons. Under their pilotage we sailed round the island
and enjoyed much hospitality at their two houses.
¯
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From the Morbihan we retraced our steps by La Trmlte, Port Tudy
(trouble with the self starter), Benodet and Audierne. After passing through the
Raz de Sein we wei’e intending to make Brest, where we were to pick up an
Australian friend, Robin King. The wind was S.E. 4-5. Hasler was in charge
and with the quartering wind and no spinnaker, she was tending to luff, so that
in the end we unlatched the gear and steered for the Toulinguet Passage. As a
result we were rather closer to the Tas de Pois than the direct course would
have taken us. Abreast of them I commented on the fact that we could hear a
whistle buoy when none was shown on the chart. The hooting became more
violent and was coming from what looked like a motor cruiser anchored very
close to the rocks of the second Tas de Pois - doubtless a gay fishing party.
As they continued to hoot and wave, we lowered sail and examined them more
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closely under power, when it turned out to be a small sailing cruiser, dismasted and with the mast stowed on deck. She was pitching fairly close to the
rocks, but seemingly safe, though their signals showed that they were anxious
to be towed off. The French chart showed only one rock in the channel
between the two Tas, and well away from the side on which the yacht was anchored. We approached gingerly under power, blessing our big engine, whilst
Jane and Margaret put to good use their hard apprenticeship in ASTROPHEL by
getting the tow lines ready. On the second try they got our line fast, slipped
their anchor and were towed off without difficulty .As we proceeded back to
Camaret we were met first by the life-boat and then by the French Navy, so that
we really felt that we had made a capture. Anchored in Camaret, they came
aboard and we then learnt that they had been beating through between the two
rocks, and had just tacked away from the shore, when one of the shrouds
parted at the (swaged) splice and the mast went overboard; there was no engine.
They just had time to get the anchor down before drifting ashore. To our deprecatory noises to the effect that they were quite safe, they explained that they
were worried that, as the tide rose, the anchor would be lifted, whilst they could
not join a line onto the chain as, with the extra scope, they would have swung
onto the rocks. Be that as it may, it earned us all an excellent dinner at the
Maison Familiale, a country-wide-non-profit-making holiday organisation, to
which the yacht belonged.
The weather had started to break and we sailed in indifferent conditions the
few miles to Brest and then to the Chateaulin River. Our stay there was utterly
blighted by our unsuccessful efforts to put right a blockage in the W.C. In the
end, after our return to Brest, we decided that we should have to get at the outlet, and, as it was not too far down, we shifted some ballast from the bows,
together with all the chain, to the starboard quarter. We then swung out the
boom to starboard and put Joan and Jane on the end of it. The combined effect
of all these measures was to raise the outlet to within reach, and it was not long
before we were again all pumping away happily.
The following morning Robin King arrived. In my letters (knowing Australian’s
touching, but quite unjustified, faith in the weather) I had stressed the need to
bring oilskins and seaboots. As Robin is about my age, I thought it unnecessary
to say anything about clothes. It turned out that he had brought two pairs of shorts
and a light oilskin jumber - nothing else. I produced my spare col:duroy trous ers (a trophy from a visit to MaUaig some ten years ago) and that was the last
we saw of the shorts. We also had to provide oilskin trousers and a souwester.
We had had similar trouble with Dick, who had arrived with an oilskin jumper,
jeans and not even a pair of socks.
Visibility was poor, and I thought we should have to stop at Camaret, but as
it subsequently improved, we decided to go on to L’Abervrach. By the time we
were off the Paupian buoy, however, thick rain came on, and it seemed doubtful
whether we should be able to pick up the entrance buoys. Just about the time
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when I was considering standing out to sea we picked up the Libenter and Petite
Fourche buoys and stood in. With thick rain on my glasses I am almost Minded,
and there were a few very unpleasant moments with rocks breaking all round us we were being swept the wrong side of the buoy, but when we had straightened
this out, we got in safely.
We were delayed at L’Abervrach for a day, and three days at Morlaix, part
of the time unable even to go ashore to shop. By the time we got to Tr~guier on
16 August, we had begun to wonder what the builders had been doing to the
house in our absence (we need not have wondered, as they had done nothing
for five weeks) and decided to make straight for Portsmouth. Leaving Tr~’guier
in the morning, we were off the Casquets by 1935, and were interested at the
way in which the seas seemed to smooth out as soon as we were past them.
The wind was westerly, force 3, giving a very broad reach. The instructions
for the steering gear were that if the yacht were heavy on the helm, one could
use shock cord to take some of the strain. When this had been rigged, the
former tendency to luff was completely cured and Hasler took over all night,
steering a good course for St. Catherine’s. We tied up at Portsmouth at ii00,
where Robin left us.
In the next three days we made Newhaven (in thick rain), Ramsgate, and
West Mersea, arriving on 21st August. Ramsgate was as crowded and unpleasant as ever, and Ic0mplained in general terms to the motor yacht next to
us. They agreed, and compared it very unfavourably with Continental harbours.
Further conversation elicited the fact that they had gove over to Deauville,
where they had spent four weeks happily tied up in the harbour.
In the light of our experience during a cruise of about 1300 miles, we were
very satisfied with the Hasler gear. On the wind it steers better than the
normal helmsman (except perhaps under round the buoys conditions) and especially at night, and leaves the person on watch leisure to navigate, brew up
or just admire the stars. It is almost as accurate off the wind, with the spinnaker set on a run or broad reach, or with shock cord on a broad reach instead
of a spinnaker. It will not, of course, steer in a flat calm under power. I
had been rather apprehensive about the inconvenience of the gear in harbour,
etc. It is true that a portion of the yacht formerly taken over by the crew for
sunbathing is now occupied by the gear, and in harbour, if one unships, as we
did, the servo blade, there is quite a bit of gear lying about on deck, but the
wind vane itself seemed to give no trouble, and would stand up, as the instruetions said, to gale conditions (in harbour; we have no experience of sailing in
a gale). There is no doubt that for a long passage, where the engine is used
little if at all, it is the only answer. For cruising where the engine is used a
lot, and the batteries are therefore kept well topped up, it is possible that one
of the electric devices may be as good or better. Perhaps another member
might like to add his experiences of electric devices.
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CALOR GAS

For anybody making a long cruise on the Continent, it is

worth knowing that Campinggaz make a fitting which will connect one of their
cylinders (obtainable everywhere on the Continent) to a Calor Gas regulator.
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A LOST WEEK-END
by Terry Roche

Last Winter NEON TETRA my 20 ton Hilliard motor-sailer spent afloat
moored between buoys at Lazarretto Creek in Malta, in company with FRESH
BREEZE, Admiral Flsher’s boat about which he has written many times in the
R.C.C. Journal. The winter covers were used but despite this the unusually
harsh weather had taken its toll of the bright-work and mast varnish. Several
storms were experienced there during the winter but luckily no damage was done
to NEON TETRA. The weed also had grown to such an extend that the boat
could hardly be driven through the water, the propeller itself looking like a
giant sea urchin. All this meant a hectic ten days fitting out, but thanks to the
assistance of Yacht Services Ltd., and the Manoel Island Dockyard, I was in
the cruising business in time for the arrival of the first guests on May 12th.
My wife Jo was not to come out until June 3rd bringing with her Liam and
Evelyn McGonagle who were joining us for their third season, so I had to learn
something about opening tins and other galley chores. Give me the deck any
time.
The first guests or crew as they may be called were Austrian sailing friends
from the Union Yacht Club of Austria - Knrt Jirasko, his wife and afriend of
hers, they also had been with us on several occasions before, in both Greece
and Turkey. Kurt is Vice-Commodore of his Club and is a first-class dinghy
sailor although he suffers from a stiff leg which he has had all his life. Unfortunately the day before they left Austria he had fallen through some wooden
staging at their Club House and injured his other leg which alas turned septic
immediately on arrival, this involved a delay which effected our plans drastically as I had hoped to sail to Tunis via Pantelleria then down south-eastwards to
Sfax, calling at places like Hamammett on the way and so back north to Malta.
Alas the five day delay spoiled this idea and it was not until May 17th that we
managed to get away from NEON TETRA’s winter quarters in the Marina,
hoping to get at least to Tunis.
The weather had unfortunately turned bad, with west to northwest wind forecast 4 to 6, however time was short so we set out anyway, motor-sailing
almost into the wind, in order to get some miles under our keel and also to
reach a convenient departure point for Pantelleria. By evening we had arrived
off the south-coast of Gozo - Malta’s sister Island - and we put into X’lendi Bay.
Bay is a rather grand title for the little creek which is cut into the giant
cliffs, as it is only about 50/75 yards wide for its 300 yard length, like a miniature fjord. There is a nasty rock just under the surfaceat the entrance, about
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which I had luckily been told, and it is not a place to go into at night as there are
no lights and certainly it would be unsuitable at any time in winds from anywhere
in the south. Inside there is just room for one boat of our size to anchor and we
confirmed that it is not a place to be in a blow because even the N.W. wind,
which is about the most settled direction, caused a sizeable swell making the
night uncomfortable as gusts were coming down from the hills and cliffs and
turning us in all directions. For safety I launched the dinghy and took a 2"
terylene line ashore which was then attached to our anchor chain about two fathoms
below the surface.
Next morning was spent sight-seeing and resting and after a late lunch we
prepared for departure. Unfortunately the wind, as far as we could judge from
the clouds, was still W.N.W. outside which would make it almost directly ahead
for Pantelleria and in what I knew could be a very rough part of the Mediterranean
this course was just not on. The only alternative to suit our plans seemed to be
the island of Lampedusa and when we got out to the south-west point of Gozo, our
point of departure, we found that it was just possible to lay a course for this
island.
At first the wind was light to moderate and although the sea was confused in
direction and throwing the boat about, the crew seemed to be settling downa11
right. Just before sunset however heavy clouds, with lightning now and then,
began to march across the sky to the westward and the swell began to build up.
Not a happy approach to nightfall and our fears were justified as by midnight a
fresh N.W. wind was blowing and we were now continually being swept by the
seas.
During one of Kurt’s watches I heard a bang aft which was not immediately
identifiable and it wasn’t until later, when I had been steering myself for a few
minutes, that I realised something serious was wrong. Putting on a life-harness
and crawling aft on the weather deck, to my horror I found that the triangular
wrought iron fitting (quadrant) on the rudder head had snapped at the apex (aft)
on the port side and the tiller wire was bending the front end or base of the triangle right forward so the rudder was only coming beyond centre an inch or two
even though the wheel was fully over.
After about an hour’s struggle I managed to rig a jury tiller line by using one
of the stern mooring warps which had a one fathom 3/8 chain pennant attached to
a large spring and then a 2½" terylene warp. The chain was shackled to the starboard wire and was then led aft around the rudder post then forward again on the
port side to a cleat. Upwards from the warp to the rail I tightened a lashing which
gave some measure of purchase and the spring produced a pulsing effect in the
seas which in the end was quite successful providing of course that we were
reaching and also that we manipulated the engine throttle suitably.
Before and during this operation the two lady members of the crew were
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violently sick and, with Kurt confined to the cockpit, it was quite an exhausting
hour especially as I was sick myself in the end.
A decision had to be made sometime however as to whether to turn back or
not. We had plenty of sea room, too much in fact, so there was no immediate
danger as NEON TETRA behaves herself quite well in bad conditions, but with
a weak crew and some doubt in my mind as to how and where the quadrant was
to be mended, possibly with the boat having to be slipped to remove the rudder,
it was an unpleasant night indeed.
We were able to steer in a sort of way on our original course for Lampedusa
but by dawn a new problem was evident. Visibility appeared to be only about a
mile or so caused by a sort of haze, and the Mediterranean Coast Pilot wasn’t
very encouraging as it described the island as being long, narrow and low-lying
which is unusual for the Mediterranean, so obviously in these conditions it was
not going to be easy to sight especially as it was end-on to our course. There is
no Radio Beacon there either although rumour in Malta had it that a civil air
service was to be established but nobody knew if the Radio Aids were yet installed.
Having run our distance on the log sure enough there was no sign of the
island and as the nearest Radio Beacons were Gozo 80 miles back, Cap Bon 100
miles N.W. and Pantalleria 70 miles N.N.W. it was not likely that a reasonable fix could be obtained and as in fact no joy could be got from any of these
beacons we were really up against it. I knew that we could not have drifted
more than 3 or 4 miles to lee while disabled but our leeway when on course was
difficult to estimate and must have been considerable due to the angle of the wind
and waves to our head (forward of the beam) and the also indifferent steering
with jury rig.
The more leeway one makes the more difficult it is to estimate the exact
angle and I had been allowing about half way between five and ten degrees. We
sailed on for another hour after running our distance and upon sighting nothing
the moment of decision had arrived. To sail onwards to a nasty shallow section
of the African coast with a broken steering and in this weather would be madness also not knowing whether to go up or down wind in the hope of sighting
Lampedusa made only one course possible. Reluctantly with 85 miles on the
log (which was set at Gozo), at 1030 we turned to our reciprocal course and
headed back towards Malta.
Conveying this to the seasick crew was not easy and, even when they were
told, it was clear that they did not realise how long the return would take. The
one fortunate factor in taking this course was that the wind was now slightly
abaft the beam also steering was easier and more accurate as it was mostly the
intact side of the quadrant which took the strain. Incidentally the jury tackle had
to be unshipped before we could wear ship. The seas were as bad if not worse
during the day and I put the wind, at a conservation estimate, about force 6/7
and every so often a wave would break right over us. Towards evening I at last
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managed to raise Gozo Radio Beacon on the loop and the position line this
gave showed that we were somewhat to the south of the reciprocal course from
Lampedusa indicating that we had probably passed to lee of the island. Fortunately visability improved before nightfall and shortly after dark Gozo, light
was sighted, faintly through the murk high on the mountain, about five or six
miles off. Relief all around.
I now had the courage to tell the crew that we could not possibly reach Valletta
Harbour until after dawn, although this timing perhaps was fortunate as to manoeuvre with the broken rudder in the dark and in this strength of wind would not
have been wise. The circumstances precluded any thought of putting into nearer
shelter until Valletta was reached either on Gozo, the little island of Camino or
the west end of Malta itself so there was nothing for it but to plug on through the
night, around the north point of Gozo island (to go through Camino Channel was
out too).
At last, just as dawn was breaking, we hobbled into Lazaretto Creek and
dropped anchor off the Marina dead beat and very frustrated.
We had covered 210 miles on the log since leaving X’lendi Bay and had been
at sea for over 36 hours without really getting anywhere - talk about a lost
week-end. The Austrians have a different view now of cruising in the Mediterranean and I have the memory of an unmade land-fall to live with. Luckily for
cruising people one tends to remember the good parts and forget the bad.
The rest of the season was full of incident and we saw many strange sights for instance - low flying aircraft buzzing us at night with their landing lighs on,
this in the middle of the Tyrrhenian Sea miles from any land and any shipping
lanes, also collecting half a dozen 3’ brass shell-cases found floating in the sea
the next day. Another strange event was running along a line of large multiple
floats approximately a quarter of a mile apart stretching for about 25 miles in
a direct line between Cap Passaro and Valletta Grand Harbour. Thank Goodness
this was not at night and when we tried to haul several in they couldn’t be budged
from their 50 fathom moorings. Nobody seemed to know what they were when
we reported them.
Space does not permit me to describe the north-east corner of Sardinia which
is one of the nicest cruising grounds we have visited so far also the very interesting Lipari Islands but, should any member be thinking of cruising to any of
the places mentioned below, I will be happy to give information. Sailing with us
from June 7th onwards were:- Liam and Evelyn McOonagle, Arthur Odbert,
George Wall Morris and Michael Jenkins, who a11 helped to bring the boat safely
over many more miles of cruising.
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Miles

May
12th

Valletta Depart

13th

X’lendi Bay

15th

Miles
12

June
15th

Olbia (Sardinia)

16th

Porto Cervo

22

Valletta (via Lampedusa) 205

21st

Bonifacio (Corsica)

27

21st

St. Paul’s Bay

10

22nd

La Maddelena (Sardinia)

18

23rd

Valletta

I0

24th

Arzachena Gulf

26th

Porto Rotondo

13

28th

Porto Chervo

8

20

Pause to lick wounds

"

8

June
7th

Valletta depart

8th

Panteller ia Port

142

Sept.

lOth

Favigana (Egadine lls.)

77

25th

Porto Chervo depart

Trapani (Sicily)

12

27th

Lipari (Lipari: Ils. )

311

13th

Arbatax (Sardinia)

181

29th

Syracusa (via Messina)

106

14th

P. Taverna "

60

2nd

Valletta to lay-up

80

Temporary lay-up (3 months)

Total
1967: 1,332, Sea Miles - 16 Ports

Total so far for 8 Seasons of our I0 year European
Cruise:

13,903 Sea Miles - 271 Ports
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CORK - COWES

- CORK in KILLALA

by R. L. Berridge
In September 1966 we suddenly sold SHINDILLA after a partnership of nine
years and some 17,000 miles sailing. It was sad to see her sail away from
Crosshaven. Two months later we were the owners of CARAMEL, ex FIDALGA
II, designed and built for himself by K. A. Barnaby, the chief designer of
Thorneycrofts. We brought her to Crosshaven and changed her name to
KILLALA. She is a motor sailer, 41’6" overall, 34’9" on the waterline, 11’5"
beam and 5’1" draft. She was beautifully built of teak in 1946 and her last owner,
Group Captain Douglas Johnson, the Treasurer of the R.C.C., had installed a
Volvo Penta, 6 cylinder diesel which had only run 600 hours. She was well found
with the Brookes and Gatehouse navagational equipment, radio telephone, ample
tankage and an hydraulic anchor winch. Her lay-out comprises a focsle with
cot and W.C., mostly used for storage and sail locker, galley the full width of
the ship, saloon, centre cockpit, and aft cabin with its own W.C. and a shower
compartment, but no shower installed. Her rig was bermudan ketch, very old
fashioned. Laurent Giles and Partners came up with a new rig, stronger masts
and simplified rigging and a short bowsprit for a yankee masthead jib, which was
a great improvement on the original. We modified the saloon, building in a pilot
berth to port with splendid crew’s lockers underneath and made a chart room out
of the shower.
Cruising in 1967 was unfortunately very limited. The new sails were depressingly late in arriving and our commitments to accompany the Admiral’s cup
team to Cowes cut right into the middle of the season. We decided to limit our
main cruise to Cowes and back after a quick shake down to Schull. It would be
tedious to recount this in detail as the waters covered are so familiar to members so I will only give a brief description of the highlights.
We approached our first passage in a motor-sailer with considerable interest
as we slipped our moorings at 1500 on July 20th. There were three of us on
hoard, myself, Cicely and General lan Boyd, a sailing companion for 40 years.
Every now and again conditions for a passage are perfect, the sea smooth, the
wind light and letting us lay the course, the weather balmy, visibility good and
"all systems go" on the ship. The knots reeled off and the auto-pilot did the
work. We relaxed over our evening drink and followdd it up with Cicely’s stew,
a masterpiece. Usually a deserted bit of ocean, this time we had fishing boats
in sight all night frequently having to alter course to clear them. Just enough
interest to make watch-keeping a pleasure. In the early morning the Queen
Mary passed us very close, bound for Cork, a pleasant check on our course;
we doubted if her master necessarily felt the same about sighting us. Land was
sighted at 0840 on July 21st and the Longships were abeam at 1332. We moored
alongside at Newlyn at 1615 well satisfied with our passage, though I had a hunch
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that we would pay for it on the way back.
The next day was a contrast. The wind N.E. 4, and we bound up channel,
overcast with drizzle and cold as we cast off at 1430 bound for Falmouth. By
1700 we were off the Lizard, in the edge of the race, the wind now force 6, a
beastly sea, streaming rain and shocking visibility. A small coaster overtook
us close to starboard then altered course right across our bows and forced us
about. Her master must dislike yachtsmen. With the wind steadily freshening
we were carrying too much sail and taking a few seas on board so decided to
lower the mainsail. As we started on this a helicopter appeared out of the mist
and hovered low above us, one crew member leaning nonchalantly out of the open
door to watch the proceedings. The spray was flying and Ian’s and my elderly
and by no means slim figures struggled on the reeling deck, bottoms up over
the boom, oilskins flapping as we gathered in the sail; he had an eyeful. He
must have been thinking there is one born every minute. We didn’t like to wave
for fear of being winched up immediately. As soon as we finished and the
show was over the helicopter whirled away. From there it was just a long,
slow, wet and lively slug to Falmouth where we picked up a mooring at 2000.
From Falmouth to Gosport for the start of the Channel Race it was sunshine
and light fair winds all :the way. Bob and Anne Templer joined us at Darmouth
and we put in also to Weymouth and Yarmouth, I.O.W.
The 29th of July saw the start of the Channel Race off Southsea, over 100
yachts tacking and gybing in the sunshine and light airs before the guns. It
was a fine sight as they bore away across the line and later hoisted spinnakers
off No Man’s fort, spread out right across the horizon. We kept company for
some way, then turned back to make for Cowes where we made fast in the trots
in the evening.
Cowes week in a Fastnet year is a sight to see once, but never again. The
yachts are superb and there is always something to watch. Any one of the big
yachts in Crosshaven would have us all staring, and discussing; at Cowes one
became quite blas~, everyone is busy and one lacks the compansionship of
a cruising anchorage. The trots are a ghastly marine slum, there is nowhere
to leave a dinghy in safety ashore and everything and everywhere is crowded.
We were lucky to have introductions to kind friends who looked after us well and
did everything to make our stay enjoyable.
One night our dinghy was pinched from astern and it wasn’t: till the afternoon
that I managed to borrow another and find it abandoned up the river. From then
on, at night, we lead the end of the painter in through a porthole and made it
fast to the ship’s bell. At one time we had Eric Tabarly’s astounding PEN DUIK
III alongside, an imposing and original ship, and also Baron de Rothschild’s
superb GITANA V. As the week drew on the trots extended further and further
in serried ranks, the lighter boats in the middle getting squeezed narrower
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and narrower. There were fireworks on the Friday night, not very good, but
some bright sparks among the trots enlivened the proceedings by letting off
flares and rockets. What would have happened if there had been a fire I dread
to think.
Early on the morning of the Fastnet there were loud shouts and crunches.
The trots had extended into the main channel and a British Railways cargo
vessel, bound down stream, was baulked by some boat underway and sideswiped the outer yachts dealing effectively with the crosstrees and rigging of
several Fastnet entries. Luckily no one was sunk or hurt.
The Fastnet started in a flat calm, the fleet spread out all over the place.
The majority found a light puff off the island shore and short tacked along it.
MOONDUSTER went off to the mainland, found a good breeze and by Hurst
narrows was the second yacht out of the Solent. As the breeze freshened the
yachts streamed out to beat through the Needles Channel and we kept in company
to enjoy the superb sight, finally turning away for Poole Harbour which I had
not visited for 35 years. It was somewhat changed’.
We went to Plymouth as the leading yachts got in and moored in the basin,
honoured by having the Commodore of the R.O.R.C., Michael Vernon, alongside in ASSEGAI. The Royal Western Y.C. and the R.O.R.C. were firmly in
charge of the organisation and in contrast to Cowes it was excellent.
We towed MOONDUSTER out of the basin on the morning of August 12th
and enjoyed a fine beat in a fresh breeze to Fowey, always a charming spot,
and from there returned to Newlyn.
We left Newlyn at 1020 on August 17th with Cicely, my son Richard and
Charles Le Grice on board. A strong crew as both Richard and Charles are
very experienced. This was a dirty passage but the speed, comfort and dryness of KILLALA did much to mitigate it. The west wind backed and freshened
all afternoon as the promised front came through till by midnight it reached
force 7 and we were reduced to the staysail and mizen. It was a black night
with heavy rain and a big sea running. KILLALA’s motion was lively in the
extreme but nothing solid came on board. She has high freeboard and was well
heeled over. In the grey morning and driving mist I got the Homer Heron outfit up in the deck-house and struggled to get a good bearing of the Daunt. I am
still not at all used to this machine being a disciple of the old-fashioned Berne.
Before I had achieved a good result Cicely said ’There is the Daunt anyway’, and
sure enough it was a mile off on the bow. We had to get a new log rotor in
England and had not re-calibrated the log, it was under-reading by a shattering
18~o’. How very pleasant, though, to make one’s landfall early on a beastly
morning. We picked up our moorings at Crosshaven at 1120.
As a matter of interest I had allowed for a set to the east of 5° increasing
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to i0° when the wind freshened after dark.
Everyone asks how we like the new ship, the young making rather pointed
remarks about deck chairs, awnings, iced drinks and stewards. We find her
fine. She is fast and dry, oilskins only really required for deckwork. We
specified to Jack Giles that she should sail as well as possible with the wind 5
points or more free and this she does, the yankee pulling her along splendidly.
We like the two headsail rig, it is only a moment to drop the yankee and lash it
to the pulpit and she balances well with the boom staysail. We can reach the
forestay to hank on the jib from the pulpit, the only penalty is runners and I am
modifying these this winter so that they will only need to be cast off when running
dead. She badly needs some form of spinnaker and I am sure that the old-fashioned triangular one will be the answer.
We find we use sails for 90~o of the time and the engine 70~o. It is very quiet
and vibrationless and with sail set uses a gallon an hour at about 7 knots. Maximum speed under power is 8 knots and there is enough power to push her along
against a headsea and wind.
She is not as stiff a yacht, comparatively, as SHINDILLA and the motion is
much livelier, but of course she is sailing much faster. She is just as easy to
handle for the:two of us - easier in fact with the auto-pilot, a Pinta. This is
worth an extra hand, it steers better than we can, never gets tired, needs no
food nor alcohol and allows one to keep a much better look-out and gives one
freedom to navigate, take bearings etc or enjoy one’s drink. It is, however,
vitally important to ensure that a continuous look-out is kept, one cannot just go
below and read a book’.
On our way down channel off the Start we sighted a coaster coming towards
us on a reciprocal course. It was broad daylight with quite a bit of shipping
about. The coaster opened her masts alternately to port and starboard of us so
we altered course to pass close by her, we were under sail. As we passed her
some 50 yards to port she roiled towards us so that we could see right through
her wheelhouse, both doors were open. There was non, one there - or anywhere
else on deck. The lesson is unfortunately quite clear.
When we were discussing the new rig with Mr. Lowis of Laurent Giles he
remarked rather cuttingly "Of course this isn’t the sort of boat we design now".
The modern motor sailer is indeed very different, lighter, slinkier and with
longer ends and a harder turn to the bilge. Her performance under sail is, I
understand, superior, her cost compared with the older boat is even more
superior. KILLALA is a reasonable compromise which will I trust serve us well
for many years.
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THE ADMIRAL’S CUP 1967
by The Commodore
The Irish Cruising Club entered an Irish team in the 1967 Admiral’s Cup
series. The team consisted of: MOONDUSTER
FIREDANCER
JAYNOR

Denis Doyle
Ken Wilby
Ivan Selig

Cork
Dublin
Belfast

The Points gained in the four races were as follows:-

Channel Race
Brittania Cup
New York Y.C. Cup
Fastnet Race
Total 144 Points

MOONDUSTER

FLREDANCER

26
10

4
8
12

51
87

JAYNOR
6
11
7
21
45

This placed us 8th out of 9 entries, the same position as we reached in 1965
and it was most disappointing that we did not do better. The competition is
intense and there is no doubt that our yachts suffered through the lack of top
class, : preliminary competitive racing, both offshore and round the buoys. This
is due in part to the geographical difficulties, our yachts were scattered and the
crews only finally came together for the series, and in part to the fact that we had
only three eligible yachts. JAYNOR was only launched shortly before the series
and Ivan Selig deserves the greatest credit for getting her ready, crewed and
fitted out in time.
To get anywhere in this, the toughest offshore series in the world, requires
both crews trained to a high standard and yachts tuned to a high pitch. Mistakes,
in any form, are disastrous.
The only way to improve our position is to gain more experience, to give more
members an opportunity of taking part and realising what they are up against and
to encourage more owners to have yachts of the required quality to enter. I think
norone who took part will regret it despite our poor showing. They all enjoyed
meeting the crews of the top flight ocean racing yachts from many countries and
racing against them. I am certain that we should enter again, if we can fin~l a
suitable team, and that we can well profit by the mistakes we made in 1967.
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NEW TONNAGE
Quite a number of members, including all our Flag Officers, have acquired
bigger and/or better boats.
The Commodore has described his new KILLALA on page 159.
The Vice-Commodore, as we go to press, has received delivery of the fine
23 ton ocean racer ZEST, a near sister, but with auxiliary, of Denis Doyle’s
MOONDUSTER.
The Rear =Commodore, in his brand-new fibre-glass one =tonner MARULA
has raced with particular distinction on the other side of the Irish Sea (See
photo of launching).
John Guinness acquired the fine modern 18 ton yawl SULE SKERRY and
brought her home to Howth from the Clyde via the Isle of Mull.
Ivan Selig, after repeated delays, got delivery of his beautifully built new
cutter JAYNOR~just in time to compete in the Admiral’s Cup races.
Ian Morrisson is to be congratulated on acquiring QUERIDA, and Denis Doyle
on finding an owner for her who would not spoil her with an engine.
Myles Rothwell bought SEAMROG, a 43 ft. m.f.v. -type hull, and brought her
from Chichester to Newport, Mayo, where he is spending a busy winter converting her to a luxury motor-cruiser.
Peter Odlum has sold INISHMARA and is building a cruising yawl of 20 tons.

OTHER MEMBERS’ ACTIVITIES
Raymond Fielding spent 2 weeks~ in CORRAN harbour-hopping between
Crosshaven and Crookhaven. Then he sailed to Dartmouth as crew on AMADEA
II, R.C.C.
Mungo Park sailed KITUGANI to her home from home at Castle Island near
Schull and in due course returned to Howth.
Ernest Tweedy was training a new crew for TWAYBLADE and introduced
them to the Isle of Man.
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Cormac O’Ceallaigh in JULIA went for a cruise to the Clyde.
Ninian Falkiner in TIR NA N-OG accompanied some Dragons to the Clyde.
Tom Sheppard cruised south to Crookhaven in GREYLAG OF ARKLOW.
The Hon. Secretary cruised no further than the Isle of Man in his own yacht
SHORTWAVE but skippered his predecessors SAMPHIRE OF OSYTH from
Dunlaoghaire to Brittany.
Dermot Barnes sailed from Lisbon to Gibraltar in CU-NA-MARA.
Henry Horsman went for a family cruise in Norway with the principal owners
of ANNE MARIE.
Lya11 Smith went cruising in Scotland in CARREGWEN.
Dick and Patricia Watson spent their honeymoon aboard HELEN OF HOWTH
in the Kenmare River.
WILD GOOSE and SARCELLE, whose voyages have been recorded in
previous Journals, were not in commission this year. We hope that Wallace
Clark and Fergus McKinley will have leisure for extra good cruises in 1968.
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LIST OF MEMBERS
The letters (H.P.R.)
are inserted after
the names of Honorary
Port Representatives
Name & Year
Elected

Address
(phone number)

Yacht

Thames
Tonnage

Anderson, A.W.
1961

Balmacara, Deanfield,
Londonderry. (3348)

Lapwing

3½

Andrews, David
O.B.E., M.Sc.,J.P.
1959

Belfast Mills, Percy St.,
Belfast 13.
(Office: 22451
Home: Bangor 60631)

Ocean Dove

8½

Archer, William M.
1965

16, Harberton Park,
Belfast 9 (669943)

Petrel

Arnold, R.C.
1955

13, Malone Hill Park,
Belfast. (667377)

Balmforth, M.B.
1966

40rmonde Park,
Belfast 10

Unmistakable

Barnes, Dermot
1955

53, Sycamore Road,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(882703)

Cu -na -Mara

Beck, H.P.
1963

10, Murdock Court,
Middlebury, Vermont,
U.S.A.

ChinaB~d

13

Berridge, Lt. Col. R.L.
(C ommodore) (H. P. R. )
1946

Ashleam, Monkstown,
Co. Cork.
(Glenbr ook 841022)

Killala

19

Berridge, Mrs. CicelyD.
1965

do.

Beckett, John D.
1963

52, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(889826)

Begley, William
1950

87, Tritonville Road,
Sandymount, Dublin.
(684947)

Dara

5-0 -5

Booth, E.M.
1967

Melmore, Shankill,
C o. Dublin
(863094)

Bourke, John P.
1965

27, Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(805225)

Bourke, J. Roger
(H. P.R. Shannon)
1940

Corbiere, Ashbourne Ave.,
Limerick.
(Office: 45444
Home: 45479

Boyd, J.M.
1963

Craigantlet, Newtownards,
Co. Down.

Bradley, Desmond
1957

"Mostyn" Grove Lawn,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 53351
Home: 882552)

Braidwood, W.S.
1963

3, Dufferin Villas,
Bangor, Co. Down.
(2382)

Braidwood, Mrs.
1963

Venetia

Iduna

Cruishkeen

14

do.

Bridges, Mrs. M.C.
(H.P.R.)
1936

Seamark, Glandore,
Co. Cork.
(Leap 7)

Brindley, Aidan C.
1954

Pendennis, Gordon Ave.,
Fox_rock, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 78617
Home: 893444)

Aletta

Br oderick, K.J.
1943

Kilcoran, Knapton Road,
Dun Laoghaire, Co.
Dublin. (803397)

Darroch

Brown, J. Finlay
1959

151, Seafield Road,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(335789)

Hy-Brasail
(P.O.)

Brown, W.P.
(H.P.R.)
1963

212, Shore Road,
Portaferry, Co. Down.
(318)

Black Soo

13½

5

Bunting, Peter J.

Faunmore, 58 Demesne

1962

Rd., Holywood, Co. Down
(Office: Belfast 21892
Home: Holywood 3744)

Butler, J.C.
1959

Belgrove, Cobh,
Cork. (811342)

Wender

Happy Morning

Butler, Sean, Mr. Justice Bonnie Doon,
1957
Coliemore Rd., Dalkey,
Co. Dublin (806187)
Campbell, R.P.
1934

C otswolds, Fox_rock,
Co. Dublin. (893242)

Verve

Chadwick, T.
1944

Lissen Hall, Swords,
C o. Dublin.
(Office: 280381
Home: 201220)

Huzure

Charles, R.
1948

13 Ham Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,
Sussex. (Home: 3421 - Office:
CHA 1644)

Franzi

Clapham John F.
1965

3 Clanbrassil Tce.,
Marino, Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 25475
Home: Holy-wood 2933)

Daphne

Clark, H.W.S.D.L.
(H.P.R. Portrush)
1951

Gorteade Cottage,
Upperlands, Co. Derry
(Maghera 216)

Wild Goose

Clarke, Don.
1965

6 Belmont Park, Derry
Office: Derry 2112
Home: Brookhall 365)
Craigside, Langley Ave.,
Bingley, Yorks.

Caru

Clegg, J.A.
1963

Cobbe, T.L.
1939

Newbridge House,
Donabate, Co. Dublin.
(350343)

Coe, R.
1957

Craigie, Monasterevan,
Co. Ktldare. (Kildare 25300)

10

(P.O.)

Dragon

I0

5

Sinbad of
Abersoch

11

Charm

6

Clarke, S.H.R.
1967

Aghmar ta, Carrigaline,
Co. Cork.

Collins, H.A.B.
1963

Clanallen, Manse Road,
Kilkeel, Co. Down.

Collins, J.B.
1954

Mulberry, Glenamuck Rd.,
Carrickmines, Co. Dublin.

Collins, W.J.
1937

Weir View, Sunday’s Well,
Cork.
(Office: 20636
Home: 24038)

Cooke, K.L.
(R.O.R.C. Measurer)
1959

"Salia’: Dublin Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office :771801
Home: 322348)

Courmey, Ross
1948

Ross More, Claremont Rd.,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
Office: 44686
Home: 323090

Cresswell, R.S.
1949

Lynton, Dalkey Ave.,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
(803163)

Quiver IV

21

Fionnuala

13

If

12

Setanta

10

Crosbie, Commdr.George Garrydale, Tivoli,
1930
Co. Cork. (51665)
Crosbie, T.
1930
Crosbie E.
1957
Cross, T. Fergus
1940

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork. (52420)
do.

Montenotte House,
Lr. Mentenotte, Cork.
(Office: 20595
Home: 22396)

Cudmore, Fred.
1947

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.
(Office: 24019
Home: 42662

Cudmore, Justin R.
1966

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.

Cudmore, Fred 0un.)
1966
Cudmore, Peter F.
1966
Cudmore, Harold
1956

Westcourt, College Rd.,
Cork.
do.

Cartriff, Douglas,
Co. Cork.
(Office: 24019
Home: 33016)

Cudmore, H. (Jun.)
1959

do.

Cudmore, Ronald
1964

do.

Auretta

Cudmore, Richard B.
1966

Uplands, Shanakiel,
Sundays Well, Cork.

Ann Again

Cunningham, Brian
1967

36 Dhu Varren, Portrush,
C o. Antr im.

d’Alton, M.M.A.
1956

Kilda Lodge, Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (office 61481)

Glenshane
P,O.

Dalton, Brian
1967

8 Whittier Place,
Boston, Mass. 02114. U.S.A.

Helvick

Dawes, Miss K.P.
1963

The Moorings, Harbour
Rd., Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
(805770)

Deane, Douglas
1965

"Rosario" Sidney Park,
Cork.

Denvir, Miss Joan
1956

Mount Bernard, Cobh,
Co. Cork. (811504)

Devereux, A.
1930

3 Candles, Aston Place,
Dublin, 2. (71429)

Dillon, A.
1959

Kilteragh Lodge,
Westminster Road,
Foxrock, Co. Dublin.
(893826)

Dineen, Patrick A.
1965

St. Munchin’s Bakery
Nicholas Street, Limerick.

E mmy

Huntress

7

Glen
O.D.

6½

12’
National

Doyle, Denis N.
1956

Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork. (23706)

Doyle Frank
1966

Lauriston, Douglas Road,
Cork. (23706)

Doyle John O.
1967

Springfield, Shankill,
Co. Dublin.

Doyle Thomas F.
1930

Ardmannagh, Glenbrook,
Co. Cork.

Doyle D. Conor
1966

Moonduster

20

Sonata

21

Naomi
P.O.

5

do.

Duff, J.C.
1946

37, West 75th St.,
New York 23, U.S.A.

Duff, J.M.
1949

11, Queen’s Park,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(804414)

Dunn, Aidan
(Hon. Secretary)
1963

2, Nutley Road,
Ballsbridge, Dublin 4.
(Office: 770733
Home: 691158)

Dwyer, Kevin F.
1966

Glenkeen, Glanmire, Co. Cork

Dyke, Stanley W.
1965

2 Knapton Tce.,
Dun Laoghaire (807918)

Elliot, W.M.
1932

Hiltsboro,
59 Cromwell Road,
Canterbury, Kent.
(Office: Nonington 319
Home: Canterbury 65679)

Sheena

Eves, T. Maitland
1967

Ganaway, Ballywalter,
Newtownards, Co. Down

Isle of Skye

Falkiner, Dr. N.
1953

24, Upr. Fitzwilliam St.,
Dublin. (62131)

Tir na n-Og

Fannin, Robt. N.
1959

117, St. Assam’s Ave.,
Raheny, Co. Dublin.
(33 5388)

5

Shortwave

9

Heron

11

Zest

Faulkner, J. Dennis
(Vice -Commodore)
(H.P.R. Strang-ford Lough)
1960

Olinda, Craigavad,
Co. Down.
(Office: Belfast 744261)
Home: Holy-wood 2783)

Felix, Bernard
1963

La Tour D’Ivoire, Bd.
De Lattre De Tassigny,
Toulon, France.

Fielding, Dr. R.J.
1956

Mizen, Douglas Rd.,
Cork. (31006 & 21842)

Finnegan, John J.
1966

9 Belgrave Road, Monkstown,
Co. Dublin.

FitzGerald, C.J.
1944

24 Patrick Street, Cork.

FitzGerald, David H.B.
1966

Mount Pleasant, Loughrea, Pegeen
Co. Galway (Home: Loughrea)
148: office: Tynagh 214)

Flanagan, R.J.
1930

119, Vernon Ave., Clontarf.
Dublin.

Fogarty, John J.
1967

8 The Crescent,
Middleton, Co. Cork.

French, Miss D.
(H.P.R.)
1934

Port Oriel Estate,
Clogherhead, Co. Louth.

Fuller T.
1935

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork. (6)

Glover, Dr. W.E.
1961

Rosamar, Mile Cross,
Newtownards, Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 30111
Home: Newtownards 2633

Glover, Mrs. L.
1963
Gogarty, Desmond
(H.P.R.)
1960

C orran

5 -0 -5

6½

Nora Sheila

Tyrena

do.

"Lamlash" Mornington,
Drogheda, Co. Louth.
(8740)

23

Catalina

11

Goodbody, H. Perry
1958

The Glen, Cobh,
Co. Cork.
(Office: 21701
Home: 811322)

G omes H.R.
1967

12 Main St.,
Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down

Gordon, Hugh
1965

"Mount Carmel",
Victoria Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin.
(Office: 45551: Home: 805662)

Green, Ronald,
1963

Plymouttt Hoe, Stoney Road,
Dundonaid, Belfast.
Home: 63175

Ain Mara
P.O.

Green, Mrs. Margaret
1963

do.

Green, Chris., H.
1964

do.

Helen

Green, Michael
1964

do.

do.

Greer, P.H. LI.D.
1951

Greer, Howard
1966
Guinness, J.H.

(H.P.R.)

22, Greenfield Road,
Helen of
Sutton, Dublin.
Howth
(Office:771801: Home 313195)
do .

Censure House, Baily,
Co. Dublin. (323123)

Amaz on

10

11

29

Her on

Sule Skerry

18

Rob Roy
McGregor

8

Seadog

11

1961
Guinness, Mrs. M.J.
1966

do.

Guinness, Peter,
1963

15 Queensberry Way,
London, S.W. 7.

Hall, R.C.A.
1952

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork. (841083)

Hall, Mrs. Nancy W.
1965

Lisaniska, Monkstown,
Co. Cork. (841083)

Music I.D.R.A° 14’

Hanan, Thomas J.
1937

Flat 1, 2 Wimmera Place,
St. Kilda,
Victoria, Australia

Harman, S.T.S.
1949

Lichfield, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork. (31053)

Heard, Mrs. Ruth
1967

Stone C ottage, Killiney,
C o. Dublin.

Hegarty, Brian
1957

Cairn Gorm,
Baily, Co. Dublin.
(323421)

Puffin

Mermaid

Hegarty, Dermot
1959

2, Killeen Terrace,
Malahide, Co. Dublin.

S ilv er
Moon

17
footer

Hennessy, Dr. Noel St. J.
1957

Roosky, Co. Roscommon

Ais ling

Henry, F.J.
M.B., F.R.C.S.I.
1936

Match Box, Mount Anville
Rd., Dundrum, Dublin 14.
Home: 984956

Jacqueline

Henry, Dr. George R.
1961

6 Farmhill Drive,
Goatstown, Dundrum,
Dublin 14. (983200)

Heron, Barney,
1965

Castletown, C elbridge,
Co. Kildare. (288349)

Hicks, Savell O. O.B.E.,
1961

Cuan Hills Farm,
Ballydorn, Killinchy,
Co. Down.
Office: Belfast 57251
Home: Killinchy 468

Higginbotham, J.W.
1964

Weatherly, Clar emont,
Howth, Co. Dublin.322086

Hilliard, C. E.
1961

5 West Bar, Banbury,
Oxfordshire.

Carina

Arctic Sun

Mimosa

4

8

i0

17
footer

Hogan, Thomas P.
1967

Monkstown Castle,
C o. Dublin.

Hollwey, O.W.
1948

Dunstaffnage, Stillorgan,
Co. Dublin. (880998)

Hollwey, Lt. Col. J.B.
1939

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely,
Co. Dublin. (893255)

Horsman, Henry F.
19~2

Templerainy House,
Arklow, Co. Wicklow
(22349)

Hunt, C.K.
1963

c/o Arthur Guinness Ltd.,
Cork.

Irving, J.F.
1960

The Moorings, Harbour
Rd., Sandycove, Co.
Dublin. (805770)

Jacob, Basil B.
1956

15, Cunningham Drive,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Office: 503222
Home: 806614

Johnson, Terence
1960

390 Clonard Road,
Dublin, 12.

Jones, A.G.H.
1965

125 Redland Road,
Bristol.

Kavanagh, Commander Peter
1965

Kerlogue, Railway Ave.,
Sutton, Dublin. (323396)

Kelly-Rogers, Capt. J.C.
O.B.E.,
1953

Arabel II

Tora

Anne Marie
P.O.

10

6

16

Cockabony

S am

Saunterer

9

Spindrift, Shore Road,
Portmarnoc[(, Co. Dublin.
Office: 46851
Home: 350028

Argus

5

Kennedy, Hugh P.
1963

7 Mount Eden Park,
Malone Rd., Belfast 9.
(Office: 226941
Home: 660500)

Tosca II

Kilkelly, Lt. Col. R.P.
1954

Cavalry Club,
127 Piccadilly,
London, W. 1.
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I<lmber, Gurth
1957

Hillside,
14 Stoke Rd.,
Nayland,
Nr. Colchester,
Essex. (Nayland 337)

Kinmonth, Prqf. J.B.
1966

70 Ladbroke Road,
London, W. 11.
(Park 6045)

Kirkham, T. G.
1929

127, Rathgar Road,
Dublin.

Knott, H.B.
1964

Marlay, Proby Square,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(881063)

Knox-Gore, Col. W.A.C.
D.S.O.
1954

3 Windsor Terrace,
Dunlaoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (805378)

Landon, Capt. E.G.
1959

Crannog, Banagher,
Co. Offaly.
Home: Offaly 24

Large, Richard T.
1958

Rosehill House,
Carysfort Ave.,
Blackrock. Co. Dublin.
(Office: 61236
Home: 880574)

Motihari III

5

Lawless, Peter D.
1964

Heydene, Westfields,
N.C. Road, Limerick.

Ianthe

8

Lee, Reginald
1961

Beaumont Cottage, Walt_ham
Terrace, Blackxock,
Co. Dublin. (880610)

Leonard, Alan O.
1964

24 Maryville Park,
Belfast 9. (669883)

Leonard, Miss Elizabeth M.
1967

35 Buccleuch Place,
Edinburgh 8.
(Newington 8509)
24 Maryville Park,
Belfast 9. (669883)

Leonard, Gerald B.
1964

Laputa

15

Sinloo of Arklow 8

Pamela

6

Sea Bird

4½

(P.O.)

5

Lamita
a

do.

do.

Livingston, William David
1965

89, High St., Cowes, I.O.W.

Livingston, Mrs. Bridget
1965
Love, Clayton
1950

Myth of
Malham

14

do.

Seabank, Clifton Terrace,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(801314)

Love, Brian,
1963

do,

Love, Mrs. T.
1963

do.

Luke, Derek
1959

Windward, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 53351
Home: 322507)

Luke, Dermot
1955

Fairways, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 71801
Home: 322634)

McAuley, F.D., M.Ch.,
D.O.M.S.
1961

44, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin. (61717)

Macauley, W.P.
1963

Ballyward House,
Manor Kilbride,
Bless ington,
Co. Wicklow.

McCleery, H.
1953

Island Bane, Killinchy,
Co. Down. (355)

McC onnell, J.C.
(R ear -Commodore)
1958

Darwin House,
C unningham Road,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
(Office :773141 )

McConnell, John H.
1965

do.

McCormell, Mrs. M.
1959

do.

E manuel

Heather Bell

Marula

52

10½

4

McCormick, W.H.D.
(H.P.R.)
1956

Brooklyn, Greencastle,
Lifford, Co. Donegal.
(Office: Derry 4081
Home: Greencastle 5)

Diane

McC oull, M.J.
1960

47, Earlswood Road,
Belfast (656980)

Lorelei

McDowell, J.R.
1963

Cherryhill, Ballymullan
Rd., Crawfordsburn, Co.
Down.
(Office: 28221
Home: Helen’s Bay 3165)

Caitlin

6½

McFerran, K.
1931

Dangan, Carrickmines,
Co. Dublin. (893153)

Huzure,

6

McF erran, Neil
1965

The Peak, Killiney,
Co. Dublin. (803556)

McGonagle, Liam
1959

Fingal, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.
(322848)

McIlwaine, A.D.
1960

Barra, Crawfordsburn,
Co. Down.

McIlwaine, Mrs. Y.
1963

(P.O.)

Sheenan

17

Marie of
Howth

5

14
5

do.

McKee, Michael
(H.P.R.)
1962

2, Sandringham Drive,
Bangor, Co. Down.
(Office: 22734
Home: 2692)

McKenna, David C.
1964

Flat 5, 5 Lancaster
Gate, London, W.2.

Mackeown, J.A.
1959

57, Leeson Park,
Dublin. (67964)

Huff of Arklow
Antoinette

McKinley, Fergus
1953

Beechfield, Sydney Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
(888376)

Sarcelle

McLaverty, C.
1961

77a Brownhill Rd.,
Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hampshire.

Dauntless

6

2

McLaverty, K.
1961

30 Deramore Drive,
Belfast, 9.

Durward

2

McMullen, L.
1940

The Dell, Gordon Ave.,
Fox_rock, Co. Dublin.
(893298)

Rainbow

6

McNally, R.J.
1964

42, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin, 3.
(335814)

Hy-Brasail
(P.O.)

McVicker, Jack T.
1967

33a Windsor Ave.,
Belfast 9.

Macken, J.J.
1949

White House, Dalkey Ave.,
Co. Dublin. (806897)

Mackey, K.
1964

6, The Close,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(881352)

Madden, Arthur, G.
1961

Hazeldene, Marina,
Blackrock, Co. Cork.
(31348)

Maguire, B.C.
1950

Northfield, 36, Herbert
Rd., Hornchurch, Essex.
(48754)

Maguire, M.J.
1958

Willow Brae,
Castlepark Rd., Sandycove,
Co. Dublin.

Maher, Patrick J.
1959

Ballinglanna, Douglas Road,
Cork.
(Office: 25252
Home: 33966)

Mahony, J.A.C.
1958

Cloghroe House, Blarney,
Co. Cork. (85121)

Mallagh, T.J.S.
1957

2 Clonskeagh Road,
Dublin 6. (971013)

Marshall, A.H.
(H.P.R.)
1963

Rockmount, 20 Warren
Road, Donaghadee, Co.
Down. (3553).

Martin, Brian M.
1966

11 Jordanstown Road,
Newtownabbey, Co.Antrim.

Aileen
(Dragon)

3

Fafner

Mac Lir II

La Petite
Mamselle

5

Solitaire

6

Martin, F.D.
1954

2, Eaton Brae, Corbawn Lane,
Shankill, Co. Dublin. (863410)

Adastra
(P.O.)

Masser, A.H. Ll.D.
1959

Edros, Baily, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 79801
Home: 323162)

Segura

22

Masser, K.A.
1966

1 Willowbank,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(806367)

C antabile

5-0-5

Mellon, D.E., M.D.
1947

5 Vergemount, Clonskea,
Dublin, 6. (973075)

Janet

12

Micks, R.H.M.D.
1930

2 Merlyn Park,
Dublin, 4. (694157)

Miller, C.G.
1955

Shortalstown, Killinick,
Co. Wexford. (Murrintown 8)

Calloo

Minchin, John
1960

Knockrea House,
Douglas Road, Cork. (332300)

Pride of
Leap

Mitchell, E.D.
1959

Carrowdore Castle,
Millisle, Co. Down
(Millisle 234)

Mitchell, P.D.
1956

21 6th Avenye,
Atlantic Highlands,
New Jersey, U.S.A.

Brindaban

Montgomery, A.M.
1957

Brocca, 5, North Avenue,
Mount Merrion, Dublin.
(Office: 79232
Home: 881045)

Z eewill

7

Montgomery, E.J.
1955

78, Northumberland Rd.,
Dublin.
(Office: 61201
Home: 67852)

Caravelle

2

Moore, Godfrey B.
1946

18, St. Catherines Park,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 801078
Home: 803152)

Felma
(P.O.)

11

11

Morck, Dr. P.B.
1958

Morck, Mrs. P.C.
1962

Frankfort Lodge, Merrion
Ave., Blackrock, Co. Dublin
(880852)

Samphire
of Osyth

11

do.

Windward

1½

Clonmore Glebe, Piltown,
C o. Kilkenny.
(Fiddown 8)

Evarne

11

Morris, R. Wall
1958

Melbeach, Monkstown,
C o. Dublin.
(Home: 804843
Office: 76331)

Vandra

8

Morrison, R. Ian
1957

Spindrift, Carrickbrack Rd.,
Baily, Co. Dublin. (323106)

Mosse, W.P.
1964

Denedin, Bennetsbridge,
Co. Ktlkenny. (5)

Mulhern, James T.
1958

Hillside, Upr. Mounttown,
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 77592
Home: 801420)

Murphy, W.J.
1963

15, Cleve Hill, Blackrock
Road, Cork.

Murray, Capt. Brendan
1964

17, Mount Prospect Ave.,
Clontarf, Dublin 3.
(Office: 4585i (Ex. 558)
Home: 334422)

Nixon, W.M.
1963

6, Gilnahirk Road,
Belfast 5.
(Office: 669491
Home: 650055)

O’Brien, Eric
1948

39, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin. (64511)

Morehead, R.
1950

Leeward, Marina, Blackrock,
Cork. (33297)

Morris, Arthur
1961

Querida

14

Thumbalina (Mermaid)

O’Byrne, T.E.
1951

Thorndale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork.
(32614)

O’Ceallaigh, C.
1959

46, Killiney Road,
KiUiney, Co. Dublin.
(806037)

O’Ceallaigh, Mrs. M.
1963

do.

O’Connor, Dr. M.
1957

58, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin. (67136)

Odlum, Peter D.
1942

Priory Lodge, Grove Ave.,
Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

O’Donovan, W.J.
1947

Eldorado, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork.

O’Hanlon, R.H., M.D.
1940.

8, St. James’ Terrace,
Clonskeagh, Dublin.
(62080)

O’Hanlon, Mrs. B., M.D.
1962

Julia
5
Glenshane P.O, Glen O.D.

Irmisfallen

6

Tjaldur

12

do.

O’Keefe, Ray. P. (H.P.R.)
1937

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford.
(Office: 72
Home: 280)

Iolar

(Mermaid)

O’Mara, Stephen
1960

Pembroke House,
Blackxock, Co. Dublin
(Office: 53361
Home: 880996

Oisin

I I

O’Neill, J. Russell
1964

25 Glandore Avenue,
Belfast, 15.

O’Reilly, John
1965

9, Eden Quay,
Dublin, 1. (47040)

Osterberg, Paul
1949

The Old Manse,
Hillsborough, Co. Down.
(226)

O’Sullivan, Jeremiah
1964

9, Rock St.,
Tralee, Co. Kerry (91)

Geraldine

4

Park, Mungo
1955

Corrig Breac, Baily,
Howth, Co. Dublin.
(322210)

Kitugani

Pay-ne, J. Somers
1961

4, Camden Terrace,
Crosshaven, Co. Cork.
(831128)

Melody

Perrot, Thomas R.
1965

c/o Cement Ltd.,
Boyne Road, Drogheda,
Co. Louth.

Pearson, J.D.
1950

Craig View, Howth,
Co. Dublin. (322276)

Orana

Pope, A.E.
1948

Roancarrig, Waterfall Rd.,
Cork.
(Office: 41851
Home: 41143)

Harbar

Pritchard, John P.
1966

The Coach House,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down.

Aspasia
P.O.

12

Aspasia
P.O.

12

Pritchard, Mrs. Mary G.
1966

do.

Purcell, D.J.
1937

3, Marlborough Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
(801849)

Reid, N.C.
1963

1, Fifth Ave., Baylands,
Bangor, Co. Down (60050)

Riordan, Cashel
1947

The Paddock, Templelawn,
Black_rock Rd., Cork (335.54)

Robinson, Dr. G.
1960

15, Belgrave Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
(Office: 805581
Home: 807207)

Whimbrel

Roche, T.H.
1935

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca Ave.,
Black_rock, Co. Dublin.
(881093)

Neon
Tetra

Ronaldson, Charles E.
1967

54 Clifton Rd., Bangor,
Co. Down.

11

Nat. 18’

12

Tern

20

Ronan, J.G.
1956

Cuskinny, Cobh, Co.
Cork. (811370)

Rothwell, R.M.
1960

Rosbarnagh, Newport,
Co. Mayo. (17)

Seamrog

Russell, John F.
1965

Edendorn, Craigarusky,
Killinchy, Co. Down (201)

Mac fin

Ryan, Senator Eoin
1957

4, Winton Road, Dublin 6.
(65249)

Ryan, J.
1957

c/o The National Yacht
Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Southern
Cross

6

Scanlan, Edward P.
1966

"Old Oast", Ellen’s Green
Rudgwick, Sussex.

Flarepath

12

Scanlan, Mrs. D.B.
1966

(Enterprise)

do.

Selig, Ivan
1965

5a Windsor Ave., N.,
Belfast 9.
Belfast (33878, office)
666064 Home)

Jaynor

15

Sheppard, T. Lt. Comm.
1957

Derrybawn, Military Road,
Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

Greylag of
Arklow

12

Sheppard, Gerald,J.
1958

Oakfield Lodge, Cuckoo
Lane, Liverpool, 25.

Smiles, Alan
1958

28, Fifth Ave., Port Washington, New York, U.S.A.

Smith, L.G.
1960

Islington, 47 Terenure Rd.,
East, Dublin 6 (908962)

Carregwen

11

Smullen, John D.
1961

Sea View, Corrig Ave., DunLaoghaire, Co. Dublin.

Smyth, B.T.
1960

40, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast 9. (66386)

Wynalda
P.O.

10

Smyth, F.B.
1964

646, Howth Road,
Dublin, 5.

Rebel

Smyth, Karl
1964

20, Hamilton Rd.,
Bangor, Co. Down.

St. Michael
of Cape Clear

4

16

Smyth, W.A.
(H° P.R. Cultra)
1960
Somerville-Large, P.T.
1946

11, Balmoral Ave.,
Belfast, 9. (665265)

Wynalda
P.O.

10

Vallombr osa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow. (862216)

G annet

10

Starkey, R.V.
1989

11, Sandford Ave.,
Marlboro’ Rd., Donnybrook
Dublin. (971107)

Bonita

Steadman, David
1967

125 Sydenham Ave., Belfast
4.

Dolphin

Stevenson, John A.
1964

96 Pymers Mead, Croxted
Road, Dulwich, London,
S.E. 21.

Sullivan, C. St. J.
1955

Bellevue, Lr. Mounttown
Rd., Dun Laoghaire, Co.
Dublin. (Home: 805877;
Office: 79345)

Sullivan, Michael R.
1967

1 Eglantine Pk., Douglas
Rd., Cork. (32734)

Taggart, Thos. N.
1966

Cuan Cottage, Skettrick
Island, Killinchy, Co. Down

Tayler, Warren J.
1962

53, West Point, Edgbaston,
Birmingham 16.

Thompson, S.F.
1956

Windyridge, Rochestown
Rd., Douglas, Cork (31137)

Tierney, John
1960

Amalfi, Eglinton Road,
Donnybrook, Dublin.

Kir mew

5

Wye

11

Pellegrina

12

56, Ferrybank, Arklow
(Home: 2452, Yard: 2403)

Aisling of
Arklow

15

Everton, Sutton,
Co. Dublin. (323084)

Twayblade

9

(692836)
Tomlinson, Michael
1962
Tomlinson, Mrs. Molly
1965
Tyrrell, John
(H.P.R.)
1940
Tweedy, Dr. E.S.
1962

Elmleigh, Neston,
Wirral, Cheshire.
do.

Villiers -Stuart, J.H.I.
(H.P.R. Helvick)
1961

Ba!lynaparka, Villierstown,
nr. Cappoquin, Co. Waterford.
(Villierstown 4)

Villiers-Stuart, M.F.
1957

Longside, Greenisland,
Co. Ant-rim.
(Whiteabbey 2245)

Walsh, R.T.
1950

65, Merrion Road,
Dublin, 4. (691385)

Watson, Nell
(H. P.R.’ Wicklow)
(Hon. Treasurer)
1962

Shandon, Crosthwaite Park,
South, Dun Laoghaire,
Co. Dublin. (804620)
(Office: Wicklow 2492)

Watson, Richard,
1962

29 Balkill Road, Howth,
Co. Dublin. (322472)

Winifred

13

Vivi

30 sq. m.

Leila

17 footer

Watson, Mrs. Patricia
1966
Wilkinson, J.N.
1956

Glenhedr, Howth, Co. Dublin.
(323063)

Wilby, K.A.
1964

Monte Alverno,
Sorrento Road, Dalkey,
Co. Dublin. (808235)

Wilson, P.
1964

Gribton, 12 Ralston Rd.,
Bearsden, Dunbartonshire,
Scotland.

Wolfe, J.M.
1959

Robs Walls, Malahide,
Co. Dublin. (350505)

Wood Wolfe, C.F.W.
1958

Bridge House, Skibbereen,
Co. Cork.

Workman, J.R.
1954

53, Malone Park, Belfast
(665815)

Ceara

8

Wylde, Commdr. A.L.
1961

South Shore, Sheridan Drive,
Helen’s Bay, Co. Down. (2208)

Sula’s Wing

5

Stewart, Alan C.
1959

Ardnacrusha, 16 Penrodyn
Valley, Anglesea, N. Wales.
(Office: Holyhead 2231)

Fire Dancer 16

Nan of Cylnder 12

Kyrenia

5

HONORARY MEMBERS
Barton, Humphrey
1934 (1954)

4, Quay Hill, Lymington, Hants.

Barry, Gerald
1943 (1967)

Murrayfield, Wilton Lawn,
Cork (42612)

Cree, Donal, C.L.
1934

Pinehurst,
Aviary Road,
Pyreford, Woking.

Faulkner, J .A.
1930 (1967)

Doon, Cultra, Holywood,
Co. Down (2104)

Gray, A.P.
(ex-officio - Hon.
Sec., R.C.C.)

Hurricane House, Fleet, Hants.
(Home: 1019; office GRO 3761)

Heard, R.D.
1939 (1963)

Stone Cottage,
Killmey Hill Road,
Killmey,
Co. Dublin. (803709)

Mooney, A.W.
1929 (1966)

Ardfern, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.
(804366)

O’Keeffe P. (H.P.R.)
1932 (1967)

Ardnagreine, Bantry,
Co. Cork. (33 :Office: 1)

Osterberg, Harald
1938 (1966)

1 Wilton Place, Dublin, 2.
(66705)

Paul, Alan H.
1958

Royal Ocean Racing Club,
20 St. James Street,
London, S.W. 1.
(HYD 5252)

.,
Rose Rambler

11

Gulnare

Rococo

Vanja IV.
Harklow

Years in brackets are those in which honorary membership was
conferred on previously elected members.
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